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Abstract 
Minutes of the 802.11 full working group. 

Notice: This document has been prepared to assist IEEE 802.11. It is offered as a basis for discussion and is not binding on the 
contributing individual(s) or organization(s).  The material in this document is subject to change in form and content after 
further study. The contributor(s) reserve(s) the right to add, amend or withdraw material contained herein. 
 
Release: The contributor grants a free, irrevocable license to the IEEE to incorporate material contained in this contribution, 
and any modifications thereof, in the creation of an IEEE Standards publication; to copyright in the IEEE’s name any IEEE 
Standards publication even though it may include portions of this contribution; and at the IEEE’s sole discretion to permit 
others to reproduce in whole or in part the resulting IEEE Standards publication.  The contributor also acknowledges and 
accepts that this contribution may be made public by IEEE 802.11. 
 
Patent Policy and Procedures: The contributor is familiar with the IEEE 802 Patent Policy and Procedures <http:// 
ieee802.org/guides/bylaws/sb-bylaws.pdf>, including the statement "IEEE standards may include the known use of patent(s), 
including patent applications, provided the IEEE receives assurance from the patent holder or applicant with respect to patents 
essential for compliance with both mandatory and optional portions of the standard."  Early disclosure to the Working Group of 
patent information that might be relevant to the standard is essential to reduce the possibility for delays in the development 
process and increase the likelihood that the draft publication will be approved for publication.  Please notify the Chair 
<stuart.kerry@philips.com> as early as possible, in written or electronic form, if patented technology (or technology under 
patent application) might be incorporated into a draft standard being developed within the IEEE 802.11 Working Group. If you 
have questions, contact the IEEE Patent Committee Administrator at <patcom@ieee.org>. 
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 Opening Plenary: Monday, March 6, 2006 
1.1. Introduction 

1.1.1. Meeting called to order by Stuart J. Kerry at 13:40. 
1.1.2. The agenda of the 96th session of 802.11 is in doc: IEEE 11-06-122r3.  
1.1.3. Secretary – Tim Godfrey  
1.1.4. Officers and Chairs of 802.11: 

Name Position Work Phone eMail
IEEE 802.11 WG Chair

Fax:+1 (408) 474-5343 
WG Vice-Chair / Treasurer
Policies & Treasury
WG Vice-Chair
Attendance, Ballots, Documentation & Voting
WG Secretary
Minutes & Reports
WG Technical Editor
Standard & Amendment(s) Coordination
WG Co-Technical Editor
Standard & Amendment(s) Coordination
WG Publicity
Communications

Teik-Kheong "TK" Tan WNG SC Chair +1 (408) 474-5193 tktan@ieee.org
Richard H. Paine TGk Chair +1 (206) 854-8199 richard.h.paine@boeing.com 

TGm Chair
Assigned Numbers Authority

Bruce P. Kraemer TGn Chair +1 (321) 327-6704 bruce.kraemer@conexant.com
Sheung Li TGn Vice-Chair +1 (408) 773-5295 sheung@atheros.com
Lee Armstrong TGp Chair +1 (617) 244-9203 LRA@tiac.net 
Clint Chaplin TGr Chair +1 (408) 528-2766 cchaplin@sj.symbol.com
Donald E. Eastlake 3rd TGs Chair +1 (508) 786-7554 donald.eastlake@motorola.com
Charles R. Wright TGT Chair +1 (978) 268-9202 charles_wright@azimuthsystems.com
Stephen McCann TGu Chair +44 (1794) 833341 stephen.mccann@roke.co.uk
Pat R. Calhoun TGv Chair +1 (408) 853-5269 pcalhoun@cisco.com
Jesse Walker TGw Chair and ISO JTC1-SC6 AHC Chair +1 (503) 712-1849 jesse.walker@intel.com
Peter Ecclesine CBP SG Chair +1 (408) 527-0815 petere@cisco.com

IEEE 802.11 WORKING GROUP OFFICERS

Philips Semiconductors, Inc.,                                          
1109 McKay Drive, M/S 48A SJ,                                     
San Jose, CA 95131-1706, USA

+1 (913) 664-2544 tgodfrey@link-7.com

Stuart J. Kerry +1 (408) 474-7356 stuart@ok-brit.com

Tim Godfrey 

Nanci Vogtli +1 (215) 340-2226 nancivogtli@concrete-logic.com

Terry Cole +1 (512) 602-2454 terry.cole@amd.com

+1 (650) 829-2618 simon@devicescape.com

Bob O'Hara +1 (408) 853-5513 boohara@cisco.com

Al Petrick +1 (321) 725-1520 x204 apetrick@widefi.com

Harry R. Worstell +1 (973) 236-6915 hworstell@research.att.com

Simon Barber 
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1.2. Approval of the Agenda 
1.2.1. Stuart J. Kerry reviews the agenda for the group 

1.2.1.1. We have added meeting sessions for Tuesday evening, since there are no 
tutorials. TGu, TGn, TGr, TGk, and TGt will be meeting Tuesday night. 

1.2.1.2. The chairs of these groups will publish updated agendas. The updated 
agenda will be approved and published as R4.  

1.2.1.3. The WG chairs states that these sessions will be extra credit attendance 
slots, per our usual practice 

1.2.1.4. There is also a wireless architecture meeting on Thursday. 
1.2.2. Any other modifications or new items for the agenda? 

1.2.2.1. None 
1.2.3. The updated agenda (r4) is approved with Unanimous consent. 

1.3. Approval of Minutes 
1.3.1. Meeting minutes from Jan 2006. 
1.3.2. Are there any matters arising from the minutes? 

1.3.2.1. None 
1.3.3. The minute are approved with Unanimous consent. 

1.4. Announcements 
1.4.1. The courtesy notices are reviewed for the body. 
1.4.2. Audio and video recording is prohibited by our procedures. Still cameras 

require express permission from the WG chair. 
1.5. Anti Trust Statement 

1.5.1. Stuart J. Kerry reads the following notice to the body: 

Each Member acknowledges that the Members are committed to fostering
competition in the development of new products and services. The
Members further acknowledge that they or their employers may compete
with one another in various lines of business and that it is therefore
imperative that they act in a manner which does not violate any applicable
antitrust laws and regulations.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Members acknowledge
that the Members will not, in meetings or informal gatherings associated
therewith, discuss issues relating to product pricing, methods or channels
of product distribution, any division of markets, or allocation of customers
or any other topic which should not be discussed among competitors in the
context of standards meetings or informal gatherings associated therewith.

Accordingly, each individual Member hereby assumes the responsibility to
behave in an appropriate manner in this respect and to limit their
discussions to subjects that relate to the purposes of the IEEE Standards
making process and adhere to IEEE policies and procedures, whether or
not such discussions take place during formal meetings or informal
gatherings associated with IEEE standards meetings.

ANTI-TRUST STATEMENT
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1.6. Attendees 
1.6.1. There are 29 new members attending for the first time. 
1.6.2. There are 242 people in the room. 

1.7. Treasurers Report 
1.7.1. Al Petrick presents Document 06/395r0 
1.7.2. There were $22K spent for legal fees, and $50 for domain registration. We 

have $149K in reserve.  
1.7.3. We had 740 actual attendees in January, bringing in $385K extra.  Instead 

of planned $13K deficit, we ended up with $33K surplus. 
1.7.4. Will update on May meeting plans on Wednesday.  
1.7.5. Expect to defer some cost out of surplus. 

1.8. Review of Policies and Procedures 
1.8.1. Al Petrick presents document 11-05-00781r5 to the body. 
1.8.2. Review of working group officers and duties for all wireless working 

groups. Members are encouraged to wear their voting tokens. Voting 
rights are also indicated by a printed indication on the badge. 

1.8.3. 802 LMSC P&P is Nov_2005_r051204.doc approved in January 2006 
1.8.4. Review of 802.11 operating policies and procedures, registration, payment 

of fees. 802.11 P&P are in 11-05-456r0, which is posted on the web site. 
Roberts Rules are revision 10 (Gold Book) 

1.8.5. Review of registration requirements 
1.8.6. Review of rules against photographs, tape recording, and media briefings. 
1.8.7. Review of procedures for server access and reflector subscriptions. 

Members must participate in 75% of meetings before being added to 
reflector. 

1.8.8. Review of voting rights and process for obtaining voting rights, and signing 
up for email and reflectors. The email confidentiality disclaimer was 
presented. 
1.8.8.1. Members are reminded that confidentiality notices on emails posted to the 

reflector are not allowed. 
1.8.8.2. Any material with confidentiality or copyright disclaimers attached will not be 

accepted for IEEE 802.  
1.8.8.3. Al Petrick displays the following statement to the body: 
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January 2006

Stuart J. Kerry,  Philips SemiconduSlide 10

doc.: IEEE 802.11-06/0053r

Submission  
1.8.9. Review of the process and requirements for gaining and keeping voting 

rights. 
1.8.10. Attendance recording procedures are reviewed 

1.8.10.1. Signing in for 802.11 attendance is required for gaining and maintaining 
voting rights. There is no opportunity to sign in late if you forget. 

1.8.10.2. There is a sign in sheet that must be signed once per day, from 7:30 to 17:30 
each day at the IEEE registration desk. 

1.8.10.3. Attendance credit pool is based on all daytime sessions, and evening 
sessions and tutorial are optional and are extra credit if attended. 
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1.8.10.4. Al Petrick reads the following statements to the body: 

January 2006

Stuart J. Kerry,  Philips SemiconductorsSlide 19

doc.: IEEE 802.11-06/0053r0

Submission

6. Patents

IEEE standards may include the known use of essential patents and patent applications 
provided the IEEE receives assurance from the patent holder or applicant with respect to 
patents whose infringement is, or in the case of patent applications, potential future 
infringement the applicant asserts will be, unavoidable in a compliant implementation of either 
mandatory or optional portions of the standard [essential patents]. This assurance shall be 
provided without coercion. The patent holder or applicant should provide this assurance as 
soon as reasonably feasible in the standards development process. This assurance shall be 
provided no later than the approval of the standard (or reaffirmation when a patent or patent 
application becomes known after initial approval of the standard). This assurance shall be 
either: 

a) A general disclaimer to the effect that the patentee will not enforce any of its present or 
future patent(s) whose use would be required to implement either mandatory or optional 
portions of the proposed IEEE standard against any person or entity complying with the 
standard; or 

b) A statement that a license for such implementation will be made available without 
compensation or under reasonable rates, with reasonable terms and conditions that are 
demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination. 

This assurance shall apply, at a minimum, from the date of the standard's approval to the date 
of the standard's withdrawal and is irrevocable during that period.

IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws on Patents in Standards

Approved by IEEE-SA Standards Board – March 2003 (Revised January 2006)
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January 2006

Stuart J. Kerry,  Philips SemiconductorsSlide 20

doc.: IEEE 802.11-06/0053r0

Submission

Inappropriate Topics for IEEE WG Meetings

• Don’t discuss the validity/essentiality of patents/patent claims

• Don’t discuss the cost of specific patent use

• Don’t discuss licensing terms or conditions

• Don’t discuss product pricing, territorial restrictions, or market share

• Don’t discuss ongoing litigation or threatened litigation

• Don’t be silent if inappropriate topics are discussed… do formally object.

If you have questions, contact the IEEE-SA Standards Board Patent Committee Administrator at patcom@ieee.org or visit 
http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/index.html 

This slide set is available at 
http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/pat-slideset.ppt

Approved by IEEE-SA Standards Board – March 2003 (Revised January 2006)

1.8.10.5. Al Petrick asks if there are any questions on this policy. There are none. 
1.8.11. Review of copyright status of submissions 
1.8.12. Review of standards compliance disclaimers 

1.8.12.1. Claims of compliance to unapproved drafts are not allowed 
1.8.13. Review of meeting etiquette. 
1.8.14. Discussion 

1.8.14.1. Now that we are in the 2006 year, can we update the document numbers to 
2006?  Yes, it will be done. 

1.9. IEEE SA Letters of Assurance 
1.9.1. Is everyone aware of the IEEE patent policy? Are there any questions? 

1.9.1.1. None 
1.9.2. Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members have any new LOAs. 

1.9.2.1. There are none. 
1.9.3. Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members are aware of any patents applicable 

to the work of 802.11? 
1.9.3.1. There are none. 

1.10. Announcements 
1.10.1. A member of 802.11 has passed away. The body takes a moment 

of silence in remembrance of Brian Ford. 
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1.10.2. Members are urged to be careful with their personal property. 
There have been notebooks stolen. The hotel security will ask anyone 
without a badge to leave the area. 

1.11. Interim meetings 
1.11.1. May 14-19, Jacksonville Florida 

1.11.1.1. Early registration is $550, late is $700 
1.11.2. July 16-21 San Diego 
1.11.3. September 17th, Melbourne Australia 

1.11.3.1. There are 3 hotels, Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza (closest). 
1.11.3.2. Early Registration 900$AU, 1100 late, 1300 on site. 

1.11.4. November 12-17, Hyatt Dallas Downtown 
1.11.5. January 14-19 2007, Hilton London Metropole 

1.11.5.1. An 802 sponsored interim in one location.  
1.11.6. March 11-16, 2007, Orlando 
1.11.7. May 2007.Montreal.  

1.11.7.1. Queen Elizabeth Fairmont. 
1.11.8. Sept 11-16 2007, Hilton Waikoloa 

1.12. ExCom Meeting Report 
1.12.1. Stuart Kerry presents the report from the Monday AM Executive 

Committee meeting 
1.12.2. We have about 1300 people registered at this meeting. Projecting 

an $80K surplus.  
1.12.3. Network has been upgraded with new APs and Servers 
1.12.4. There is a tutorial on Ethical behavior Monday evening at 8:30 by 

Michael Lindsay, IEEE Counsel. 
1.12.5. 802.11 is top download from Get802 program. 
1.12.6. IEEE SA is working on a common tool for attendance. Harry 

Worstell is working with IEEE. There may be a short-term fix provided by 
IEEE. Expect a final solution by November 2006 for attendance for all of 
802. 

1.12.7. There will be a new online PAR form starting April 3rd. 
1.12.8. There are revisions to the 802.11 Policies and Procedures. Interim 

meetings announced 11 months in advance will no longer require a 
quorum.  

1.12.9. The ANSI definition of “affiliation” will be used for LMSC.  
1.12.10. Discussion from the floor 

1.12.10.1. Does the pre-announcement of interim meetings include the location? Yes, 
but if there is an “act of God” circumstance, we can change the venue. 

1.13. 802 PAR updates 
1.13.1. The following PARs changes are up for vote: 

1.13.1.1. P802.1AS: Timing and Synchronization for Time-Sensitive Applications in 
Bridged Local Area Networks 

1.13.1.2. P802.15.3a PAR withdrawal 
1.13.1.3. P802.16j: Mobile Multihop Relay 
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1.13.1.4. P802.16k: Amendment to 802.1D on 802.16 Bridging 
1.13.1.5. P802.19: Recommended Practice on Methods for Assessing Coexistence of 

Wireless Networks 
1.13.1.6. P802.20 PAR Extension 

1.13.2. Al Petrick will take responsibility to take a position on these PARS 
by Tuesday at 5pm on behalf of 802.11.  

1.14. Attendance Update 
1.14.1. At the beginning of this meeting: We have 425 voting members, 28 

potential voters (have not requested to become a voter). There are 83 
nearly voters.  

1.14.2. Potential voters will have rights at this meeting. Voting rights are 
only granted at plenary meetings, not interims.  

1.14.3. We have 237 aspirant voters. 
1.14.4. The LMSC was directed to provide suggestions for us to develop 

attendance and documentation software. They were going to use the RFP 
we developed. They have done nothing in the last 4 months. The IEEE 
wanted to bid on this and help us out. We still need to get the RFP in 
place.  

1.14.5. Buzz Rigsbee is responsible for 802 LMSC. There will be meetings 
this week.  

1.14.6. IEEE is planning to provide some mechanism for collecting data in 
the meantime.  

1.15. WG Publicity and Timeline planning 
1.15.1. Nanci Vogtli presents the timeline 
1.15.2. The timeline will be updated at the end of each week. 
1.15.3. There are no new press releases. 
1.15.4. Stuart states that 802.11F (IAPP) has been withdrawn as of 

February 3rd. 
1.15.5. Darwin Engwer clarifies – this withdrawal means that the standard 

cannot be purchased from IEEE, but it doesn’t mean that the standard 
cannot be referenced. There is still important information in that standard 
that is needed for products, and it is not recorded in any other standard. 

1.15.6. Clint Chaplin states that 802.11F needs to be removed from the 
IEEE Get802 program. 

1.16. Policies and Procedures 
1.16.1. Al Petrick gives an update on the 802.11 P&P. (document xxxx) 
1.16.2. The LMSC P&P was adopted in January 2006 took out important 

information that resulted in lack of clarity and conflicts with other WG 
rules.  

1.16.3. Al met with LMSC last night to discuss these issues. The 
requirement for a common numbering scheme was removed.  

1.16.4. There was an issue regarding voting and approval percentages. 
The LMSC rules appeared to require 75% for all votes.  LMSC will amend 
the rules to include a 50% percentage for procedural motions.  
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1.16.5. The 802.11 WG will continue to review the LMSC rules during this 
week to address other issues.  

1.16.6. There will be a meeting Tuesday evening from 7:30 to 9:30pm to 
continue the review and recommendation process. 

1.16.7. Al Petrick has been developing a document on improvements to the 
802.11 P&P document. In section 9.14 on WG ballots, the only valid 
abstention is lack of expertise. But SA rules allow abstention for any 
reason. We will consider aligning our rules with IEEE SA.  

1.16.8. The LMSC rules removed the requirement to use Roberts Rules. 
The 802.11 WG does use Roberts Rules. Also the IEEE SA does 
specifically reference Roberts Rules.  

1.17. Reports 
1.17.1. Technical Editor Report 

1.17.1.1. Terry Cole and Simon Barber present 06/238r1 
1.17.1.2. When a document goes to RevCom, the baseline has to be documents 

already approved by RevCom. We currently have multiple revisions underway at the 
same time.  

1.17.1.3. We have worked with SA on a process for amendments based on revisions 
that are underway. We submit text for balloting based on the latest revision. We will 
provide balloters with the unapproved baseline revision draft in addition to the draft 
being balloted. 

1.17.1.4. We will maintain a timeline of the expected order of documents being sent to 
RevCom for approval. Each amendment will base their document on the 
amendments expected to be approved by RevCom by the time they are approved. 

1.17.1.5. There will be the usual Editors meeting on Tuesday morning. 
1.17.2. WNG Report – TK Tan 

1.17.2.1. There will be two sessions this week. There will be 5 items Tuesday morning 
1.17.2.1.1. OBAN, 802.21 update, CIRCLE (comm. For catastrophes). High 

throughput MAC. 
1.17.2.2. There will be a second session as part of the Midweek plenary on 

Wednesday 
1.17.2.2.1. Will discuss BPL, update on HDTV over WLAN, update on TGu 

1.17.3. TGk Report - Richard Paine 
1.17.3.1. There was an Interim in February. 
1.17.3.2. Expect to complete comment resolution and issue recirculation ballot at this 

meeting.  
1.17.3.3. There will be a 15 day LB to approve recirc of draft. 

1.17.4. TGm / ANA – Bob O’Hara 
1.17.4.1. ANA will publish a new document on the web site based on the motion 

passed in January.  
1.17.4.2. Any other groups that need numbers should pass appropriate motions. 
1.17.4.3. TGma will put D5.2 on the local server and website. It included all comment 

resolutions from the January session, plus the inclusion of 802.11e. 
1.17.4.4. Will resolve remaining comments from Sponsor Ballot, and direct editor to 

create D6.0. Will be sent out for recirculation after this session.  
1.17.4.5. Expecting to conclude work early and release meeting slots. 

1.17.5. TGn – Bruce Kraemer 
1.17.5.1. A Draft 0.02 has been developed. Additional material needed for Letter Ballot 

has been created. A coexistence requirement has been developed.  
1.17.5.2. All this material will be reviewed. It will be voted for inclusion into a draft.  
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1.17.5.3. Hopefully a draft will be ready for approval on Friday. 
1.17.6. TGp – Lee Armstrong 

1.17.6.1. TGp has a draft 1.0 out for Letter Ballot. 
1.17.6.2. There were comments on the vote to go to LB, which will be considered and 

addressed this week. 
1.17.6.3. Stuart J. Kerry states the ballot passed with 75.1% with a return ratio of 70%. 

It was a valid vote. 
1.17.7. TGr – Clint Chaplin 

1.17.7.1. Expecting to complete comment resolution and go for recirculation at this 
meeting 

1.18. Special Orders – Elections 
1.18.1. Stuart J. Kerry asks if there are any further nominations for WG 

chair.  
1.18.1.1. None 

1.18.2. The chair moves to Al Petrick. 
1.18.2.1. There are no further nominations for WG Chair 
1.18.2.2. Stuart J. Kerry is the only nominee 
1.18.2.3. The nominations are closed 

1.18.3. Stuart J. Kerry gives a short presentation of his accomplishments 
during his term as chair, and the current work of 802.11.  

1.18.4. Stuart J. Kerry is elected and approved as 802.11 Working Group 
chair by Unanimous consent and acclamation 

1.18.5. The chair moves to Stuart J. Kerry 
1.18.5.1. The first vice chair duty is to stand in for the Chair, and for policies and 

procedures. There is one candidate, Al Petrick. 
1.18.5.2. Any further nominations? None 
1.18.5.3. Al Petrick is elected and approved as 1st vice chair by Unanimous consent 

and acclamation. 
1.18.5.4. The second vice chair does  
1.18.5.5. There is one candidate – Harry Worstell 
1.18.5.6. Are there any further nominations for 2nd vice chair? None 
1.18.5.7. Harry Worstell is elected and approved with Unanimous consent and 

acclamation. 
1.18.6. Appointed positions 

1.18.6.1. Tim Godfrey is the current Secretary 
1.18.6.2. Any other nominations? None 
1.18.6.3. Tim Godfrey is approved by acclamation 
1.18.6.4. Publicity – Nanci will not be able to continue as Publicity chair. Stuart J. Kerry 

thanks here for her work in the last few years. 
1.18.6.5. There are no nominations for publicity 
1.18.6.6. Tim Godfrey is appointed for Publicity by acclamation 
1.18.6.7. Treasurer – Al Petrick 
1.18.6.8. Any other nominations? None 
1.18.6.9. Al Petrick is appointed Treasurer by acclamation 
1.18.6.10. Editor – Terry Cole 
1.18.6.11. Are there any new nominations? None 
1.18.6.12. Terry Cole is appointed Editor by acclamation 
1.18.6.13. Simon Barber is current co-technical editor 
1.18.6.14. No other nominations. 
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1.18.6.15. Simon Barber is appointed by acclamation 
1.18.6.16. WNG SC – TK Tan is current chair 
1.18.6.17. Any other nominations? None 
1.18.6.18. TK Tan is appointed as WNG Chair by acclamation 
1.18.6.19. JTC1 SC6 Ad Hoc – currently Jesse Walker 
1.18.6.20. No other nominations 
1.18.6.21. Jesse Walker is appointed by acclamation 

1.18.7. Task Groups will be elected on Wednesday after internal motions in 
the Task Groups. 

1.19. Reports (continued) 
1.19.1. TGs – Donald Eastlake 

1.19.1.1. Agenda in 06/256r5 
1.19.1.2. There is one remaining proposal. It will be presented on Tuesday, and there 

will be a confirmation ballot on Wednesday. 
1.19.1.3. There will be other technical presentations. 

1.19.2. TGT – Charles Wright 
1.19.2.1. TGt will meet for 14 hours this week.  

1.19.3. TGu – Stephen McCann 
1.19.3.1. Agenda in 06/294r2 
1.19.3.2. Will complete liaisons carried over from January meeting.  
1.19.3.3. There are 19 partial proposal presentations this week.  
1.19.3.4. There will be a presentation on TGu in the Wednesday plenary session, to 

explain the unique two-stage down selection process that TGu uses. 
1.19.3.5. The down-select is 05/618r1 

1.19.4. TGv – Pat Calhoun 
1.19.4.1. Goal is to add to base draft 0.1. There are 11 partial proposals to be 

presented this week. List in 06/422r0. There will be presentations for consideration as 
new work. 

1.19.5. TGw – Jesse Walker 
1.19.5.1. TGw will have 4 slots this week. There has been an internal review of the 

draft since last meeting. There are 200 comments to resolve at this meeting. 
1.19.6. JTC1 – Jesse Walker 

1.19.6.1. The fast track ballots in JTC1 end tomorrow. There will be comments on 
Draft Amendment 6 on 802.11i. We will prepare comment resolution proposals on 
any comments that are received. 

1.19.7. CBP –SG – Peter Ecclesine 
1.19.7.1. Will meet twice this week. Will address purpose and objectives for 

Contention Based Protocol. Will meet with 802.18 this afternoon regarding the 3650 
band. When approved as a Task Group, it will be TGy. 

1.20. Recess 
1.20.1. The meeting is recessed at 15:10pm 

2. Wednesday, March 08, 2006 
2.1. Opening 

2.1.1. The meeting is called to order by Stuart J. Kerry at 10:40 
2.1.2. There are 171 people in the room. 
2.1.3. The agenda is in r5. 
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2.1.3.1. Changes have been made to today’s session. Adding to old business – 
802.11 changes to positions on PARs, and revisions to PARs. 

2.1.4. WNG will have a 1 hour slot in this plenary session. 
2.1.5. Stuart J. Kerry asks to move the elections to just before 4.0. 

2.1.5.1. Moved Peter E / Dennis 
2.1.5.2. The agenda change is approved with Unanimous consent 

2.2. Letters of Assurance 
2.2.1. Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members are aware of any patents applicable 

to the work of 802.11? 
2.2.1.1. There are none 

2.2.2. Stuart asks if all members are aware of the IEEE patent policy.  
2.2.2.1. They are. 

2.2.3. Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members have any new LOAs. 
2.2.3.1. There are none. 

2.3. Announcements 
2.3.1. TGm has completed their work for the week. The slots are open for other 

task groups. 
2.3.2. Harry Worstell announces that current drafts are available on the local 

server (802SERVER). After this meeting, only voting members have 
access to drafts. 

2.3.3. Harry Worstell reminds members to monitor their property, and wear 
badges in the meeting areas. 

2.3.4. The social is tonight in the hotel lobby tonight. 
2.3.5. Al Petrick announces that the P&P meeting will continue today from 1pm 
to 3pm in the sandstone room. 
2.3.6. Steven Shroedl asks for member feedback or complaints. There are no 
complaints. Everyone is happy with the network performance. 
2.4. TGs Midweek Plenary Report 
2.4.1. Donald Eastlake presents document 06/475r0. 
2.4.2. There was a confirmation ballot on the merged proposal.  The vote result 
is 119 : 0 : 3.  
2.4.3. There will be a press release issued from 802.11 through IEEE.  

2.4.3.1. Darwin Engwer points out that this is an important milestone. He encourages 
any members companies that may be considering issuing related press releases to 
be careful. We are still early in the process.  

2.4.3.2. Stuart J. Kerry reminds that 802.11 positions are only from the chair or vice 
chairs, as authorized by the WG 

2.4.3.3. Mathilde Benveniste cautions that there could be significant technical 
changes to the draft during the ongoing process. 

2.4.3.4. The policies and procedures state that the chair and vice chairs shall be the 
sole contact for industry and media bodies.  

2.5. Liaison Reports 
2.5.1. 802.18 – Denis Kuahara 

2.5.1.1. Report in document 06/472r0 
2.5.1.2. There is an update to ITU-R N1450 which will be approved by ExCom on 

Friday and submitted back to ITU-R. 
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2.5.1.3. Mike Lynch and Denis Kuahara were re-elected as officers. 
2.5.1.4. Comments on FCC ET-356 have been submitted to the FCC. 
2.5.1.5. Working on response to ITU issue 212 on nomadic access. 

2.5.2. 802.19 – Sheung Li 
2.5.2.1. 802.19 has establish liaison with IEEE 1900.1 
2.5.2.2. P1900 has been seen as more regulator centric 
2.5.2.3. The 802.19 SG developing a Recommended Practice will be moved into 

Task Group status.  
2.5.2.4. 802.19 completed a preliminary review of the TGn Coex Assurance 

document. 
2.5.3. 802.21 – open position 

2.5.3.1. Any nominations?  
2.5.3.2. David Hunter Accepts the liaison position 

2.5.4. 802.22 – Peter Ecclesine 
2.5.4.1. Working on document 802.22- 0005r5. Proposal includes various elements.  
2.5.4.2. Document 35 is an overview, and document is another piece of the proposal. 

2.5.5. 802 Architecture – Andrew Myles 
2.5.5.1. Report in document 06/413r1 
2.5.5.2. Goal is to improve alignment between WG projects and overall architecture. 

Meets each Plenary on Sunday. 
2.5.5.3. Discussed issues at high level – need for common management, do we still 

need MIBs? Can we express QoS better? Should Task Groups be forced to work 
together when they have a common area? Do we need to reconcile maximum frame 
sizes? Should work be done in a new WG or in 802.1? How can we define scope of 
projects better? What is the difference between a MAC service definition and an API? 
Is location awareness appropriate for the architecture group? 

2.5.5.4. There is a web site available. Anyone can join the email list. 
2.5.5.5. Discussion 

2.5.5.5.1. Stuart J. Kerry notes that this is the 802 architecture, not the 
wireless architecture group. 

2.5.5.5.2. Bruce K – are there any action items that 802.11 needs to work 
on? Andrew- there is only an action regarding researching how WGs use 
MIBs.  

2.5.5.5.3. Richard P – how do we bring input to this group? Andrew – 
intends to discuss on the 802.11 reflector, conclude at the May interim, 
and bring results to the July plenary.  

2.5.5.5.4. Peter E – the max frame size issue has been discussed in 
Ethernet. The wireless groups have not conformed to requirements of 
frame size and CRC. There is a requirement of 1 in 10 million frames 
called good that is actually bad.  

2.5.6. WiFi Alliance – Clint Chaplin 
2.5.6.1. Document 06/484 
2.5.6.2. Review of existing task groups. Some are going into hibernation. CE is 

moving to an advisory role. 
2.5.6.3. TGn Marketing and Technical have generated statement of work. In the past 

there have been plugfests to vet the test plan and create the test bed. There will be 
additional compatibility tests in an open forum. They will start earlier that the normal 
plugfest event schedule. 

2.5.6.4. Simple config has accepted a proposal. The Technical task group has been 
formed to create the test plan. 

2.5.6.5. Motorola has been accepted as a board position. 
2.5.6.6. Next meetings are in Vancouver, June 4-9, Osaka in October. 
2.5.6.7. Discussion 
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2.5.6.7.1. Stuart J. Kerry asks if Clint will continue as permanent liaison. 
Clint- has not been decided. 

2.5.6.7.2. Al P asks if the Motorola member is public yet. Not yet.. 
2.5.7. IETF – Dorothy Stanley 

2.5.7.1. Document 06/473r0 
2.5.7.2. IETF is working on RADIUS extensions, which relate to wireless LAN 

attributes. 802.11 has been asked to provide comments. 
2.5.7.3. We have done work on EAP methods and keying. The EAP working group 

has updated the draft to version 10.  
2.5.7.4. TGr did work to review potential needs for work done in the EAP working 

group. There are no new EAP keying requirements needed for TGr. 
2.5.7.5. CAPWAP has released a protocol specification version 1.0. 
2.5.7.6. 802.11k is working on geographic location and privacy. 
2.5.7.7. Upcoming meeting in Dallas in March, and in July 

2.5.8. JTC1-SC6 – Alex Chang 
2.5.8.1. No report 

2.5.9. 3GPP – Sabine Demel 
2.5.9.1. There has been a liaison statement exchange regarding the TGu 

requirements document. TGu has prepared an answer which will be presented for 
approval. 

2.5.10. TIA – Arial Sharon 
2.5.10.1. There is nothing new to report from TIA 

2.5.11. 3GPP2 – Stefano Faccin 
2.5.11.1. 3GPP2 has sent liaisons letters to TGu. Responses from TGu will be up for 

approval. 
2.5.12. Announcement 

2.5.12.1. A meeting of the wireless ad hoc has been set for Thursday evening 

2.6. Leadership elections 
2.6.1. TGk – recommended reaffirming Richard Paine by a unanimous vote of 14 

members 
2.6.2. TGm – recommended reaffirming Bob O’Hara as chair and Darwin 

Engwer and Shlomo Ovadia as vice chairs. The vote was unanimous with 
7 voters. 

2.6.3. TGn – recommended reaffirming Bruce Kraemer as chair, Sheung Li as 
vice chair. Unanimous consent with 150 voters present. 

2.6.4. TGp - recommended reaffirming Lee Armstrong with Unanimous consent 
with 27 voters 

2.6.5. TGr – recommended reaffirming Clint Chaplin with Unanimous consent 
with 15 voters. 

2.6.6. TGs – recommended reaffirming Donald Eastlake, with Unanimous 
consent with 40 voters. 

2.6.7. TGT – recommended reaffirming Charles Wright with Unanimous consent 
of 20 voters 

2.6.8. TGu – recommended reaffirming Stephen McCann with Unanimous 
consent of 27 voters 

2.6.9. TGv – recommended reaffirming Pat Calhoun, Emily Qi Editor, and Bob 
Miller. Unanimous consent of 38 voters. 
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2.6.10. TGw – recommended reaffirming Jesse Walker as chair with 
Unanimous consent of 23 voters 

2.6.11. CBP-SG – recommended reaffirming Peter Ecclesine with 
Unanimous consent of 27 voters. There will be an empowerment motion to 
continue the SG.  

2.6.12. The chairs are approved by acclamation. 
2.7. WNG-SC presentations – TK Tan 

2.7.1.1. TK presents an agenda overview of the three presentations for the WNG 
session. 

2.7.1.2. The chair moves to Harry Worstell. 
2.7.2. Broadband over power line 

2.7.2.1. David Hunter presents Document 06/474 
2.7.2.2. This is not a technical proposal, but looking for ideas on how 802.11 links to 

this activity. 
2.7.2.3. Powerline communications in the home – PLC.  
2.7.2.4. There is a natural partnership with 802.11 
2.7.2.5. PLC can operate over utility power lines, and in-home. There are no 

standards currently. 
2.7.2.6. There are large potential volumes for equipment. 
2.7.2.7. Comparison of similarity and differences of BPL and 802.11 
2.7.2.8. P1901 is existing standard working on PLC. 
2.7.2.9. There are three different technologies deployed – all are proprietary 

currently. All of these will be proposed to P1901, but it may not use any of these 
directly. 

2.7.2.10. P1901 is an entity-based project, rather than individual voters. It has little 
connection to P802 other than a liaison.  

2.7.2.11. P1901 is addressing both public access and in-home environments. 
2.7.2.12. Proposes considering PLC as an alternate PHY for 802.11.  PLC is just 

another “really lousy medium” like wireless. 
2.7.2.13. Proposes taking 802.11 into an entirely new environment.  What should 

802.11 do about this? 
2.7.2.14. Discussion 

2.7.2.14.1. Jesse W cautions that it is not evident that 802.11i applies to this 
environment. More analysis is needed.  

2.7.2.14.2. Darwin E states that most of our devices are nomadic since we 
have to plug them in to recharge them, at least periodically. Is it 
conceivable that those signals can traverse a power adapter? David – 
yes.  

2.7.3. HDTV video over WLAN 
2.7.3.1. Todor Cooklev presents document 06/360 
2.7.3.2. Status report on current developments and activities. 
2.7.3.3. HD content is becoming mainstream; WLAN is needed for entertainment 

network. There is a high expectation for quality. 
2.7.3.4. Wants to build on 802.11e and 802.11n and possible other MAC 

improvements to make 802.11 a foundation for future entertainment networking. 
2.7.3.5. Description of scenarios and applications for HDTV WLAN networking. 
2.7.3.6. Proposed MAC level enhancements: multicast/broadcast, improved access 

methods, video specific quality assessment, content protection, bandwidth prediction, 
error concealment.  

2.7.3.7. Proposes using new network information provided by 11k and 11v to achieve 
higher QoS. 
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2.7.3.8. Envisions an 802.11 video-specific amendment. 
2.7.3.9. Discussion 

2.7.3.9.1. Per T – asks for clarification on content protection. Todor – all 
technologies are in scope for content protection. 

2.7.4. More on “what is TGu” 
2.7.4.1. Stephen McCann presents document 06/375r0 
2.7.4.2. TGu has been remiss in not addressing all of 802.11 and why there are so 

many liaisons to external bodies regarding the requirements document. 
2.7.4.3. This is an extension on Mike Moreton’s presentation from last year. 
2.7.4.4. TGu assists the advertising and connections to services beyond the DS, and 

provides information prior to association. 
2.7.4.5. TGu could provide network information, on the cost of services, 

subscriptions, etc.  
2.7.4.6. 802.11 currently assumes you are pre-authorized to use the network. TGu 

considers the case where you can enroll with the network, or use the network to gain 
credentials. TGu hopes to address these issues in the “right” way. 

2.7.4.7. Review of TGu scope and requirements (11-05-822r9) 
2.7.4.8. TGu has modified requirements based on liaison feedback. 
2.7.4.9. Review of TGu two-stage down selection process.  
2.7.4.10. Provides support for network selection, and emergency call support though 

refined admission control.  
2.7.4.11. Discussion 

2.7.4.11.1. Peter E – There is more than supporting layer 3 from layer 2. 
Would be helpful to know of other principles that are in play at the higher 
layer – breaking requirements into the areas in which they apply. 
Stephen – there has been a consensus and consistency for requirement 
derivation.  Peter – please clarify how the requirements were derived 
from the principles. Stephen – we analyzed requirements based on 
whether they could be addressed by changes to 802.11; if so, they were 
in-scope. TGu is not trying to solve the entirety of the requirements at all 
levels. 

2.7.5. The chair returns to Stuart J. Kerry 
2.8.  Old Business 

2.8.1. 802.11 positions on other 802 PARS at this session 
2.8.1.1. Al Petrick reviews feedback from Darwin Engwer regarding the 802.16j PAR. 

These comments will be forwarded to the 802.11 reflector.  
2.8.1.2. The issue is lack of coordination with other projects of similar scope. 802.11j 

is “mesh like” and warrants coordination with 802.11s and 802.15.5.  
2.8.1.3. The comment has been forwarded to the 802.16 Chair. 
2.8.1.4. We will look for any reply, which is due by 5pm tonight. 

2.8.2. Minor PAR changes for 11k, p, n, r, and s. 
2.8.2.1. We were advised by the 802 SA that the projects are amendments to 802.11. 

These PARS specify a particular version 802.11-1999. We will correct these PARs to 
specify only 802.11 as the base document. 

2.8.2.2. Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 
802 ExecComm a PAR maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to 
Std. 802.11” in the Radio Resource Measurement of Wireless LANs (TGk) PAR 

2.8.2.2.1. Moved Richard Paine on behalf of TGk (unanimous with 11 
votes) 

2.8.2.2.2. Vote: passes 107 : 0 : 2 
2.8.2.3. Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 

802 ExecComm a PAR maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to 
Std. 802.11” in the Wireless Access In Vehicular Environments (TGp) PAR 
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2.8.2.3.1. Moved Lee Armstrong on behalf of TGp (unanimous with 27 
votes) 

2.8.2.3.2. Vote: passes  100 : 0 : 3 
2.8.2.4. Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 

802 ExecComm a PAR maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to 
Std. 802.11” in the Fast BSS Transition (TGr) PAR 

2.8.2.4.1. Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr (unanimous with 12 votes) 
2.8.2.4.2. Vote: passes 98 : 0 : 0 

2.8.2.5. Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 
802 ExecComm a PAR maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to 
Std. 802.11” in the ESS Mesh Networking (TGs) PAR 

2.8.2.5.1. Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs (unanimous with 14 
votes) 

2.8.2.5.2. Vote: passes 103 : 0 : 1 

2.9. Recess 
2.9.1. The meeting is recessed at 12:30 

3. Friday, March 10, 2006 
3.1. Opening 

3.1.1. The meeting is called to order at 08:00 by Stuart J. Kerry 
3.1.2. Following the agenda in 06/122r5 

3.1.2.1. Changes from r4 to r5 
3.1.2.1.1. Additional item for TGn PAR change 
3.1.2.1.2. Liaison letters for TGu carried over from Wednesday 

3.1.3. Any other changes? None 
3.1.4. The agenda is approved with Unanimous consent 
3.1.5. There are 115 people in the room. 

3.2. Announcement 
3.2.1. Are there any new letters of assurance pertaining to 802.11? Any patents 

related to 802.11?  
3.2.1.1. There are none 

3.2.2. Are all members aware of IEEE patent policy? Yes 
3.2.3. Chairs are reminded of the upcoming CAC meetings 

3.3. WG Documentation 
3.3.1. Harry Worstell announces that we are working with the IEEE to put a 

search engine on our documentation. They will have it before November. 
3.4. Policies and Procedures 

3.4.1. Al Petrick reviews the three meetings during the week to review P&P in 
05/456r0. It will be updated to an 06 number in May.  Plan to work offline 
to correlate all input into a single document. It will be posted in May, and 
voted on in July. 

3.4.2. The group also reviewed the LMSC P&P, and made suggestions for 
revision to be considered by ExCom this afternoon. 

3.4.3. Stuart thanks Al, Ken Clements, Harry Worstell and Jon Rosdahl for their 
help. 
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3.5. Timeline Updates 
3.5.1. There have been project schedule updates for TGt, TGu and TGk, which 

are reflected in the timeline on the website. 
3.6. Editors Report 

3.6.1. Simon Barber and Terry Cole have developed 06/530r0 which contains 
guidelines for editors. The 802.11g and 802.11h drafts are ready to be 
published in ISO.  There is a new set of guidelines for posting drafts 
during meetings. It has worked well at this meeting.  

3.7. Straw Poll with venue 
3.7.1. 100 are happy, 1 is not. 

3.8. Reports 
3.8.1. WNG – TK Tan 

3.8.1.1. Report is in 06/404 
3.8.1.2. There were 7 presentations, including liaisons and updates. This was the first 

time to include a WNG session in the Wednesday plenary session. We have had 
good feedback on this approach. 

3.8.1.3. Stuart J. Kerry announces that we will continue with the session plan 
3.8.2. TGk – Richard Paine 

3.8.2.1. Report in 06/526r2 
3.8.2.2. Completed all LB78 comments 
3.8.2.3. There will be a motion to go to recirculation letter ballot. 
3.8.2.4. 1600 comments were resolved.  
3.8.2.5. Objectives for May are comment resolution, and another recirculation. 
3.8.2.6. Will continue weekly teleconferences. 

3.8.3. TGm – Bob O’Hara 
3.8.3.1. Report in document 06/405r0 
3.8.3.2. Summary of work on 802.11rev-MA.  
3.8.3.3. All 304 comments have been resolved.  
3.8.3.4. The comment report 05/463r1 shows all comments resolved at this session. 
3.8.3.5. Will conduct sponsor recirculation ballot 
3.8.3.6. TGm will process comments on next ballot. 
3.8.3.7. Questions 

3.8.3.7.1. When will the ballot start? Bob- there will be a motion today. 
3.8.4. TGn – Bruce Kraemer 

3.8.4.1. Report in doc 06/508 
3.8.4.2. During this session missing parts of the draft were voted in, and defects were 

corrected.  
3.8.4.3. Submissions were presented and accepted to address the draft issues. 
3.8.4.4. There were 150 omissions, and submissions were prepared to address them. 

There were 27 individual presentations to address clusters of omissions. 
3.8.4.5. The PICS, MIB and Coexistence Assurance document were missing. These 

documents were completed and accepted by the TG. 
3.8.4.6. There was one controversial topic, which will take additional effort to find a 

solution. An Ad Hoc group will hold teleconferences to address this. 
3.8.4.7. The task group did agree to send the draft to letter ballot. 
3.8.4.8. Plans for May – there will be teleconferences and ad-hocs to deal with the 

letter ballot.  
3.8.5. TGp – Lee Armstrong 
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3.8.5.1. Document 06/525r0 
3.8.5.2. Reviewed preliminary comments for LB80 and LB81 (currently active). 
3.8.5.3. Will continue comment processing at the May meeting after LB81 is closed. 
3.8.5.4. There were 101 comments received on LB80, which was the motion to 

approve conducting LB81. 
3.8.6. TGr – Clint Chaplin 

3.8.6.1. Report in 06/529r0 
3.8.6.2. 1287 comments were received on LB79. All comments have been resolved. 
3.8.6.3. All comment resolutions were accepted by a vote in the TG. 
3.8.6.4. The TG authorized an interim meeting 
3.8.6.5. Draft 2.0 of 802.11r was generated. 
3.8.6.6. Will present motion for recirculation letter ballot 

3.8.7. TGs – Donald Eastlake 
3.8.7.1. Report in 06/517r1 
3.8.7.2. Had confirmation vote on remaining proposal. It was unanimously approved. 
3.8.7.3. There will be motions for press release and ad-hoc meeting 
3.8.7.4. There will be teleconferences. 
3.8.7.5. There will be an internal technical review 
3.8.7.6. In May will have presentations to refine draft. 

3.8.8. TGt – Charles Wright 
3.8.8.1. Report in doc 06/403r2 
3.8.8.2. Had 12 presentations and 4 proposals. 
3.8.8.3. Accepted 2 proposals 
3.8.8.4. The next draft will be D0.7. 
3.8.8.5. Plans for May: Will have a “state of the draft” discussion to determine what is 

needed for completeness. Will review and solicit comments. 
3.8.8.6. The schedule was adjusted for a first LB in November 06 
3.8.8.7. There will be 4 teleconferences before the May meeting 

3.8.9. TGu – Stephen McCann 
3.8.9.1. Report in document 06/504r0 
3.8.9.2. Including liaison reports 
3.8.9.3. There were 19 submissions for proposal presentations. 
3.8.9.4. The TGu requirements document is updated to 05/822r10 
3.8.9.5. Scenarios and assumptions have been updated to 05/355r7 
3.8.9.6. There will be 3 teleconferences 
3.8.9.7. In May there will be presentations of proposals and mergers, and review 

liaison communications. 
3.8.9.8. Liaison Status 

3.8.9.8.1. TGu requested 11 liaisons to other bodies in September 2005 to 
review the TGu requirements. We wanted feedback from the external 
networks we will interwork with. We have processed the responses, 
modified our requirements accordingly, and developed response letters. 

3.8.9.8.2. These letters have been finalized. There are 3 letters seeking 
approval today by a WG later. The letters were approved in TGu with 
Unanimous consent 

3.8.10. TGv – Pat Calhoun 
3.8.10.1. Report in doc 06/422r3 
3.8.10.2. Goals for this meeting were to add content to the draft.  
3.8.10.3. Still looking for internal review in Nov 06, and WG LB in March 07. 
3.8.10.4. There were 5 proposals voted in and added to the draft. 
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3.8.10.5. Goals for May. Harry will be acting chair. Will update objectives, and re-
evaluate timeline. Submissions are being scheduled now. 

3.8.11. TGw – Jesse Walker 
3.8.11.1. Report in doc 06/454r0 
3.8.11.2. Elected officers – Editor will be Nancy Cam Winget.  
3.8.11.3. Resolved 97 out of 205 comments from internal review. 
3.8.11.4. A draft 0.02 will be developed based on resolutions. 
3.8.11.5. There will be teleconferences. 
3.8.11.6. Goals for May – will continue to update the draft, and potentially conduct LB. 

3.8.12. JTC1 – Jesse Walker 
3.8.12.1. Report in 06/520r1 
3.8.12.2. Reviewed comments on ISO fast track on 802.11i.  
3.8.12.3. There are now official results from fast track. 24 yes, 3 no, and 4 abstain. 

The Chinese submission WAPI vote was 8 yes  :17 no : 5 abs. 
3.8.12.4. There will be an ISO ballot resolution meeting in Prague in June.  
3.8.12.5. Plans for May – will address any issues that come out of these votes, and 

accept any requirements from SC6 
3.8.13. CBP – SG – Peter Ecclesine 

3.8.13.1. Document 06/412r2 
3.8.13.2. Had presentations regarding situation at FCC. 
3.8.13.3. Nescom has completed the ballot to approve TGy and will be announced 

next Thursday 
3.8.13.4. Stuart J. Kerry announces that Peter Ecclesine will be chair pro-tem if TGy is 

approved. Peter accepts. 

3.9. Motions 
3.9.1. Move to empower the following TG(s)/SG(s)/Ad-Hoc to hold 

teleconference calls beginning no sooner than March 13, 2006 through 15 
days past the end of the July, 2006 Plenary Session. 
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3.9.1.2. Second Harry Worstell 
3.9.1.3. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.2. Move to empower the 802.11 WG, Task Groups, SGs, and SCs to hold 
meetings during the May 2006 Interim Session to conduct business as 
deemed necessary. 
3.9.2.1. Moved Al Petrick 
3.9.2.2. Second Jesse Walker 
3.9.2.3. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.3. Re-affirmation of minor PAR changes 
3.9.3.1. The Executive Committee has asked us to re-affirm the changes in this 

session. 
3.9.3.2. The only changes are in section 6b to change the base document to 802.11. 

This is because of the ongoing revision process of the standard. 
3.9.3.3. Stuart J. Kerry asks the body to affirm these changes to TGk, TGp, TGr and 

TGs.  
3.9.3.4. The documents are affirmed with Unanimous consent with 85 voting 

members present. 
3.9.4. TGk motions ANA 

• Move to request the IEEE 802.11 assigned numbers authority to allocate 
numbers for the following: 

Allocate Element IDs:  RSNI    
   BSS Load   
   Antenna Information  

3.9.4.1. Moved Richard Paine 
3.9.4.2. Second Simon Barber 
3.9.4.3. Discussion 

3.9.4.3.1. Bob O-Hara - These numbers are not required now. The process 
is to add the numbers at the end of the recirculation process. Requests 
that the drafts remain with <TBD> until the final recirculation. 

3.9.4.3.2. Adrian S – Doesn’t see that as sufficient reason to delay. How 
can we tell in advance when a final recirculation will occur? It can’t be 
final without the numbers. 

3.9.4.4. Motion ID 509 
3.9.4.5. Vote: (procedural) passes 43 : 20 : 23 

3.9.5. Motion: TGk requests the 802.11 WG to forward the proposed 11k PAR 
revision (extension to 2010 as found in document 06/0527r0) to NESCOM 
for consideration of the extension of the PAR.   
3.9.5.1. Moved Richard Paine on behalf of TGk 
3.9.5.2. Discussion 

3.9.5.2.1. Jon R. – this will be approved by ExCom in July.  Why not submit 
a single revision? 

3.9.5.2.2. Stuart – it is separate to the modification motion. This has a 30 
day advance requirement. The modification can be handled immediately. 
This revision motion will not be approved by NesCom until September, 
thus they need to be separated. 

3.9.5.3. Motion ID 513 
3.9.5.4. Vote: passes 74 : 0 : 2 

3.9.6. Moved: To approve all completed comment resolutions in document 
06/463r1. 
3.9.6.1. Moved Bob O’Hara on behalf of TGm 
3.9.6.2. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 
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3.9.7. Moved: to begin a sponsor recirculation ballot, using 802.11REV-ma draft 
6.0, once the draft becomes available.  The recirculation ballot is to run for 
no less than 30 days and to conclude before the start of the 802.11 
session in May 2006. 
3.9.7.1. Moved Bob O’Hara on behalf of TGm 
3.9.7.2. Vote: passes 77 : 0 : 2 

3.9.8. Motion: Believing that the P802.11n draft 0.04 satisfies all WG 802.11 
rules for letter ballot, instruct the editor to change the version number to 
draft 1.0 and move to request the 802.11 WG to authorize a 40-day letter 
ballot on draft 1.0 to conclude no later than April 28, 2006 asking the 
question “Should the attached 802.11n draft 1.0 be forwarded to Sponsor 
Ballot?” 
3.9.8.1. Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGm 
3.9.8.2. Discussion 

3.9.8.2.1. Bruce recognized Adrian Stephens for his accomplishment of 
developing this draft. 

3.9.8.2.2. A member speaks against the motion – we now have 350 pages 
of text that has been available for a very short time. With all the other 
ballots, we will not have time to review this appropriately. Suggests an 
internal review for one cycle. 

3.9.8.2.3. Bruce – we have discussed the possibility of a peer review 
process in the TG. The group decided a WG LB would be better to 
formally collect comments.  

3.9.8.2.4. Dave B – the argument that there isn’t time to review the draft is 
not a valid reason to delay. 

3.9.8.2.5. Scott – was this moved by the WG? It was approved in the TG, 
thus no second is needed. 

3.9.8.3. Vote: motion passes 82 : 12 : 9 
3.9.9. Motion: Authorize TGn to hold an ad hoc session on May 12,13 (Fri, Sat)  

2006 at the Hyatt hotel location in Jacksonville, FL. for the purpose of 
organizing letter ballot comments and recommended changes for 
comment resolution during the May 2006 802.11 interim meeting. 
3.9.9.1. Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGn 
3.9.9.2. Vote: Approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.10. Motion: Authorize TGn to hold weekly teleconferences on 
Wednesday at 11:00 ET beginning on May 24, 2006, and ending 
September 6, 2006 for the purpose of organizing and preparing tentative 
resolutions for letter ballot comments and recommended changes for 
discussion during subsequent 802.11 meetings. 
3.9.10.1. Moved Bruce Kraemer  
3.9.10.2. Second Adrian Stephens 
3.9.10.3. Discussion 

3.9.10.3.1. Were these in the blanket motion? No, this is an individual 
motion. 

3.9.10.3.2. Jon – there were TGn teleconferences in the blanket motion. 
Adding this one would exceed one per week. 

3.9.10.3.3. Bruce – There is a single teleconference before the May 
meeting. This block begins after the May session. The series do not 
overlap. 

3.9.10.3.4. Jon – after May 24th, there will still be two calls per week.  
3.9.10.3.5. Bruce – there are different activities going on. Doesn’t see a 

problem.  
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3.9.10.3.6. Stuart – is there any objection to conducting both 
teleconferences? There is an objection. 

3.9.10.3.7. Bruce – there is confusion of timing. Suggests terminating the 
March 23 sessions at the beginning of the May session. This would 
prevent overlap. 

3.9.10.3.8. Will amend other motion later and pass this motion now. 
3.9.10.4. Vote: passes 80 : 0 : 5 

3.9.11. Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to 
NESCOM via the 802 ExecComm a PAR maintenance update to change 
item 6b to be “Amendment to Std. 802.11” in the High Throughput (TGn) 
PAR. 
3.9.11.1. Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGn (passed in TGn 43 : 0 : 0) 
3.9.11.2. Discussion 

3.9.11.2.1. This was out of sequence since TGn didn’t vote until after the 
Wednesday plenary. 

3.9.11.3. Vote:  passes 82 : 0 : 2 
3.9.12. MOTION: Move to authorize a 20-day Working Group Recirculation 

Letter Ballot of 802.11r draft 2.0 to start no later than 03/15/2006, asking 
the question “Should the 802.11r draft 2.0 be forwarded to sponsor 
ballot?” 
3.9.12.1. Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr 
3.9.12.2. Vote:  passes 74 : 0 : 10 
3.9.12.3. Discussion 

3.9.12.3.1. Clint thanks the editor Bill Marshall for his hard work on the draft. 
3.9.13. MOTION: Move to authorize an IEEE 802.11 TGr ad-hoc meeting 

on June 20th through June 22nd, 2006 
3.9.13.1. Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr 
3.9.13.2. Discussion 

3.9.13.2.1. Is there a location? Not yet 
3.9.13.3. Vote: Approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.14. Move, to approve the Press Release in submission 11-06/491r2 
and forward it to the 802 Executive Committee for approval and public 
release. 
3.9.14.1. Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs 
3.9.14.2. Vote: passes 70 : 1 : 3 

3.9.15. Move, to authorize a TGs ad hoc meeting 13-15 June 2006 to 
refine the TGs draft and for presentations and discussions on TGs 
security. 
3.9.15.1. Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs 
3.9.15.2. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.16. Move that the following liaison documents be approved and request 
the IEEE 802.11 WG chair to forward them, to the appropriate bodies: 

11-06-0343r2 to 3GPP2 
11-06-0344r2 to 3GPP 
11-06-0345r2 to GSMA 

3.9.16.1. Moved Stephen McCann on behalf of TGu 
3.9.16.2. Vote: passes 73 : 0 : 2 

3.9.17. Move to request the IEEE 802.11 WG to empower a TGw ad hoc to 
meet June 19-21, 2006. 
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3.9.17.1. Moved Jesse Walker on behalf of TGw 
3.9.17.2. Discussion 

3.9.17.2.1. Will be co-located with TGr ad-hoc 
3.9.17.3. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 

3.9.18. Motion: Request that the IEEE 802.11 WG continue the charter of 
the SC6 SG through the September 2006 session. 
3.9.18.1. Moved Jesse Walker  
3.9.18.2. Second Clint Chaplin 
3.9.18.3. Discussion 

3.9.18.3.1. Jon R – Extensions are done on a plenary to plenary basis.  
3.9.18.3.2. Stuart asks - Can we change this motion to July Plenary? 

3.9.18.3.2.1. There is no dissent or objection. 
3.9.18.4. Motion as amended: Request that the IEEE 802.11 WG continue the charter 

of the SC6 SG through the July 2006 session. 
3.9.18.5. Vote: passes 75 : 0 : 2 

3.9.19. Motion: Believing that comment responses in 11-05/1049R69 and 
the draft mentioned below satisfy WG 802.11 rules for letter ballot 
recirculation, authorize a 15-day LB recirculation of 802.11k draft 
P802.11k-D4.0 to conclude no later than 3/31/2006. 
3.9.19.1. Moved Richard Paine  
3.9.19.2. Second Clint Chaplin 
3.9.19.3. Discussion 

3.9.19.3.1. Richard Paine thanks Simon Barber for his efforts editing the 
draft 

3.9.19.3.2. Will there be a change bar version posted? 
3.9.19.3.3. Richard – yes there is one available. It will be posted if not there 

now. 
3.9.19.4. Vote: passes 76 : 0 : 4 

3.9.20. Motion: Authorize TGn to hold an ad hoc session (if deemed 
necessary by TGn during the May session) on June 6- 7, 2006 at the 
Santa Clara Intel location with the purpose of preparing,  for discussion in 
TGn during the July 2006 802.11 plenary meeting, tentative responses to 
received letter ballot comments. 
3.9.20.1. Moved Bruce Kraemer 
3.9.20.2. Second Garth Hillman 
3.9.20.3. Vote: approved with Unanimous consent 

3.10. New Business 
3.10.1. There is no new business from any TG, SG, or SC. 

3.11. Other business 
3.11.1. Affiliation 

3.11.1.1. Rolf DeVegt asks about affiliation information which is now available by 
request under new LMSC policy. Hereby makes this request. 

3.11.1.2. Stuart J. Kerry states that he is waiting for the correct reporting format from 
the 802 chair, and will present to the membership when that information becomes 
available. 

3.11.1.3. There is still an open issue on how to collect affiliation information from 
members. 

3.11.1.4. Bob O’Hara There is a link on the website for affiliation information: on the 
IEEE802.org – policies and procedures – other documents for developers – affiliation 
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letters / declaration of affiliation. There is an explanation of what is expected 
regarding affiliation. 

3.11.2. Attendance 
3.11.2.1. Where are the attendance sheets this morning? Harry states that they are on 

the 4th floor. 
3.11.3. Special Orders 

3.11.3.1. Dave Bagby asks that the chair consider revising the use of special orders to 
prevent confusion and re-organization of the agenda. Stuart agrees. 

3.11.4. Other discussion 
3.11.4.1. Steve Shellhammer asks for further clarification on which officers are 

required to file affiliation statements. 
3.11.4.2. Peter E reports that he has drafted a change to LMSC procedures to allow 

the chair to conduct roll call votes by calling the first letter of last names. Every 
member’s individual name and vote would be recorded in the minutes. This prevents 
calling hundreds of names of members that are not present. 

3.11.4.3. Jon R – asks for clarification on whether each member’s name is recorded. 
Not sure what the benefit is.  

3.11.4.4. Clint C – had to do a roll call vote. There were 40 members present, but had 
to call 515 members names for the vote. Fully supports the proposed change.  

3.11.4.5. Stuart J. Kerry asks if there is any objection to carry on before recessing for 
the break. No objection. 

3.11.4.6. Straw Poll – do members agree with this technique for roll call votes?  There 
are 100 yes, and 0 no. 

3.12. Adjourn 
3.12.1.1. Next Meeting May 14-19, 2006 in Jacksonville, Florida. 
3.12.1.2. The agenda will be 06/451 and will be available 30 days before the meeting 
3.12.1.3. The meeting is adjourned at 10:15 
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<stuart.kerry@philips.com> as early as possible, in written or electronic form, if patented technology (or technology under 
patent application) might be incorporated into a draft standard being developed within the IEEE 802.11 Working Group. If you 
have questions, contact the IEEE Patent Committee Administrator at <patcom@ieee.org>. 
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03/06/06 PM1 Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 16:00 
 
1. Chair provided the standard IEEE policies and procedures. 

a. Patent Policy – Chair read and reviewed new Patent Policy 
b. Inappropriate Topics – Chair read and reviewed the Policy 
c. Documentation and Presentation rules 
d. LB 78 Discussion – current draft is 3.3 
e. Current LB 78 Comment spreadsheet is 1049r45  

 
2. Simon Black Update 

a. Clause 10 Normative 11-06-0182r1 (Black) 
b. Clause 7.3.22.7, 7.3.21.7, 11.11.9.2 Normative 11-06-0308r1 and 11-06-0309r1 (Black) 

 
3. Motion to approve minutes from ad-hoc 

Motion 
Move to approve the work of the Brisbane 2 Ad Hoc 2/21 – 2/23 2006 as documented in 
Brisbane2 spreadsheet 11-06-0307r4. 
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Gray 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 4     Against: 0   Abstain: 2 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r47 
 

4. Motion for assigned numbers 
Motion 
Move to request the IEEE 802.11 assigned numbers authority to reaffirm and allocate numbers for the 
following: 
 

• Reaffirm Element IDs: AP Channel Report, Neighbor Report, RCPI 
• Allocate Element ID: Antenna Information 
• Reaffirm Action Category: Radio Measurement 

 
 
Moved: Black 
Seconded: Qi 
  
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 10    Against: 0   Abstain: 1 
 
Motion passes 
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5. Technical Presentation – LB Comment Resolution - Simpson – 06/0341r1 (.xls)  

 
Accepts: 1466 
Declines: 102, 1091 
Counters: 139, 1175 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as documented in 06/0341r1 (presented 
by Simpson) and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Simpson 
Seconded: Emeott 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 6    Against: 0   Abstain: 6 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r48. 

 
6. Motion to approve Hawaii minutes 

 
Motion 
Move to accept the Waikoloa minutes founding 06/0133r8  
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Simpson 
  
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 11    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 

 
7. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution - Olson – 11-05-1203r2 (.xls)  
 

Motion 
Move to accept the LB78 comment resolution for section 7.2 comments 706, 1416, 1471, 1553, 
1554, 1555 as specified in spreadsheet document 05/1203r2 and instruct TGk editor to apply the 
changes and instructions therein: 
 
Moved: Olson 
Seconded: Gray 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 8    Against: 0   Abstain: 5 
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Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r49. 

 
 
8. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution Section 7.3.1 - Olson – 06/0300r1 (.xls)  and 

06/0301r0 (.doc)  
 

Motion 
Move to accept the LB78 comment resolutions for section 7.3.1  comments 302, 1315, 99, 104, 
175, 303, 851, 1316, 852, 1417, 269, 1419, 1150, 1536, 1537, 1542 as specified in spreadsheet 
document 06/300r1 and comments 520, 521, 1230, 522, 1231, 1232, 1418, 304, 1317, 1556, 270, 
455, 699, 1036, 1411, 1412, 1557 in normative text document 06/0301r0 and instruct the TGk 
editor to apply the changes and instructions therein 
 
Moved: Olson 
Seconded: Kwak 
 
Discussion on Motion 
Editor had questions on which document to use when integrating normative text the spreadsheet or 
the normative text document. 

   
For: 10    Against: 0   Abstain: 3 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r50. 

 
9. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution Section 7.3.2.18  - Olson – 06/0314r0 (.doc)  
 

Motion 
Move to accept the LB78 comment resolutions for section 7.3.2.18  comments 709 as specified in 
normative text document 06/0314r0 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and 
instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Olson 
Seconded: Kwak 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

  
For: 8    Against: 0   Abstain: 3 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r51. 

 
10. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution Section 7.4 - Olson – 06/0310r1 (.xls) , 

06/009r1 (.doc) 
 

Motion 
Move to accept the LB78 comment resolutions for section 7.4 comemnts 424, 983, 254, 456, 
1070, 1439 as specified in spreadsheet document 06/0310r1 and comments 364, 940, 1377, 1437, 
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365, 1378, 89, 117, 368, 369, 426, 427, 582, 583, 744, 1069, 1284, 1285 in normative text 
document 06/0309r1 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes from 06/0309r1 
document. 
 
Moved: Olson 
Seconded: Gray 
 
Discussion on Motion 

   
For: 6    Against: 0   Abstain: 4 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r52. 

 
11. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution Section 11.9 - Olson – 05/1191r3 (.xls) , 

05/1192r2 (.doc) 
 

Motion 
Move to accept the LB78 comment resolutions for section 11.9 comments 1082, 1081 as specified 
in spreadsheet document 05/1191r3 and comments 370, 589, 590, 747, 1007, 1177, 1383, 1445 in 
normative text document 05/1192r2 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes in 
05/1192r2. 
 
Moved: Olson 
Seconded: Simpson 
 
Discussion on Motion 

   
For: 6    Against: 0   Abstain: 5 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r53. 

 
12. Motion to affirm chair 
 

Tim Olson takes chair for the reaffirmation. 
 
Motion 
The TGk reaffirms the following leadership for the next term 
 
Moved: Black 
Seconded: Barber 
  
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 13    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 
 
Tim relinquishes the chair back to Richard. 
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13. Discussion on deferred 

a. Richard wants to drive the spreadsheet and have the entire group review 
b. Marty suggested that the clause leader should  

 
14. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution  – Kwak - 06/0296r1 (.doc)  
 

Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments in normative text document 06/0296r1 
and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Olson 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 7     Against: 0   Abstain: 3 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r54. 

 
15. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution  – Kwak - 06/0392r1 (.xls)  and 06/0393r1 

(.doc) 
 
Address comments: 
Accepts: 1300 
Counters: 121, 162, 202, 279, 378, 495, 821, 836, 846, 902, 993, 1133, 1473 
Declines: 440, 855, 1456, 1457, 
Open: 970, 1004, 1514 
 
Note – Secretary did not update the spreadsheet with declines, because they were not included in the 
motion. 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as document 06/0392r1 and written in 
document 06/0393r1 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Olson 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 6    Against: 0   Abstain: 4 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r55. 

 
16. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolution  TSF Drift Rate – Kwak - 06/0394r0 (.doc)   
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a. We already reviewed this document in Anaheim. 
b. Adding a 1 bit drift rate to the TSF Information 
c. Need to delete the Note changes 
d. Address 1 open comment 
e. Discussion 

We discussed this at length at Anaheim and the feeling of the group was that we do not want 
this. 
Joe felt is worth bringing up to the group again. 
Addresses the +/- 1.5 TU drift rate 

 
17. Technical Presentation n- Modifying our 11k PAR – Paine – 11-06-0423r2 

 
Motion 
The TGk affirms to proposed 11k PAR revision as found in document 11-06-0423r2 
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Gray 

 
For: 11    Against: 0   Abstain: 3 
 
Motion passes 

 
18. Meeting recesses at 16:47 
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03/07/06 Evening II Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 19:00 
 
1. Review agenda 

a. Simon Black’s comment resolutions and submissions 
b. Sudheer Matta’s comment resolutions and submissions 
c. Marty Lefkowitz non-controversial submissions 
d. Deferred by assignee 

 
2. Technical Presentation – Clause 10 - Simon Back – 11-06-0182r1 (.doc) and 11-06-0249r0 (.xls) 

 
Addresses comments:  
158, 159, 212, 428, 494, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 745, 746, 941, 953, 954, 956, 1071, 1072, 1073, 
1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1440, 1522, 1523 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as document 06/0249r0 and written in 
document 06/0182r1 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Black 
Seconded: Miller 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For:  8    Against: 0   Abstain: 2 
 
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r58. 

 
3. Technical Presentation – LB 78 QoS Measurements Comment Resolutions - Simon Back – 11-06-

0319r1 (.doc) and 11-06-0318r1 (.xls) 
 

Addresses comments:  
12, 59, 79, 111, 122, 125, 129, 143, 144, 163, 166, 203, 206, 225, 226, 227, 235, 237, 280, 283, 292, 
330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 351, 352, 353, 388, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 493, 551, 
572, 723, 724, 735, 756, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 837, 840, 875, 876, 877, 893, 895, 897, 915, 916, 
920, 921, 922, 923, 962, 965, 1019, 1021, 1042, 1043, 1060, 1067, 1088, 1153, 1158, 1159, 1160, 
1161, 1162,  1163, 1168, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1268, 1270, 1271, 1306, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 
1348, 1364 
 

4. Technical Presentation – clauses 7.3.2.21, 7.3.2.21.11, 7.3.2.22, 11.11.1 through 11.11.8 and 
11.11.9.9 LB78 Comment Resolutions - Simon Back – 11-06-0435r0 (.doc) and 11-06-0434r0 (.xls) 

 
Addresses comments:  
11, 15, 60, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 91, 92, 93, 118, 126, 152, 167, 173, 176, 177, 178, 183, 190, 191, 193, 
199, 207, 223, 228, 232, 244, 245, 246, 247, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 284, 289, 290, 293, 294, 
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 329, 336, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 381, 
389, 398, 399, 400, 401, 429, 430, 431, 437, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 474, 484, 525, 526, 527, 
528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 
591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 599, 600, 626, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 748, 749, 750, 751, 785, 786, 
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809, 828, 832, 841, 882, 886, 891, 892, 911, 912, 942, 944, 945, 958, 960, 961, 964, 968, 987, 988, 
992, 1008, 1015, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1044, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1093, 1094, 
1095, 1109, 1143, 1151, 1154, 1155, 1157, 1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 
1243, 1244, 1252, 1256, 1257, 1267, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 
1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1342, 1349, 1385, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1407, 
1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1501, 1545, 1546, 1549 

 
 
5. Update from Editor 

a. Element ID – Simon used next available 
b. Draft 3.5 is on the server in the “members only” section and includes all voted resolutions 

through Monday night. 
c. Modify our affirmation assignment motion to the following: 
 

Motion 
Move to request the IEEE 802.11 assigned numbers authority to reaffirm and allocate 
numbers for the following: 

 
• Reaffirm Element IDs:  

o AP Channel Report (51) 
o Neighbor Report (52) 
o RCPI (53) 
o RSNI (54) 
o BSS Load (55) 

• Allocate Element ID: Antenna Information (56) 
• Reaffirm Action Category: Radio Measurement (4) 

 
 

Moved: Barber 
Seconded: Gray 

  
Discussion on Motion 
None 
   
For: 12    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 

 
d. Ask Joe Kwak to review 11.11.9.4 in draft 3.5 (0181r1 and 0183r1) 
e. Question in relation to document 11-06-0082r1 (Comment #67) –  

• Change “Any validated AP” to “Any validated neighbour AP” – we have conflicting 
resolutions 

f. Motion 
 

Motion 
Move to change the definition of Validate Neighbor AP – strike the text after the word 
“mechanisms” 

 
 

Moved: Black 
Seconded: Ecclesine 

  
Discussion on Motion 
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None 
   
For: 9    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 

g. Comment #508 – The base text has changed document (06-0107r1) – leaving as is 
h. Comment #787 and document 11-06-0109r0 – Editor was not able to figure out which list 

frames to include this in.  Which Frame Exchange, there are many?  How about 9.10?  There 
is no section 9.10 

 
Motion 
Move to decline comment #787, because we cannot understand the suggested remedy. 

 
 

Moved: Barbers 
Seconded: Lefkowitz 

  
Discussion on Motion 
None 
   
For: 7    Against: 0   Abstain: 2 
 
Motion Passes 
 

6. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comment Resolutions for Clause 11.12.2 Receiving a Neighbor 
Report – Lefkowitz – 11-06-0449r0. 

 
Comments addressed: 1102 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as document 06/0449r0 and instruct 
the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Lefkowitz 
Seconded: Olson 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
Motion passes unanimously 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-104959. 

 
7. Motion from Simon’s Previous Documents 
 

Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as document 06/0318r1 and written in 
document 06/0319r1 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Black 
Seconded: Kwak 
 
Discussion on Motion 
For: 11   Against: 0   Abstain: 0  
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Motion passes unanimously 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r60. 

 
8. Motion from Simon’s Previous Documents 
 

Motion 
Move to instruct the editor to incorporate the normative text in document 06/0435r0 and 
instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 
 
Moved: Black 
Seconded: Miller 
 
Discussion on Motion 
For: 8   Against: 0   Abstain: 1 

   
Motion passes 
 
Note: We need to vote on the declines. Don’t merge the declines into the master spreadsheet. 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r61. 
 
Declined comments from 434r0 which were not included in 1049r61 
60, 118, 126, 167, 190,  207, 258, 261, 284, 374, 381, 389, 429, 749, 751, 828, 841, 944, 964, 968,  
987, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1093, 1387, 1407, 1448, 1450, 11, 152, 245, 247, 312, 313, 314, 809, 961, 
1044, 1047, 1157, 1325, 1326, and 1327 
. 

9. Chair to place Marty at the beginning of the agenda for tomorrow. 
 
10. Marty calls for orders of the day 
 
11. Secretary needs to check comment #1137 in the master spreadsheet. 

 
12. Meeting in recess until 8:00 AM 
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03/08/06 AM I Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 8:00 
 
1. Review agenda 

a. Marty Lefkowitz 
b. Sudheer Matta’s  
c. Tim Olson 
d. Paul Gray 
e. Open Comments 

 
2. Technical Presentation – Clause 7.3.2.27 - Lefkowitz – 11-05-1252r1 (.doc), 11-05-1256r2 (.xls),  

and 11-005-1251r (ppt) 
 

Comments Addressed: 
Accepts: 42, 189, 355, 356, 578, 579, 737, 815, 1006, 1068, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1368, 1369, 1404, 
1433 
Declines: 86, 450, 577, 833, 925, 926, 1403, 1476, 
Counters: 84, 576, 1164, 1273, 1274, 85 
Defers: 1514  
 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB79 comments as written in doc 05-1252r1 and 
instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein.  
 
Moved: Lefkowitz 
Seconded: Olson 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
 
For: 10   Against: 0   Abstain: 3 

   
Motion passes 
 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r62. 
 
Discussion on declined comments (1256r2) 
Comment #925 – Clint does not understand the length.  He wants it in bytes.  Made changes to 925 
comment resolution. 
Comment #1403 –  
Comment 1476 – Key cache will need to be address in 11r. 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the TGk LB78 comment resolutions in the spreadsheet 05/1256r2. 
 
Moved: Lefkowitz 
Seconded: Matta 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None  
 
For: 15   Against: 0   Abstain: 2 
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Motion passes 
 
 

3. Technical Presentation – Frame Request Report LB78 Comment Resolutions - Matta – 11-06-0059r1 
(.ppt) 11-06-0176r3 (.doc), 11-06-0175r3 (.xls) 

 
This proposal addresses comments 222 and 230 in the 802.11k letter ballot. 
 
Question – How did you come up with these numbers?  Answer – by using a real time scenario of 
having 25 clients associated.  (25 * (5+18)* (# of devices heard). 
Comment – you are just adding a MAC filter. 
Comment – This is valuable for Rogue detection even if it Rogue is not in the spec. 
Question – Does including this information in our draft disallow us to go to recirc?  Answer r- no we 
are addressing comments by adding text/functionality into the draft. 
Comment – It would have better to filter on BSSID, that way you could get Rogue devices plus the 
clients associated with the Rogue. 
 
Straw Poll 
Do you support the frame request report comment resolutions in 06-0176r3. 
 
Yes: 16   No:  0    Don’t care: 7 
 

4. Technical Presentation – LB 78 7.2 Open Comments - Olson  - 11-06-0471r0 (.doc) 
 

Addresses Comments: #1223 and #1225 
 
 

5. Technical Presentation – LB 78 Comments Autonomous Reporting – Emeott 11-06-476r0 (.xls) 
 

Addresses Comments: #239 and #240 
 
Note to Editor – the normative text is within the 476r0 spreadsheet 
 
Motion 
Move to accept LB78 comment resolution for section 11.11.8 comment 239 by modifying the 
sentence starting on line 7 of page 65 to read “In radio measurement, triggered autonomous 
reporting shall be subject to trigger conditions set by the enabling STA that determine when 
measurements reports are issued.” 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None  
 
Moved: Emeott 
Second: Stanley 
 
For: 4    Against: 0  Abstain:16 
 
Motion passes 
 
Motion
Move to accept LB78 comment resolution for section 11.11.8 comment 240 by replacing lines 
22-25 on page 65 with a single sentence reading “A STA shall not send autonomous reports for 
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radio measurement types having triggered autonomous reporting enabled without the trigger 
conditions having been met.  
 

Discussion on Motion 
None  

 
 

Moved: Emeott 
Second: Matta 
 
For: 5    Against: 0  Abstain: 9 
 
Motion passes 

 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r63. 

 
6. Address deferred comments 
 

General - Paine – 11-06-468r0 (.xls) 
Comment #192 – decline we can’t determine the note as mentioned in the comment or where to insert 
it. 
Comment #1474 – Fast Scan - decline – The group decision was to adopt the Pilot Frame to provide 
this functionality 
 

Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r64. 
 

7. Technical Presentation – LB78 Comment Resolution Neighbor Report - Olson – 11-06-0320r0 (.doc)  
 

This addresses extensibility. 
 
Addresses Comments: 84, 576, and 1274. 
 
Comments on Text 
Question – Why include sub-element ID?  Answer – we don’t burn high-level elements. 
Question – Is there any interest in making the Neighbor Request more extensible?  Answer – yes you 
can bring a submission. 
 
Straw Poll 
Should we make Neighbor Report extensible by allowing subfields in neighbour report entry? 
 
 
Yes: 22    No: 0  Abstain: 5 

 
8. Accept decline comments form Simon Black’s spreadsheet 11-06-0434r0. 
 

Motion 
Move to accept the declined comment resolutions TGk LB 79 comments as written 11-06-0434r0. 
 
Moved: Black 
Second: Kwak 
 

Discussion on Motion 
None  
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For: 14    Against: 0  Abstain: 7 
 
Motion passes 

 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r65. 
 

9. Meeting in recess at 10:00 until PM 1 session 
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03/08/06 PM I Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 13:30 
 
1. Review agenda 

a. Presentations and votes on text for recirc. 
b. Deferred 
c. Vote on minutes 
 

2. Resolve blank or deferred comments 
a. Resolve 7.2 comments  
 

Motion 
Move to counter comments 1223 and 1225 for TGk LB79 as written in document 06-
0471r0 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein.  
 
Moved: Olson 
Second: Ecclesine 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 3   Against: 0   Abstain: 4 
 
Motion passes 

   
b. Resolve 7.3.2 ANA 

109, 523, 524, 792, 910, 1045, 1233, 1478, 1479 
 

3. 11-06-0307r4 is not on the server and the motion from Brisbane.  Make a new motion against r5. 
 

Motion 
Move to approve the work of the Brisbane 2 Ad Hoc 2/21 – 2/23 2006 as documented in 
Brisbane2 spreadsheet 11-06-0307r5. 

 
Moved: Kwak 
Second: Gray 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 6   Against: 0   Abstain: 4 
 
Motion passes 

 
4. Addressed deferred for Clause 7.3.2.21-22-6 

a. Comment #1004 and #1136 
b. Motion to decline these two comments with the following reasons Data Rate and PHYType 

provide enough information.  The motion passes unopposed. 
 

5. Resume Technical Presentation by Matta – 11-06-0176r4 (.doc) and 11-06-0175r3 (.xls) 
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Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as documented in 06-0175r3 and 
written in document 06-0176r4 and instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and 
instructions therein. 

 
Moved: Matta 
Second: Hesham 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 7   Against: 0   Abstain: 6 
 
Motion passes 

 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r67. 
 
6. Addressed deferred for Clause 7.3.2.21-22-7 

a. All deferred are addressed in Matta’s presentation 0175r3. 
 
7. Addressed deferred for Clause 7.3.2.21-22-13 

a. Comment #963 – decline - It is not clear why error or delay statistics do not give useful 
information about the channel condition being experienced by a measuring QSTA 
Motion to decline passes unopposed 
 

b. Comment #1269 – Accepted – already presented in 06-0319r1 
Motion to accept passes unopposed 

 
 Secretary Note – go back and update “Resolved At” 
 
8. Addressed deferred for Clause 11.11 

a. Comment #249 – accepted – same as #1259 
Motion to accept passes unopposed 
 

b. Comment #1259 – accept  - Add to the end of clause 11.11.2 the following sentence: 
When a Measurement Start Time field is present in a measurement report, the 
measuring STA shall report the value of its TSF timer at the time the measurement 
started to an accuracy of +/- 1 TU. 
Motion to accept passes unopposed 

  
Secretary Note – be sure to update the  “Resolved At” column 
 

9. Resolve comment #1257 
a. Accept - Text has been approved, see 06-0435r0 
Motion passes unopposed 

 
10. Resolve open comments in clause 7.3.2.27 

a. Comment #738 – decline - The primary purpose of the Measurement Pilot is to detect a BSS 
prior to seeing the Beacon or Probe Response.  
Motion passes unopposed 

 
11. Resolve open comments in clause 7.3.2.27 (11-06-0394r0) 

Comment #1514 – decline – because there was not second 
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Motion 
Move to instruct the editor to incorporate the normative text in document 06/0394r0 and 
instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instructions therein. 

 
Moved: Kwak 
Second: Hesham 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 

 
Motion withdrawn 

 
12. Resolve open comments in clause 11.9 

Comment #1137 – accept – it was already approved in 11-05-1191r3, editor missed it. 
 

13. Resolve open comments in clause 11.9.2 
Comment #1458 – accept – In the first paragraph of 11.9.2 strike the word “unicast”.   
In 7.3.2.22.7 in frame count field strike the word “unicast”.   
 
Editor note – be sure to apply after Matta’s 06-0176r4 normative text changes in  

 
14. Approve Denver Ad-hoc Minutes 

 
Motion 
Move to approve the minutes of the Denver Ad Hoc 11-06-0415r1 
 
Moved: Ecclesine 
Seconded: Kwak 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
 
For: 6   Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 

15. Approve Brisbane Ad-hoc minutes 
 
Motion 
Move to approve the minutes of the Brisbane Ad Hoc 11-06-0306r5 
 
Moved: Gray 
Seconded: Olson 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
 
For: 6   Against: 0   Abstain: 1 
 

16. Discussion on extended the PAR 
 
17. Resolve open comments in clause 11.12.1-3 
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Comment #1475 – decline– TGv is looking to provide similar functionality to "Disassociate 
Imminent" in the Load Balancing capability.  TGv is amore appropriate venue for this 
function. 

 
18. Meeting in recess until PM I. 
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03/09/06 PM I Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 13:30 
 
1. Review Agenda 

a. Presentations and votes on text for recirc. 
b. Deferred 

 
2. Technical Presentation – Annex LB 78 Comment Resolutions – Gray – 11-06-0479r1 (.xls)  11-06-

0486r1 (.doc) 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the TGK LB78 Accepted comment resolutions as written in document 
06/0479r1 for comments 276, 652, 684, 693, 694, 695, 1124, 1205, 1212, 1213, and 1214 and 
instruct the TGk editor to incorporate the changes found in document 06/0486r1 in the next 
TGk draft. 
 
Moved: Gray 
Second: Kwak 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
 
For: 10   Against: 0  Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 
 
Motion 
Move to accept the TGK LB78 declined comment resolutions as written in document 
06/0479r1 for comments 981, 1138, 1187, 1204, and 1210. 
 
Moved: Gray 
Second: Lefkowitz 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
 
For: 10   Against: 0  Abstain: 1 
 
Motion passes 
 
Motion 
Move to instruct the editor to resolve LB 78 comment 765 with text, on P101 L67 replace 
"measurement." with "measurement.  Zero length MIB element for SSID indicates the 
wildcard SSID." 
 
Moved: Gray 
Second: Ecclesine 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
 
For: 12   Against: 0  Abstain: 1 
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Motion passes 
 

Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-1049r68. 
 

3. Technical Presentation – Extensible Neighbor Report – Olson - 11-06-0320r2 (.doc)  
 
Address Comments: 84, 576, 1274 

 
Motion 
Move to accept the resolutions for TGk LB78 comments as written in doc 06/0320r2 and 
instruct the TGk editor to apply the changes and instruction therein. 
 
Moved: Olson 
Second: Qi 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
 
For: 12    Against:  0  Abstain: 0 

 
Motion passes 

 
Note: Secretary merged spreadsheet into the master spreadsheet 11-05-104969. 

 
4. Comment #1132 – Decline – Commenter agreed to accept a decline. 
 
5. Comment #970 – Decline – While it is relatively simple to calculate average value in a pipelined 

processing fashion (recalculating average with each new input value), the same is not true for 
variance calculation.   Adding a variance calculation for up to 255 samples for up to n different 
Transmit Addresses in the same frame measurement is relatively complex. However since 1/2 of the 
frames in a frame report are downlink frames transmitted by the AP, and since the AP to STA link is 
critical for services, perhaps a variance measure on all frames in which TA=BSSID would be useful 
and worth the additional complexity.  TG should discuss and decide on cost/benefit of such a 
suggestion.  Request the commenter to provide normative text in recirc. 
 
Motion to decline passes unopposed 
 

6. Comment #1211 – Decline – 509r1  
Motion passes unopposed 

 
7. Motion to empower editor for Recirc. 
 

Motion 
Move to empower the TGk editor to crate a draft 4.0 for review by the WG and 15 day recirculation 
LB. 

 
Moved: Black 
Second: Kwak 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 
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 For: 11    Against: 0  Abstain: 0 
  
 Motion passes 
 
8. Motion for PAR Revision 
 

Motion 
TGk affirms the proposed 11k PAR revision (extension to 2010) as found in document 
06/0490r1. 
 
Moved: Black 
Second: Simpson 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

 
 For: 12    Against: 0  Abstain: 0 
 

Motion passes 
 
9. Motion for assigned numbers 

Motion 
Move to request the IEEE 802.11 assigned numbers authority to reaffirm and allocate numbers for the 
following: 

 
• Reaffirm Element IDs:  

o AP Channel Report (51) 
o Neighbor Report (52) 
o RCPI (53) 

• Allocate Element IDs:  
o RSNI ? 
o BSS Load ? 
o Antenna Information ? 

• Reaffirm Action Category: Radio Measurement (5) 
 
 
Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Ecclesine 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 11    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 
 

10. Motion for teleconferences 
Motion 
Move to request the Working Group  to empower TGk to hold weekly teleconferences (Thursdays at 
12pm Eastern Time) through 2 weeks after the San Diego meeting as required to conduct business 
necessary to progress the Letter Ballot process, including creating and issuing drafts for Letter Ballot 
and handling other business necessary to progress through the IEEE standards process. 
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Moved: Kwak 
Seconded: Gray 
 
Discussion on Motion 
None 

   
For: 11    Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 
 

11. Meeting in recess until 4:00 PM 
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03/09/06 PM 2 Session:   
 
Meeting called to order at 15:18 
 
1. Motion for 15 day LB  

 
Motion 
If required, move to request that the WG to conduct a 15 day LB asking the question – “Do you 
believe that 11k draft is ready for WG recirculation ballot?” 
 
Moved; Black 
Second: Wright 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 10   Against: 0   Abstain: 1 
 
Motion passes 

 
2. Motion to empower editor for 15 day LB 
 

Motion 
Move to ask the WG to conduct a 15 day recirculation LB on 11k draft 4.0 to commence as soon as 
practical after the WG authorization letter ballot and conditional on that ballot passing.  
 
Moved; Gray 
Second: Olson 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 10   Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
 
Motion passes 

 
3. Motion to accept teleconference minutes 
 

Motion 
Move to accept the Waikoloa-Denver teleconference minutes found in 06-0236r2. 
 
Moved; Gray 
Second: Wright 
 
Discussion on motion 
None 
 
For: 8   Against: 0   Abstain: 1  
 
Motion passes 

 
4. Discussion on disassociate imminent 
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a. Tim Olson wants it on the record that this is out of order and review process was not properly 
followed. 

b. Joe Kwak – it is going to cost us 4 months of work. 
c. Tim Olson – it is out of scope and the will of the group has spoken and voted it down several 

times.  Marty is not after what the group wants... 
d. This is opening a hole in our procedures.   
e. This will address in the CAC. 

 
5. Motion to adjourn meeting until Jacksonville – motion passes unanimously. 
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Goals for March 2005

• Process remaining comments received on the opening 
sponsor ballot

• Adopt resolutions to all comments processed
• Begin recirculation ballot
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Submissions

• Submissions
– 06/242 DLS Teardown proposal (Shlomo Ovadia)
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Proposed Agenda

• Consent agenda: 
– Approve minutes and report from January 2006 meeting (document 06/90r0) 

• Review IEEE Patent Policy
• Review interpretation request procedure
• Old business

• New business
– Recommendation of officers
– Submissions
– Process remaining comments received from sponsor ballot
– Adopt comment resolutions
– Direct editor to complete draft 6.0
– Direct WG chair to initiate sponsor recirculation ballot
– Presentation of 06/242 by Shlomo Ovadia

• Adjourn
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Motion #1 to adopt Agenda

• Moved: to adopt the agenda
• Mover: Peter Ecclesine, Clint Chaplin
• Passes: unanimous
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IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws on Patents 
in Standards

• http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/pat-slideset.ppt

http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/pat-slideset.ppt
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Interpretation Procedure

• http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/interp/
• Send email to Linda Gargiulo (l.gargiulo@ieee.org)
• IEEE forwards requests to the WG
• WG responds

http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/interp/
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Recommendation of Officers

• Chair
– Bob O’Hara: unanimous

• Vice Chair
– Shlomo Ovadia: unanimous
– Darwin Engwer: unanimous

• Secretary
– none

• Editor
– Terry Cole
– Simon Barber
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Processing of Sponsor Ballot Comments

• 8 comments that were classified as “General” by the 
balloter are deemed “technical” by the chair
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Motion #2

• Moved: To accept the resolutions to the remaining sponsor 
ballot comments in document 06/463r0.

• Moved: Darwin Engwer, Shlomo Ovadia

• Passes: unanimous
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Motion #2a

• Moved: To take from the table, the motion to resolve 
comment #65.

• Moved: Peter Ecclesine, Johnny Zweig
• Passes: Unanimous
• Moved: To accept the resolution to comment #65
• Moved: Shlomo Ovadia, Amjad Soomro
• Passes: unanimous
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Motion #3

• Moved: To accept the resolutions to the remaining sponsor 
ballot comments in document 06/463r1.

• Moved: Darwin Engwer, Peter Ecclesine
• Passes: unanimous
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Motion #4

• Moved: To direct the editor to create 802.11REV-ma draft 
6.0, incorporating the comment resolutions in document 
06/463r1.

• Moved: Shlomo Ovadia, Peter Ecclesine
• Passes: unanimous
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Motion #5

• Moved: to request the chair of TGm to seek the approval 
of all completed comment resolutions in document 
06/463r1 by the 802.11 Working Group.

• Moved: Shlomo Ovadia, Tim Godfrey
• Passes: unanimous
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Motion #6

• Moved: to request the chair of 802.11 to begin a sponsor 
recirculation ballot, using 802.11REV-ma draft 6.0, once 
the draft becomes available.  The recirculation ballot is to 
run for no less than 30 days and to conclude before the 
start of the 802.11 session in May 2006.

• Moved: Darwin Engwer, Shlomo Ovadia
• Passes: unanimous
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Work Completed

Comments at start of session 304
Comments received during session 0
Total Comments received 304
Comment resolutions written 304
Resolution writing completion 100%
Previously adopted resolutions 0
Comment resolutions adopted during session 14
Editorial comments assigned to editor 0
Comment resolutions undone 0
Resolution adoption completion 100%
Comments remaining to be resolved 0
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Output Documents

• 06/0405r0: This report
• 06/0095r4: Sponsor Ballot Comment Report
• 06/463r1: Resolutions to remaining sponsor ballot 

comments
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Goals for May

• Process comments received from sponsor recirculation 
ballot

• Initiate sponsor recirculation
• Process any interpretation requests received
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Adjourn

• Meeting adjourned at 8:46am on March 8, 2006
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Attendees

• Amjad Soomro
• Darwin Engwer
• Peter Ecclesine
• Shlomo Ovadia
• Johnny Zweig
• Clint Chaplin
• Bill Marshall
• Kevin Hayes
• Sabine Demel
• Wayne Fisher
• Tim Godfrey
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Executive Summary (also see Chairs’ meeting doc 11-05-0231r3 and closing report doc. 11-
06-0508r1): 
 

1. The editing team lead by Adrian Stephens did yeomen work and completed 
P802.11n Draft 0.04 including: 

a. all 27 submissions addressing the omissions in the baseline proposal received 
from the JP 

b. MIB (11-06-0330r5) 
c. PICS (11-06-0293r3) 
d. CA (11-06-0338r3). 

2. A motion to re-label draft 0.04 as D1.0 and go to a 40 day LB to be completed prior 
to the May meeting passed (98,14,14)  

3. Of the submissions one, 11-06-0348, dealing with 20/40 MHz Channelization 
(making CCA mandatory in the extension channel of a 40 MHz channel) was 
controversial. An ad hoc committee chaired by Marc de Courville was 
commissioned by the group to address this issue between now and the May meeting. 
The ad hoc will hold its first conference call on Thursday March 23, 11 AM ET. 

4. Mathilde Benveniste gave a presentation on a new Common Control Channel 
Protocol (CCCP), 11-06-0408r2, to optimize the efficiency of a BSS given at least 
two devices with dual channel radios are present 

5. The current slate of officers was reaffirmed 
6. Time Line was updated given the first LB will be complete by the May meeting. The 

earliest possible ratification would appear to be 2Q07 
7. May meeting will be devoted to comment resolution (CR) 

 
Note: Relative to presentations, these minutes are intended to offer a brief summary 
(including document number) of each of the presentations to facilitate review and recall 
without having to read each of the presentations. Most of the ‘presentation related’ minutes 
are built directly from selected slides and therefore are not subjective. An effort was made 
to note obscure acronyms. As always Q&A is somewhat subjective/interpretive on my part 
and therefore open to question. 
 
****************************************************************************** 
 
Detailed cumulative minutes follow: 
 
Tuesday; March 7, 2006; 1:30 PM – 9:30 PM [~ 145 attendees; 11 new] 
 
1. Meeting was called to order by Task Group chair at  1:31PM 
2. Chairs’ Meeting Doc 11-06-0231r0 
3. Chair read IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws on Patent Policy and additional Pat Com 

Guidance; chair noted Jan 2006 version 
3.1. Letters of Assurance (LOA) can be sent to Pat Com but details should not be discussed 

here 
3.2. Are there any LOAs that need to be recognized? There were no IP submissions indicated 

4. Chair reviewed topics NOT to be discussed during the meeting including – licensing, pricing, 
litigation, market share etc 
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5. Attendance reminder – for this meeting attendance will be manual (IEEE registration desk) 
and on an honour system 

6. Reminders: 
6.1. Make sure your badges are visible especially when voting 
6.2. No company logos on presentations 

7. Chair reviewed  history of .11n in order to provide the background for the new members and 
to set the agenda for this meeting: 
7.1. HTSG formed in 9-11-02 
7.2. TGn formed 9-15-03 
7.3. May 2004 CFP 
7.4. Mar 05 1st confirm vote which failed 
7.5. July 05 formed JP Group 
7.6. Jan 06 JP proposal made to .11n which was confirmed unanimously 184,0,0 
7.7. Goal remains a ratified standard in April 2007 which implies we need to achieve Draft 

1.0 out of this meeting  
8. Exec Summary from Jan minutes 11-05-0037r0 presented 
9. Motion by TK Tan to approve Jan minutes, 11-06-0037r0, was seconded by Srini 

Kandala  and approved unanimously 
10. Chair discussed agenda for the week (see below) and noted 

10.1. Majority of time will be spent on editing the draft based on submissions 
developed in ad hoc meetings held in the Jan/March time frame 

10.2. Review time line 
10.3. Prep for May meeting 
10.4. Chair noted that it is prudent to modify the PAR to remove references to the 

version numbers of the standard which will be amended by the .11n process (submit to 
WG then NesCom); this will be done later this week. The rationale is that these revision 
numbers change over time and the PAR is stationary. 

11. March agenda proposed as 
 

Mar 6  Mar 7  Mar 8   Mar 9  Mar 10 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8:00-
10:00 

Ad hoc 

8-11 am 

X X Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 
 

10:30-
12:30 

X X X Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

 

13:30-
15:30 

X Opening Reports 

Chair, Draft, 
MIB, PICS, CA 

Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

16:00-
18:00 

X Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

Timeline, Meeting 
Plans 

 

LB vote 

Draft post 

TG Draft vote 
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PAR Mod 

19:30-
21:30 

X Submissions 

Discussion, Votes 

X X  

 

2. Other changes to the agenda? None 
rini Kandala and seconded by Assaf Kasher passed 

14. ent slate of officers will stand for re-election 

eaffirmed as chair of .11n unopposed  

d 
pposed 

17.
06-0263r4; TGn Draft 

miss
17.2 n and membership updated the omissions document real time to create r5 of 

17.3 ’s’ goal this week is to update the draft real time as the clauses are 

17.4 rmat of the motions to be used to approve the clauses this 
eek 

17.5 Sheung Li gave an overview of 11-06-0338r3; Coexistence Assurance Document 

.6.1.

 
ded to .11 counters 

17.  preview of 11-06-0293r1; PICS which was edited by 
mon

ns – none 
17.  version exists but we will work on Word version to permit 

17.9 drian Stephens put on screen editorial version of draft D0.02 
18.

 and ordered alphabetically by 

20.
ill there be an opportunity for off-line discussions if contentious or will votes be 

forced? Yes, there will be time 

 
1
13. Motion to approve the agenda by S

without objection 
 Chair indicated curr

15. Chair asked for new nominations? None 
16. Officer elections were held and 

16.1. Bruce Kraemer was r
16.2. Sheung Li was reaffirmed as vice-chair of .11n unopposed 
16.3. Garth Hillman was reaffirmed as secretary of .11n unoppose
16.4. Adrian Stephens was reaffirmed as technical editor of .11n uno
 Technical Editor Opening Report by Adrian Stephens, 11-06-0420r1 
17.1. After  slide 8 Adrtian Stephens switched documents to 11-

O ions 
. Adria
11-06-0263 
. Adrian
approved and generate D 1.0 
. Adrian reviewed the fo
w
. 

17.6. Srini Kandala gave an overview of 11-06-0330r3; MIB 
17  Managed Objects 
17.6.2. new config table 
17.6.3. 4 new PHY tables
17.6.4. Counters will be ad
17.6.5. Antenna selection attributes 
17.6.6. Compliance statement 
7. Adrian Stephens gave a

Si  Black 
17.7.1. Questio
8. Adrian noted PDF

editing 
. A

 Chair noted drafts will be posted in members areas 
19. Sequence of presentations were proposed by Adrian

submission author. This will set expectations for the members and presenters. 
 Discussion 
20.1. W
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21.  sub
21.1 change sequences; graphics is difficult to maintain so 

e but proposed new syntax which Adrian reviewed 
22.
23. Cha

 will be available on local session server which is down 

otion to incorporate11-06-0359r0 by  Ken Clemens and seconded by Dave 

25.
25.2.  

.2.2.

ot refer to something in the PICS that is not in the base spec? 
w entry to be made into Table 26 as defined in a new 

ify the 

25.2.2.3. 
MIMO power save mgt action frame so reference is correct 

25.
Petr

26. Dra
27. Assaf Ka

e; GF=green field 
.1.2.  17 not section 19 

27.
rrelate to text? A – agreed but let’s leave for 

co

27.2. to handle; in CR or now? A – chair, up to group 
r ballot? 

7) 
las and seconded by 

28. Cha
28.1.  must recycle 

.2.1.

.2.2. m simulations 
 change to 1%? A – noise floor 

into draft and 
ly 

28.3. 11-06-453r1; Transmitter Constellation Error 

 Adrian missions: 
. 11-06-0359r0 – frame ex
propose to remov

 Chair recessed at 3:30 PM for coffee 
ir reconvened at 4:00 PM 

24. Correction: during this meeting drafts
at this time 

25. Return to 11-06-0359r0 Q&A; no additional questions 
25.1.1. M

Bagby passed unanimously 
2. 11-06-354r0  – General MAC omissions 

1. add A-MSDU and A-MPDU
25  Questions? 

25.2.2.1. Do we need it? 
25.2.2.2. Cann

25.2.2.2.1. There is a ne
submission; the new submission needs to instruct the editor to mod
table 

Where is reduced MIMO capability mgt frame defined in the draft? A – in 

2.3. Motion to incorporate11-06-0359r0 by  Assaf Kasher and seconded by Jim 
anovich passed unanimously 

fts are now up on 172.16.0.11 (Griffin) 
sher submissions: 

27.1. 11-06-0358r3; Rx/Tx vectors 
27.1.1. MM=mixed mod
27  Needs to be taken from section
27.1.3. PPDU added to clause 17 as a basis 
27.1.4. Is it mandatory to use an interleaver after LDPC? A – yes 
27.1.5. Spoofing – not considered 
27.1.6. 358r3 not on server so cannot vote 
2. 11-06-0334r1; Clause 20 
27.2.1. Tail bits, how to handle; does not co

mment resolution  
27.2.2. Convert legacy to non-HT throughout the draft 

3. How do we decide 
27.2.4. The question is – Is it good enough to go to lette
27.2.5. Straw Poll – hold formal vote on 11-06-0334 now? passed (26, 11, 2
27.2.6. Motion to adopt the text in 11-06-0334r1 by Brett Doug

Dave Bagby passed (51, 2, 21) 
ir noted 4 hour rule does apply since it modifies a draft  

11-06-0348r1; not on server so
28.2. Move to 11-06-0448r2; Rx/Tx performance 

28  Discussion?  
28  Where did ACI numbers come from? A – fro
28.2.3. Motivation to
28.2.4. Motion by Jim Petranovich to incorporate 11-06-0442r2 

seconded by Srini Kandala passed unanimous
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28.
29. 11-06-03 ich is a counter proposal to 11-

30.

32.

sensitive to Phase noise? A – don’t know 
as a large effect on cost of receiver? A – agree 

ed 

neither results (453=34, 446=16, neither=3) 
3r1 in draft and seconded by 

33.

33.2
 do not include? A – keep OM2 

.2.2. 2?  A – will consider 

.2.3. esubmit with changes tomorrow 
33.  
33.

ss to start process 
.4.2. d 
.4.3.  basic set? A – to make consistent 

 in draft and seconded by 

34. Har
34.

34.1.
Omission? A – new behaviour 

34. nded by Chris Hansen to accept 11-06-
to the draft failed (11,14,32) 

35. Jon Ke m
35.1. 

preamble 

.2.1.
. Motion by Assaf Kasher and seconded by Brett Douglas to accept 11-

 into the draft passed unanimously 
36. Chris Hansen submissions: 

36.1. 
36.1.1. Di

y Jim Petranovich and seconded by Venko Erceg  to accept 

37. Ma

4. Not on server long enough so vote deferred until after break  
85r0; by Ateet Kapur; EVM Specification Issues wh

06-0453r1 as contained in 11-06-0446 
 Jim Petranovich called for order of the day at 6:00 PM 

31. Chair reconvened at 7:33 PM 
 Continue with Q&A of  
32.1. Was Phase Noise correlated? A – yes 
32.2. Why is your Rx so 
32.3. Tight EVM h
32.4. Method not good? A-could be fine tun
32.5. Channel estimated? A – yes  
32.6. Too tight; let market decide? A – degradation 
32.7. Next steps? A – deal with this first 
32.8. Straw poll – 0453 or 0446 or 
32.9. Motion by Brett Douglas to accept 11-06-045

Srini Kandala passed (47,13,5) 
 Daqing Gu submissions: 
33.1. 11-06-0366r0; Clause 5 

. Questions: 
33.2.1. Too low level;
33  Remove TSMG from OM
33  Decision – r
3. 11-06-0367r1; control frame transmission rates
4. Questions?  
33.4.1. How was 32us determined? A – educated gue
33  Why not put TBD? A – because TBD not allowe
33  Why limit to
33.4.4. Why only one MCS? A – don’t know 
33.4.5. Motion by Srini Kandala to accept 11-06-0367r1

Chris Hansen passed unanimously 
kirat Singh submissions: 

1. 11-06-0432 re: Up Link Transmission 
1. Discussion: 

34.1.1.1. Change or 
1.1.2. Motion by Chiu Ngo and seco

0432r1 in
tchum sub issions: 

11-06-0326r0; re: Omission 94-102 and 142 related to Greenfield header 

35.2. Discussion: 
35  none 

35.2.1.1
06-0326r0

11-06-0458r0; re: frame for compressed feedback mode 
scussion: none 

36.1.1.1. Motion b
11-06-0458r0 into the draft passed unanimously 

tt Fischer submissions: 
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37.1. 
37.1.1. Di

y Srini Kandala and seconded by Assaf Kasher  to accept 11-
aft passed unanimously 

37. dual CTS protection mechanism 
37.

37.2.1  Solomon Trainin  to accept 
ly 

37. Block Ack 
37.

37.3.1 ris Hansen  to accept 11-
assed unanimously 

38. Cha :30 PM until 1:30 PM tomorrow 
 
Wednesday Mar

. Chair reconvened the meeting at 1:30 PM 
dress the PAR modification issue related to 

802.11 baseline version reference 

e 
s and seconded by Tim Towell passed (43,0,0) 

her’s remaining submissions: 

 by Srini Kandala to accept 11-

5.2.  ACK Policy bits 
5.2

5.2.1.1 f Kasher to accept 11-06-
nimously 

5.3. Duration Field Encoding; accommodates long nav operation 
5.3

5.3.1.1  is not a normative change 
-

 the draft passed unanimously 
6. Naveen

6.1. 11
6.1.1. Di

i Kandala and seconded by Matt Fischer to accept 11-06-
imously 

7. San
7.1. 11

7.1.1. Di
Motion by Assaf Kasher and seconded by Matt Fischer to accept 11-06-

nanimously 
7.2. U in TXOPs 

7.2

11-06-0377r0; re: RIFS 
scussion: none 

37.1.1.1. Motion b
06-0377r0 into the dr

2. 11-06-0378r0; re: 
2.1. Discussion: none 

.1. Motion by Chris Hansen and seconded by
11-06-0378r0 into the draft passed unanimous

3. 11-06-0379r0; re: 
3.1. Discussion: none 

.1. Motion by Brett Douglas and seconded by Ch
06-0379r0 into the draft p

ir recessed the session at 9

ch 8, 2006; 1:30 – 6:00 PM  
 
1
2. Chair asked for a change to the agenda to ad

3. No objections to the change 
4. Motion to remove the reference to the 802.11 standard revision being amended in th

.11n PAR moved by Brett Dougla
5. Returned to address Matt Fisc

5.1. 11-06-0380r0; related to MLME STBC secondary beacon 
5.1.1. Discussion: none 

5.1.1.1.Motion by Solomon Trainin  and seconded
06-0380r0 into the draft passed unanimously 

  11-06-0381r0; related to
.1. Discussion: none 

.Motion by Tim Towell  and seconded by Assa
0381r0 into the draft passed una

 11-06-0382r0; related to 
.1. Discussion: none 

.Since in clause 7 (as opposed to clause 9)this
5.3.1.2.Motion by Srini Kandala and seconded by Solomon Trainin to accept 11

06-0382r0 into
 Kakani Submissions: 

-06-0414r2; related to multicast addresses 
scussion: none 

6.1.1.1.Motion by Srin
0414r2 into the draft passed unan

jiv Nanda 
-06-0331r0; re: HT capability element 

scussion: none 
7.1.1.1.

0331r0 into the draft passed u
 11-06-0332r0; re: A-MPD

.1. Discussion: none 
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7.2.1.1.Motion by Solomon Trainin and seconded by Srini Kandala to accept 11-
 the draft passed unanimously 

8. Submis
8.1. 11-06-03

 missing coma 
; again editorial 

 – ANA before entry to sponsor ballot 
dala to accept 11-06-

8.2. 11
8.2.1. Di

quations instead of 2 namely GF (LGI and SGI), 
 and SGI) 

9. Tomoko Adac
9.1. 11

c and seconded by Venko Erceg to accept 11-06-
 draft passed unanimously 

9.2. 11
9.2.1. Di

pt 11-06-
 draft passed unanimously 

10. Venko 
10.1. 11

10. formative? A - yes 
on by Tim Towell and seconded by Assaf Kasher to accept 11-06-

11. Recall 
11.1. 11

11. should be R4 
ference to TXcck parameters? A – agreed and Assaf will change 

- like clause 19 but will NOT 

number changes to r5 however the 4 hour rule does not apply 

11.1.1
12. Solomon Trai  up 

12.1. 

.1.2. red until after the break 
13. Assaf Kasher indicated 11-06-0358r5 with green field paragraphs removed was now on the 

serv
13.1. Discussion: 

06-0332r0 into
sions from Solomon Trainin 

35r1; re: 40 MHz Channel Switching 
8.1.1. Discussion: 

8.1.1.1.TBD is related to ANA so allowed 
8.1.1.2.editorial,
8.1.1.3.Header indicated r0 but should be r1
8.1.1.4.How to fill-in IEs etc? A
8.1.1.5.Motion by Tim Towell and seconded by Srini Kan

0335r1 into the draft passed unanimously 
-06-0339r1; re: PHY definitions 

scussion: 
8.2.1.1.equations N1 and N2; 4 e

MM (LGI
8.2.1.2.Decision – recycle and present modifications later today 

hi submissions 
-06-0356r0; re: PLME SAP 

9.1.1. Discussion: none 
9.1.1.1.Motion by Peter Lo

0356r0 into the
-06-0357r1; re: TBDs related to extended HT capability in clauses 7 and 11 

scussion: none 
9.2.1.1.Motion by Venko Erceg and seconded by Yasuhiko Inoue to acce

0357r1 into the
Erceg submissions: 

-06-0347r0; re: clause 20 
10.1.1. Discussion: 

1.1.1. Introductory text is in
10.1.1.2. Moti

0347r0 into the draft passed unanimously 
Assaf Documents from yesterday 

-06-0358r4; re: PLCP definition 
11.1.1. Discussion: 

1.1.1. doc header indicates R3 but 
11.1.1.2. No re
11.1.1.3. Not sure the TXcck belongs in clause 20? A

affect this text 
11.1.1.4. Remove paragraphs related to GF as we agreed to yesterday? A – will do 

but the version 
since the edit is done in front of the group 
.5. Motion was postponed until the revision, r5, was put on the server 
nin put the r2 version of 11-06-0339r1 back

Discussion: 
12.1.1. Equations still are not correct 
12  motion defer

er 
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13.1.1. It was noted that this GF change will precipitate added changes that can be 
accommodated during the CR period. The edit will replace references to GF_mode 
in PPDU encoding process text with references to format field. 

11-

14. Chair rec
15. Chair r
16. Solomon Trai

 Tim Towell and seconded by Assaf Kasher  to accept 11-

17.
17.1. 

17.1.1. Di
can handle in LB CR 

17. ontrol channel for carrier 

48r1 into the draft fails (33, 14, 19) 
is further? Anuj Batra, Assaf, Richard, Joe 

ll of the volunteers) 

17.1.1
18. Daqing Gu re

18.1. 
 accept 11-

19. -0367 as r2 which was approved yesterday but needed to be 
change g
19.1. Di

6-
ing 0367r1 passed unanimously 

20. 11-06-0293r2; PICS changes from r1 
20.1. 
20.2. Sim

d post immediately and then 

21. s 
 

1-06-0338r3 

22.2 rference is 1% PER 

.3.1.  
sy

.3.2. include latest BT spec which includes adaptive hopping? A - yes 

13.1.1.1. Motion by Srini Kandala and seconded by Tim Towell to accept 
06-0358r5 into the draft passed unanimously 

essed the meeting at 3:27PM until 4:00 PM today 
econvened at 4:00PM 

ner put up 11-06-339r2 with the equations fixed 
16.1. Discussion: no further comment 

16.1.1.1. Motion by
06-0339r2 into the draft passed unanimously 

 Assaf Kasher additional submission 
11-06-0348r1; re: clause 20 and regulatory statements 

scussion: 
17.1.1.1. Once changed we 

1.1.2. CCA; change ‘may’ to ‘shall’? A – MAC uses c
busy 

17.1.1.3. Mac tracks NAV and CCA 
17.1.1.4. Motion by Jim Petranovich and seconded by Tim Towell to accept 11-

06-03
17.1.1.5. Who would like to discuss th

Levy, Matt Fischer, Ali, Brian Hart, Aripon Xhafa, Vencenzo Sco?, Solomon, 
Venko, Srini, Bill McFarland (I did not get a

17.1.1.6. Anuj Batra will organize the discussion after this meeting 
.7. Should we accept the doc excluding this paragraph?  A - no 
submitted 11-06-0366r1; re: new logic services 

Discussion: none 
18.1.1.1.  Motion by Tim Towell and seconded by Chris Hansen to

06-0366r1 into the draft passed unanimously 
 Daqing Gu resubmitted 11-06

d by editin  paragraph 9 in OM048 
scussion: 

19.1.1.1.  Motion by Tim Towell and seconded by Eric Tokubo to accept 11-0
0367r2 into the draft replac

 Simon Black discussed 
reference updates in MAC section 

on reviewed the reference changes 
20.3. One edit was noted; Simon will make the change an

we can consider a  motion 
 Srini Kandala discussed 11-06-0330r4; MIB update
21.1. One edit was noted; Srini will make the change and post immediately and then we

can consider a motion 
22. Sheung Li discussed the Coexistence Assurance doc 1

22.1. Eldad Perahia was the primary contributor of a considerable amount of work 
. Threshold of inte

22.3. Discussion: 
22  What about impact of WLAN on BT, cordless phones, .16 as opposed to those

stems on WLAN 
22  Did analysis 
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22.3.3. .19 has received the doc and is analyzing the doc 
4. CA ad hoc group b22.3. elieves this doc is complete but will accept additional inputs 

rferers but is also open to 

22.3. n volunteered to assist in the 

22.3. ut it will ultimately be 

22.3. s the CA doc for 802.11n amendment by 

22.4. 3r3 as the PICS document to be incorporated into 
sed 

una

22.7 up floor for discussion on 11-06-0348r1: 
.7.1.

 ‘shall’ even though this will create other 
ment resolution 

et a CCA threshold for the extension channel 

22.7.1 ality since 

hannel and extension channel 

22.7.1 annel and extension channel is not defined in clause 20 so let’s 

22.7.1 g ‘receiver may’ to ‘receiver shall’  (yes=34, no=18, 

22.7.1 ell 

lution’   
 y Jim 

22.7.1 the preamble portion of the packet is 

22.7.1 n and amendment by Joe Kwak and 

22.7.1
 
Thursday, Marc
 
. Chair called the meeting to order at 8:04 AM 

. D0.03 was posted by the editor last evening 

provided the input comes with the supporting text 
22.3.5. Clarification that the CA doc includes 802.11 inte

include non-802.11 interferers such as cordless phones 
6. 15.4 Zigbee should also be considered – Art Asto
preparation of the Zigbee analysis 
7. For now it will be a separate doc to facilitate editing b
incorporated into amendment 
8. Motion to adopt 11-06-0338r3 a
Brett Douglas and seconded by Tim Towell passed unanimously 

Motion to adopt 11-06-029
the 802.11n draft amendment by Tim Towell and seconded by Assaf Kasher pas

nimously 
22.5. Motion to adopt 11-06-0330r5 as the MIB to be incorporated into 802.11n 

draft amendment by Brett Douglas and seconded by Tim Towell passed 
unanimously 

22.6. Chair updated group on agenda: 
22.6.1. only 348r1 remains pending 
. Opened 
22  Discussion: 

22.7.1.1. Let’s change ‘may’ to
inconsistencies which can be handled in the com

22.7.1.2. Just s
22.7.1.3. Do energy detect in the extension channel 

.4. A performance <-> cost trade-off; why not measure signal qu
cost effective 

22.7.1.5. Phy issue; phy cannot distinguish control c
so let’s put shall for both 
.6. Control ch
reference upper and lower sub-channels in the 40 MHz channel 
.7. Straw poll on changin
abstain=21) so inconclusive 
.8. If we change the PHY then we should change the MAC as w

22.7.1.9. Separate ‘wording’ from ‘importance of getting the draft adopted and 
handle issue in comment reso

22.7.1.10. Motion to adopt 11-06-0348r1 with ‘may’ changed to ‘shall’ b
Petranovich and Anuj Batra 
.11. Motion to amend by striking “if 
missed” in OM117 by Richard van Nee and seconded by Srini Kandala 
.12. Motion to table the motio
seconded by Sanjiv Nanda passed (40, 5, 13) 
.13. Chair recessed until tomorrow morning at 8:00 AM 

h 9, 2006; 8:00 – 6:00 PM 

1
2. Chair reviewed remaining agenda items 
3
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4. Need all inputs to draft by 1:30PM today in order to meet the 4 hour rule for a vote at 
B tomorrow morning at the closing plenary. At that 

oid the 4 hour rule? A – 

Discussion? none 
e 

03 was seconded by Jim Petranovich passed unanimously 
6.  Chiu Ngo presented 11-06-0505r0; re: Clarification to 11-06-0432r1 on OM149 in response 

to mem
6.1. Suggested 6-0505r5 

tation Chiu recognized a new modification to “delete the second 

6.3. r before we vote on the submission 
7.  

even  Brett Douglas passed unanimously 
8. 

ited 

11. l discussion: 
stion of the main motion by Brett Douglas was 

ndala and passed (64, 1,12) 
in motion to substitute ‘shall’ for ‘may’ failed (35,33,15) since this 

as a 
11.3

.3.1.

.3.3. z channel is necessary to go to letter ballot 
ts are being done before the body real 

 for voting to 

12. Assaf Kasher put up 11-06-0348r2 which was the same as r1 except that the paragraph 
rela
12.1. 

n the screen by Sheung Li outlining the steps to 
br efore the WG for LB voting so the membership could agree that TGn 

s resolved; i.e., the draft is 

12.1.

5:30PM to ask the WG take the draft to L
time the draft will be set at 1.0 

5. Chris Hansen presented 11-06-0458r2; re: Compressed Feedback 
5.1. Chris updated the doc to r3 with simple edits and posted 1 hour ago. Chris described the 

edits 
5.2. Any objection to accepting the edits as if done in session to av

no objection 
5.2.1. 

5.2.1.1.Motion by Chris Hansen to include 11-06-0458r3 as an amendment to th
D0.

ber questions 
 a change to current draft to support the PSMP recovery; (see 11-0

slide 6); this change is as indicated in 11-06-0432r1 
6.2. During the presen

‘(and/or DLT)’ in 9.18.1.1.2” 
 Chair asked Chiu to modify the text and put on serve

Motion by Anuj Batra to “raise from the table” the motion tabled at the end of last
ings session was seconded by

Motion to call the question by Anuj Batra and seconded by Brett Douglas was objected 
to so a vote was held and passed (47, 19, 15) since it was a procedural vote which lim
debate and hence required a 2/3 majority 

9. Returning to the Vote on the amendment to ‘delete “if the preamble portion of the packet is 
missed”  
9.1. The motion failed (21,32,25) 

10. Returning to main motion 
 Additiona
11.1. Motion to call the que

seconded by Srini Ka
11.2. Vote on ma

w technical vote and technical votes require a ¾ majority 
. Further discussion: 
11  Should handle thru the letter ballot process 
11.3.2. Could Assaf show the text? A- yes 
11  CCA text for 40 MH
11.3.4. 4 hour rule does not apply here since the edi

time 
11.3.5. Want to review the 7 steps needed to bring a Draft before the WG

take a draft to LB to make sure we are in accordance with all of them 

ting to CCA, 20.3.15.5, was removed 
Discussion: 

12.1.1. Without this paragraph the draft is incomplete 
12.1.2. Section 2.9.2 of P&P was put o

ing a Draft b
was in compliance given the 11-06-0348r2 issue i
complete 
3. We seem to be in compliance provided we have a complete draft 
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12.1.
12.1. are there any other gaps/place holders/omissions in the draft? Group – 

13. Ass
13. e 

exis f a signal at the extension channel.” 
 accept r3 which is 11-06-0348r1 with the 

13.3
.3.1. t 

e complete 
.3.2. ll the question was ruled  out of order since r3 does not exist 

13.3. the 

14.  Chiu Ngo presented 11-06-0432r2 re: PSMP recovery  
14. T)” 

had been removed 

14.
 the text in 11-06-0432r2 as instructions to the editor of D0.03 

 
15. Assaf K 1 3.15.5 

addressed by 
16. Motion by Ti conded by Chris Hansen to instruct the editor to include 

17. first 

d by Richard van Nee and passed without objection 

19.
20.

jections to calling the question and so ruled the 

 the server. 

24. ability of members to change their vote 

 

e 

ntil 10:30 
29.
30. Chair asked if there were any further instructions for the editor. A – none 

s spead sheet, 11-03-0263r6 on the server and make sure 
 for. 

4. We need to address this issue now in order to have a complete draft 
5. Chair – 
none 

af Kasher went back to 11-06-0348r1  
1. Could we just remove the offending sentence “The receiver may also indicate th

tence o
13.2. Motion by Adrian Stephens to

offending sentence removed was seconded by Chris Hansen 
. Discussion: 
13  Unacceptable since this standard is a carrier sense protocol standard so it mus

have a carrier sense mechanism for all channels in order to b
13  Motion to ca
13.3.3. Group should be united 

4. Let’s give Assaf time to create r3 and deal with another submission in 
meantime 

1. The changed paragraph was read with the note that the second “(and/or DL

14.2. Discussion: none 
2.1.1. Motion by Solomon Trainin and seconded by Matt Fischer to 

accepting
passed (85,3,9)

asher put 1-06-0348r3 on the screen and read the paragraph in question, 20.
OM117. The difference with r1 was the deletion of the sentence 
m Towell and se

11-06-0348r3 in D0.03 
 Motion to amend r3 by Anuj to insert “-77 dBm for a 40MHz channel” in 
parenthesis and “-57 dBm for a 40 MHz channel)” in the last parenthetical of the 
paragraph was seconde

18. Returning to the main motion as amended 
 Chair asked for objection to calling the question; none 
 While the vote was being held an objection to calling the question was raised 

21. Chair ruled that he had already asked for ob
objection our of order and went ahead with the vote 

22. Before the results were announced there was a point of order that r3 was not on
23. Chair responded that it was on the server and confirmed that r3 was on the sever 

 There was a discussion by the parliamentarian of the 
since the results of the vote had not been announced 

25.  The main motion vote results were announced (64,16,7) so the motion passes
26. Motion to reconsider the vote by Tom Siep (who voted in favor) was seconded by Jim 

Petranovich failed (34, 43, 10) 
27. Discussion: 

27.1. Assaf will post 11-0600348r4 which contained the instructions to the editor in th
motion that just passed 

28. Chair recessed at 9:53 u
 Chair reconvened at 10:35 AM 

31. Editor said he would put Omission
all the edits have been accounted
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32. Editor asked for volunteers to help him make the remaining edits and check for completeness 

34. lution of 11-06-0348 would require cooperation and 

e the 40 MHz topic be set 

36. or Ad hoc group meeting time at this point for the MIB, PICS and CA ad hocs 

e 

Current time line moved from ratification in April 2007 to October 2007 after the 

Basis for this was highlighted (slide 16) with the bottom line that if we do not 
eet t

der to get ratification at the end of September 
 

n we start or during the 
SB

mpleted Sponsor balloted draft by April 27 and had 

38.
38.5. 
38.6.  to the time line in future without the approval 

39.  for any 
s? A

40. Chair noted that there was one presentation from Mathilde to be heard at 4 PM today time 

41. made a motion to form an ad hoc group called 20/40 MHz 

ion management with the deliverable being to propose an amendment to the 
s starting 

Gn 

42.
43.
44. Towell passed without 

until 1:30 PM today 

46. vened the meeting at 1:33PM 
t and updated the draft 

amendment 
e at 12:55 MT 

33. Chair dismissed editor and his assistants to prepare the Draft 0.04 
 Chair recognized that the ultimate reso
discussion  

35. Suggestion was made that an ad hoc committee be formed to resolv
up to meet between now and the May meeting was accepted by the group 
 No request f

37. When Adrian posts D0.04 he will send an email to the WG reflector and the 4 hour clock will 
start 

38. Discussion of time line; Chair put 11-06-0401r0, time line, on the projector; the doc is on th
server 
38.1. 

January meeting 
38.2. 

m he Feb 9, 2007 date for an amendment that has SB approval then we must meet 
Aug 17 date in or

38.3. There was an error in the presentation which changes the reasoning and affects
the ratification date as follows: 

38.3.1. We only have to get ExComm approval once namely whe
 process (and not again at the end of the SB process) 

38.3.2. Therefore, if we have a co
achieved the EC approval by March 10 (see slide 16) we could achieve ratification 
by June 7 instead of September 27 

4. Ratification process is outlined in P&P Section 7.2.4.2.2 
Why can’t the group jointly vote on the time line? A – no reason 
Chair agreed not to make changes

of the TG 
 Chair put up his latest revision of his opening report, 11-06-0231r2 and asked
change  – none 

permitting 
 Marc de Courville 
Channelization with a Scope to address the issues raised for efficient 20/40 MHz 
channelizat
current draft. The group will meet bi-weekly on conference calls on Thursday
March 23, 11 ET; the chair of the ad hoc will provide the bridge numbers to the T
reflector; the need to have a F2F meeting will be discussed at the first conference call; 
the ad hoc will be chaired by Marc and the vice-chair will be Brian Hart; was seconded 
by Brian Hart and passed without discussion or objection. 
 Chair asked for a show of hands on who would want to participate – 33 raised their hands 
 Any other business this morning? None 
 Motion to recess by Jim Petranovich and seconded by Tim 
objection 

45. Chair recessed the meeting at 11:24 AM 
 

 Chair recon
47. Assaf, Solomon and Adrian checked the omissions spread shee

48. Adrian placed pdf of D0.04 on the web sit
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49. So, shall we recess until 4 PM today at which time we will hear Mathilde’s presentation
then address 

\and 
the LB motion on the draft D0.04 at 5 PM to comply with the 4 hour rule 

me line 

 

53.1. Start March 23 
g 

54. de B -0408r2; 
l 

 Control Channel Protocol 
55. ons:

enefit? A – yes 

t least one pair of multiple receiver radios in the network? A – yes 
nd extension channel to the control channel A – 

milar cating on both channels at the 
me t

55.6
55.7  is it better than using 2 concurrent radios (e.g., a, g)? A – this example is 

 e.g., antennas isolation? A – CC 

55.9 Ks can be sent on the control channel; what sync is required? A – must abide 

55.1 n channel reuse situation CC is assigned as any 

56.
57. Cha
58. AOB e  

.11n 
G 

 40-day letter ballot to conclude no later than April 28, 2006 asking the 

50. We also need to address plans for the May meeting and ti
51. Chair received no objection to recessing the meeting at 1:39 PM until 4:00 PM today 

52. Chair reconvened the meeting at 4:00 PM 
53. 11-06-0518r0 by Brian Hart; update to 20/40 MHz Channelization Ad Hoc 

53.2. finite life ending at May meetin
53.3. Bridge information 
 Mathil enveniste 11-06
54.1. Use of multiple channels in paralle
54.2. WLAN or Mesh 
54.3. CCC Protocol = Common
 Questi  
55.1. Do single radios b
55.2. If all single radios? A – EDCA and no benefit 
55.3. Must be a
55.4. 20 vs 40 issue; i.e., bonding a seco

si  but with CCC you do not have to be communi
sa ime 

55.5. Why presenting this now? A – to be included in the draft eventually 
. Performance Comparisons? A – yes, see Ref 3 
. How
included 

55.8. Performance requirements of two radio system;
should not be adjacent data channels 
. AC
by .11x rules 
0. What about a dense ESS? A - i
other channel; certainly this would be most beneficial in a residential application or in a 
mesh 

 How would this presentation be integrated into the standard? A – through LB process 
ir reviewed alternatives he will be discussing pending the outcome of the Draft vote 
?: non

59. Motion by Art Astrin and seconded by Jim Petranovich – “Believing that the p802
draft 0.04 satisfies all WG 802.11 rules for letter ballot, move to request the 802.11 W
to authorize a
question “Should the attached 802.11 draft be forwarded to Sponsor Ballot?” 

60.

60.2.  Motion to amend by Harry Worstell and seconded by Art Astrin to include 
tions to the editor to change the version number from 0.04 to 1.0 as follows: 

“Be g tha s for letter ballot, 
inst e ed
802.11 

 Questions: 
60.1. Would an internal TG review be better than a WG LB? 

instruc
lievin t the P802.11n draft 0.04 satisfies all WG 802.11 rule
ruct th itor to change the version number to draft 1.0 and to move to request the 

WG to authorize a 40-day letter ballot on Draft 1.0 to conclude no later than April 
28, 2006 asking the question “Should the attached 802.11n draft 1.0 be forwarded to 
Sponsor Ballot?” 
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60.3. If we make this change how are we affected by the 4 hour rule? Stuart replied tha
if the group agrees to the change the 4 hour rule will be waived 

60.4. Chai

t 

r asked the group for consent on setting aside the 4 hour rule related to 
changing the Draft number to 1.0 from 0.04 

60.6

60.8
.8.1. P802.11 
.8.2.  

ment 
 

60.
e to the large number of comments that 

w
the result (98,14,14) 

61. 04 approval (see slide 43 of 11-06-231r3) 
61.
61.2.  hoc F2F on May 2,3,4 to format the comments to expedite 

h 

of the motions to approve ad hocs 
.4.2.

eek before the May meeting in order to 
m national travel 

,Thurs/Fri=5, Fri/Sat=11) 

61.4.  raised their hands 
 time 

62. Mo 11AM ET for the 
pur allot comments and recommended changes for comment 
res was moved by Adrian Stephens 
and seconded by Brett Douglas passed unanimously 

63.

esolution during the May 2006 
802.11 interim meeting by Adrian Stephens and seconded by Dave Bagby passed 

60.5. Body had no objection 
. Why is SB mentioned in the motion 

60.7. Jon Rosdahl reviewed the process for the Group 
. Discussion on the motion to amend 
60  should be a capital P in 
60  Indicate that draft 1.0 will be attached

60.9. No objective to calling the question on the amend
60.10. No objection to the amendment 

11. Discussion on the main motion 
60.11.1. Should do an TG peer review du

ill be received 
60.11.2. The vote was held with 

 Chair reviewed next steps given the draft 0.
1. Anticipate a large number of comments 

Suggests an ad
resolution (i.e., purely editorial) 

61.3. Suggests a second F2F on May 30,31 or June 6,7 to prepare responses whic
would be approved in the July meeting 

61.4. Comments: 
61.4.1. related to the descriptions 
61  Would email work in lieu of F2F? 
61.4.3. Favor F2F but move dates to the w

inimize Inter
61.4.4. Place – Jacksonville Hyatt 
61.4.5. Straw Poll on dates (Wed./Thurs=1
61.4.6. Dates – May 12,13 

7. How many would attend? 15
61.4.8. Let’s reserve teleconference
tion to Authorize TGn to hold a teleconference on May 3, 2006 at 
pose of organizing letter b

olution during the May 2006 802.11 Interim meeting 

  Motion to authorize TGn to hold an ad hoc session on May 12,13 (Fri, Sat) 2006 at the 
Hyatt hotel location in Jacksonville, FL. for the purpose of organizing letter ballot 
comments and recommended changes for comment r

unanimously. 

64.

65.  the session at 6:03 PM 
 

 

 Time Line was quickly address and the group agreed to let the officers create a time line 
assuming we go to LB after tomorrows Plenary 
 Chair adjourned
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Tuesday March 7, 2006, 1:30 PM Session 
 
Lee Armstrong chair of the TGp working group opened the meeting at 4:00 PM. 
 
The policies, rules, and objectives were presented to the working group. The main objective of the 
meeting is to prepare the document for the next meeting in Vancouver. 
 
Lee discussed the agenda and requested whether the agenda was acceptable as submitted to the server.  
Tom asked to remove P1556 from the agenda and with this change the meeting was approved. 
 
Tom presented the liaison status with IEEE P1609. The standards 1609.3, .4 past balloting with 
comments. It was decided by the IEEE 1609 working group to request submission of the documents as a 
trial standard as a result of the comments. Upcoming meetings were presented. 
 
Lee continued with the election of the TGp officers. The following individuals were selected by 
unanimous consent: 
 
Chair: Lee Armstrong 
Editor: Wayne Fisher 
Secretary: Filip Weytjens 
 
Lee continued with a discussion on the PAR. A line in the PAR is inconsistent with the standard that we 
are amending.  As a result line 6b was changed to “6b. The Project is a: Amendment to Std 802.11” 
 
Discussion on action items: 
Open action items from previous meeting are action Item 34, 40, and 42. 

• ACTION # 34: Provide test clause comments from OmniAir “Device Certification” perspective 
Randy Roebuck 

• ACTION # 40: Richard Noens and Randy Roebuck to get together to submit new comments on 
test parameters in clause 20.3.10. – (Randy Roebuck, Richard Noens) 

• ACTION # 42: Provide, as part of the liaison with TC204, additional information that will be 
included in the WAVE Announcement action frame for Calm (V2V communications). (Knut 
Evensen) 

 
Action item 63 was overtaken by events and closed during this session. It was identified by Brian that  the 
comment sheet on the reflector did not include his comments. 
 
Letter ballot 80 passed and comments were submitted to Wayne. About half of the comments were no-
vote comments.  The following letter ballot will be LB81. 
 
Richard Pain gave an overview of the process TGk went through when balloting and the approval of 
comments received. Presentation: 11k Lessons learned – doc: IEEE 802.11-06/XXXXr0. 11k received 
about 300 comments for the first review. The second review 200 comments. The first letter ballot resulted 
in about 1300 comments; the second and third letter ballot resulted in approximately 1600 for each. 
The excel sheet that was used as an example was: “11-05-1049-000k-11k-lb78-comment resolution-
spreadsheet.xls” 
 
A lot of work has been put by .11k in organizing and automating the balloting process. It was advised that 
.11p would use the work already done within 11k to start off its own balloting process. 
  
Richard Roy provided the liaison report with Iso WG 16. He called it “VII on steroids” – multiple media 
talking from one platform. CALM-M5 (based on 802.11p) “Continuous  air interface for Long and 
Medium Range”. Information can be found on the website:  www.calm.hu.  
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Lee requested whether Dick would accept to be the official liaison from WG16 to TGp.  Dick accepted. 
The next WG 16 meeting will be in Philadelphia. This is the same week as ITS America. 
 
The session was recessed at 3:35 PM. 

Tuesday March 7, 2006, 4:00 PM Session 
 
Lee opened the session at 4:00 PM. 
 
Wayne presented the different classes and assigned responsibilities. This was stored on the server as 
document doc: IEEE 802.11-06/0439r0. 
 
A template was discussed to document the comments from LB80. This template can be found in doc: 
IEEE 802.11-06/0437r0. 
 
Lee requested that all of those who have assigned responsibilities start with the resolution of the 
comments.  
 
The comments can be found in doc: IEEE 802.11-06/0417r0. According to Lee the group is restricted to 
comments as a result from LB80, which was for 802.11p draft document 0.26.   
 
A discussion started on the procedural issues that are related with having two letter ballots resulting in 
comments following each other. As a result it was proposed by Lee to: 
 

1. Each individual will be asked to resubmit its comments. This allows one to change the 
comments if needed. 
 
2. A lot of comments to LB 80 are valid and we can get at least a month or two head start by 
addressing these comments.  
 
3. We will use the template that was generated to document the resolution of the comments to 
LB80. 

 
The session was recessed at 5:15PM. 

Wednesday March 8, 2006, 1:30 PM Session 
 
Lee opened the session at 1:35PM. 
 
Wayne started the discussion on the comments. He presented the persons that were assigned to resolve 
comments for specific sections and the template that was used. 
 
CID 5/Dorsey: Requires more research.  
 
CID 69/Stanley: Wayne will revisit and resolve any inconsistencies with the use of provider and user. - 
Open 
 
CID 67/Stanley:  
Straw pole on whether we should take out RSU and OBU and replace it with a different definition. The 
majority of TGp was in favour of keeping the terms RSU and OBU in the document. 
 
Lee will look at the definition for RSU and OBU and will propose a new suggested definition. It was 
requested to provide any input to Lee by COB.  
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CID 2/Eastlake: Proposed language documented in the comment-resolution document. 
 
CID 70/Stanley: Requires additional research.  
 
Wayne proceeded with his proposed comments.  
 
CD 11/Perahia: further information will be provided. 
 
CD 84/Stanley: Editorial change – Accepted – Closed 
 
CD 85/Stanley: Statement will be deleted. 
 
The session was recessed at 3:25PM. 

Thursday March 9, 2006, 1:30 PM Session 
 
Lee opened the session at 1:35PM. 
 
The process was discussed and an update provided on comments received. To date about 100 comments 
were received. Version 1 of the template was uploaded to the server as 11-06-0437-01-00p-tgp-comment-
resolution-forms.doc.  
 
Susan continued with a discussion on the following comments. (11-06-0511-00-000p-clause-
7.3.2.22.11.doc) For each comment, a solution was proposed and background provided. 
 
Comments addressed: CID 59, CID 78, CID 30, CID 48, CID 42, CID 60, CID 115 
 
Changes were made during the meeting and Susan will submit them under revision 1. It was requested 
whether there was any discussion on the recommended solution. 
 
Brian continued with a discussion on following comments (No IEEE Doc number): CID 8, CID 117, 
CID23. The document with the proposed resolution will be placed on the server. 
 
Stuart Stressed that the comment resolution should be clear such that the editor knows exactly what needs 
to be done. 
 
A concern was discussed on what the impact would be if the assignment of control and service channels 
were deleted. Brian will document the impact to the document and present it at the 4:00PM Session. 
 
The meeting was recessed at 2:55PM. 

Thursday March 9, 2006, 4:00 PM Session 
 
Lee opened the session at 4:10 PM. 
 
Brian continued with a discussion on a proposed resolution for the following comments. The discussion 
was documented in 11-06-0521-00-000p-LB80-comment-resolution-clause-9-15.doc 
 
Comments addressed:  
 
Comment: CID 54 
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It was requested to have a motion on the resolution that the group came up with. Since we could not make 
the change to the document, we cannot have a formal vote. Also, it was not decided whether a primitive 
was used or whether we would use the MIB. 
Straw poll: Does the TG agree that the proposed resolution is the direction we want to move?  
 
Following up on the request for this motion it was brought up that we were making these changes without 
agreeing on removing references to control and service channel from the 802.11p draft. Therefore the 
following straw poll: 
 
Straw poll: Does this TG agree that it is beneficial to consider removing all Control and Service channel 
references in 802.11p D1.0. 
Vote: 10-0-1 
 
Does the TG agree to create an ad-hoc group to examine and report on the impact of removing all Control 
and Service channel references in 802.11p D1.0? 
Vote: 10-0-0; Brian will lead the group with following participants: Jason, Dick, Suzan, and Filip   
 
Comment: CID 119 
 
The ad-hoc group established for comment 54 will address this comment. 
 
Comment: CID 120 - Accepted 
 
Doc 11-06-0521-01-000p-LB80-comment-resolution-clause-9-15.doc 
 
Doug continued with a proposed resolution for following comments. The discussion was documented in 
doc: 11-06-0523-01-000p-tgp-LB80-comment-resolution-dmk.doc. 
 
CID 39: Proposed to be rejected 
 
Comment CID 41: Proposed language documented 
 
Comment CID 94: Proposed language documented. Comment proposed to be rejected. 
 
The proposed changes were posted to the server. (doc: 11-06-0523-03-000p-tgp-LB80-comment-
resolution-dmk.doc) 
 
One motion will be presented at the plenary to support teleconferences. 
 
Those who submitted comments to LB80 should resubmit the comments for LB81. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 PM. 
 
Action Items 

• ACTION # 34: Provide test clause comments from OmniAir “Device Certification” perspective 
Randy Roebuck 

• ACTION # 40: Richard Noens and Randy Roebuck to get together to submit new comments on 
test parameters in clause 20.3.10. – (Randy Roebuck, Richard Noens) 

• ACTION # 42: Provide, as part of the liaison with TC204, additional information that will be 
included in the WAVE Announcement action frame for Calm (V2V communications). (Knut 
Evensen) 

• ACTION # 64: Setup an ad-hoc meeting to discuss CID 54. (Brian) 
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• ACTION # 65: Those who submitted comments to LB80 should resubmit the comments for 
LB81.  
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Monday March 6, 2006 
9:30 am 

 
Attendance: 
Clint Chaplin 
Jon Edney 
Dorothy Stanley 
Henry Ptasinski 
Steve Emeott 
Moussa Barafa 
David Sy 
Takeshi Yamamoto 
Peyush Agarwal 
Lily Chen 
Doanld Eastlake 
Nancy Cam-Winget 
Bill Marshall 
 
• This is a TGr Adhoc Session 
• The minutes for this session have been captured in document submission 11-06/418r0. 
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Monday March 6, 2006 
4:00pm 

 
• Call to order 
• Agenda – document 11-06/0408r4 
• Review operating rules for a Task Group. 
• Review IEEE 802 policies and procedures for Intellectual Property. 

• Chair asked for information on any Patents or Patent Applications that are applicable to 
the subject discussed during this meeting – None were given. 

• Approve minutes from the January session – document 11-05/0044r4 
• Minutes are approved unanimously. 

• Approve minutes from the Teleconference sessions – document 11-06/233r4 
• Minutes are approved unanimously. 

• Approve minutes from the TGr February Adhoc meeting – document 11-06/266r1 
• Minutes are approved unanimously. 

• Discussion on the agenda – document 11-06/0408r4 
• The results of the discussion will be captured in document 11-06/0408r5. 
• Documents 11-06/372r0 and 11-06/373r0 are on the server; they will be presented during 

the Thursday session at 1:30pm. 
• TGr officer Elections 

• All TGr officers have agreed to continue in their position. 
• Clint Chaplin is unanimously affirmed as the Chair of TGr. 
• Michael Montemurro is unanimously affirmed as Secretary of TGr. 
• Bill Marshall is unanimously affirmed as Editor of TGr. 
• There are approximately 14 voters in this TGr session. 

• Discussion as PAR change to TGr – document 11-06/0396r0 
• The only update to the TGr PAR is that the amendment is based on IEEE 802.11 rather 

than IEEE 802.11 (2003). 
 

MOTION: Believing that the PAR contained in the document below meets IEEE-SA guidelines, 
the task group requests that the PAR contained in document 11-06/396r0 be posted for ExCom 
approval (and subsequent submission to NesCom). 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second: Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 12 – Yes; 0 – No; 2 – Abstain. Motion Passes. 

 
• Discussion of comment resolutions posted in document 11-06/1285r25 by Bill Marshall 

• The letter ballot comment resolutions identified in group 16 were a result of discussions 
between the January and March sessions that were identified as non-contraversial. 

• Comments in group 16 also include non-contraversial comment resolutions discussed at 
the adhoc meeting in Febuary. 

 
MOTION: To accept the letter ballot comment resolutions in group 16 of the comment resolution 
spreadsheet in document 11-06/1284r25. 
By: Bill Marshall 
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Second:  Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 8 – Yes; 0 – No; 4 – Abstain. Motion Passes. 
 
• There are now 66 comments to be resolved. 
 
• Discussion of Fast BSS-Transition in a non-RSN by Bill Marshall in document 11-06/251r5 

• This proposal opens up a new denial of service attack. 
• It is possible today to for a STA to associate with multiple access point and reserve 

resources at those access points. Therefore there is no additional risk of a TGr denial of 
service attack compared with the current IEEE 802.11 methods today. 

 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/251r5 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 19/298, 85/443, 
694/319, 716/322, 729/323, 877/329, 881/330, 900/332, 907/333, 1000/337, 1181/508, and 
1182/1190. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 5 – Yes; 3 – No; 5 – Abstain. Motion Fails. 
 

• The comments that would have been accepted by this submission will now be rejected. 
The record of this motion and its vote should be included as part of the comment 
resolution. 

 
• Discussion on the MIC calculation by Bill Marshall in document 11-06/165r2 

• None. 
 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/165r2 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 692/994, 
696/939, 697/940, 710/941, 718/942, 731/943, 735/921, 736/705, 737/1271, 740/578, 742/735, 
744/805, 745/822, 746/832, and 747/1147. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Suman Sharma 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 

 
• Discussion on the Remote Request Broker Error Handling by Michael Montemurro in 

document 11-06/308r3 
• None. 

 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/308r3 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 556/610, 
1170/118, 1172/507, 1173/1064, 1174/1150, and 1178/694. 
By: Michael Montemurro 
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Second:  Bill Marshall 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Discussion on Beacon Bloat in document 11-06/235r2 by Bill Marshall 

• The STA does not require the R1KeyHolder name to be included in beacon and probe 
response frames to complete a FT security association. 

• The R1KeyHolder name is included in the FT Authentication frame. The AP does not 
have to transmit this information in the Beacon and Probe Response frames. 

• The only information a STA needs to complete a fast BSS-transition is the R0KeyHolder 
Name (the NAS ID). 

 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/235r2 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 16/295, 26/424, 
439/636, 440/747, 461/147, 532/647, 585/984, 586/986, 587/1068, 596/842, 598/987, 600/990, 
822/1048, 838/1050, 966/336, and 1047/341. 
By: Michael Montemurro 
Second:  Fred Haisch 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 4 – Yes; 2 – No; 7 – Abstain. Motion Fails. 
 

• The comments that would have been accepted by this submission will now be rejected. 
The record of this motion and its vote should be included as part of the comment 
resolution. 

 
• Discussion on “no change after reservation” in document 11-06/336r0 by Jon Edney 

•  None. 
 

MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/336r0 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft.  
By: John Edney 
Second:  Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion Passes Unanimously.  
 
• Discussion on PTKSA generation and deletion in document 11-06/325r1 by Jon Edney 

•  When STA and AP derive the new PTK – it will not become active until you have 
successfully completed the PTK derivation 

 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/325r1 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. This submission will address comments 13/151, 
104/360, and 165/306. 
By: John Edney 
Second:  Bill Marshall 
Discussion: 
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• None. 
Result: Motion Passes Unanimously.  
 
• Discussion on the use of Authentication Frames versus Action frames by Clint Chaplin 

• This comment resolution is for 985/105. 
 
MOTION: To accept the comment resolution for comment 105 as given in the comment 
resolution spreadsheet 11-06/1284r25. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Jon Edney 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion Passes Unanimously. 
 
• Recess until Tuesday at 8:00am. 
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Tuesday March 7, 2006 
8:00am 

 
• Call to order 
• The latest version of the agenda has been updated in document 11-06/0408r5. 
• Discussion on the resolution of comment 1126 by Bill Marshall 

• The comment resolution is recorded in document 11-06/1284r25 
 

MOTION: To accept the proposed comment resolution for comment 1126 as contained in the 
comment resolution spreadsheet document 11-06/1284r25. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Frank Ciotti 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion Passes Unanimously. 
 
• Discussion on the reservation concept 

• Presentation of document 11-06/400r0 by Jesse Walker 
• There is an implicit assumption that the QBSS load is updated every beacon interval. 
• The beacon interval is a critical system parameter for modelling BSS transitions. 
• The data used in this analysis is the number associated stations at an AP over five 

minute intervals. 
• The average number of associated stations at an AP was likely calculated over the 

workday time period, not over a 24hour period. 
• There is no information about on the geographical placement of AP’s or the algorithm 

that was used by the clients for roaming. 
• There was no information on whether a client load balancing feature was used. 
• It would be beneficial to request that similar network data be collected from the 

network at this meeting. 
• The number of transitions per second is measured over the infrastructure. 
• The beacon interval is 100 ms. 
• The assumption of uniform client motion is unrealistic. In the real situation, the client 

motion is bursty. 
• You may want to consider more complex fluid models for transitions. The client 

motion should be modelled as a compressible fluid. 
• Typically, supersonic fluid mechanics equations are used to model traffic motion. 
• There is an assumption that the density is uniform. However WLAN client are not 

uniformly distributed across the coverage area.  
• A voice terminal occupies approximately 1.4 Mb/s of bandwidth when it is active on 

a call.  
• A call that drops over a transition in refered to as a defect. The defect rate is a metric 

measured by a carrier. An acceptable defect rate threshold for a carrier as specified by 
the FCC is approximately 50 per million. An association collision rate of one per 833 
represents a defect rate is approximatedly 1200 rate per million. 

• We need to do some scientific analysis in TGr to determine whether we need 
reservation prior to association. 
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• This work is based on an average number of clients per AP. However the TGr design 
should account for peak conditions. The engineering needs to be done to make sure 
that the system can operate effectively under extreme conditions. The system needs to 
be designed for peak loads. 

• The only average metric used for this analysis was STA density. Peak values were 
used for all other metrics in the analysis. 

• There is a statement made that reservations are absolutely needed. However nobody 
has presented model or empirical evidence to prove that reservations are needed. 

• There is no evidence to support whether reservations are needed or not. 
• Past history of the behaviour of cellular networks show that reservations are needed. 
• The association collision rate is based on the number of associated STA’s,  not 

associated STA’s on active calls. The effective defect rate needs to be calculated for 
STA’s that are transistioning while on active calls. 

• In the wireline telecom industry, 60000 phone lines generate 1000000 busy hour calls 
for a carrier. 

• Another case to consider for Fast Transition is a power failure. 
• We do not have a basis to make the right decision because we do not have enough 

model or data to prove whether reservations are needed. 
• Presentation of document 11-06/362r0 by Jon Edney 

• The calculation of a probability for transition could be inaccurate because it is based 
on the roaming algorithm of the client. 

• Under normal conditions, the amount of bandwidth reservation will be very low. 
• The probability distribution used for this analysis is a normal distribution. 
• The Poisson distribution could be used for this analysis. It might be useful to use a 

Poisson versus Normal distribution because it accounts for different rates of 
transition. 

• The Poisson distribution should be used to model cases where there is a rate of STA’s 
transitioning will vary. 

• This presentation illustrates that we need a model for the admission control process 
for Transition. 

• We are moving forward on trying to understand the overall transition process. 
• We still need to address comments that suggest we remove “reservation” from TGr. 
• Our current comment resolution is to reject requests to remove reservation prior to re-

association. 
• At this time, we should reject these comments on the grounds that we do not have enough 

information to determine whether reservations are required. 
• Currently there is no data to support or reject the removal of reservation. 
• It is possible for this group to arrive at the model to determine whether reservation is 

required. 
• If we cannot determine whether reservation is needed, then we have not spent enough 

time in consideration of our design. 
• We could go to letter ballot re-circulation without resolving all the comments. 
 

MOTION: To accept the resolution to comment 1015 as “Rejected. The Task Group does not 
have enough data to make a determination that reservation be removed.” 
By: Michael Montemurro 
Second:  Jesse Walker 
Discussion: 
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• This motion states that the Task Group will do more work on this issue. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Recess until the 10:30am session. 
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Tuesday March 7, 2006 
10:30am 

 
• Call to order 
• Discussion on Resource Query by Steve Emeott on Resource Query from document 11-

06/447r0. 
• The proposed text for this submission is given in document 11-06/245r0. 
• We are working towards deciding whether reservation is required for TGr. Perhaps we 

could also look at whether “query” should be required as well. 
• If reservation mechanism described by TGR is open to interpretation, we should tighten 

the normative text that describes reservation.. 
• If this query feature is accepted, we would have to add an additional bit to the FT Policy. 

The Beacon Bloat submission uses all bits in the FT Policy field. 
• A reservation uses an identifier to match the resource request with a resource response. A 

new response to a resource request will override all previous resource responses. 
• The reservation mechanism as specified today allows a STA to resource request and the 

AP to reject the request if it cannot satisfy the resource request. 
• The draft today states that the AP must free any allocated resouces up to the point that a 

resource allocation fails. 
• This specification relies on exception behaviour to make the query process work.  

 
MOTION: To accept the submission of document 11-06/245r0 and to instruct the editor to 
incorporate it into the draft. This submission addresses comments 74/1255 and 75/1259. 
By: Steve Emeott 
Second:  Frank Ciotti 
Discussion: 

• Currently we are working to determine whether reservation is required or not in TGr. 
We should postpone the modification of reservation procedures until we have 
determined whether reservation is required. 

• This mechanism does not require much implementation. It should be included as an 
option in the draft. 

Result: 7 – Yes; 5 – No; 9 – Abstain. Motion Fails 
 

• The comments that would have been accepted by this submission will now be rejected. 
The record of this motion and its vote will be included as part of the comment resolution. 

 
• Discussion on the use of IEEE 802.1X control port mechanism in TGr. 

• There is a question of the existence and behaviour of the IEEE 802.1X control port for 
TGr procedures. 

• If the AP supports RSNA, then there is an IEEE 802.1X port for every STA and the 
procedures in Clause 8 state that there exists an IEEE 802.1X port exists on every AP. 

• If the AP does not support TGr, then clause 8 states that the IEEE 802.1X port is over-
rided. 

• There are three different authentication techniques: legacy WEP/802.11, IEEE 802.11i, 
and IEEE 802.11r. Clause 8 would still apply all these cases. 

• Clause 8.4.3.1 of IEEE 802.11i only applies to the WEP case. The proposed text in the 
comment resolution extends the wording in clause 8.4.3.1 to address IEEE 802.11r. 

• There is value in referring to a mechanism that already exists. 
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• The case for TGr is exactly the same as the WEP case. We should apply the clause 8 
statements for WEP to TGr. 

 
MOTION: To accept the comment resolution to comment 858 as “Accepted. Change the first 
sentence of “Accepted. Change first sentence of penultimate paragraph of clause 8A.3.3 from 
"Upon a successful (re)association, the 802.1X controlled port shall be opened on both the TSTA 
and he target TAP..." to "Upon a successful (re)association the SME of the AP shall unblock the 
IEEE 802.1X Controlled Port, using the mechanism described in clause 8.4.3.1."” 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Discussion of the necessity of the PMK-R0 

• This issue was discussed both at the Adhoc meeting in February as well as the Adhoc 
session on Monday. 

• There was an observation that the PMK-R0, which took the MSK as input and produced 
the PMK-R1 as output. However, we’ve defined an intermediate value called the PMK-
R0 which is used in other calculations. There is no way of testing the PMK-R0. 

• The question is “should we remove the PMK-R0 from the specification?” The only 
reason to keep it is to make the specification of the security easier. 

• The purpose of the PMK-R0 was to address a NIST requirement that application-specific 
key needs to be derived based on the MSK. 

• The EAP methods group in the IETF is working to define application specific keys for 
EAP. However the work is not complete so TGr could not use the results of their work. 

• The submission of 11-06/245r0 contained changes to the PICS to address the more data bit. 
We should make a motion to add an entry for the more data bit in the PICS. 
• This text should have been added as part of the More Data bit submission. 

 
MOTION: To add a row to the PICS containing: PC 34.2.14: Use of the More Data Bit during 
Fast Transition: 7.3.1.1.8 and 9.14: PC34.2:O  
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Michael Montemurro 
Discussion: 

• None 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• There is a working draft of TGr that has been placed on the document server in the TGr area 

on Monday.  Everyone should look through the document and report any issues to Bill 
Marshall. 

• Recess until the 7:30pm session. 
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Tuesday March 7, 2006 
7:30pm 

 
• Call to order 
• Discussion on Fast BSS-Transition in a non-RSN in document 11-06/251r5 
 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/251r5 
and to instruct the editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address 
comments 19/298, 85/443, 694/319, 716/322, 729/323, 877/329, 881/330, 900/332, 907/333, 
1000/337, 1181/508, and 1182/1190 
By: Fred Haisch 
Second:  Nancy Cam-Winget 
Discussion: 

• Fred Haisch had voted against this motion in the Monday 4:00pm session. The 
motion was defeated. 

Result: Motion passes unanimously 
 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/251r5 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 19/298, 85/443, 
694/319, 716/322, 729/323, 877/329, 881/330, 900/332, 907/333, 1000/337, 1181/508, and 
1182/1190 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 11 – Yes; 0 – No; 4 – Abstain. Motion Passes. 
 
• Discussion on Beacon Bloat in document 11-06/235r2 

 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/235r2 
and to instruct the editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address 
comments 16/295, 26/424, 439/636, 440/747, 461/147, 532/647, 585/984, 586/986, 587/1068, 
596/842, 598/987, 600/990, 822/1048, 838/1050, 966/336, and 1047/341. 
By: Johnny Zweig 
Second:  Chris Durand 
Discussion: 

• Johnny Zweig had voted against the motion during the Monday 4:00pm session. The 
motion was defeated. 

Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/235r2 and to instruct the 
editor to incorporate them into the draft. These changes will address comments 16/295, 26/424, 
439/636, 440/747, 461/147, 532/647, 585/984, 586/986, 587/1068, 596/842, 598/987, 600/990, 
822/1048, 838/1050, 966/336, and 1047/341. 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: 10 – Yes; 0 – No; 5 – Abstain. Motion passes. 
 
• Discussion on the usage of the term Authenticator by Henry Ptasinski in document 11-

06/323r0 
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• The FT 4-way handshake refers to the TGr First Contact 4-way handshake. 
• The first update included in this submission involves changing the MSK definition. This 

change should be dropped from the submission. 
• The MSK definition should be handled by TGm, not TGr. The first change in this 

document should be dropped. 
• The R0KeyHolder and the R1KeyHolder provide the functions of the IEEE 802.1X 

Authenticator. 
• The R1KeyHolder does not need to implement IEEE 802.1X functionality. Depending on 

the Architecture, the R0KeyHolder could be located in a separate network element from 
the R1KeyHolder. However, it’s possible that the R0KeyHolder and the R1KeyHolder 
could be co-located. 

• This submission clarifies the terminology used in TGr. 
• If the R0KeyHolder is logically separated from the IEEE 802.1X Authenticator. However 

it is implied that that R0KeyHolder is co-located with the IEEE 802.1X Authenticator. 
• This submission clarifies “who holds what security information at what point in the TGr 

process”. 
• The IEEE 802.1X Authenticator is the entity that receives the key from the AS. The 

R0KeyHolder needs to be co-located with the IEEE 802.1X Authenticator to receive an 
MSK. 

• TGr is splitting the “IEEE 802.1X functionality” into 3 entities.  
• The FT-Auth sequence and PTK derivation take place between the R1KeyHolder and the 

STA. 
• The R1KeyHolder could be located on a different network component depending on the 

architecture of the infrastructure. 
• Each R0KeyHolder and R1KeyHolder is an Authenticator. 
• IEEE 802.11i did not explicitly define the Authenticator.  
• IEEE 802.11r was designed so that the R0KeyHolder could be physically separated from 

the R1KeyHolder. 
• The Authenticator, the R0KeyHolder, and the R1KeyHolder need to be co-located for 

initial association. 
• In draft 1.0 there is ambiguity in the use of the “Authenticator” term. It is used it to 

describe different logical functions of TGr. 
• Who authorizes the IEEE 802.1X Authenticator to deliver the PMK-R0 to the 

R0KeyHolder? There is ambiguity in this how this process will work. 
• This submission cleans up the use of the terms Authenticator, R0KeyHolder, and 

R1KeyHolder. With these changes, inconsistencies in the TGr mechanisms will be easier 
to identify. 

 
MOTION: To accept the submission contained in document 11-06/323r0 with the exception of 
the change to Page 4, Line 10 and to instruct the editor to incorporate them into the draft. These 
changes will address comments 14/152, 163/1089, 827/129, 829/99, 832/100, 833/1049, 
1041/132, 1044/131. 
By: Henry Ptasinski 
Second:  Kapil Sood 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
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• This change will bring out the ambiguities in the draft. 
• The last submission addressed the remaining comments in the TGr draft. 
 
 
MOTION: To request the technical editor to create an update draft 1.3 incorporating all changes. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Nancy Cam-Winget 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 

 
• Recess until the Wednesday 4:00pm session. 
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Wednesday March 8, 2006 
4:00pm 

 
• Call to order 
• Discussion on state of the latest IEEE 802.11r draft preparation 

• Draft 1.3 is complete and will be posted today on the local server for this meeting.  
• A preliminary copy of Draft 1.3 has been posted in the temporary directory for TGr. 
• The latest comment resolution spreadsheet has been posted to the document server as 

document 11-06/1284r29. Document 11-06/1284r28 has been also been posted and 
contains the work that has been done to address letter ballot comments. 

• Discussion on document 11-06/1284r28 and draft 1.3: 
• Comment 1049: There is no link in the specification between the R0KHID field and 

the mib variable that contains the R0KHID. A sentence was added to Clause 8A.2 in 
the (re-)association response field to address this relationship. 

• There were no objections to this change in the body to draft 1.3. 
• Part of the FT in a Non-RSN describes re-association behaviour in a non-RSN case. 

The description did not include text to open the IEEE 802.1X control port.  Clause 
8A.3.6 adds a new paragraph that describes the IEEE 802.1X control port behaviour 
in the non-RSN case for FT. 

• There were no objections to this change in the body to draft 1.3. 
• We need to decide which version of the comment resolution spreadsheet should be 

included with the draft in the re-circulation ballot package. 
• We will make a motion to create version 2.0 during the session tomorrow. 
• We will make a motion to decide which version of the comment resolution 

spreadsheet will go into recirculation ballot package during the session tomorrow. 
• We also need to decide what we will include as change bar files in the recirculation 

ballot package. 
 
• Discussion on TGr modifications to the neighbour report by Kapil Sood – document 11-

06/282r0. 
• TGk cannot include a TGr function when the TGr amendment will follow TGk. 
• TGr should incorporate and maintain the neighbour list in its amendment, based on what 

is included in TGk. 
• Once the text in the neighbour report is stable in TGk; TGr could include that text as a 

submission and insert it into the TGr amendment. 
 
• The TGr adhoc is scheduled for April 18, 19, and 20; we need to decide on the location. 

Currently, we have two locations: New Jersey and Toronto. 
• The stake holders are not present in the room. We will decide tomorrow. 
• We need to decide on the logistics for an adhoc meeting in June. We need to define the 

date a location. 
 
• Discussion on authorization of teleconferences 
  
MOTION: Hold weekly IEEE 802.11 TGr teleconferences for one hour duration starting April 
5th, 2006 at 11:00 ET and continuing through the end of July 2006. 
By: Kapil Sood 
Second:  Bill Marshall 
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Discussion: 
• None. 

Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Recess until the Thursday 1:30 pm session. 
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Thursday March 9, 2006 
1:30pm 

 
• Call to order 
 
MOTION: Instruct the technical editor to rename IEEE 802.11r draft 1.3 as IEEE 802.11r draft 
2.0. Believing the draft to be complete and free of unresolved technical issues, Task group r 
resolves to forward IEEE 802.11r draft 2.0 to the working group for the purpose of conducting a 
20-day working group recirculation ballot. The purpose of the working group recirculation letter 
ballot is to forward the draft to sponsor ballot. The text of the motion to be presented to the 
working group will be “Move to authorize a 20-day Working Group Recirculation Letter Ballot 
of IEEE 802.11r draft 2.0 to start no later than 03/15/2006, asking the question “Should the IEEE 
802.11r draft 2.0 be forwarded to the sponsor ballot?” 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Jon Edney 
Discussion: 

• The comments that were rejected on Beacon Bloat should be addressed before TGr 
goes to re-circulation ballot. 

• There is a disagreement on whether the movers who “moved to reconsider” we 
actually on the winning side of the original motion. 

• According to Roberts Rules, anyone can recind a previous action. In that case, a vote 
result with a 2/3 majority would be required to recind the previous motion. 

• A number of people have done considerable effort in preparing the latest draft and 
addressing the letter ballot comments. 

• This motion closes off the comment resolution spreadsheet. Maintaining the comment 
resolution spreadsheet is a considerable effort at this point. 

REQUEST A ROLL CALL by Jon Edney 
• The chair has requested roll call vote. 
• Proper procedure has not been followed so Jon Edney wants his vote recorded. 

Roll Call Request Vote results: 7 – Yes; 11 – No; 5 – Abstain. Motion Passes. 
 
ROLL CALL VOTE RESULTS – For details, see the “Roll Call Vote Results” section at end of 
Meeting Minutes 
Result: 23 – Yes; 7 – No; 9 – Abstain. Motion Passes. 
 
• It would be good to hear comments about why people voted no. 

• The motion was worded “to believe that there were no unresolved issues” which was not 
true. 

• Due process was not followed. The draft is not ready. 
• There are still some open issues that could be closed without a re-circulation ballot. 

 
• The chair recommends that the Comment Resolution Spreadsheet document 11-06/1284r29 

be included with the letter ballot package. 
 
MOTION: Motion to accept document 11-06/1284r29 as the comment resolution of LB79 
comments. 
By: Bill Marshall 
Second:  Kapil Sood 
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Discussion: 
• None. 

Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Discussion on the location of the April adhoc 
 
STRAWPOLL: Location for the TGr Adhoc meeting 
Result: Toronto – 4; New Jersey – 3. 

• The adhoc meeting will take place in Toronto. 
 

• Discussion of the June adhoc 
• The dates would be June 20th to 22nd. 
• The location would be determined at a later date. 

 
MOTION: To hold an IEEE 802.11 TGr adhoc meeting June 20-22, 2006. 
By: Henry Ptasinski 
Second:  Jesse Walker 
Discussion: 

• None. 
Result: Motion passes unanimously. 
 
• Presentation of document 11-06/372r1 by Zhibin Lin on refreshing the TGr key hierarchy. 

• The method to determine a key compromise is already described in the TGr draft 
amendment. 

• When the MSK lifetime expires, then the STA must re-authenticate. 
• Currently there is no method to derive multiple PMK-R0 from the MSK, so the session 

timeout of the PMK-R0 is bound to the MSK. 
• The Anonce value is bound to the PMK-R0 name. Putting the Anonce at the R0 layer 

would refresh the R0 Key Hierarchy. 
• The Anonce needs to be used for the key hierarchy derivation. 
 

• Presentation of document 11-06/373r0 by Zhibin Lin on avoiding packet loss during 
transition. 
• In order to avoid re-ordering of packets, the target AP needs to deliver buffered frames 

prior to transmitting a new frame to the AP.  
 
• Adjourn for the March plenary meeting. 
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Roll Call Vote Results for Recirculation Ballot Motion 
 
TGr Roll Call Vote       
09-Mar-06       

    Yes No Abstain
336 Abbott William     

1570 Abdelilah Youssef     

1948 Aboba Bernard D    

426 Aboul-Magd Osama S    

573 Abraham Santosh P    

1486 Adachi Tomoko     

176 Adams Jon     

885 Agre Jonathan R    

82 Aldana Carlos H    

1205 Alexander Thomas     

682 Alimian Areg     

773 Amann Keith     

965 Anantha Veera     

1492 Andren Carl F.    

1568 Andrews Scott     

274 Andrus David C    

125 Aoki Tsuguhide     

661 Aoki Mikio     

1068 Aoki Hidenori     

603 Aramaki Takashi     

166 Ariyavisitakul Sirikiat Lek     

51 Armstrong Lee R    

894 Arnett Larry     

1765 Asai Yusuke     

178 Aso Keigo     

1047 Astrin Arthur W.    

687 Audeh Malik     

1936 Awater Geert A    

155 Backes Floyd     

584 Bagby David     

425 Bahr Michael  1   

77 Baker Dennis J    

2031 Bangolae Sangeetha     

150 Bao feng     

729 Barber Simon     

1759 Bari Farooq     

46 Barnwell Richard N    

667 Barr John R.    

1178 Bartel Charles R.    

2367 Basson Gal     

1261 Batra Anuj     
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1852 Baysal Burak H    

160 Benko John L    

732 Benveniste Mathilde     

1779 Berry Don     

1485 Bhandaru Nehru     

364 Bhatt yogesh B    

345 Bjerke Bjorn A    

641 Black Simon     

2089 Blue Scott     

2544 Borges Daniel R.     

2194 Brasier William M    

1695 Buttar Alistair G    

1394 Calhoun Pat R 1   

876 Cam-Winget Nancy  1   

1368 Canpolat Necati     

94 Carney Bill     

350 Carson Pat     

1469 Cash Broady B    

28 Chaplin Clint F   1 

1496 Chari Amalavoyal     

192 Chen Jeng-Hong     

651 Chen Yi-Ming     

1868 CHEN CHIEN-HUNG     

1919 Chen Ye     

2052 Chen Wei-Peng     

368 Cheng Alexander L    

523 Cheng Hong     

2199 Chesson Greg L    

997 Chindapol Aik     

474 Choi Won-Joon     

2018 Choi Sunghyun     

2063 Choi Young Gon     

49 Choudhury Abhijit K    

948 Chu Liwen     

1037 Chuang Dong-Ming     

793 Chung Simon     

2009 Ciotti Frank     
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Abstract 
Minutes of the meeting of the IEEE 802.11 ESS Mesh Networking Task Group held at the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel in Denver, CO, USA, from March 7th to 9th, 2006, under the TG Chairmanship of 
Donald Eastlake III of Motorola Laboratories. Minutes were taken by Stephen Rayment.  The Minutes 
were reviewed and edited by Donald Eastlake III.  The final Agenda for the meeting is in document 
number 11-06/0256r10.  The Closing Report is in document 11-06/0517r1. 
 
 

Notice: This document has been prepared to assist IEEE 802.11. It is offered as a basis for discussion and is not binding on the 
contributing individual(s) or organization(s).  The material in this document is subject to change in form and content after 
further study. The contributor(s) reserve(s) the right to add, amend or withdraw material contained herein. 
 
Release: The contributor grants a free, irrevocable license to the IEEE to incorporate material contained in this contribution, 
and any modifications thereof, in the creation of an IEEE Standards publication; to copyright in the IEEE’s name any IEEE 
Standards publication even though it may include portions of this contribution; and at the IEEE’s sole discretion to permit 
others to reproduce in whole or in part the resulting IEEE Standards publication.  The contributor also acknowledges and 
accepts that this contribution may be made public by IEEE 802.11. 
 
Patent Policy and Procedures: The contributor is familiar with the IEEE 802 Patent Policy and Procedures <http:// 
ieee802.org/guides/bylaws/sb-bylaws.pdf>, including the statement "IEEE standards may include the known use of patent(s), 
including patent applications, provided the IEEE receives assurance from the patent holder or applicant with respect to patents 
essential for compliance with both mandatory and optional portions of the standard."  Early disclosure to the Working Group of 
patent information that might be relevant to the standard is essential to reduce the possibility for delays in the development 
process and increase the likelihood that the draft publication will be approved for publication.  Please notify the Chair 
<stuart.kerry@philips.com> as early as possible, in written or electronic form, if patented technology (or technology under 
patent application) might be incorporated into a draft standard being developed within the IEEE 802.11 Working Group. If you 
have questions, contact the IEEE Patent Committee Administrator at <patcom@ieee.org>. 
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Minutes 
 

thSession I, Tuesday March 7 , 08:00-10:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial D 
 
The meeting was called to order at 08:17 by Donald Eastlake III – Chair, Stephen Rayment – Recording 
Secretary 
 
The Chair outlined the week’s Agenda, per slide 3 of document 11-06/0256r6. 
 
The Chair explained and reminded all to use the manual attendance recording system for this meeting 
each day from 07:30 to 17:30 at the 802 information desk. 
 
The Chair reminded everyone of the IEEE 802 and 802.11 Policies and Procedures on Intellectual 
Property and Inappropriate Topics as shown on pages 8 and 9 of the Agenda.  An opportunity was 
provided for members to identify or disclose patents that the member believes may be essential for the use 
of the standard.  No responses were received from any members. 
 
Approved the Minutes of the January 2006 Meeting, 11-06/0077r0, by unanimous consent. 
 
Approved the Minutes of the Teleconference held 22 February 2006, 11-06/0315r0, by unanimous 
consent. 
 
The Chair reviewed the detailed proposed Agenda for the week. 
 
The Agenda was amended based on comments and was approved by unanimous consent. 
 
The Chair undertook determination of Officers. 
Known Candidates: 
• Secretary: Stephen Rayment 
• Technical Editor: Steven Conner 
There were no other nominations or volunteers 
Both were re-affirmed by unanimous consent 
 
Steve Conner temporarily assumed the chair. 
Recommendation to the WG for Chair: Donald Eastlake 3rd 

There were no other nominations or volunteers 
The Chair will be recommended to the WG by unanimous consent. 
Donald Eastlake resumed presiding. 
 
The Chair briefly reviewed the Task Group Status; 

 
The Chair led a discussion on Process, using the “TGs Process March”, document 11-06/0340r0.  This 
included a list of possible activities for the May 2006 Jacksonville FL meeting, a possible Letter Ballot 
authorized at the July 2006 San Diego CA meeting, and possible ad hoc meetings and teleconferences 
between.  Security is an area of particular interest. 
 
The Chair led a discussion of the TGs PAR, using document “IEEE 802.11 TGs PAR Update ”, 11-
06/0407r1. 
 
Item 6b of the current PAR says TGs will make amendments to a specific version of the standard, which 
is about to be replaced by the new REVma standard. This problem is common to many currently active 
TG’s. 
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Moved, that the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 802 ExecComm a PAR 
maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to Std. 802.11” in the ESS Mesh Networking 
(TGs) PAR 
Moved:  Guido Hiertz 
Second: Steve Conner 
For: 40   Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
The motion passed 
 
Technical Presentation #1:  “EDCA parameter selection and adaptation for rate control in mesh 
networks”, Sai Shankar Nandagopalan, Santosh Abraham, Sanjiv Nanda, 11-06/0317r1 
 
Technical presentation #2:  “EDCA Parameters Selection to Optimally Provide QoS in IEEE 802.11s 
Mesh WLANs”, Chunyu Hu, Sai Nandagopalan, 11-06/0364r2 
 
The Chair recessed the session at 10:06. 
 

thSession II, Tuesday March 7 , 16:00-18:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 16:02. 
 
The Chair reviewed the Agenda for this session and the plans for tomorrow’s sessions, which includes a 
confirmation ballot. 
 
The Joint Proposal was presented by Steve Conner, Susan Hares, Jan Kruys, Guido Hiertz and Juan-
Carlos Zuniga using document “Joint SEE-Mesh/Wi-Mesh Proposal to 802.11 TGs Overview” 11-
06/0329r0. 
 
Questions and discussion ensued. 
 
The Chair reviewed the detailed times for activities in the next meeting. 
 
The Chair recessed the session at 18:00. 
 

thSession III, Wednesday March 8 , 08:00-10:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial D 
 
The Chair convened the session at 08:04. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress in the meetings so far, reminded everyone to use the manual attendance 
system, reviewed today’s Agenda and the plans for tomorrow, using document 11-06/0256r7.  
 
Questions on the Joint Proposal continued from yesterday… 
 
Steve Conner presented a summary of the Joint Proposal using document 11-06/0329r3 
 
The Chair explained the process for the Confirmation Ballot to adopt the Joint SEE-Mesh and Wi-Mesh 
Alliance Proposal as the TGs baseline proposal, explaining the structure of the ballots to be used, which 
requires a vote of Confirm, Not Confirm, No Opinion, as shown in the “TGs Process March” document 
11-06/0340r0. 
 
The Balloting then took place and upon completion the session was recessed. 
 
The results of the Confirmation Ballot were…  
Confirm : 119    Not Confirm : 0    No Opinion: 3 
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The Joint Proposal was unanimously approved (100%) 
 

thSession IV, Wednesday March 8 , 13:30-15:30, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 13:37. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress in the meetings so far, the Agenda for this session, and for tomorrow’s 
session. 
 
The Chair reviewed the proposed Press Release using “TGs Proposal Confirmation Press Release”, 11-
06/0491r0, Donald Eastlake 3rd. 
 
With changes based on comments from the floor, which the Chair saved as document 11-06/0491r1, the 
text was approved unanimously but to be reconsidered at tomorrow’s session if the IEEE Press Relations 
people want changes. 
 
Moved, to direct the TGs Technical Editor to prepare and post Draft D0.01 based on the confirmed 
proposal. 
 
Moved: Juan-Carlos Zuniga 
Second:  Jesse Walker 
There was no discussion 
For: 42  Against: 0  Abstain: 0 
Motion passes 
 
Technical Presentation #3:  “Mesh Security Goals and Requirements”, 11/06-483r0, Jesse Walker et al 
 
Technical Presentation #4: “A Function Orientated Mesh Security Model”, Robert Moskovitz and Sue 
Hares, 11/06-493r0 
 
The Chair recessed the session at 15:34 
 

thSession V, Thursday March 9 , 16:00-18:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 16:02. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress so far, reminded everyone to use the manual attendance reporting 
system, and outlined the Agenda for this session.  
 
The Chair reviewed the press release, using “TGs Proposal Confirmation Press Release”, document 11-
06/491r2, Donald Eastlake 3rd. Changes from r1 has been at the request of IEEE Press Relations. 
Move, to approve the press release. 
Moved:  Steve Conner 
Seconded:  Juan-Carlos Zuniga 
There was no discussion on the text 
For: 36  Against: 0  Abstain: 1 
The motion passed. 
 
The Chair led a discussion on process between now and the next meeting using document “TGs Process, 
March”, Donald Eastlake 3rd, 11-06/340r1. 
 
Move, to direct the chair of TGs to issue a call for internal review comments on Draft D0.01 with 
comments due by 1 May 2006. 
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Moved:  Jesse Walker 
Seconded:  Jan Kruys 
Discussion 
• Comments should focus on technical content, editorials later, use a spreadsheet 

Agreed to add “technical review” to the motion 
There was no objection to the motion 
Motion passed by unanimous consent 
 
The Chair led discussion on teleconferences/ad-hoc meetings 
 
Move, to authorize TGs teleconferences for the purpose of discussing security and the May meeting 
agenda. Calls will be at 11am Eastern US time on 5 April, 26 April, and 10 May. 
Moved:   Ariel Sharon  
Seconded:  Steve Conner 
There were no objections 
Motion passed by unanimous consent 
 
Move, to request that the 802.11WG authorize a TGs ad hoc meeting 13-15 June 2006  to informally 
resolve internal review comments and discuss security. 
Moved:  Jan Kruys 
Seconded:  Steve Conner 
For: 34  Against: 0  Abstain: 2 
 
Steve Conner indicated the status of the Draft.  Expects to make numerous formatting changes and upload 
in a few days.  Suggestions of how to resolve issues are welcomed. 
 
Technical Presentation # 5:  “Modeling Imperfect Clock Synchronization in CSMA Wireless Networks”, 
11-06/466r1, Joseph Camp et al 
 
The Chair adjourned the meeting sine die at 17:01. 
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Detailed Record 
 

thSession I, Tuesday March 7 , 08:00-10:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial D 
 
The meeting was called to order at 08:17 by Donald Eastlake III – Chair, Stephen Rayment – Recording 
Secretary 
 
The Chair outlined the week’s Agenda, per slide 3 of document 11-06/0256r6. 
 
The Chair explained and reminded all to use the manual attendance recording system for this meeting 
each day from 07:30 to 17:30 at the 802 information desk. 
 
The Chair made several other miscellaneous announcements. 
 
The Chair reminded everyone of the IEEE 802 and 802.11 Policies and Procedures on Intellectual 
Property and Inappropriate Topics as shown on pages 8 and 9 of the Agenda.  An opportunity was 
provided for members to identify or disclose patents that the member believes may be essential for the use 
of the standard.  No responses were received from any members. 
 
Approved the Minutes of the January 2006 Meeting, 11-06/0077r0, by unanimous consent. 
 
Approved the Minutes of the Teleconference held 22 February 2006, 11-06/0315r0, by unanimous 
consent. 
 
The Chair reviewed the detailed proposed Agenda for the week. 
Discussion… 
• Is vote a paper ballot – yes 
• Are any times fixed? – only the Confirmation Ballot 
• Corrected time for Wednesday PM session – it is PM1 – 13:30 to 15:30 
The Agenda as corrected was approved by unanimous consent. 
 
The Chair undertook determination of Officers. 
Known Candidates: 
• Secretary: Stephen Rayment 
• Technical Editor: Steven Conner 
There were no other nominations or volunteers 
Both were re-affirmed by unanimous consent 
 
Steve Conner temporarily assumed the chair. 
Recommendation to the WG for Chair: Donald Eastlake 3rd 

There were no other nominations or volunteers 
The Chair will be recommended to the WG by unanimous consent. 
Donald Eastlake resumed presiding. 
 
The Chair briefly reviewed the Task Group Status; 

• 35 intents to submit proposals received 
• 15 proposals submitted, presented and balloted in July 2005 
• 6 presented and balloted in September 2005 
• 3 presented and balloted in November 2005 
• 2 remaining proposals were being merged in January 2006 
• Down select process suspended until March 2006 
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• See 11-05/112r14, 11-05/274r10, 11-05/597r19 
 
The Chair led a discussion on Process, using the “TGs Process March”, document 11-06/0340r0.  This 
included a list of possible activities for the May 2006 Jacksonville FL meeting, a possible Letter Ballot 
authorized at the July 2006 San Diego CA meeting, and possible ad hoc meetings and teleconferences 
between.  Security is an area of particular interest. 
 
Discussion… 
How is output of security team merged? – once consensus, make motion to amend draft by inserting 
agreed text or making other changes 
 
The Chair led a discussion of the TGs PAR, using document “IEEE 802.11 TGs PAR Update ”, 11-
06/0407r1. 
 
Item 6b of the current PAR says TGs will make amendments to a specific version of the standard, which 
is about to be replaced by the new REVma standard. This problem is common to many currently active 
TG’s. 
 
Moved, that the working group chair is requested submit to NESCOM via the 802 ExecComm a PAR 
maintenance update to change item 6b to be “Amendment to Std. 802.11” in the ESS Mesh Networking 
(TGs) PAR 
Moved:  Guido Hiertz 
Second: Steve Conner 
For: 40   Against: 0   Abstain: 0 
The motion passed 
 
Technical Presentation #1:  “EDCA parameter selection and adaptation for rate control in mesh 
networks”, Sai Shankar Nandagopalan, Santosh Abraham, Sanjiv Nanda, 11-06/0317r1 
 
Questions 
• How do you choose reference station, what if aggregate rate exceed physical rate?   

Haven’t studied, chose ref as one with target ratio =1, really a management question 
• Different strategies for increase and decrease? Previous studies (like TCP) give better results 
• What is value of retry limit? 
• CWMax 31 for all STAs?  (CW = Contention Window) 

CWMax is 2 * CWMin, CWMax is 15 when you are decreasing 
• Look at voice and video?  

Not here 
• Aggregate throughput compared to default 802.11?   

Not sure how it would be different, when changing CW’s will see lesser throughout on medium 
• If bursty may need to increase CW to decrease congestion.    

Affects collisions not directly congestions 
• What about multi-hop mesh?  
• Using EDCA for control at the flow level? Usually used just for Access Categories.    

Trying to extend single hop technique to multi hop 
• Target rate is fixed, what if bit rate is variable?    

Haven’t looked at.  Shouldn’t matter too much if there is backlog.   
• What if overloaded? 
 
Technical presentation #2:  “EDCA Parameters Selection to Optimally Provide QoS in IEEE 802.11s 
Mesh WLANs”, Chunyu Hu, Sai Nandagopalan, 11-06/0364r2 
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Only time for one question 
• Slide 15 says CBR (Constant Bit Rate), what changes with VBR (Variable Bit Rate) 

Studies saturation performance here 
Can model by looking at arrival rate 

• Is there admission control? 
No.  Trend should be the same 

 
The Chair recessed the session at 10:06. 
 

thSession II, Tuesday March 7 , 16:00-18:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 16:02. 
 
The Chair reviewed the Agenda for this session and the plans for tomorrow’s sessions, which includes a 
confirmation ballot. 
 
The Joint Proposal was presented by Steve Conner, Susan Hares, Jan Kruys, Guido Hiertz and Juan-
Carlos Zuniga using document “Joint SEE-Mesh/Wi-Mesh Proposal to 802.11 TGs Overview” 11-
06/0329r0. 
 
Questions ensued… 
• How long before going to Letter Ballot? 

Only when ¾ of TG supports – estimate is end of July meeting 
• Absence of simulation results, can’t assume all synchronous stations 

See two presentations from this morning 
• Multi radio CCF, how to address adjacent channel interference? 

Physical implementation, beyond scope of MAC protocol specification 
Also note that multi radio is optional 

• Other proposal exists to overcome without H/W changes (Bienvista) 
Suggested these be brought to TG 

• Slide 22 – third possibility, two mesh nodes within network, many hops away via mesh, but close via 
two portals, can you forward via portals? 
Mechanisms exist in document to allow internal vs external metrics to be used 

• Multi radio – what if two MPs switched on want to communicate to existing mesh, how do they not 
interfere with existing operation 
MPs learn characteristics when they associate, learn there is CCF, etc. 

• CCF – how many data channels? 
No limit, in RTX/CTX 5 bits 

• Can STA run MP service? 
Won’t be a legacy STA! 
Terms and Definitions – STA is just most basic nucleus of 802.11 functionality.  An MP is a STA with 
mesh services.  MAP adds AP functionality. 
Usage Models stated that most APs were fixed, others had limited mobility, in all cases RF environment 
requires dynamics anyhow 

• Routing, slide 10 – what if a new MP has proprietary protocol? 
There is one mandatory protocol all MPs must implement.  Particular mesh can be configured to run 
other(s).  Indicates that in Mesh IE’s 

• Single radio channel switching, slide 37 – what if there’s a device on a data channel and mesh device 
jumps onto that channel and transmits and because it hasn’t heard the NAV? 
There is one more normal CSMA contention before transmitting, but correct, the proposal doesn’t 
address the hidden node problem.  Do reset available channels every time. 
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• Only 11i and 11e had this much complexity, 11i took until draft 3.0 to get final architecture, so this is as 
good a starting point as any 

• Power save – why heed, will AODV and OLSR still work? Power save not used very much in general. 
Can’t have mesh with all nodes sleeping ;-) communicate with them.  Here used for LWMPs, very 
similar to STAs, don’t forward packets. 
Power save is only for you and your neighbours (adhoc). 
Improves baseline .11 power save. 

• CCF can proceed to transmit on traffic channel.  Gives you no way of extending reservation.  Adds 
delay.  

• If EDCA device transmits in CCW can a CCF enabled station make reservation?  
CCF enabled MPs tune to common channel, there is no control channel defined.  If you want groups of 
MPs to come together, it is available.  At start of CCW, CCF enabled MPs wait for channel and can 
exchange RTX/CTX 

• During CCW can you have data transmission on common channel? 
 
The Chair reviewed the detailed times for activities in the next meeting. 
 
The Chair recessed the session at 18:00. 
 

thSession III, Wednesday March 8 , 08:00-10:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial D 
 
The Chair convened the session at 08:04. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress in the meetings so far, reminded everyone to use the manual attendance 
system, reviewed today’s Agenda and the plans for tomorrow, using document 11-06/0256r7.  
 
Questions on the Joint Proposal continued from yesterday… 
 
• In single radio when channel change occurs, what’s affect on throughput? 

Assumption is you wait for switching time plus DIFS then use contention.  Samsung has done some 
simulations on performance 

• What if legacy (regular APs) and MAPs are on same channel? 
Simulations results showed that situation. 

• When MAP and MP wants to broadcast multicast do they use one key and are all rest expected to have 
group key? 
Like .11i, it’s per link encrypt, can use PSK . 

• If node wishes to broadcast to STA associated to different MP, could STA receive that frame? 
BSS is separate from the mesh, separate keys.  MP A to B, if a broadcast, would use group keys. 

 
Steve Conner presented a summary of the Joint Proposal using document 11-06/0329r3 
 
The Chair explained the process for the Confirmation Ballot to adopt the Joint SEE-Mesh and Wi-Mesh 
Alliance Proposal as the TGs baseline proposal, explaining the structure of the ballots to be used, which 
requires a vote of Confirm, Not Confirm, No Opinion, as shown in the “TGs Process March” document 
11-06/0340r0. 
 
The Balloting then took place and upon completion the session was recessed. 
 
The results of the Confirmation Ballot were…  
Confirm : 119    Not Confirm : 0    No Opinion: 3 
The Joint Proposal was unanimously approved (100%) 
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thSession IV, Wednesday March 8 , 13:30-15:30, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 13:37. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress in the meetings so far, the Agenda for this session, and for tomorrow’s 
session. 
 
The Chair reviewed the proposed Press Release using “TGs Proposal Confirmation Press Release”, 11-
06/0491r0, Donald Eastlake 3rd. 
 
Comments… 
• Should we use the WDS term? Remember Darwin’s presentation. 

PAR says we are producing a wireless WDS! 
• ESS is very technical 

Is part of the TG name 
Spell out Extended Service Set 

• Wi-Mesh should say Wi-Mesh Alliance 
• SEE-Mesh is hyphenated 
• Is it too restrictive to say we only mesh APs? Change access points to mesh points. 
 
With these changes, which the Chair saved as document 11-06/0491r1, the text was approved 
unanimously but to be reconsidered at tomorrow’s session if the IEEE Press Relations people want 
changes. 
 
Moved, to direct the TGs Technical Editor to prepare and post Draft D0.01 based on the confirmed 
proposal. 
 
Moved: Juan-Carlos Zuniga 
Second:  Jesse Walker 
There was no discussion 
For: 42  Against: 0  Abstain: 0 
Motion passes 
 
Technical Presentation #3:  “Mesh Security Goals and Requirements”, 11/06-483r0, Jesse Walker et al 
 
Questions… 
• Should approach be more like .1X – we’ll just leave in hooks in .11s 

Not in favour of making that decision yet, is an option, could pass to other TGs, etc. 
• Slide 27 – time frames for and overlap with TGw? 

How to secure management frames – if you se them could use TGw – still have to specify how to use 
TGw, which management frames – TGw won’t solve securing of routing metric, different form how 
you protect messages 
TGw should start first Letter Ballot in May, much simpler than eg .11i or .11s, should finish before .11s 

• Slide 22 – secure and easy setup is important – need tools to fit into what Wi-Fi Alliance is doing 
• Overlap with other TG’s? 
• Slide 19 – which usage models would On-line “trusted third party” be applicable to 

Mesh formation problem, might be OK if you use eg. TLS 
Not clear which ones yet 

• Slide 8 – layering and functions – first four functions are layered, final, AP, is across all layers 
Yes.  Security believes problem is fundamental, not a function of this problem break down 
If you have to authorize a routing node by going through a routing node – will you believe the results? 
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• .11i doesn’t solve all issues, nor does .11w, what does .11s have to?! 
What .11i did is solve whether bad guys can send message over link.  .11s should consider securing any 
new functions it introduces 

• .11i doesn’t solve WDS (link between two APs) or adhoc 
.11i developed all the tools but .11e did not use them all, will be commented in REVma 

• Can .11s take a tools approach? 
Maybe!  Do what’s needed to enable the markets it needs 

 
Technical Presentation #4: “A Function Orientated Mesh Security Model”, Robert Moskovitz and Sue 
Hares, 11/06-493r0 
 
Questions… 
• Slides 6,7,8 say link = mesh security, 9 says use .11i, but that just gives link security 
• AS may not be applicable in all usage models 
 
The Chair recessed the session at 15:34 
 

thSession V, Thursday March 9 , 16:00-18:00, Hyatt Regency – Centennial A 
 
The Chair convened the session at 16:02. 
 
The Chair reviewed the progress so far, reminded everyone to use the manual attendance reporting 
system, and outlined the Agenda for this session.  
 
The Chair reviewed the press release, using “TGs Proposal Confirmation Press Release”, document 11-
06/491r2, Donald Eastlake 3rd. Changes from r1 has been at the request of IEEE Press Relations. 
Move, to approve the press release. 
Moved:  Steve Conner 
Seconded:  Juan-Carlos Zuniga 
There was no discussion on the text 
For: 36  Against: 0  Abstain: 1 
The motion passed. 
 
The Chair led a discussion on process between now and the next meeting using document “TGs Process, 
March”, Donald Eastlake 3rd, 11-06/340r1. 
 
The next meeting currently calls for 14 hours of sessions. 
 
Discussion… 
• Many issues deferred to allow confirmation, eg. multicast and interworking, what kind of comments 

can be made in the future? 
Any! Propose alternatives.  Any new text can also be submitted 
Security is only highlighted because we have had several submissions. 

• Another way – like in .16, have internal TGs reviews very often, they only had 2 re-circulations in .16 
before Sponsor Ballot – i.e., get to Sponsor Ballot fastest, not to Letter Ballot 
Others usually get most comments in first review, fewer after, but maybe our document isn’t as refined 

• Going to Letter Ballot early can drag process out 
 
Move, to direct the chair of TGs to issue a call for internal review comments on Draft D0.01 with 
comments due by 1 May 2006. 
Moved:  Jesse Walker 
Seconded:  Jan Kruys 
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Discussion 
• Comments should focus on technical content, editorials later, use a spreadsheet 

Agreed to add “technical review” to the motion 
There was no objection to the motion 
Motion passed by unanimous consent 
 
The Chair led discussion on teleconferences/ad-hoc meetings 
 
Move, to authorize TGs teleconferences for the purpose of discussing security and the May meeting 
agenda. Calls will be at 11am Eastern US time on 5 April, 26 April, and 10 May. 
Moved:   Ariel Sharon  
Seconded:  Steve Conner 
There were no objections 
Motion passed by unanimous consent 
 
Move, to request that the 802.11WG authorize a TGs ad hoc meeting 13-15 June 2006  to informally 
resolve internal review comments and discuss security. 
Moved:  Jan Kruys 
Seconded:  Steve Conner 
For: 34  Against: 0  Abstain: 2 
 
Steve Conner indicated the status of the Draft.  Expects to make numerous formatting changes and upload 
in a few days.  Suggestions of how to resolve issues are welcomed. 
 
Technical Presentation # 5:  “Modeling Imperfect Clock Synchronization in CSMA Wireless Networks”, 
11-06/466r1, Joseph Camp et al 
 
The Chair adjourned the meeting sine die at 17:01. 
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Tuesday, March 7, 2006, 8.00 – 10.00h 
 
Chair call meeting to order at 8.00h. 
 
Chair reads through standard policies, i.e. patent policies, Letters of Assurance (LOAs), anti-trust 
policies, attendance logging and attendance credit. 
 
Chair reads meeting objectives 
 
Reaffirm (or replace) chair and TG officers 
 
Elect a permanent Secretary 
 
Technical Presentations and proposals 
 
Review of Draft D0.6; approval of any changes 
 
Review of timeline and procedure for getting to Letter Ballot 
 
Approval of secretary 
 
Chair asks for a secretary. Marc Emmelmann and Dennis Ward agree to share the position for this 
session. 
 
Chair reports on progress since Waikoloa: 

• Draft D0.6 published 
• Two telecoms held 
• Call for presentations for this meeting 
• Ad-hoc session yesterday. Chair summarizes discussion during ad hoc. 

Minutes of ad hoc: 11-06/0426r0 
 
Approval of agenda 
 
Chair presents tentative agenda. 
 
Call for (additional) presentations. 
 
Michael F.: Should add an item discussing the intended audience of the draft. 
 
Chair adjusts agenda to reflect announced presentations. 
 
Agenda is approved. Will be placed on the server as part of 11-06/402r0. 
 
Approval of Minutes of Waikoloa and telecon meeting: 
 Minutes accepted without dissent. 
 
Reaffirmation of TGt officers / Nomination of competing officers 
 
Chair steps down and hands over to secretary 
 
Motion: 

Move that TGT recommend Charles Wright as TGT chair to 
Stuart Kerry IEEE 802.11 WG chair. 
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Moved/Seconded: Dennis Ward / Michael F. 

 No discussion. Motion accepted by unanimous consent. 
 
Chair resumes chair position. 
 
Motion: 

Move to postpone to certain time (tomorrow morning after session resumes) 
the affirmation of editor. 

  
Moved / Seconded: Dennis W. / Fahd P. 

 
 No discussion. Motion accepted without dissent. 
 
Chair asks for volunteer for permanent secretary. 
 
Dennis and Marc are willing to share the position if they attend sessions but both cannot commit officially 
to fill this position, as there might be meetings which both cannot attend. 
 
Call for Presentations 
 
Change order of presentations. 
 
Modified agenda accepted without dissent (11-06-402r0). The agenda reflects announced presentations 
and the order in which they are expected to be given. 
 
Delivery of Presentations 
 
Michael Foegelle presented Introduction to measurement uncertainty, document 11-06/0333r0 
 
Fahd: Where is the relation to Pertti’s work. 
Pertti: I reduce the random error introduced due to multi-path fading. 
 
Discussion if formulas are still applicable if quantities of u_i are different. Michael states that it is 
common practice to convert all values in dB. Have to account for the measured phenomenon as some may 
be inherently linear numbers and conversion in dB might result in change of shape of distribution. 
 
Pertti: The question for us is not how to get into more technical details but how we could incorporate this 
knowledge into the draft while still making it usable / readable for intended audience. 
 
Michael: First, we have to use a common terminology. 
 
Fanny: Question is if we have to go through this entire scientific process of determining the uncertainty 
for all methodologies. 
 
TGT in recess at 10:00 AM MST 
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Tuesday, March 7, 2006, 10.30 – 12.30h 
 

Chair resumes session at 10:30 MST 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation by Chris Trecker 11-06/0005r2 with accompanying submission 11-06/0004r3 
 
Fahd:  What is being present is a conducted environment, but can we replace this with an open-air 
environment? 
 
Chris:  Yes 
 
Sasha:  What is the use of the attenuator? 
 
Chris:  If using open-air, then distance would need to be substituted for attenuation. 
 
Fanny:  The attenuator is not necessarily essential for the test, but can be used to simulate distance or be 
configured to place the devices in their best operating range, not over driving a receiver for example. 
 
All:  Discussion regarding calculation of delay and loss parameters, and how they are proposed in the 
accompanying text. 
 
xxxx 
 
Dominic:  Why is a wireless sniffer required for the test? 
 
Fanny:  Used to measure over-air voice stream in order to count ack’s and they are synchronized to 
measure delay.  They capture and analyze packet loss delay and jitter regardless of the test configuration.  
They don’t want to require the measurement on the end-station. 
 
Joe:  Measurement accuracy slide is not on the posted presentation 
 
Chris:  An update will be posted 
 
Eric:  How do you account for packets the sniffer doesn’t accurately measure? 
 
Fanny:  This is considered in the measurement error.  The analyzer is always in the middle of the device’s 
dynamic range.  The accuracy of the equipment must be known. 
 
Nareej:  How do you synchronize the sniffers? 
 
Fanny:  One method could be to use same hardware with common time base using different network 
interfaces. 
 
Motion: 

Move to adopt the contents of document 11-06/0004r3 into the P802.11.2 draft 
  

Moved / Seconded: Fanny M. / Sasha T. 
 
 Discussion: 

 
Eric:  General Question – Have people had time to read the document? 
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Sasha:  In support of motion, as the method / methodologies have been presented three times.  
Chris’ presentation is the results of comments from previous sessions. 
 
Uriel:  There were procedural issues at the last meeting and it wasn’t voted on. 
 
Fahd:  In support of motion.  Many people have provided input to the draft text, and the structure 
allows easy incorporation in to the draft text. 
 
Yes 13 / No 0 / Abstain 0 
 
Motion Passes 
 

Presentation by Royce Fernald 11-06/0321r0 & 11-06/322r0 
 
All:  General discussion regarding use of GED tool, tests, layer at which the tool resides, and testing of 
compressed formats. 
 
Royce gave a recap of document 11-04/0144r1 as part of his presentation 
 
All:  Discussion of errors introduced in the test system by the Video Capture System and calibration of 
the system to mitigate the errors.  The errors of interest to be captured are those introduced by the client 
under test. 
 
Fahd:  Must an external capture device be connected during the test, but rather can the data be stored 
locally? 
 
Royce:  It isn’t suggested, but the video capture system is designed for cross-platform testing and 
comparison of different devices with the same test setup. 
 
Craig:  Suggested adding verbiage that explicitly defines modifications required to test a PDA. 
 
Royce:  Looking for feedback and will include the suggestion. 
 
Dalton:  How does a PDA or CE device fit in to the test setup? 
 
Royce:  Will need to open the device and tap in to the video bus / signals and feed that to the video 
capture system. 
 
Pertti:  TGT should not stipulate pass / fail criteria. 
 
Fahd:  The test is giving a GED score versus perception. 
 
Royce:  4.8 measures 95% of the test audience that doesn’t notice any errors. 
 
Charles:  At the end is the output an equivalent mean opinion score (MOS)? 
 
Royce:  Yes, perhaps it shouldn’t be pass /fail. 
 
Craig:  Need to have a document written that refers to MOS. 
 
All:  Discussion of use of MOS on handheld / portable devices. 
 
Charles:  Pass / Fail threshold could be different for each type of device. 
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Fahd:  Draft text might include GED Score as the metric.  The user of the test would need to determine 
what MOS score is appropriate for their application. 
 
Dalton:  GED is ambiguous and it’s not known how it will affect performance, as a measurable metric 
such as PER (Packet Error Rate).  There seems to be fuzzy connections between GED and packet loss, 
PER, etc. 
 
Royce:  For a TV set, GED is not fuzzy. 
 
Craig:  Need to have spec reference in TGT in order to use the tool and how it fits in the draft. 
 
Charles:  There’s no formal specification such as ITU-XXX 
 
Royce:  This is brand new work, and this is why there is nothing published yet. 
 
Fanny:  Probably as close to a primary metric as we can get to.  For voice we have standards for delay, 
jitter, packet loss.  That is not true for video, and is a good metric to have. 
 
Dalton:  Yes, a standard doesn’t exist.  But it isn’t up to 802.11 to judge video quality. 
 
Fahd:  We are not looking at display performance, but looking at wireless performance.  The display 
doesn’t matter, only the network.  As a group, yes, we are uncomfortable with this because it really hasn’t 
been used.  But the burden is on the group to see what the tool does as we have other metrics for wireless.  
We shouldn’t discuss MOS score, but use the GED tool for looking at network performance parameters. 
 
Royce:  Second presentation covers these issues. 
 
Mark:  Has a philosophical question for testing video.  Voice has an R factor that provides a MOS score 
after standard calculations.  Should we consider the same application for video?  In this case, the issue 
doesn’t take individual measurements like a voice R factor and stipulates using GED to somehow 
determine the performance.   
 
Pertti:  This work deserves a greater forum than TGT.  If there’s no MOS score defined like voice, then 
someone should create it.  But since it doesn’t exist now, there is a real need, and for further expansion 
this is an intermediate metric, not a primary metric.  Need to show correlation with GED directly to delay, 
jitter, and packet loss. 
 
Royce:  Some displays would change user expectations. 
 
Fanny:  Complimented commenters.  More metrics needed in the document, and this is analogous to 
voice R factor and work is being done to correlate GED with other metrics. 
 
Craig:  What is the interface out of the DUT?  A PDA would have to be a video driver interface 
 
Royce:  Video Signal out 
 
Craig:  Now are we testing video chips as well as 802.11 capabilities? 
 
Royce:  The calibration step takes out everything but the 802.11 interfaces. 
 
Craig:  This adds a level of complexity for testing 802.11 
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Royce:  The idea is to do a calibration test (local playback), and allows calibrating out everything except 
the wireless piece, including any video chips.  GED does give a primary metric, but then that needs to 
correlate down to other metrics 
 
Joe:  What is different between GED, MOS, and other video quality metrics? 
 
Royce:  That is a different MOS score and he will address it later. 
 
Joe:  Are you considering impairments on the backhaul as well as RF impairments? 
 
Royce:  Need to categorize what impairments are doing at a lower layer.  Gave example of microwave 
oven in a wireless environment. 
 
Joe:  Need to fix the impairments 
 
Royce.  Yes 
 
Fahd:  Discussed philosophical issues surrounding MOS score.  How does TGT figure what to capture?  
This is the piece that talks about frame loss, but we are missing frame quality.  But these must be done 
first to correlate down to frame loss, jitter, delay, etc. 
 
Pertti:  Is there further work underway for blockiness standards. 
 
Royce:  Yes, work is underway, and planning to present this piece.  We need to agree on the first piece at 
this time. 
 
Fanny:  There are industry tools for voice that are well established and we can reference them in our 
work.  However, there are many ways to quantify video testing.  Intel has done significant work on video 
testing and participates in our group. 
 
Joe:  Just trying to understand the metrics. 
 
Charles: Suggested using signal input to receiver on report rather than attenuation. 
 
Joe:  Requested a demonstration of the GED tool in conjunction with a presentation. 
 
Announcements:  Tonight’s meeting will be in the same room and don’t forget to sign in. 
 
TGT in recess at 12:30 PM MST 
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Tuesday, March 7, 2006, 19.30 – 21.30h 
 
Chair resumed session at 7:30 PM MST 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation by Royce Fernald, document 11-06/0322r0 
 
Royce was asked if he wanted to continue his presentations and he accepted to continue presenting. 
 
All:  Discussion regarding throughput and GED score over long periods of transmission that may cause 
intermittent emptying of the buffer.  Discussion surrounding average throughput over a period of time. 
 
Royce:  Looking at buffer depth of a client, and using that to buffer out dips in throughput as well as 
average throughput and packet loss. 
 
Craig:  Looking for clarification on throughput.  What does a data point on a graph represent / what is the 
sample rate? 
 
Charles:  Could report in 1/10 of a second interval if desired for video. 
 
Royce:  Agrees, because so much data is streaming, as long as it is a lot less than the size of the buffer. 
 
Craig:  Should make a note of this in the document 
 
All:  Discussion of primary & secondary metrics as well as what the Task Group is trying to accomplish. 
 
Charles: Key difference between latency sensitive unidirectional video and video streamed from a file 
server is that the sink can catch up with the source in the latter case, by streaming at the maximum rate 
supported by the channel.  For the latency sensitive unidirectional case, both the video source and sink 
have limited buffers. 
 
Craig:  Will I need to know throughput in both directions? 
 
Royce:  Yes 
 
Pertti:  Wondering if delay in this use case should be a primary metric because it impacts user experience, 
because with voice latency is a primary metric. 
 
Charles:  Yes, true, but in the phone its an end to end delay, but with video it has the same name for end 
to end delay, but not sure if it should be a primary metric 
 
Pertti:  Wants to make a distinction between wireless versus end-to-end delay 
 
Craig:  Primary metric is a user impact metric, like GED and VQM as given in the presentation 
 
Charles:  For voice it is the MOS or estimated MOS the user has ranked the quality of the voice, and if 
delay is a driver then it is a secondary metric. 
 
Pertti:  Seems that primary and secondary metrics depend on the use case.  Gave examples of use cases 
such as buffered video, satellite phone, or videoconference. 
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Charles:  Is throughput required as a metric? Packet loss and delay will immediately impact the 
throughput.  The same is true in voice. 
 
Royce:  Video is more tolerant of losses than audio.  The throughput can actually be less than what is 
required to display the video perfectly, and the GED and VQM scores will be affected. 
 
Royce:  Does the group want 8 MOS scores coming out of a videoconference use case? 
 
Craig:  This is rather hard; because the rates of the cameras are very different and there are a plethora of 
items to be accommodated. 
 
Joe:  Could have a great audio and video score, but if synchronization of audio and video are bad, it 
doesn’t matter. 
 
Michael:  One could set up a system through Ethernet, then do the wireless test and compare the MOS 
scores between them to look at degradation from the wireless component. 
 
Royce:  That’s a good idea.  He is experimenting with different Ethernet configurations 
 
Craig:  The whole quality metric is based on smoothness and video quality.  Different cameras may not be 
as smooth and may give a false impression to the user because of camera limitations. 
 
Charles:  Analogous situation occurs in voice when G711 modem with no degradation is compared with a 
G729 or AMR modem with no degradation.  The difference is really the codec. 
 
Charles:  Asked Royce for plans for the group 
 
Royce:  Wants to present text for video use cases at next meeting. 
 
Craig:  If you can measure throughput, packet loss, and delay will I be able to achieve a GED or VQM 
based on those measured metrics. 
 
Royce:  You can calculate a channel capacity for a given GED or VQM metric 
 
Craig:  Then I will need to know the client buffer depth 
 
Royce:  Just need to know what is required to display properly. 
 
Larry:  Real concern is what can 802 recommend for video testing?  Has uncertainty for what we can 
really do.  Asked Charles to comment. 
 
Charles:  Basically we are driven towards LL (Link Layer) measurements.  The use case requires special 
measurements at the LL, we need to know that.  There are some great ideas, but unsure how client buffer 
depth fits in yet.  Packet Loss, delay, jitter, and throughput fits in to what we see in a network.  GED and 
VQM is another analysis effort to derive that from LL measurements.  Is Royce’s intention to have GED 
in the draft itself? 
 
Royce:  Was thinking of both GED and LL metrics. 
 
Craig:  Would like to see how this goes in to the data plane measurement.  If there were a way to do that 
without going through the video interface, it would be of great value and give customers visibility. 
 
Charles:  It would be a system planning metric like R factor, and not require special equipment. 
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Dalton:  Likes secondary metrics.  The primary metrics may not be primary metrics for wireless. 
 
Royce:  Video has specific requirements on network expectations and has specific wireless challenges.  
One motivation for 11n is for video. 
 
Dalton:  No one is using video transmission for pass criteria for 11n 
 
Fahd:  Believes draft text will be more agnostic and will apply to future tools.  Primary metrics presented 
are GED and VQM and in the end it will be video quality of those two versus path loss or attenuation.  
Some wireless physical feature and this is where video quality is important to TGT.  In some cases it 
won’t be possible to test throughput at the LL.  Reference WNG presentation for high throughput beyond 
11n.  Believes we should wait for draft text. 
 
Mark:  Likes what Fahd says in regard to video quality.  Whether those metrics are GED or VQM we 
don’t know.  We would like to take the secondary metric measurements, and based on those plug them in 
to given models to get some sense of video quality and these are future proof.  The proposed primary 
metrics are models could or could not be the ones used in the future.  However, we can always apply the 
proposed secondary metrics to whatever turns out to be the primary metric if not GED / VQM. 
 
Royce:  Should say Primary metric is video quality and suggest VQM / GED as models? 
 
Mark:  Agrees with the comment, need to feed with the secondary metrics proposed. 
 
Fanny:  Because the measurement is a measurement and a computation.  The secondary metrics are 
measured on the network outside the devices, but GED and VQM can be computed at the same time as 
the secondary metrics but based on what’s going on inside the devices.  It is a parallel measurement, but 
requires definition of a test set up in 802.11. 
 
Don:  Agrees with philosophy that it might be GED Rev 5 or some other design in the future, but they all 
rely on reference metrics? 
 
Royce:  GED is not a reference, but only looks at captured results in the tagged frames. 
 
Don:  GED must have human input, and implies a reference.  MOS requires a reference of the recording, 
so the tools require a reference standard.  So that implies reference and database will need to change. 
 
Royce:  VQM uses a reference in the sense that it compares the source and recorded material and GED 
only looks at the recorded file. 
 
Don:  Getting at actual files used for scoring.  Reinforces argument of specific tools that will change over 
time. 
 
Royce:  Look at presentation 11-06/0144r0, those videos were not tagged by GED.  A more general way 
to express the primary metric could be a frame delivery metric and for VQM an image quality metric.  
They are not tied to a particular tool, but tied to the impairments themselves.  The subjective assessment 
is still valid. 
 
Neraaj:  Secondary metrics are easy to remember, but don’t translate to user experience and we need tools 
for a primary metric such as GED and VQM.  Therefore need MOS or some other means to correlate to 
end-user experience.  A tool is required regardless. 
 
Craig:  For things like VoIP we use standards.  The issue is the use of a primary metric that isn’t 
standards based.  If there was some buy-in like what was done with MOS, it might be more accepted. 
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Royce:  VQM is a standard tool.  GED is under pursuit to become a standard tool. 
 
Criag:  That wasn’t apparent from the presentations. 
 
Royce:  Wireless introduces many errors that led to motivation for designing GED 
 
Craig:  Trying to understand the meaning of good video, we all understand throughput, packet loss, etc. 
 
Charles:  With E-Model the idea is to measure impairments such as latency and loss which are fed in to a 
model that approximate the user experience and is a predictor of user experience based on low level 
metrics.  Was expecting GED to be a similar tool. 
 
Fanny:  There’s nothing that says a primary metric must be directly derived from a secondary metric.  
Charles:  Not saying that it must be directly derived, but there should be a model. 
 
Dalton:  We shouldn’t be talking about any primary metric that can’t be derived from a secondary metric.  
It’s the only way to future proof for future primary metrics.  Believes video stacks are not part of 802.11 
and should not be address and these will be affected by video stack. 
 
Fanny:  We’ve specified TCP/IP and UDP 
 
Larry:  We don’t specify / change Layer 4 and we are not an application layer committee.  Asked Charles 
to comment further 
 
Charles:  We need to stick to Layer 2! 
 
Joe:  What standard is VQM referenced back to? 
 
Royce:  Not sure where 
 
Charles:  GED is underway 
 
Royce:  Some work with ITU and VQAG. 
 
Dick:  VQM is an NTIA product that is at least 4 or 5 years old. 
 
Charles:  It would help to have a document number. 
 
Royce:  Doesn’t think TGT draft is the place to standardize GED.  This is the place to correlate the 
secondary metrics. 
 
Charles:  A similar thing has been done for voice, and voice metrics measured here. 
 
Royce:  An external reference to GED / White paper would be appropriate. 
 
Charles summarized previous discussions regarding Item 8.2 in the agenda – Who is the intended 
audience?  Charles did some background and displayed the PAR.  Charles read the statement from the 
PAR.  This should decide what types of metrics belong in the draft.  Asked the group if it helps the group 
understand. 
 
Sasha:  Wireless device developer is included? 
 
Charles:  Read the pertinent part of the statement that addressed the question 
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Don:  Not limited to these specific users / customers 
 
Charles:  Meant to be an example, but not something ridiculous either.  The target audience is people who 
test and compare. 
 
Don:  Asked about system integrators 
 
Charles:  Developers of equipment? 
 
Don:  An example was given of system integration 
 
Charles:  It was thought installers would cover that. 
 
Don:  Wanted to verify if the list was very exclusive. 
 
Sasha:  We should distinguish between developers of wireless equipment versus users of wireless 
equipment.  Gave a specific example of each type of user. 
 
Charles:  The document is approved and defines our project. 
 
Sasha:  Please re-read the PAR statement 
 
Charles re-reads the PAR statement 
 
Michael:  There are concerns about the document.  Suggests two separate areas in the document to break 
it apart for users who test at a high level and those that perform phy / link layer testing. 
 
Joe:  Referenced 3GPP or GSM test standards.  Those areas operate in a type acceptance mode.  802.11 
doesn’t operate in that realm.  This is only a suggested metric.  What really matters to equipment makers 
is WiFi Alliance certification who may never read P802.11.2.  This is meant as a guide to maximum the 
design for specific environments / circumstances. 
 
Dick:  As a Wireless AP builder wouldn’t use this document for design per-se. 
 
Fahd:  As experts we want to find ways we can gauge performance.  It’s our job to drive where tests are 
going to go.  WiFi Alliance won’t be required to test to the recommend practice.  There are huge values to 
this recommended practice for the market. 
 
Joe:  This is a practice, not a test requirement. 
 
Fahd:  This will become a de facto standard. 
 
Michael:  Agrees with Fahd in going forward that this becomes the de facto standard in the future.  The 
important thing is that we are trying to develop tools for how a device is performing.  The PAR was 
written for a variety of people to do what they need to do. 
 
Charles:  Many of the RFC’s are that way.  They tell how to make measurements; an example of latency 
is given.  Just reading them is educational. 
 
Craig:  The document is a way to give an indication of performance, not an interoperability document. 
 
Pertti:  Offered to bring up some slides created on the fly to give a visual description for the discussion.  
These are not on the server. 
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All:  Accepted Pertti’s invitation to present his file. 
(to be released later as a real submission) 
 
TGT recessed at 9:31 PM MST 
 

Wednesday, March 8, 2006, 8.00 – 10.00h 
 

Chair resumes session at 8:00 AM MST 
 
Charles reviewed the attendance sign-in policy 
 
Charles reviewed the previous day’s activities and the agenda 
 
Craig W. withdrew his original presentation, but would like to present a new item in regard to testing 
power consumption for low power devices. 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation by Michael Fogelle, document 11-06/0132r1 & proposal document 11-06/0131r1 
 
Charles:  Asked Michael to clarify when document 11-06/0131r1 was placed on the server 
 
Michael:  Yesterday morning 
 
Charles / Michael:  Reviewed changes / updates since the Ad-Hoc meeting when revision 0 was 
discussed. 
 
Michael:  Gave a brief overview of anechoic chamber testing / anechoic chambers and the need for 
traceable OTA for devices that are difficult / unable to take advantage of a conducted test environment. 
 
Charles:  In spite of the fact that MIMO will use multiple antennas, the system described here can be used 
for MIMO to characterize individual antenna responses. 
 
Michael:  Each radio can be tested independently and characterize the entire MIMO system. 
 
Charles:  If trying to characterize a system for low level RF performance this is useful for MIMO as well. 
 
Michael:  Agreed.  There is an industry effort to determine how to test MIMO.  Can’t have antenna 
adaptation algorithm running while testing, and this has been clarified in the edits.  This procedure is for 
static arrangements. 
 
Tom:  Speaks in favor of the proposal and useful to serve as a model for similar draft proposals. 
 
Dennis: Agrees with Tom’s comments 
 
Dalton:  The document has two parts, environment and test metrics. Would the presenter consider 
presenting in two parts? 
 
Michael:  The labs really need both parts and they are heavily linked.  Feels that the feedback given at the 
Ad-Hoc was that it didn’t matter if the proposal was broken in to two parts, or presented as one. 
 
Dennis:  Spoke in favor of the proposal.  TGT needs to be part of the overall wireless industry.  Cellular 
and others are doing this exact test. 
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Dalton:  Question regarding structure of the document. 
 
Charles:  This could be an editorial issue, as Michael tried to follow the current document format. 
 
Dalton:  Questioning which metrics this proposal applies to. 
 
Michael:  Was hoping the issues would have been resolved by this meeting.  Perhaps we have two 
complete strata for the entire audience. 
 
Uriel:  Have concerns regarding document.  Great scientific work, but believes this doesn’t approach the 
target audience of TGT.  Believes there is disagreement regarding the target audience within the group.  
Believes the same result can be realized by testing the receiver and the antenna separately. 
 
Michael:  Believes Uriel’s claim is wrong.  Gave examples of actual testing with non-linear effects not 
possible in the conducted environment.  Antenna measurements include cabling to determine the antenna 
factor.  The overall uncertainty is lower because there is only one measurement. 
 
Fanny:  Is this the same measurement that WiFi Alliance is performing? 
 
Michael:  This method is a little more flexible than WiFi Alliance testing, but similar. 
 
Fanny:  This is a standard methodology used by WiFi Alliance and CTIA.  Perhaps it can be referenced. 
 
Michael:  This can’t be referenced due to commercial issues. 
 
Charles:  Clarified proprietary nature of WiFi Alliance testing. 
 
Pertti:  Worried about the process of moving forward and applying a uniform standard of what should or 
should not go in the draft.  This submission absolutely exceeds the rigor that could have been applied to 
contributions that are already in the document.  There is a full understanding that later there will be a full 
harmonization that will take place in the document.  Expressed concerns for when the draft will go to 
Letter Ballot that it could be embarrassing without the rigor.  Commented that there appears to be two 
standards for draft text inclusion. 
 
Charles:  Commented regarding the appearance of multiple standards for submissions. 
 
Mark:  Some good technical content.  Clarified that he wasn’t contacted to harmonize this test 
methodology / environment with the COATS environment that is currently in the draft.  Doesn’t feel the 
group completed the discussion regarding the TGT target audience.  What’s on paper is one thing, but the 
feeling of the Task Group is yet another. 
 
Michael:  Expressed a willingness to work with Mark and resubmit.  Any disagreement with the 
interpretation of the PAR doesn’t matter, as the PAR is the guiding document. 
 
Tom:  In the spirit of compromise, looking at environment and procedure, the submittals are far more 
relevant to bulk metrics.  The environment talks about TIS and TRP, the procedure talks about metrics 
TIS and TRP and the draft doesn’t contain a metric for TRS and TRP.  If we could change the name, we 
might be able to take away the conditions being read in to by some individuals. 
 
Michael:  This is an acceptable change. 
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Dennis:  Gave example of self-interference / Radiated Emissions on an actual 802.11 NIC that he 
experienced and how this test is necessary to find these types of issues.  This type of data is necessary and 
he would want this data from any equipment manufacturer, even as an end-user. 
 
Uriel:  Disagrees with Dennis: this is a developer test not an end-user test 
 
Pertti:  Asked about Average Performance Metric 
 
Michael:  Michael clarified the intent and meaning of the statement. 
 
Charles:  The discussion is getting in to detailed editing issues.  Suggested discussing these items in an 
Ad-Hoc session. 
 
Pertti / Michael:  Suggested a minor change to the document 
 
Joe:  Can still make a change after the document is voted in. 
 
Charles:  Yes, but it’s easier if we can capture technical issues before it is in the draft. 
 
Motion: 

Move to adopt the contents of document 11-06/0131r1 into the P802.11.2 draft, with the following 
changes: 
 
- Remove text “but the average performance metric may be more realistic for general 

performance evaluation” from Item b of 5.X.3.1.2 
- Change the titles of two sections from 

o  “Traceable OTA Test Environment” to “ OTA Test Environment for TRP/TIS” 
o “Traceable OTA Measurement Procedure” to “TRP/TIS Measurement Procedure” 

  
Moved / Seconded: Michael F. / Larry G. 

 
 Discussion: 

 
Dalton:  Don’t want to say he’s against, but wants to explain why he’s voting no.  Has no 
problem with the technical content.  Referenced last meeting regarding the straw poll and 
believes Michael didn’t take any input from him. 
 
Michael:  The straw poll was whether or not anyone had time to review the document.  Believes 
four hours was not enough for people to review at the time.  Requested that comments / changes 
be sent to him.  Met with others in the mean time, but did not receive any further comments. 
 
Uriel:  Wants to explain why he can’t vote Yes.  Doesn’t see additional value to the content of the 
draft of value to the customer of TGT.  It makes the draft a pile of metrics, not a cohesive work 
that it is right now. 
 
Larry:  In favor of including the text.  There will be time later for harmonization.  The technical 
work is excellent and will vote yes. 
 
Fahd:  Will vote against the motion.  There are issues with how it integrates to the draft.  The 
proposal is solid, but doesn’t fit in with the draft.  Gave example of video, it is highly technical 
and we haven’t tried to vote it in because it doesn’t correlate to lower level metrics.  This 
proposal probably belongs in the draft later, but doesn’t harmonize now.  Perhaps this can be 
combined with the current COATS environment in the draft. 
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Michael:  In terms of current content, if the only consumer is the end user.  Then yes, there is no 
technical content for laboratories, and these tests cannot be done in the COAT environment due 
to the high level of uncertainty. 
 
Fahd:  Needs a little more text and can work with others who have text in the draft perhaps this 
should be included later. 
 
Pertti:  Perhaps a little more text and a little more work.  This can be resolved in a couple hours.  
Perhaps the motion could come in this evening or in the morning with a different atmosphere in 
the room.  Offered to help mediate the compromise. 
 
Tom:  Doesn’t have a position as the editor.  Some statement implicating the metrics are too low 
level.  However there is already receiver sensitivity, how does that correlate with other low-level 
metrics proposed?  There is the notion that new proposals should use the existing environments.  
Gave example of some OTA environments with different names, but the environments are very 
similar and how can we reconcile these when someone reads the draft? 
 
Uriel:  Maybe receiver sensitivity doesn’t belong, but it is a derivative of existing tests in the 
draft, and another output of the same / similar test.  Agrees with Tom regarding measuring the 
OTA / Shielded environments. 
 
Fahd:  Completely agrees with Tom regarding his second comment.  How can this get fixed?  Do 
we add a third environment now, or fix the two we have now and then merge the third later? 
 
Chalres:  We need to hear other proposals.  Some suggestions came forward for compromise.  
The same thing can’t be voted on again in the same session. 
 
Tom:  Clarified that the changes can be made to the document and a motion brought to the group 
again. 
 
Michael:  Willing to work on the document, but doesn’t want to wait for the next meeting for a 
vote. 
 
Charles: Reiterated negotiating in good faith. 
 
Fahd:  Met with Michael yesterday and it seems concerns were not addressed. 
 
Call for the Question 
 
Moved Dalton V.  / Second Fahd.P. 
 
No objection to calling the question. 
 
Yes 4 / No 8 / Abstain 8 
 

Motion Fails 
 
Motion: 

Direct the chair to content the parent committee and verify the intent of the PAR, specifically 
related to the consumer of the 802.11.2 document. 

  
Moved / Seconded: Michael F. / Not Seconded 
 
Motion fails for lack of support 
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Mark:  Point of information, can the document be voted on again? 
 
Tom:  The motion is specific to a document. 
 
Pertti:  Asked for clarification regarding voting threshold for draft additions and changes. 
 
Charles:  Any changes that are technical nature require a 75% threshold. 
 
Pertti:  Doesn’t understand the tension.  It’s already been clarified that there are items in the draft 
that are not harmonized. 
 
Charles:  The group needs to move on to the next item.  Perhaps the group needs to discuss the 
end-user of the document? 
 
Pertti:  Would like to offer to make a presentation regarding the end-user of the document. 
 
Charles:  Accepted Pertti’s offer and it can be added under New Business 
 
Tom:  Does New Business allow for discussion of harmonizing the document? 
 
Charles:  It can be included 
 
Craig:  Has uploaded document 11-06/0477r0 to the server and plans to present. 
 
Charles:  Updated agenda to reflect document change.  
 
No objections to the agenda changes. 

 
Deferred Agenda Item: Reaffirmation of Editor 
 
Charles:  Asked Charles if Tom wanted to continue as editor 
 
Tom:  Agreed that he is willing to continue to be the editor 
 
Tom was reappointed as editor by acclimation of the group. 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation by Craig Warren – Low Power Power Consumption, document 11-06/0477r0 
 
All:  Discussion of low power operation of devices and what metrics might be measured by such a 
proposed methodology and how it would fit in the TGT draft.  There was general consensus that Craig 
pursues a test methodology to reflect the metrics he is trying to capture. 

 
Wednesday, March 8, 2006, 16.00 – 18.00h 

 
Chair resumes meeting at 16.00h 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation by Neeraj K. Sharma -- Coexistence of Two Overlapping BSSs in Adjacent Channels 
Testing, document 11-06/384r1, accompanying draft text 11-06-383r1 
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Chair asks presenter if presentation has been up on the server for at least 4 hours. Presentation has been 
uploaded at 10am meeting the 4-hour requirement. 
 
Craig: What measurement are you conducting to determine the interference? 
Uriel & Sasha: It’s basically a throughput test. 
 
Dennis: Text ambitious, esp. Step 3 as on slide 13. It is unclear if the file as to be transmitted over and 
over again. Why do we have to specify the file size? 
 
Uriel: Because the file size affects the throughput due to higher layer effects. 
 
Michael: But we don’t want to measure TCP throughput, There are better ways to generate traffic. 
 
Craig: … yes, e.g. using a traffic generator. 
 
Dennis points to other unclear sections in the draft. 
 
Fahd request to directly address these concerns to the authors. 
 
Chair requests to let the presentation to be completely delivered and take questions afterwards. 
 
Michael: What if you cannot measure the RSSI as required by the test procedure. 
 
Sasha & Fahd: The RSSI is used to characterize the set-up but not required in the methodology and not 
reported. 
 
Pertti: This methodology does not include situations in which the DUTcould be an AP. This might not 
apply to business environment but for home users, two could place their AP next to each other only 
separated by a wooden wall. 
 
Sasha: Agrees but this particular test is only focused on the client. 
 
Fahd: Offers to talk about these concerns afterwards off-line. 
 
Joe: Have you fixed the rates or variable rates? 
 
Neeraj: Rate set to “auto”. 
 
Joe: How do you assure that you do not measure the rate adaptation scheme of different manufacturers? 
 
Fahd: The results are only valid for a given AP-Client pair. Even if the rate adaptation mechanisms 
influence the results, results are repeatable. 
 
Joe: Just made the remark to state that you observe a certain behaviour but cannot explain the reason. 
 
Charles: Do you prevent the client from scanning to avoid association to other AP? 
 
Neeraj: Yes. 
 
All: Discussion if other aspects, e.g. another NIC (hidden node) operating in 11b reduces throughput of 
11g set-up, should be included or explicitly excluded. 
 
Pertti: Please clarify again the test procedure, as it is not clearly described in the draft text proposal. 
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Pertti: How exactly were the measurements taken / repeated. Entirely different locations. 
 
Sasha & Uriel: Have repeated the measurement in the same lab environment. Taking more measurements 
even at other locations or moving the DUT in space within the lab would only give more measurement 
results reducing the uncertainty. We were fine with the values given. 
 
Motion: 

Motion to adopt the content of document 11-06-383r1 into the IEEE P802.11.2/D0.5 Draft. 
 

Add subsection to Section 1.3.1.2, sating: “File Size” 
 

Moved / Second: N. Sharma, U. Lemberger 
 
Vote (Y/N/A): 16 / 0 / 6 
 
Motion passes. 
 
Discussion: 

Dennis: Raises major concerns esp. to restrict the throughput test to the 1M file. Rather 
the setup / measurement procedure should be more generic. 
 
Dennis: Is this designed to be an end-user test? 
 
Sasha: Yes. 
 
Dennis: In this case, there should be constrains explaining how to, e.g., the spectrum 
analyzer. Just saying that the environment should be noise-free is not enough. The 
specification of this set-up is already in draft and should not be specified again. 
 
Charles: Regarding the file size one could just say sending data at max. Rate for a given 
amount of time. 
 
Marc: How do you do the file transfer. If you do a TCP based file transfer, you might end 
up in measureing effects of TCP slow start. 
 
Charles: Regarding all the comments that have been made, why cannot we write the 
proposal in a way that incorporates the comments, esp. if the mover agrees, before 
including it in the draft. 

 
Question called by Fahd, second by Sasha. No objections calling the question. 

 
 
Presentation by Larry Green – Proposed TTL Section Structure, document 11-06-324r0 
 
Tom: Cross-reference to .11 for explanation of terms will be fine. 
 
Michael: We could include, e.g., an Excel Spreadsheet doing the calculation as part of the standard. 
 
Tom volunteers to provide the spreadsheet given the equations to him. 
 
Charles: Do you do DCF? 
 
Michael: One of the data rates should relate to the one we use in the sensitivity metric. 
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All: Frame sizes should be: 64, 1000, 1536 Byte as examples. 
 
All: Discussion on the size of CW that should be included. Methodology should give a general idea how 
to do the calculation for EDCA, e.g. as a homework problem. 
 
Pertti: Might include a statement that this calculation has to be modified if, e.g., special algorithms of 
manufacturer devices are applied, which produce higher throughput even though they are WiFi 
interoperable (but necessary standard compliant). 
 
TGT in recess at 15.40h. 
 
 

Thursday, March 9, 2006, 8.00 – 10.00h 
 

Chair calls meeting to order at 08.05h 
 
Delivery of Presentations (cont.) 
 
Presentation given by Pertti -- OTA Sampling Test 11-06-416r1 
 
Pertti points out the changed title, now reading “Sampling OTA Test” which reflects the different scope. 
 
Tom: Yes, you have to watch that the turntable does not turn too fast but if you stop the turntable to do 
the measurements, you might end up with discrete “angles” which hit the peaks in RF properties. 
 
Charles asks Tom to clarify his understanding of coherence angle. 
 
Tom: It is the angle over which you can rotate the DUT without a significant change in RF channel 
characteristics. 
 
Charles: So wider than the coherence angle, your RF characteristics are statistically independent. 
 
Pertti: Thus we might require choosing the angle to stop randomly. 
 
Dennis expresses concern that we have to require the tester to either generate a large / necessary number 
of data points or report the number of data points measured. Otherwise, manufacturer might end up 
providing a small (non representative) set of data points indicating good DUT performance. 

 
Craig: This is similar to the diversity / rata setting test. How do they relate? 
 
Pertti: This is not the actual rate setting test. This presentation provides a methodology to reduce the 
uncertainty of an OTA test. 
 
Charles: Is it your feeling that you have taken enough samples that the remaining variance is due the 
variation of the underlying phenomenon or due to the fact of not having taken enough samples? 
 
Michael: Stresses that this methodology is aimed at producing an average value that the user can expect 
reducing the uncertainty of the reported average. 
 
Craig: Should disable diversity for this test. 
 
Pertti: It’s a methodology to get accurate results. Disabling diversity or not depends on the actual test. 
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Neeraj: If you move the DUT and the WLCP at the same time, you have to ensure that they are not 
synchronized, i.e. having the turntables at different speeds. 
 
All: Discussion on relation between this presentation and diversity test. 
 
Michael: The only thing we want to do with this methodology is that we try to reproduce the statistical 
behaviour of having conducted measurements of thousands of user at thousands of location at a laboratory 
using a smaller number of samples. 
 
Pertti: Points out that the results show that you can run a test in an “end user environment”, e.g. office 
building, without complicated equipment, i.e. spectrum analyzer, and gain comparable results in terms of 
the shape of the graphs. Pertti discussed his data and how it correlated to other results. 
 
Dennis: Side comment. In a large deployment, enterprise environment, I am interested in increased 
throughput for a large number of users. Throughput as function of range is only of secondary interest. 
 
All: Discussion on what Pertti is proposing: a test methodology, a metric, etc. 
 
Perrtt: Currently not proposing anything. Currently just proposed basic research results which could result 
in a draft contribution, e.g. as a methodology. 
 
Larry: This has been a very valuable, tutorial based presentation that should definitely lead into a 
contribution, either as a methodology, informative annex, or both. 
 
Pertti: Will proceed to write text that can go into an informative appendix that people can lead and based 
on that, can propose changes to the draft. 
 
Process discussion 
 
Editor’s report by Tom. 
 
Draft D0.6 is out and reasonably complete. Nevertheless, we have a rather long “issues list” which still 
has to be addressed. 
 
Discussion on what is the “intended audience” of P802.11.2 
 
Charles states that after checking with Stuart K., the PAR is binding and we have to work according what 
is stated in the PAR. 
 
Charles: People will read the PAR when we go to letter ballot to check if we accomplished what is stated 
in the PAR. 
 
Charles: If we don’t like what’s in the PAR, we can change it, but this involves a Working Group ballot 
and further approval. 
 
Sasha: We just have a problem as people are having different interpretations of what it stated. Cannot see 
that the PAR includes an aspect that says we have to teach or provide tests for system integrators helping 
to do their integration.  
 
Dennis: Product development within a company is propriety and their business. However, if the company 
chooses to use the recommended practice, we should be precise enough to allow this. There are well-
established test practices for licensed equipment and I cannot see why we cannot come up with 
comparable well-defined tests. As it stands, because I have the knowledge on how these 802.11.2 tests 
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were defined, I will have the ability to question results from all “conformant” tests that will be presented 
to me. 
 
Pertti: Question: can we also provide test methodologies in the standard that also apply to sub-system 
level? The problem we have to solve is how to include both views in the draft. 
 
Order of the day called by Fahd. 
No rejection. 
 
TGT in recess at 10.05h 
 
 

Thursday, March 9, 2006, 10.30 – 12.30h 
 

Chair calls meeting to order at 10.35h. 
 
Presentation continued by Perrtt regarding the intended audience of TGT -- 11-06-514r0 
 
Pertti: Is there disagreement as to who the end-users are? 
 
Craig: Yes, I am selling a product to people who develop the systems we test. 
 
Pertti shows slide on “supply chain”. 
 
Michael F.: It is not valuable to only define tests to end-users (at the end of the chain) as people want to 
test their (supplied) parts before seeing that the end system might not work. 
 
Charles points out that the presented slides were taken from a presentation that has no priority at all over 
the PAR. 
 
Larry points out that the governing document is the PAR and we should only argue based on this 
document. 
 
Pertti: We should work on a document that includes tests for various “intended audiences” but have to 
keep in mind to provide the “glue” on how to fit all of them together in order to provide a coherent end-
user perspective. 
 
Tom: The presented overview table would be great to be placed in the draft. 
 
Charles: We should not be in a rush to vote this in but agree on a structure first and discuss the contents 
later on. 
 
All: Discussion on current structure including the current definition of “use cases”. 
 
Sasha: We should have sections in the draft for environments and sections for metrics. The latter should 
refer to the first. 
 
Charles: We should have an introductory text describing the idea on how metrics relate to each other 
including the presented structure as presented. But we do not necessarily have to organize the metrics 
strictly to this classification. 
 
Michael F.: Difference of the type of metrics we are talking about is (a) the performance that the end user 
sees and (b) metrics that help to understand / explain the performance that the end user sees. 
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All: Discussion that a correlation between the different metrics has to be provided, e.g. TX- and RX-
sensitivity affects throughput. The end user only experiences the throughput but the system engineer 
wants to understand, why, e.g., throughput is low. 
 
Sasha: We should clearly distinguish between metrics measuring performance and those solving research 
questions. Average power consumption could be a “fundamental” metric whereas “instantaneous” power 
consumption could be used to debug the DUT / conduct research on that matter. 
 
Charles: We have to have people obliging to write draft text to explain how the different metrics relate. 
 
Michael volunteers to write this for the relation of link budget, PER, rate (vs. range). Charles provides 
input regarding timing constrains, e.g., regarding retransmissions. 
 
All: Still strong disagreement if defined tests should help manufacturer to develop their components for 
.11 products. 
 
Mark K.: Sees a section in the draft similar to a “recommended reading” section of a textbook. 
 
Fahd: Agrees, this was the intend by the … 
 
Dennis: Does everybody agree that we do not want to change the PAR? 
 
TGT agrees. 
 
Dennis: We have to evaluate for every upcoming test if it is according to the PAR. We have to get rid of 
the term “developer” test. We can develop a test for chipset manufacturers and everyone who is a 
customer of TGT.  These users of the recommended practice will have to decide on their own how to 
apply it to their product. 
 
 
Timeline of TGT 
 
Fahd: Proposes idea to resolve comments on conference calls. 
 
Marc E.: Solutions should find compromises and solutions outside conference calls between commenter 
and author of original proposal.  
 
Sasha agrees. 
 
All: Should start with the internal review as soon as possible. Also, we have to find an end in putting 
proposals into the draft. The only enforcing method is going to letter ballot. 
 
All: TGT will go through the state of draft and identify what is still needed / missing in the draft as first 
order of business. 
 
Charles: Should start resolving the “issues list” in teleconference calls between now and next face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
Dennis offers to meet with people either via telecon or face-to-face meeting if people can come to his 
office. Mark K. and Fahd will directly contact Dennis. 
 
Chair adopts timeline by extending the time of 1st LB by one month. 
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New Business 
 
Telecons 
 
Motion to empower TGT to hold teleocns at 12noon (US Eastern) 

• 23 March 2006  
• 6 April 2006  
• 20 April 2006  
• 4 May 2006  

Moved, Second: D.Ward / M. Kobayashi 
Motion passes by acclamation. 
 
TGT adjourns at 12.20h 
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Executive Summary: 
 
Documents discussed: 

1. Latest Draft Requirement Document 05/822r10 
2. Updated Timeline Document 05/049r7 
3. Outgoing Liaisons 

3GPP2 TSG-S, TSG-X; (06/343r2) 
3GPP SA2, SA3; (06/344r2) 
GSMA (06/345r2) 

4. Nineteen proposal presented 
a. Proposal for Online Enrolment Cluster (06/265r0)  
b. External QoS Mapping (06/267r1)  
c. WiNOT TGu Proposal for User Plane cluster (06/279r0)  
d. Proposal for supporting IEEE802.21 MIH Requirements for IEEE802.11 (06/289r0)  
e. Media Independent Handover (06/291r0)  
f. Normative Text Proposal for MIH support (06/277r0)  
g. Proposal for Authentication Cluster (06/264r0)  
h. TGu Proposal for E911 support (06/280r0)  
i. Proposal for supporting Emergency Services (06/290r0)  
j. WiNOT Consortium – Proposal for online enrollment cluster (06/355r0)  
k. Proposal for supporting Emergency Services (06/290r0)  
l. Expedited Bandwidth Request (06/268r0)  
m. WiNOT TGu Proposal for Emergency Services Requirement (06/288r1)   
n. Proposal for network selection cluster (06/273r0)  
o. A Partial TGu Proposal on Optimization of Delivery of Network Discovery Information 

through Layered Beacons (06/286r1)  
p. TGu Proposal: Network Selection (06/281r1)  
q. Beacon Oriented Network Selection (06/274r0)  
r. TGu Proposal for Protection Cluster (06/287r0)  
s. WiNOT TGu Proposal for SSPN Interface cluster (06/278r0)  

5. One technical presentation: 
a. Japanese Emergency Call Regulation (06/460r1) 

 
4 motions were raised during the sessions.  
Stephen McCann was elected the Chairman (to be recommended to WG). 
Necati Canpolat was elected the Technical Editor. 
2 Teleconferences arranged before July Plenary.  
 - 26th April 2006 0900ET 
 - 21st June 2006 0900ET 
Chair: Stephen McCann 
Secretary: Hong Cheng 
 

1. Monday Morning Session: (6th March 1600 - 1800) 

1.1 Meeting called to order by the chair at 1600 

1.2  Review of the IEEE 802 and IEEE 802.11 policies & procedures (06/294r2) 
Chair went through the policies and procedures. Chair went through the patent ruling from 
PatCom. 
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1.3  Approval of the November 2005 minutes (06/221r0) 
 The minutes were approved by unanimous consent 

1.4 Approval of teleconference minutes 

1.4.1 Teleconference on 2nd Feb 2006 (06/244r0) 
  The minutes were approved by unanimous consent 

1.4.2 Joint teleconference with TGv (06/304r0) 
 The minutes were approved by unanimous consent 

nd1.4.3 Teleconference on 2  March 2006 (06/371r0) 
 The minutes were approved by unanimous consent 

1.5 Approval of Agenda (06/294r2) 
 
The presentation 06/275r0 is moved to Tue evening session slot at 19:30, and presentation 
06/265r0 is moved to 17:10. 
 
The modified agenda is approved by unanimous consent. 
 

1.6 Chairman Election (Recommendation to WG) 
Stephen McCann (Chair) passed the chairmanship to Hong Cheng (Secretary) for the election 
period.  

  
 One nomination of candidate for the chair position was received: Stephen McCann  
 
Motion 1: 
Move to recommend Stephen McCann as TGu Chairman to Stuart Kerry, IEEE802.11 WG Chair. 
 
Proposed: Amjad Soomro 
Seconded:  Stefano Faccin 
Result (for-against-abstain): 27-0-0 
Motion passed 

1. 7 Officer Election 

1.7.1 Secretary 
 No nomination for the secretary position was received. 
 Chair called for volunteers for the position. 

1.7.2 Technical Editor 
 One nomination was received:  Necati Canpolat 
  
Motion 2: 
Move to approve Necati Canpolat as TGu Technical Editor. 
 
Proposed: Eleanor Hepworth 
Seconded:  Sabine Demel 
Result (for-against-abstain): 30-0-1 
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Motion passed 
 

1.8   Review of last meeting (06/219r0) 
The chair reviewed the activities of last TGu session during the Jan Interim meeting. 

1.9   Decisions from Monday Ad Hoc 
Several liaison letters were generated by Monday Ad Hoc. They will be reviewed during Tue 
evening session.  

1.10 Requirements Review  
Motion 3: 
Move that the status of requirement R9A1 be changed from “Required” to “Not Required – 
Optional” 
Information: The requirement text states: 
- R9A1: A STA shall be able to authenticate with different SSPNs simulanteously, in order to gain 
simultaneous access to multiple Destination Networks. 
 
Proposed: Stefano Faccin 
Seconded:  Eleanor Hepworth 

Comment: Allow a STA to authenticate with several credentials is important for the home 
network scenario where the credentials may be shared. 
Comment: There is no need to do the simultaneous authentications.  
Comment: Issue about the original requirement is that no use case could be found, and thus the 
change is suggested. The discussion here sounds like a different requirement.  
Stephen (Chair): Would like to invite member to come with the motion with the new requirement 
raised from the discussion here. 
 
Comment: Is this requirement change touches the other part of the issue regarding multiple 
destination networks? 
Comment: It doesn’t touch that part. It still remains in other requirements.   

 
 
Result (for-against-abstain):17-1-8 
Motion passed 

1.11 TGu Scope Discussion (Bob O’Hara) 
Bob: Suggest carrying out technical Letter Ballot on TGu Requirement Document to clear doubts 
about the TGu. 
Comment: TGu had invited participation for almost 1 year. Why people would provide feedback 
if they hadn’t done so in that last 1 year? 
Bob: There are more chance to get some feedback since it would be a formal Letter Ballot. People 
would be forced to provide feedback. 
Comment: In theory, it is not a bad idea. Practically, it may be just wasting time. Letter Ballot 
could result in “YES” vote without reading the document, or “NO” vote with irrational reasons. 
Useful comments would only come from people involved in the group development.  
Comment: People would not get the explanation of the group’s work through Letter Ballot. They 
can only get that by participating in the group. 
Comment: “NO” votes and the resulted comment resolution process on the requirement document 
itself would only cause delay and waste of time.  
 
Comment: There are also other task groups do not involve a large audience in requirement 
development.  
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Comment: Is this done in other Task Groups? How was that done? 
Bob: Remember that is done for Task Group e. Other groups haven’t done that. 
Bob: It is valuable to identify opponents earlier in the stage. It won’t delay the process. Things 
can be carried out in parallel. Drafts can be developed when the letter ballot is carried out, and be 
tailored accordingly when the feedbacks are obtained. 
Comment: Approval of the requirement document doesn’t guarantee the approval of the solution. 
TGe has gone through it, but it was still delayed in the approval process. 
Bob: TGe was not delayed because of the requirements. 
 
Comment: Would the approval status of the requirement document affect the draft? 
Bob: It depends on the Task Group. 
 
Discussion to be continued on Thur Morning session. 
 

1.12 Proposal Presantions 

1.12.1 Proposal for Online Enrolment Cluster (06/265r0) Zhonghui Yao 
Questions: On slide 5, what is the difference between the 4 different scenarios? The first two 
cases do not appear to have any credentials. 
Answer: Yes. But, this is covered by requirement E5 already. 
 
Question: Entrance issues. This requirement is only for the local area network. Does this hotspot 
have any roaming requirements? 
It would be discussed offline. 

 
Session recessed until Tue Morning. 
 
 
 

2. Tuesday Morning Session (7th March 1030 - 1230) 
 
Meeting called to order at 10:30am. 

2.13  Agenda update 
The agenda is updated to 06/294r3. 
The updated agenda is approved by unanimous consent. 

2.14  TGu status review 
Chair introduced the current status of TGu and presented the downselection procedures 05/618r1.  

2.15  Proposal Presentations 

2.15.1 External QoS Mapping (06/267r1) Dave Stephenson 
Comment: DSCP has also other parameters associated. The mapping here may not work with just 
the UPs.  
Dave: will give an example at the end of the presentation to answer the questions. 
 
Comment: Suggest providing more mapping than just a simple mechanism like this, e.g. 3GPP 
defined service classes and not PHB.  
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Comment: There are similar efforts in 3GPP, TR23.836. There was a contribution regarding how 
to do mapping from Wi-Fi alliance. There is no response and request kind of exchange going one 
in the contribution. It only talked about user level mapping. 
Dave: Have not seen that document yet. Regarding Wi-Fi, it is not a standard..Here is trying to 
make it more formal. 3GPP could provide a default manner, and here is to make it more flexible.  
 
Comment: How does this relates to the architecture? UP mapping is done above MAC in current 
IEEE802.11 architecture. Is this proposal suggesting doing it in MAC (with explicit signaling)? 
Why this is better? 
Dave: SME or higher layer entity will still need to select a mapping to map the UP to AC. 
 
Will update the proposal and come back in May 

 

2.15.2 WiNOT TGu Proposal for User Plane cluster (06/279r0) Hong Cheng 
The presentation slides are in 06/055r1. 
 
 Q: In the open issues, segregation of traffic perhaps could be a new requirement. 

Hong: Yes, it could be. Perhaps bring motion later in the week. 
 
Q: The QoS mapping section seems to be over complicated. 
 
Hong: It is not talking about the signaling of the mapping information. It only concerns the static 
mapping guidelines. 
 
Q: What about code point markings? Doesn't there need to be extra signaling in the AP to do this? 
Hong: No. How the information is collected within the AP is out of scope of 802.11.  

 

2.15.3 Proposal for supporting IEEE802.21 MIH Requirements for IEEE802.11 
(06/289r0) Vivek Gupta 

Q: How does it interact with admission control? For example, certain AC cannot be transmitted 
even if the STA is authenticated (regarding to point 2.2.2). 
Vivek: This is about informing loose of the link. When the link is down, no service could be 
provided. 

 Comment: It depends on the intent use of the model. 
 

2.15.4 Media Independent Handover (06/291r0) Ronny Kim 
The presentation slide are in 06/442r0. 
 Q: Does IEEE802.21 comes with security mechanism to protect use of action frames at State 1? 

Ronny: IEEE802.21 relies on link layer security.  
Comment: When it is introduced in 11 state 1, that will be insecure? 
Ronny: Yes. Event service and command services are not for Sate 1. This is only to assist the 
discovery. 
 
Comment: The STA needs to be aware where the MIH entity in the network is. It is more of a 
deployment thing. 
Ronny: Proposed mechanism simplifies the AP operation. It uses TGr relay mechanism. 
Comment: If the AP relaying the information knows where the MIH-AP is, does the STA still 
needs to specify it? 
Ronny: To reuse the TGr mechanism, the STA needs to set the destination address. 
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2.16 Review of the timeline document (05/049r6) 
 Question: Can the letter ballot carried out without a single (merged) draft? 

Stephen (Chair): For internal review (TGu), it is OK. However, for letter ballot, it would cause 
confusion. Would be hesitate to set an example for that. 

 
Session recessed for the lunch break. 
 
 

th3. Tuesday afternoon session: (7  March 1330 - 1530) 
Meeting called to order by the chair at 1330. 
 

3.17 Proposal Presentations 

3.17.1 Normative Text Proposal for MIH support (06/277r0) Marian Rudolf 
The presentation slides are in 06/276r0 
 
 Comment: Is it suggesting that those primitives not be standardized or standardized at later stage? 

Marian: They need to be standardized. 
 
Stephen (Chair): Would it be useful to send IEEE802.21 a Liaison Letter to request more 
information about how events are set? 
Marian: Liaison process may take longer time. Individual go to IEEE802.21 may be faster. 
 
Comment: There are quite some interesting questions raised, would it be better for us to refine the 
IEEE802.21 requirements? 
Stephen (Chair): In view of the discussion earlier, it is better for individual to bring the issue to 
IEEE802.21 in May meeting.  
 
Stephen (Chair) Suggest starting the discussion in TGu mailing list first. 
Marian: Agree. 

 

3.17.2 Proposal for Authentication Cluster (06/264r0) Zhonghui Yao 
 Question: For the use case, not sure about the first two use case are feasible. 

Answer: In this case, the AP may not belong to the user. (e.g. community network) So, the access 
(between STA and AP) is to be shared. 
Question: Don't understand why multiple credentials are needed. 
Answer: Maybe it should be a multi-user terminal. 
Comment: PAN is out scope of TGu. Even in that case, only one credential is used. 
 
Comment: Original scenario behind the requirement is that a user has multi credentials from 
different operators to access different services. But, we are not sure about the use case. 
Comment: How does STA know which multiple L2 links to use at a time? 
Comment: That is a different issue for the multimode terminal. 
Answer: This proposal only provides the mechanism to support the scenario. More needs to be 
done to support the use case. Need to think through it. 
 
Question: How does the IP data flow? 
 
Question: Is QoS handled over each virtual link? 
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Answer: When Virtual Link is created, some information regarding interworking, etc. will be 
bound to the link (likewise for QoS). 
Comment: What about roaming case? Would the roaming process be N times longer? 
Answer: This proposal doesn't consider the roaming case, but may need to think with TGr to 
solve the roaming issue. 

 

3.17.3 TGu Proposal for E911 support (06/280r0) Eleanor Hepworth 
The presentation slides are in 06/450r0 
 

Comment: In slide 5, regarding the priority of the service, we have TGn which also includes TGe 
mechanisms. So the prioritization would be just the normal QoS mechanism. 
Ele: This is built on top of the IEEE802.11e. But wouldn’t E911 be treated differently, e.g. of 
higher priority than any other applications? 
Comment: Would it be treated same as the VoOIP session? 
Comment: E911 should be treated higher than VoIP. The issue is how to recognize it at L2 
Comment: If only network supporting VoIP can support E911, why not treat it as normal VoIP? 
Comment: If STA needs to associate with the special virtual AP to get the E911 service, why we 
need to differentiate (since all STA can get is only E911 service). 
Comment: The network is not just dedicated to E911 service. 
 
Comment: AP cannot differentiate a normal VoIP from an E911 call. Need to provide mechanism 
to do that to ensure 100 percent success. 
Comment: Need to differentiate E911 from another services. 
 
Comment: There is no architecture than IMS considered for the E911 service. E911 is only a 
local service. 
Comment: If it is local service, it could just use PBX.TDM line, which is not IMS. 
Comment: How about location information? 
Comment: Could use trunk ID, CAMI ID, etc 
Comment: If PDG is used, would that also be local? 
Comment: Still working on that. If local network want to do that, better have a local PDG 
Comment: Local operator can just realize a local E911 service center.  

 

3.17.4 Proposal for supporting Emergency Services (06/290r0) Vivek Gupta 
 The presentation was moved to Tue night session since the presenter is occupied in other groups. 
 
Modified agenda is approved with unanimous consent. 
 

3.18  Liaison issues 
Three liaison letters were presented as documented in 06/343r1, 06/344r1, 06/345r1. The 
documents were updated during the discussion, and the new version uploaded. 

 
Motion 4: 
Move that the following liaison documents be approved and forwarded to the IEEE802.11 WG: 
- 11-06-343r2 
- 11-06-344r2 
- 11-06-345r2 
 
Proposed: Eleanor Hepworth 
Seconded:  Stefano Faccin 
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Result (for-against-abstain): 23-0-0 
Motion passed 
 

3.19 Teleconference requirements 
 Two teleconference were schedule between the March Plenary and July Plenary: 
 26th April 2006 9:00ET; 
 21st June 2006 9:00ET 
 
 The teleconference time was approved with unanimous consent. 
 
The session is recessed for dinner break. 
 

4. Tuesday Evening Session: (7th March 1930 - 2130) 
Meeting called to order at 1930 by the chair. 
 

4.20 Proposal presentations 

4.20.1 WiNOT Consortium – Proposal for online enrollment cluster (06/355r0) 
Wolfgang Groting 
 Q: What is the meaning of open access? 

Wolfgang: For a corporate network, we don't need to authenticate, but it is not open. 
Comment: It is different from authentication. 
 
Comment: Security impact is not in TGu scope. 
Wolfgang: It needs to be verified at later stage at higher level. 
 
Comment: Does this information broadcasted by AP regardless of SSPNs? 
Answer: The enrollment is only for the local network.  
 
Q: Slide 3, if online enrolment is supported, and authentication is not required, what is the use 
case? 
A: You may have a upper layer security, but you need an enrollment to let you in. 
Q: What does it mean by online enrollment? 
A: When the online enrolment bit is set, we can get the information about enrollment type. 
Comment: Some combination are possible, some are not. 
A: We still need three bits for indicating the combinations though. 
 
Q: Why it cannot be in beacon if there are only 3 bits? Why still need to use request/response? 
A: There were some concerns about the beacon size and available bits for indication. This is to 
save the beacon space. 

4.21 Japanese Emergency Call Regulation (06/460r1) Fujio Watanabe 
 
 Q: In number 2 (slide 5), does device need to know which center is the nearest? 

A: No. For fix line device, network knows; for mobile device, base station knows. 
 
Q: How does this apply to IEEE802.11? Does it mean AP need to hold the connection when STA 
changes AP? 
A: Network has to be responsible for that: connecting to emergency center and STA 
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Comment: The difference is that in Japan, it (the regulation) only applies to phone that supports 
E911 service. 
A: Yes. Some terminals supporting VoIP may not support E911. 
Q: How you define support? 
A: When venders sell with ID that supports E911, it needs to follow the regulation. It doesn't 
apply to legacy systems.  

 

4.22  Proposal Presentations 

4.22.1  Proposal for supporting Emergency Services (06/290r0) Vivek Gupta 
Comment: The last statement indicates no impact on the system, but actually the solution impacts 
the AP. The AP needs to understand these traffics. And, to handle QoS, it needs to differentiate 
normal traffic from E911 traffic. 
Vivek: Some higher layer entity needs to manage that.  
Comment: AP won't care about data traffic unless STA is associated and authenticated. 
Comment: TGr mechanism may not apply due to the QoS part. STA cannot do that when it is not 
associated.  
Vivek: In this case, it is associated. It just hasn't done the IEEE802.1x authentication. 
Comment: Need to look into that. 
 
Q: Is it the same control port as IEEE802.1x or a different one? 
Vivek: The same one. 
Comment: Then, AP needs to look into every frame.  
Comment: It could be using a different ether type. 
Comment: Not comfortable with allowing unauthenticated ether type traffic 

 
Session recessed until Thur Morning session.. 
 
5. Thursday Morning Session: (9th March 0800 - 1000)  
 

5.23 Agenda review 
 

The agenda was updated to 06/294r5. 
The new agenda was approved with unanimous consent. 

5.24 Proposal presentation 

5.24.1 Expedited Bandwidth Request (06/268r0) Dave Stephenson 
 

Q: How to employ this in enterprise environment? Some emergency service are provide by local 
network. 
Dave: It needs to broaden or redefinition SSPN. It can mean any backend network. Enterprise 
network can advertise support of all these sorts of services. 
Comment: The AAA structure can treat E911 with IP level policies. 
Dave: There are different ways to approach the problem. Here presented one way, and there are 
other possibilities. 
Comment: Would like to see more flexibility. 
 
Comment: In slide 16, does it mean AN does not know if there is a E911 session going on? 
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Dave: Why AP needs to know? 
Comment: It is a local service. In roaming case, it is local AN to support the Emergency service. 
Not the SSPN (e.g. home network). 
Comment: 3GPP it is not the body that approves the E911 requirement. It is the FCC that issues 
the requirements 
Dave: We need to support tools to support that in regulatory domains. 
 
Comment: Regarding the solution (the IETF draft), it is a current quick fix. TGu would like to 
solve problem for future also. 
 
Dave: Regarding local service, local network could also announce itself as SSPN.  
 
Comment: Advertisement of capability is not just a Network Selection issue. It is not just SSPN 
capability. There are also some AP capabilities to be announced 
Dave: When AP advertises, it is not advertising that it has E911 service. It is advertising that it 
has a list of capabilities.  
Comment: If a SSPN announce it has E911 service, but AP doesn't have a particular capability, 
then E911 still cannot be supported. So, it is not just a Network Selection issue. 
Dave: Agree. 

 

5.24.2 WiNOT TGu Proposal for Emergency Services Requirement (06/288r1) 
Stefano Faccin  

Q: How about when STA is actually already associated? 
Stefano: If a SAT has a VoIP session, it is can be treated as an upper layer session (and not 
addressed here). 
Q: What about DoS (another guy send the request for the STA)? 
Stefano: This needs TGw mechanism. Otherwise, it is as nowadays’ WLAN. With TGw, the de-
association needs to be authenticated. 
 
Comment: IEEE802.11 is a layer 1 & 2 thing. In the proposal, there are lots of “shalls”, but they 
seem to be more of higher layer policy decisions. Could generalize the solution, and standardize 
the signaling, and put the policy part out of the AP.  
Stefano: Yes. And the other part is how to make use of it. 
 
Q: If you get the STA to access the E911, how you get the IP address? How to do the broadcast? 
At the AP side, it needs to have two broadcast mechanisms? 
Stefano: This could be true. Can be discussed offline. 
Q: It mentioned that E911 should be segregated. Is that a “should”? 
Stefano: Yes. But, that is more of a policy thing. 
 
Q: Slide 6, it requires separating the backhaul traffic. However, for home user, there is no 
separate channel. Does this solution apply to that, or need different solution? 
Stefano: It depends on whether that is needed. At home, it may not be needed. But for public, it 
may be need. The example here is for large network 
 
Comment: FCC ruling applies to service providers, and hotspot operator doesn't have to provide 
the service. It seems there is an business issue here. 
Stefano: It needs to look at the Network Selection cluster solution. The issue is not just left to the 
AP. It depends on how the network is built. 

 
Session recessed for break 
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6. Thursday Morning Session: (9th March 1030 - 1230)  
 
Meeting called to order at 8:10am 

5.24.2 WiNOT TGu Proposal for Emergency Services Requirement (06/288r1) 
Stefano Faccin  
(‘cont) 
 
Stephen (Chair): For E911 solutions presented so far, several times, TGv/TGw are mentioned. Would a 
joint meeting with TGv/TGw be beneficial (in next meeting)? 
Comment: We need to have some concrete items identified to discuss first. 
Comment: Agree. And should left it to later. 
 

6.25 Scenario & assumption document  review (05/355r7) 
Q: Does it worth the effort to update the documemnt?. 
Comment: Feedback from outside of Tgu indicates that it is hard to understand what the group is 
trying to do. It would be good to put a general principle as mentioned during the mid-week 
plenary into the docment. 
Stephen (Chair): It was raised in Hawaii meeting that we could compile those into a handbook. 
However, that should not have impact on the solutions. 
Comment: One way could be decribing what is in scope instead of what is out of scope. 
 

Straw poll: Do you think it is a good idea to update the scenario document? 
 

It is with unanimous consent that the scenario document should be updated.. 
 
Stephen (Chair): This would be the item for the arranged teleconference. 
Comment: It is better to get someone volunteer to drive this. 
Necati (Technical Editor) volunteered. 

6.26 Proposal Presentations 

6.26.1 Proposal for network selection cluster (06/273r0) Zhonghui Yao 
 
Q: Slide 8, would communication between AP and entrance get standardized? Where? 
A: Entrance could be a Radius client. This is to be discussed offline. 
 
Comment: Some features, e.g. discovery protocol, has nothing to do with layer 2. Can generalize 
the proposal and get a transport protocol proposed, and put other things into other forum. 
A: Yes. It is intend to do the transport mechanism. Some of the discovery bits could go to 
IEEE802.21 or 3GPP.  
Q: WAPI is mentioned.  
A: Yes. It is a Chinese standard. So, for Chinese operators, it means two credentials for a user. 
 
Q: Do you have an estimation of the number of octets to put into beacon? How many SSPNs need 
to be broadcasted in the beacon? 
A: The SSPN is bound to the association. 
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6.26.2 A Partial TGu Proposal on Optimization of Delivery of Network Discovery 
Information through Layered Beacons (06/286r1) Stefano Faccin 
 The presentation slides are in 06/510r0. 
 

Comment: If you have more STA around, you may need to provide more information to these 
STAs, so that they don't hog to the same AP. (for heavy load, it may need to send more discovery 
beacon) 
Stefano: The load is different from number of STAs. We dont' want to affect the normal traffic 
exchange. It is also not possible for the AP to know how many (not connected) STAs are around.  
 
Q: Can you comment on the frequency of the NDB? Can it go 1 once per 10 sec? 
A: There are different scenarios. It is the same as today's beacon. The NDB is just to replace the 
Maintenance Beacon. How often it is sent depends on your implementation. 
Q: From STA perspective, would it be too long to get info 10 later, e.g. in an urban area with 
heavy load? 
Stefano: This solution is only for passive discovery. In such a case, active discovery needs to be 
used 
 
Q: For the Virtual AP, would there be a base Virtual AP, and several different Virtual AP 
beacons? 
Stefano: We are not using Virtual AP here. 
 
Q: Are both real beacons in IEEE802.11 sense? 
Stefano: Yes. And, NMB will contain all the extra fields for the discovery. 

 

6.26.3 TGu Proposal: Network Selection (06/281r1) Stefano Faccin 
 The presentation slides are in 06/499r0 
  

Q: Could not understand ESS address, and the benefit of that. what is the difference between ESS 
address and the mobility domain in TGr? 
A: They could be the same. But mobility domain is specific to TGr , and it doesn't necessary 
corresponds to an ESS (like here). It is not guaranteed that the AP in the same mobility domain 
can provide same service. 
A: They don't have to be separate, but they are attacking different problems. 
 
Q: At this time, ESS ID only ties to L2. In this proposal, there is a shift of binding it to the 
backend service. What advantage does it bring? It is coupling the L2 to backend service. 
A: It is trying to solve a problem that the decoupling (of L2 and backend service) created. When 
the ESSID is the same, same service can be inferred. However, same SSID doesn't mean same 
ESS, and not same service. 
 
Q: Some slide, SSPN and service are used interchangeably. They may be different. 
A: To us, they are just the string. They could all be a set of service IDs.. 
Q: Would the SSPN and service ID overlap? 
A: No way to guarantee that, since no one is allocating it. 
 
Q: ESS name and address needs to be global unique. How to guarantee that? 
A: ESS address is unique since it is one of the MAC address. For ESS name, there isn't a 
guarantee. The concept is that the name is not in the shipped AP. Default will be the SSID. It is 
only used as a user readable string. ESS address is the unique one. 
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6.26.4 Beacon Oriented Network Selection (06/274r0) Hitoshi Morioka 

6.26.5 TGu Proposal for Protection Cluster (06/287r0) Stefano Faccin 
 Presentation slides were in 06/501r0 
  
 Q: What do you mean by multiple sessions? 

A: In principle, a STA can use two EMID to have two instance of associations in a network. 
 
Q: It seems it complicates standards, and have problem to interact with different systems/existing 
systems. Why we need to do it? 
A: We are going into an environment that we previously don't have that requirement. Slide 6 
provides some reasoning. 
Q: IEEE802.11 is a micro system, it is harder to track user.  
A: Possibly. But, there needs to have a solution to address the security perception on the market.  
Q: Should understand that if it is based on technical requirement or market perception. 
Q: Have you look into other options on avoiding tracking than MAC anonymity? 
A: Yes. There will be liaison from 3GPP regarding the requirement.  

 

6.26.6 WiNOT TGu Proposal for SSPN Interface cluster (06/278r0) Hong Cheng 
 Q Why user id is needed?  

A: In certain scenario, it is need to help control of the AP behavior. 
 
 

6.27 TGu Scope Discussion (Bob O’Hara) 
 To discuss about the education of the TG in the TGu mailing list. 
 

Comment: Is there any information about a hotspot, e.g. how many SSPN, how many roaming 
relationships? 
Stephen (Chair): It is not written down, but was once told that about 100 SSID. 
Comment: In IETF, RFC4284, it is mentioned that 50 is not enough for the roaming partner 
assumptions.  

 

6.28 Preparation for the May meeting 
 The timeline document is updated according to 05/049r7. 
 

6.29 AOB 
 
Motion to adjourn passed with unanimous consent.  
Meeting adjourned till May Interim meeting. 
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1. Tuesday Morning Session, March 7, 2006 

1.2. Opening 

1.2.1. Call to order 
1.2.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
1.2.1.2. Meeting convened at 0800 hours. 
1.2.1.3. I show the agenda for today (06/422r1).  Let’s examine it.  We want to ensure 

that those scheduled for presentations have had their materials on the server 
for a minimum of 4 hours. 

1.2.1.4. TimO:  Why would 4 hours be required for presentations?  I thought that was  
only for motions? 

1.2.1.5. PatC:  You’re right ---only if motions are contemplated as part of the 
presentation.  We probably will have motions later all together for the most 
part, but a few people asked me to announce the policy. 

1.3. Process 

1.3.1. Review of Patent Policy 
1.3.1.1. PatC: I would like to read the patent policy shown on the screen  from 

document (06/422).  [Reads] Are there any questions on the policy?  None. 
Let us proceed. 

1.3.2. Affirmation of Officers 
1.3.2.1. PatC:  We must affirm TG officers.  There are myself as chair, Emily Qi as 

editor, and Bob Miller as secretary.  Does anyone want to volunteer for any 
officer position?  No.  Is there any objection to approving the current officers 
to continue in their roles by acclamation?  None.  Affirmation passes by 
unanimous consent. 

1.3.3. Review of Agenda 
1.3.3.1. PatC: You see before you the proposed agenda from document 06/422r1. 

Let’s review the order of the presentations.  Several people have asked to 
have motions as part of their presentations.  That would be OK as long as 
everything can be done in 1 hour.  [Reviews presentations with presenters, 
resulting in some time changes and additions].  The revised agenda is: 

 
TGv Text Submissions  
–08:25-09:25 - 11-05-1067-02-000v-interferencedetection  
–08:22-09:25 - 11-06-0429-00-000v-Normative Text Proposal for Diagnostics  
–09:25-09:55 - 11-06-0428-00-000v-normative-text-proposal-diagnostic-alerts  
–10:30-11:30 - 11-06-0342-00-000v-normative-text-proposal-setting-and-resetting-nav- 
                         adaptive-rate-control  
–11:30-12:30 - 11-06-0369-00-000v-bc-and-mc-enhancements  
–13:30-14:30 - 11-06-0346-01-00-000v-normative-text-proposal-event-log  
–14:30-15:30 - 11-05-1064-02-000v-normative-text-proposal-load-balancing  
–16:00-17:00 - 11-06-0009-01-000v-Location Proposal  
–17:00-18:00 - 11-05-1120-03-000v-Virtual AP  
–19:30-20:30 - 11-06-0369-00-000v-BSS Channel Switch  
–20:30-21:30 - 11-05-1068-02-000v-multilevelrfpower  
           –21:30 - Recess for the day  
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1.3.3.2. JoeK: Some of these presentations are short—we may not need all of the 
time.  

1.3.4. Approval of the agenda 
1.3.4.1. PatC: Is there any objection to accepting the agenda as shown?  None.  The 

motion to approve the agenda passes unanimously. 

1.3.5. Approval of Minutes from Last Session 
1.3.5.1. PatC:  The November minutes are in document 06/0089r3.  May I have a 

motion to accept the minutes? 
1.3.5.2. Emily Qi Moves.  Dick Seconds 
1.3.5.3. PatC:  Are there any objections to approving the minutes? 
1.3.5.4. No.  The motion passes unanimously. 

1.3.6. Sign-In Reminder 
1.3.6.1. PatC:  I remind you that you must sign the attendance sheet once each day 

to get credit for attendance, so please make sure you do so. 

1.3.7. Presentation of Document 05/1067r2 
1.3.7.1. Floyd Backes presented Interference Detection and Signature Matching 

05/1067r2.  This has been updated to accommodate the text changes agreed 
to at the Waikoloa meeting.  I request a straw poll on whether to incorporate 
the interference detection and signature matching into the document. 

1.3.7.2. Straw Poll:  Should we include the signature results for the 2.4 GHz band 
table V.1 in the document 11-05/1067r2, as informative text in the TGv draft? 

1.3.7.3. EmilyQ:  Can we have discussion on this? 
1.3.7.4. PatC: Yes 
1.3.7.5. Emily:  This is going to insert the table into normative text.  Why should we 

include this table?  There is more than one way to detect the interference, for 
example using frequency. 

1.3.7.6. Floyd:  The chipsets cannot deliver information other than that contained in 
the pulse. 

1.3.7.7. Straw Poll:  Should we include the signature results for the 2.4 GHz band 
table V.1 in the document 11-05/1067r2, as informative text in the TGv draft? 

1.3.7.8. For 11, Against 4 
1.3.7.9. Floyd:  What are the objections? 
1.3.7.10. Emily:  This specifies only one way to determine the signature. 
1.3.7.11. Floyd:  Let’s say instead,  “if you are using pulse width, then use these, 

otherwise you may use another”? 
1.3.7.12. SimonB:  This seems to focus on a particular mechanism.  It may be better to 

generalize. 

1.3.8. Presentation of Document 06/0429r0 
1.3.8.1. Tim Olson presented Normative Text Proposal for Diagnostics, document 

06/0429r0.  This overview provides a framework for diagnostics, stemming 
from a joint proposal at Waikoloa.  In Hawaii three proposals by Emily, 
Simon, and myself had been combined.  Now the three have been separated 
so they may be acted upon individually.  Tim reviewed Client Diagnostics 
resolving them into four groups: Configuration profile, manufacturer 
information, operating parameters, and capabilities.  802.11 Authentication , 
Association, and 802.1x Authentication are also provided for.  Diagnostic 
information elements are listed.  The information element was previously 
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approved.  The sub-elements provide further detail.  The proposal reviewed 
the Diagnostic Request element, already in the draft, that can be used to 
invoke the first 4 diagnostic types. 

1.3.8.2. KevinHayes: Is there enough richness to obtain the exact credentials? 
1.3.8.3. Tim:  We can’t specify the credentials exactly, but one could devise ways of 

gaining further detail.  For example, if three profiles are present on the 
machine that are known, the profile can be specified and more information 
would then be available. 

1.3.8.4. [Tim continues with description of string formats for Manufacturer 
Information] 

1.3.8.5. Kevin:  This is for what equipment? 
1.3.8.6. Tim: The actual client adaptor. 
1.3.8.7. PatC:  The radio type for a multiple adaptor? 
1.3.8.8. TimO:  Dot11PHYType would be returned. 
1.3.8.9. [Unknown]:  Could any of this be gotten from k? 
1.3.8.10. TimO: No. 
1.3.8.11. Tim continues to review details of the protocol.  I will wait to do a motion. 
1.3.8.12. PatC: Are there any more questions? 
1.3.8.13. Marty: Is there any security associated with this?  It seems like this would 

await “w”. 
1.3.8.14. PatC:  Yes, there is no security included here. 
1.3.8.15. Emily:  I Suggest you work with “w” working forward, however 11w may not 

support 802.1x.  
1.3.8.16. TimO:  That could be a problem. 
1.3.8.17. DorothyS:  Regarding 5.4.3.7, Action Frame types…  That is where wireless 

network management could be added.  There is a way to add provisions for 
these frames.  But will we require use of this?.  Do we want to open the 
network? 

1.3.8.18. PatC:  You might have to run diagnostics to get past trouble in this area. 
1.3.8.19. Marty:  What happens to the diagnostic state after the diagnostic is 

complete?  Can the station get back to where it was?   
1.3.8.20. Tim:  Operation is temporarily suspended, the state is frozen, diagnostic 

results are reported, and then control returns to the previous state including 
authentication.  We need to support both protected and non-authenticated 
situations.  We should support individual determination of policy. 

1.3.8.21. Marty: Would this cause someone to force authentication if the network is 
open? There is no requirement to change authentication policy. 

1.3.8.22. Kevin:   Would you change your negotiated key state with the first AP?  
Would the AP and client keep their current keys?  Part of diagnostic might be 
to negotiate with a second AP.  Would this require multiple key storage with 
profiles? 

1.3.8.23. Tim:  Yes.  We might need that. 
1.3.8.24. Kevin:  In an Enterprise network you might be associated, when diagnostics 

were begun.  When diagnostics were completed, you would still be 
associated without clearing your state? 

1.3.8.25. Bahr:  Are you actually associating with the AP you are running diagnostics 
on? 

1.3.8.26. Tim:  You may be asked to authenticate onto an Enterprise network, for 
example in such a case, even if you did not want to use it. 

1.3.8.27. Nerhu:  Is there a different AP doing the diagnostics?.  Dual associations with 
two different networks? 
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1.3.8.28. Tim:  If there is a network connection, it could handle the two associations.  
The requesting AP is asking the client to do the test. 

1.3.8.29. Nerhu:  Are these tests mandatory or optional? 
1.3.8.30. Tim: Shown in the text. 
1.3.8.31. Marty:  Does working with the diagnostic AP affect things like timeouts? 
1.3.8.32. Tim: Yes 
1.3.8.33. Marty: Could that interaction be unsecured, and would that be OK? 
1.3.8.34. Tim: Yes, I believe so. 
1.3.8.35. Emily:  We showed these would be mandatory, but if you are roaming to an 

enterprise network you could indicate whether you were supporting this 
feature or not. 

1.3.8.36. Matthew:  When you get an 802.11 communications report it tells you a 
failure only.  Is there enough detail here to get more information? 

1.3.8.37. Tim:  One could specify collection and forwarding of an event log to 
determine why authentication didn’t happen.  One piece of the puzzle… 

1.3.8.38. Floyd: Multiple associations and frame forwarding with diagnostic APs could 
be difficult to manage. 

1.3.8.39. Tim:  A matter of policy. 
1.3.8.40. Floyd:  These may be virtual APs as well, perhaps not access points or on a 

different VLAN… 
1.3.8.41. Peyush:  Does this disrupt power save frames? 
1.3.8.42. Tim: The AP can decide not to send frames during these intervals. 
1.3.8.43. Kevin:  These disruptions may become part of a routine, where rare 

disruptions occur because of testing.  People will get accustomed to an 
interruption at 8 am every morning for example. 

1.3.8.44. Peyush:  One could scan for these frames before proceeding. 
1.3.8.45. TimO:  Remember, any test can be refused for any reason. 
1.3.8.46. PatC:  Tim, you will request a motion on this tomorrow? 
1.3.8.47. Tim: Yes, in the afternoon.   
1.3.8.48. PatC:  We are a little early for the next presentation.  Does anyone object to 

waiving the exact agenda time so that Simon could start now since we are 
ahead of schedule? 

1.3.8.49. No. 

1.3.9. Presentation of Document 06/0444r0 
1.3.9.1. Simon Black  presented Proposal for Diagnostic Alerts, document 06/0444r0, 

with companion Normative Text in document 06/0428.  This is a modification 
of a previous presentation associated with Triggered Diagnostics.  The 
activity started in Vancouver with document 05/1076 that was inserted into 
05/1070 presented in Hawaii.  Now I’ve pulled the specific diagnostic alerts 
into this one.  The alert allows STAs to send a report when performance 
degrades or failure occurs.  It is based on the Radio Measurement Request 
and Report Structures and triggered measurement protocol defined in 11k.  
This document, 06/0428, is just the specific alerts.  There are three types:  
Triggered QoS Metrics (.11kD3.0), Triggered STA Statistics (11k STA 
Statistics measurement), and Multicast Diagnostics (as proposed in Part III or 
05/1076r0).  Multicast Diagnostics are defined as a new measurement type 
that allows STAs to report lack of multicast reception before a timeout. 

1.3.9.2. Dorothy:  Was this discussed in “k”?  Does it belong in k, or here? 
1.3.9.3. Simon: This is similar to k structures, but a follow on---it could be in either 

TG, I think. 
1.3.9.4. [Continues overview] There is a trigger timeout to avoid flooding of reports. 
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1.3.9.5. BobM:  Lots of stations might report all at once with a small network problem, 
particularly with multicast applications. 

1.3.9.6. Simon:  Yes, but you could turn them off. 
1.3.9.7. Kevin:  Yes, if you could reach them. 
1.3.9.8. Emily:  Maybe a random interval in the trigger request could be instituted. 
1.3.9.9. VictoriaP: Stations might also be carefully chosen as a “sampling points”. 
1.3.9.10. Marty:  How about catastrophic multicast failure? 
1.3.9.11. Sudheer:  In a catastrophic failure you could produce a system overflow. 
1.3.9.12. Marty:  “Application failure takes down system!”  Not good. 
1.3.9.13. Sudheer:  Multicast is always causing troubles like this… 
1.3.9.14. Simon:  You must set trigger conditions carefully. 
1.3.9.15. Sudheer: Referring to multicast groups in 11.15.1.1… In the  last sentence: 

we don’t know if a station has left a multicast group.  You do have multicast 
groups in two other places. 

1.3.9.16. SimonB:  This may require tweaking. 
1.3.9.17. Nerhu: :Again, you don’t have to select all stations, you could sub-sample. 
1.3.9.18. Simon:  One could use unicast as a sampler. 
1.3.9.19. Emily:  In “k” there is a test for number of multicast frames lost.  
1.3.9.20. Nerhu: Yes, multicast counters could be used (on a specific multicast 

address). 
1.3.9.21. Emily:  “k” QoS metrics could also be used. 
1.3.9.22. Sudheer:  In section 7.3.2.22.11 there is already a qualification to randomize. 
1.3.9.23. Simon: I appreciate the help, but randomization is not used with triggered 

measurements in “k”. 
1.3.9.24. PatC:  I think there is not enough time before break to have another 

presentation… 
1.3.9.25. TimO:  I have a follow up on diagnostics.  There were some good points 

raised on the association topic.  It will be confusing to have multiple 
authentications.  I suggest we change the process to be: The client goes off, 
does the test, and then must re-associate and execute the security protocol 
when it completes the diagnostics.  This avoids having to store multiple key 
sets. 

1.3.9.26. DorothyS:  Which association (or all) does this apply to?  It seems 
ambiguous.  Do you mean upper layer or 802.11 Authentication?   

1.3.9.27. TimO:  Both, I guess. 
1.3.9.28. Dorothy:  I suggest “shall complete 802.11 association and establish required 

security association” as text. 
1.3.9.29. Marty:  The station may not be able to “re”associate with the same AP. 
1.3.9.30. TimO:  It should go back to the same station, barring movement, etc. 
1.3.9.31. Marty:  But it could associate anywhere.  What if movement puts STA into a 

new coverage area? 
1.3.9.32. TimO:  You might not be in the same area, same network, same band, etc. 
1.3.9.33. Sudheer:  Is it time to investigate putting things back the way they were? 
1.3.9.34. TimO:  The comments regarding restoration of state make the process 

better. 

1.4. Closing 

1.4.1. Recess 
1.4.1.1. PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing until 10:30 for the NAV discussion? 
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1.4.1.2. None 
1.4.1.3. PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 0952. 

1.5. Opening 

1.5.1. Call to order 
1.5.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
1.5.1.2. Meeting convened at 1032 hours. 

1.6. Process 

1.6.1. Presentation of Document 06/0361r1 
1.6.1.1. Cheng Qiang  presented Adaptive Rate Control NAV Setting, document 

06/0361r1.  The talk outlines a method for adjusting the NAV to 
accommodate changes of transmission speed.  Companion normative text 
may be found in document 06/0342, in section 11.15.2.   

1.6.1.2. JoeE:  I may be missing what the problem is to be solved. 
1.6.1.3. Cheng: This is valuable If automatic rate control is used.  
1.6.1.4. JoeE:  On slide 6, how are you defining a NAV reset condition?  When an 

RTS is sent if doesn’t get a CTS?  But getting a CTS doesn’t allow reset of 
the NAV.  Does your graphic show how the protocol would work if your 
method is accepted, or the way it 802.11 works now?  I don’t see where a 
CTS resets the NAV. 

1.6.1.5. Cheng:  The proposal suggests that the NAV be reset by NAVI 
1.6.1.6. JoeE:  It seems that the RTS/CTS still protects the data, although you do not 

get the benefit of the transmission speed increase. 
1.6.1.7. Cheng:  In the event a rate change occurs, it may be necessary to set the 

NAV to keep the ACK from being compromised. 
1.6.1.8. JoeE:  You want to reset the NAV when you get the data frame? 
1.6.1.9. Cheng: Yes.  
1.6.1.10. JoeE: But the problem is when you reclaim the time with a speed increase. 
1.6.1.11. Emily:  This proposal dovetails with the ARC proposal.  We don’t yet have a 

firm ARC proposal.  Perhaps you should present this in TGn instead.  Also, 
this is really based on an overall rate adaptation process, it would seem “n” 
would be a better place to contribute. 

1.6.1.12. PatC:  Are you coming back with a complete ARC/NAV proposal? 
1.6.1.13. Cheng: Yes. 
1.6.1.14. PatC:  Is there a motion?  You may have to find a voting sponsor for a 

motion. Does someone wish to make a motion?  No.  Can we advance the 
next talk, Broadcast/Multicast Enhancement?  No objections. 

1.6.2. Presentation of Document 06/0370r1 
1.6.2.1. Jari Jokela (Nokia) presented Broadcast/Multicast Enhancement, document 

06/0370r1.  This is a repeat of a previous presentation, and I shall request a 
straw poll to determine willingness of the group to proceed with adoption of 
the concept.  06/0369 contains companion normative text.  This proposal 
covers limitations of bc/mc services:  Power Save and Reliability.  Broadcast 
and Multicast services also display differing traffic characteristics.  Terminal 
standby time is important, but low-duty cycle on receive can lead to DTIM 
loss and can complicate VoIP due to longer delays.  I propose multicast and 
broadcast-to-unicast mapping with legacy DTIM as broadcast interval.  
Methods for advertising mapping capabilities are discussed, with multicast 
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service information transmitted in every beacon.  The proposal suggests that 
use of the facility would be determined by the AP, depending upon conditions 
and policies, and could be used selectively per-STA.  If used, benefits accrue 
due to security, ability to use ACKs, etc, but the downside is that system 
spare capacity may be reduced.  At the last meeting, discussion disclosed 
some items that were not clear, and I have tried to improve them:  Address 
manipulation, conditions under which conversion will take place, ability of 
STA to filter are all better specified.  In a simple infrastructure case, no 
problems are likely to be experienced, but mesh networks may mal-perform 
(conversion not recommended in this case). Multicast listen intervals have 
been made flexible to better support power save and to ameliorate traffic 
peaks, and DTIM and listen intervals can now be different.  Multicast or 
unicast diagnostic modes can be used to detect problems as appropriate.  
The presentation also includes an 802.11n “aware” multicast transmission 
mode, and examination of legacy interoperability issues. 

1.6.2.2. TimO:  You advertise all of the multicast groups available.  The multicast only 
gets advertised if an STA joins? 

1.6.2.3. Jari:  Yes. 
1.6.2.4. TimO:  If the STA leaves, the info is removed? 
1.6.2.5. Jari: Yes 
1.6.2.6. Emily:  Why do we need a protocol to handle the advertisement?  The AP 

could do this unilaterally. 
1.6.2.7. Jari: It may need to fill in fields that might be unavailable if no STA is 

declared. 
1.6.2.8. Emily:  The AP only knows the multicast address, not specific stations. 
1.6.2.9. Jari:  You would need to use the bc/mc-to-uc signaling preamble to obtain 

this information. 
1.6.2.10. Sudheer:  The bc/mc group is a new definition supporting this framework, 

however the bc/mc group is not defined in the text.   
1.6.2.11. Jari continues presentation, reviewing specific frames and fields. 
1.6.2.12. Sudheer:  Why can’t the DTIM intervals be specified? 
1.6.2.13. Jari:  The AP may use the STAs declared listen interval to do the same thing. 
1.6.2.14. Sudheer:  This doesn’t scale, does it? 
1.6.2.15. Jari:  If you have a few active multicast streams to a few terminals it would be 

OK. 
1.6.2.16. Solomon: Regarding mapping broadcast to unicast…  The station knows the 

multicast group it needs to relate to?  According to the bc-uc  you are 
advertising over the beacon. Why not ask the station to apply for service? 

1.6.2.17. Jari:  Yes that might be possible. 
1.6.2.18. Solomon:  You could also add more information to the IE to broaden the 

applicability of the proposal. 
1.6.2.19. Emily:  I am concerned with beacon protection.  Could a new action frame be 

created that would not impact the beacon?  Beacons are already 
overburdened. 

1.6.2.20. Jari:  I believe the information should be transmitted frequently, and the 
beacon better meets this requirement.  New action frames would also use 
resources. 

1.6.2.21. Emily:  Should this problem be fixed in TGv or elsewhere?  We should also 
determine how power save and ACKs may be treated in TGv.  We should 
also consider the need to determine susceptibility to forgery.   We may want 
to address this in TGw.  Are these covered in our PAR? 

1.6.2.22. PatC:  This may be covered in the straw polls Jari intends to request. 
1.6.2.23. Marty:  How about separating advertisement from the rest of the stuff? 
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1.6.2.24. TimO:  What is the expectation on the client side about whether it wants to 
join a group.  Does it depend on a “join” request? 

1.6.2.25. Jari:  Yes.  [shows slide] 
1.6.2.26. TimO:  When the client roams, does it have to setup multicast conversion 

with the new AP? 
1.6.2.27. Jari: Yes 
1.6.2.28. TimO:  But today, if multicast is being streamed, the roaming handles that 

transparently. 
1.6.2.29. Emily:  I am concerned about scalability.  For video this could be very 

wasteful. 
1.6.2.30. BobM:  I believe our work list addressed only “long term” power saving 

strategies such as “bundled paging”.   Is this mapping feature optional or 
mandatory? 

1.6.2.31. Jari: Optional 
1.6.2.32. Straw Poll:  Do you feel that reliable broadcast/multicast should be in scope 

of TGv? 
1.6.2.33. Emily suggest “enhancements” instead of “reliable” 
1.6.2.34. Jari: OK. 
1.6.2.35. Straw Poll: Do you feel that broadcast/multicast enhancements should be in 

scope of TGv? 
1.6.2.36. For 20 Against 10 
1.6.2.37. Straw Poll;  Do you feel that submission 11-06/0369r0 should be considered 

for inclusion in the TGv draft text as a whole? 
1.6.2.38. Yes 23 No 8 
1.6.2.39. Straw Poll:  Do you feel that Broadcast/Multicast to unicast  conversion to 

enable more reliable service is generally acceptable? 
1.6.2.40. 16 Yes, 9 No. 
1.6.2.41. Straw Poll:  Do you feel that it is worthwhile to separate broadcast and 

multicast power save operations? 
1.6.2.42. Yes 17,  4 No. 
1.6.2.43. Straw Poll:  Do you feel that flexible multicast service intervals per multicast 

group is acceptable? 
1.6.2.44. Yes 10, No 10. 
1.6.2.45. Straw Poll:  Do you feel that carrying proxy ARP indication in 802.11 frames 

is acceptable? 
1.6.2.46. Yes 9, 12 No. 

1.7. Closing 

1.7.1. Recess 
1.7.1.1. PatC:  Is there any objection to recess until 1330? None. 
1.7.1.2. PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1204. 

2. Tuesday Afternoon Session, March 7, 2006 

2.2. Opening 

2.2.1. Call to order 
2.2.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
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2.2.1.2. Meeting convened at 1332 hours. 

2.3. Process 

2.3.1. Presentation of Document 06/0390r0 
2.3.1.1. Emily Qi presented document 06/0390 on Event Logging with companion 

Normative Text for Event Log in 06/0346, while addressing comments 
received in previous meetings deriving from 05/1070r3.  The presentation 
detailed Event Log types, describes addition of Event Log Filtering, as well 
as addition of Event Log Alerting.  Emily covered the various types of Logs 
and summarized the fields, purposes and uses of each type.   

2.3.1.2. PatC:  Are there any questions? 
2.3.1.3. Henry:  We have talked about event logging for a while.  I think it would be 

useful to make the logging a policy decision on an ESS basis, rather than 
focusing on individual clients. 

2.3.1.4. TimO:  Each sender might have the need to relay layer 2 behavior, so it is 
helpful to have a mechanism to do that. 

2.3.1.5. PatC: Would you be more comfortable with calling it a “free-form login 
format? 

2.3.1.6. Henry: Perhaps 
2.3.1.7. JoeK:  I’m not clear how the filtering works.  If there is no filter sub-element, 

everything is sent.  A request for a single sub-element appears to yield only 
that element.  If another is added, does it filter sequentially or “bundle”? 

2.3.1.8. Emily:  The filtering behavior is fully described in the text, I believe.  
2.3.1.9. Ed:  Some of this involves security, but there are interoperability issues 

beneath.  There may also be operational issues on a per-vendor basis.  How 
much is standardized as a “package”, and how much can be simply done by 
individual manufacturers and providers.  Does a request get “everything”? 

2.3.1.10. PatC:  This is not really a “syslog”, so implementation is flexible. 
2.3.1.11. TimO:  Are you troubled by the format or the name? 
2.3.1.12. Henry:  Mainly the format , because the provider may have a large influence 

on how the utility is used.  Providers could turn the capability fully on or off, 
but apparently can’t be selective. 

2.3.1.13. JoeE:  Would it help to make sure that the table resides in the MAC?  This 
would clarify the issue of where the information actually is kept.  We could 
make clear that the syslog was being kept locally.  One could add language 
to allow information to reside on a server at higher layers as well. 

2.3.1.14. Ed:  One thing from link layer and below information would be previous BSS 
activities.  Someone could thus determine what ESSs have been visited 
previously, clearly a security issue. 

2.3.1.15. Konrad:  I think there are privacy issues with hot spots for example 
“dumping” a lot of information. 

2.3.1.16. PatC:  This can be handled by security policies, I believe. 
2.3.1.17. TimO:  Every presentation in TGr has this problem to one extent or another. 
2.3.1.18. Emily:  I have a motion: 
2.3.1.19. Move to include normative text in document 11-06-0346-01-000v-normative-

text-proposal-event-log.doc into the TGv draft. 
2.3.1.20. Moved Emily  Seconded Joe Epstein 
2.3.1.21. Any discussion?  None. 
2.3.1.22. For 13, Against 0, Abstain 5   The motion passes (75% required) 
2.3.1.23. PatC:  When making out the agenda, I mistakenly assumed that we had the 

entire day (including the evening) for our work.  However, that is not the case 
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so we shall have to make up some time to complete the agenda.  I request 
that we limit discussion as possible to save time. 

2.3.2. Presentation of Document 05/1065r2 
2.3.2.1. Emily Qi presented document 05/1065r2 with companion text in 05/1064r3 

on Load Balancing.  The proposal advocates STA-AP cooperation to load 
balance, and describes how information can be exchanged to facilitate the 
cooperation.  The proposal suggests use of Roaming Management Frames 
with Roaming Candidate List IE, TGv Action Frames – Class 3, and 
Reassociation and Admission Control Responses.  Emily covered 
procedures and usages as the load-balancing process proceeds, with TGr 
protocols used to complete the handover “moves”.  An AP can send a 
Roaming Management Request to any STA at any time or respond to a 
Roaming Management Query frame from any STA.   

2.3.2.2. FloydB:  Regarding Section 11.15.4… “The selection of appropriate points of 
association is beyond the scope of the specification”  I do not believe the 
group has agreed to this. 

2.3.2.3. Emily:  I will remove that reference.   
2.3.2.4. Sudheer:  When I am an AP compiling a list of other APs a client could go to, 

it is very similar to a roaming candidate list.  Moreover, I suggest that the 
load elements, etc. could be made optional. 

2.3.2.5. Emily:  We thought about that, but it would have to change the neighbor 
report element, and we couldn’t do that. 

2.3.2.6. TimO:  We had a proposal to change the neighbor list to be extendible in “k” 
in the ad-hoc, so that makes the two essentially the same and 
interchangeable. 

2.3.2.7. Emily:  I could go either way, but suggest that for now we stay with this, 
awaiting “k” stabilization. 

2.3.2.8. Sudheer:  The normative text document shows a number of reasons for 
sending queries.  Not all of these may be valid, because in some cases an 
STA is already connected to an AP (e.g. RSNI low). 

2.3.2.9. Amaud:  Why would you bar APs? 
2.3.2.10. Emily:  There may be AP controllers that may require this. 
2.3.2.11. Amaud:  What does it take to start the process? 
2.3.2.12. JoeK:  We didn’t specifically identify and select a preferred algorithm to 

initiate the process.  What is needed is an algorithm to “trigger” the process 
at the station.  

2.3.2.13. Kevin:  If the exclusivity bit is set, and it scans and can’t find any, what 
happens? 

2.3.2.14. JoeE:  The exclusivity bit is more of a “bookkeeping” feature. 
2.3.2.15. Henry:  I think the Request Mode Field needs bit 2-4 notation added. 
2.3.2.16. EmilyQ:  Thanks. 
2.3.2.17. PatC: When “k” stabilizes, a lot of these details may change. 
2.3.2.18. Kevin:  I recommend a grouping in the element ID parameters. 
2.3.2.19. Henry:  Can you elaborate on how the “target” field is used?  The target 

BSSID is the one you have selected, right? 
2.3.2.20. Emily: Yes 
2.3.2.21. TimO:  You appear to be adding load information.  How difficult would it be to 

have up-to-date information on loads the neighbors are carrying in real time?  
How does the load information get used in this proposal?  Don’t I have to go 
to the neighbor and ask it to measure the load anyway? 

2.3.2.22. Floyd:  The client is in a good position to get the loads. 
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2.3.2.23. Emily:  Having the loads in the field seems valuable, even if not “real time”. 
2.3.2.24. TimO:  I don’t actually see the value.  
2.3.2.25. Emily:  The static vs. dynamic issue applies to signal strength as well. 
2.3.2.26. Pyush:  I suggest we opt to minimize the overhead. 
2.3.2.27. TimO:  You can never have an absolute load determination.  Also, you can’t 

“load balance” people off the network. 
2.3.2.28. Ed:  If “preference value” is implementation dependent, won’t you get two 

numbers that are meaningless.  They may not be related. 
2.3.2.29. Emily:  They will be using the same APs in a given ESS. 
2.3.2.30. Ed:  Yes, but if there’s a mix, there will be no transferability of metrics. 
2.3.2.31. JoeE:  In the roaming lists, the problem should not surface. 
2.3.2.32. Henry:  If the preference values aren’t common in a network, it could be 

troublesome.  One would have to be consistent everywhere.  Not doing this 
could lead to unpredictable behavior. 

2.3.2.33. JoeE:  Let’s say if not, “preferences”, how about “rank order” ? 
2.3.2.34. Henry:  That would make a little more sense, but you could still have 

juxtaposition of entries if the metrics don’t align. 
2.3.2.35. JoeE:  Rank order could have two occupying the same level, e.g. a tie that 

could accommodate two entries that were close but not the same. 
2.3.2.36. Floyd:  What is the relative meaning of the fields?  Defining a protocol without 

some “flat” way of expressing reality will be a problem. 
2.3.2.37. JoeK:  Some confusion ties into neighbor reports.  There is only one 

candidate list.  Neighbors are different, though.  You may have a neighbor 
with a different ESS.  Only the network you are connected to matters. 

2.3.2.38. BobM:  Emily, I’d like to make sure that the QoS categories work for EDCA 
and scheduled delivery. 

2.3.2.39. PatC:  These are the same terms used in 802.11e. 
2.3.2.40. Emily:  I wish to move:  
2.3.2.41. Motion:  Move to include normative text in document 11-05-1064-03-000v-

normative-text-proposal-load-balancing.doc into the TGv draft, removing the 
following sentence: 

2.3.2.42. “The selection of appropriate points of association for STAs in an ESS is 
beyond the scope of this specification” 

2.3.2.43. Suggested modification before seconding. 
2.3.2.44. Motion:  Move to include normative text in document 11-05-1064-03-000v-

normative-text-proposal-load-balancing.doc into the TGv draft, removing 
items 5 and 6 in table v+3 and the following sentence: 

2.3.2.45. “The selection of appropriate points of association for STAs in an ESS is 
beyond the scope of this specification” 

2.3.2.46. Moved Emily  Seconded Joe Epstein 
2.3.2.47. PatC: Is there discussion on the motion? 
2.3.2.48. TimO:  I speak strongly against this motion, as there are sufficient 

capabilities in “k”.  It does not hold that TGv is more stable than “k” and this 
proposal adds much duplication. 

2.3.2.49. Sudheer:  I like the mechanism for load balancing, however I think we need 
to include the changes on neighbor information.  This is not the appropriate 
time for this motion.  Let’s update it to reflect these considerations. 

2.3.2.50. Emily:  I’m OK with that, but… 
2.3.2.51. Ed:  Point of order.  Are we in discussion on the motion on the floor? 
2.3.2.52. Henry:  If two implementers produce two different load balancing algorithms, 

what happens? 
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2.3.2.53. JoeK:  I speak for the motion.  It would appear that adding the provisions 
herein to the neighbor report would help, but that may not be entirely true.  
The network management in terms of control is implemented with a 
request/response protocol.  This provides the controls to actually move 
STAs, not just transmitting information that a move is necessary. 

2.3.2.54. Yes   8    No  10   Abstain  7  The motion fails. 
2.3.2.55. Emily:  Could those who voted against share reasons?. 
2.3.2.56. BobM:  I voted “against” because I feel the proposal is not yet fully formed.  If 

reconciled with “k” and convinced of QoS compatibility I would vote 
affirmative. 

2.3.2.57. Henry:  I voted “against” due to the preference ambiguities. 

2.4. Closing 

2.4.1. Recess 
2.4.1.1. PatC:  Is there any objection to recess for the break? None. 
2.4.1.2. PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1530. 

2.5. Opening 

2.5.1. Call to order 
2.5.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
2.5.1.2. Meeting convened at 1600 hours. 

2.6. Process 

2.6.1. Presentation of Document 06/0010r1 
2.6.1.1. Dorothy Stanley (Aruba Networks) presented document 06/0010r1 with 

companion normative text in document 06/0009r2 addressing Location.  This 
presentation treats location of a variety of end devices, allows them to 
announce their presence, and interwork with various location-based services, 
while supporting multiple location-calculation methods and supporting 
interoperation with legacy 802.11 clients.  Three main solution parts are 
covered: Configuration, Presence, and Location.  Dorothy described the 
frames, functions, and characteristics of each of them.  Examples were also 
provided to demonstrate how clients can be “bootstrapped” through the 
“presence” part of the process, with the actual method a :”black box”.  The 
location services part allows the infrastructure to provide the AP or client 
location to higher layers.   

2.6.1.2. [Unknown]: Can the presence be sent to any AP or just the one currently 
associated? 

2.6.1.3. Dorothy: Any 
2.6.1.4. Dorothy:  I shall ask for a vote on this proposal Thursday, as it has only been 

on the server for about 1 hour.  [Covers normative text in detail]. Note by 
Dorothy: Wireless Network Management needs to be added to the action 
frames protected by TGw to properly secure the location function.  A change 
from the last meeting is inclusion of timestamp difference instead of 
timestamp field, along with a description of exactly when the timestamps are 
created.  The timestamps are referenced to UTC with an offset.  Service 
Primitive details are provided in the text as well as recommended PICs 
references. 

2.6.1.5. Henry:  Suggest that the granularity be examined on the measurement units. 
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2.6.1.6. Pyush:  The Table v4 shows microseconds, nanoseconds, and tenths of 
nanoseconds.  Is that correct? 

2.6.1.7. Henry:  These units are necessary to provide the right combination of range 
and granularity, since SIFs and PIFs are expressed in microseconds. 

2.6.1.8. JoeK:  I think the features expressed by the proposal are helpful and will be 
useful.  However, I am still concerned that this does not fit into a MAC 
amendment without touching the PHY.  I regard this as  a “fantasy” approach 
to actual location methods.  Why would you not consider layer 2 interfaces 
like “k” to take into account other sources? 

2.6.1.9. Dorothy:  The field with the measurement data is optional, and sent only if 
available, otherwise it is left blank.  Other sources would be useful, but these 
would be outside the radio link. 

2.6.1.10. JoeK:  Why would you not use GPS data? 
2.6.1.11. Dorothy:  If GPS data is available, it’s straightforward to add it in. 
2.6.1.12. TimO:  That ability is already in there, via “conversion of formats”. 
2.6.1.13. AlanThompson:  There are many security issues associated with forwarding 

of location information.  We have to consider the trust relationships for 
transmitting such information. 

2.6.1.14. Ed:  I don’t recall that there is any current requirement for protecting the 
location information.  One could sit with a protocol analyzer and get such 
information. 

2.6.1.15. Dorothy:  This is being addressed through TGw capabilities.  The information 
element in the beacon provides reporting parameters only, not actual location 
information. 

2.6.1.16. JoeE:  Regarding the part of the discussion regarding micro- and 
nanoseconds:  As Dorothy said, if the information isn’t available nothing is 
sent. 

2.6.1.17. Henry:  The information in the clear (in the beacon) does not jeopardize 
location details. 

2.6.1.18. Neils:  I do not believe that we have sufficient resolution to do the 
measurement correctly.  Pulse response may become an issue. 

2.6.2. Presentation of Document 05/1219r3 
2.6.2.1. S. Ponnuswamy (Aruba Networks) presented document 05/1219r3 covering 

Virtual APs. Normative text is shown in 05/1120r4.  The presentation 
advocates a method by which a single beacon may efficiently advertise 
multiple BSSIDs and SSIDs.  The method augments today’s practice of 
transmitting multiple beacons.  Information regarding the multiple AP 
identities is contained in a profile list, which allows each virtual AP to assume 
a separate “personality”, e.g. power save, etc. conveyed by the Multiple 
BSSID Index IE.  Probe requests may include multiple BSSID information. 

2.6.2.2. PatC:  I’m looking at slide 9, but it doesn’t match what’s on the screen. 
2.6.2.3. Dorothy:  What’s on the screen is actually r4. 
2.6.2.4. [Ponnuswamy continues presentation]  Normative text details were 

presented, showing related frames and fields. 
2.6.2.5. Dorothy:  I’ve put the normative text version displayed on the screen on the 

server as r4. 
2.6.2.6. AlanT:  I would suggest that you clarify how STAs looking for a particular 

beacon would react, in particular. 
2.6.2.7. TimO:  Today people just send multiple beacons.  I don’t know how long it 

will take for this to permeate the marketplace. 
2.6.2.8. BobM:  Is the “multiple BSSID” information transmitted in every beacon? 
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2.6.2.9. Summu:  No, for example it could be sent each tenth beacon.  Also, 
inheritance would allow subordinate BSSIDs to inherit the characteristics of 
another if they don’t differ, sparing the transmission of that information. 

2.6.2.10. BobM:  You anticipated my concern about beacon bloat. 
2.6.2.11. JoeK:  In “k” we did a lot of thinking about virtual APs.  We talked about 

active probing where an STA could send a “wild card” active probe request.  
What would be the response? 

2.6.2.12. Summu: There is no requirement for a response, as left up to the 
implementer today.   

2.6.2.13. JoeK:  Chart 11, seems to show that you will simply send more probe 
responses, which may negate any beacon economies. 

2.6.2.14. Sudheer:  Today each multiple beacon AP has different profiles requiring that 
a lot of information be provided.   

2.6.2.15. JoeE:  I am confused by how you end up with many virtual APs given the 
way “i” does security.  How do you multiplex independent secure domains on 
the same BSS? 

2.6.2.16. Nerhu:  Probe requests from multiple legacy clients could be used to 
determine how to construct Virtual APs and VLANs. 

2.6.2.17. PatC:  You are not ready to do a motion yet? 
2.6.2.18. Summu: No. 
2.6.2.19. PatC: Can any other presentations be squeezed into 25 minutes remaining?   
2.6.2.20. Floyd: Yes. 

2.7. Process 

2.7.1. Presentation of Document 05/1068r2 
2.7.1.1. Floyd Backes presented document 05/1068r2 Normative Text for Power 

Setting.  This is a repeat of a previous presentation that allows control of 
power used by clients when transmitting to an AP.   

2.7.1.2. Emily: Does the information element require the beacon? 
2.7.1.3. Floyd:  Could also be probe. 
2.7.1.4. Emily:  Could the power constraint element be forged?  A protected action 

frame might be used instead of putting it into a beacon. 
2.7.1.5. Floyd:  Having the information in the beacon seems better, and the amount 

of information is small. 
2.7.1.6. PatC:  Someone could impersonate an AP and cause everyone’s power  

level to be reduced. 
2.7.1.7. Floyd:  There is expectation that the power control element will cause the 

station to reduce power.  This constitutes a reliable unacknowledged 
protocol. 

2.7.1.8. Emily:  If one used a unicast action frame the ACK would make it even more 
reliable.   

2.7.1.9. Mark:  Would this be sent in every beacon? 
2.7.1.10. Floyd:  Currently, yes. 
2.7.1.11. Mark:  Perhaps it could be transmitted only when a need arises to change 

the power level? 
2.7.1.12. PatC:  A device may have just joined a network.  It might not know… 
2.7.1.13. BobM:  APSD may “blast” when it awakens until it hears a beacon.  

Transmitting only changes could stretch the time during which an APSD 
client might be allowed to produce more interference. 
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2.7.1.14. Mark:  Maybe Emily’s action frame would be better as this could make sure 
APSD devices are told immediately. 

2.7.1.15. Ed:  Are we sure that the specification on the units of power is best.  Perhaps 
we should use units of attenuation, rather than power. 

2.7.1.16. Floyd:   Power backoff amount could be used… 
2.7.1.17. TimO:  IEs are not really extensible.  If you add a new byte, it might cause 

stations that can’t handle the extra byte to ignore the frame.  The PHYs may 
also behave differently.  Also, for international situations you might also have 
to treat regulatory limits that may prohibit certain power commands. 

2.7.1.18. Floyd:  You’d rather have action frames? 
2.7.1.19. TimO:  No, not really.  I don’t think we need more action frames. 
2.7.1.20. Floyd:  What do you want, then? 
2.7.1.21. TimO:  Another IE would work for me; I’d rather not have more action frames. 
2.7.1.22. Sudheer:  In version 1.0 there is only one byte. 
2.7.1.23. Mark:  Today legacy devices expect only one byte.  It won’t know how to use 

the second byte. 
2.7.1.24. Subbu:  Regarding Tim’s comment:..  The power constraint in “k” was 

changed to handle both 5 and 2.4 GHz. 
2.7.1.25. Emily:  Back to security:  11h also had power control, but I think this is for 

management and may be dynamic.  
2.7.1.26. TimO:  Why is this limited to only management frames?  I call your attention 

to the 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence. 
2.7.1.27. Floyd:  It should say for data frames. 
2.7.1.28. RogerD:  The management frame reference is correct. 
2.7.1.29. Floyd:  You want the STA to control just data frames or data and 

management frames.  For example, probes may want to go out at higher 
power, rather than a lower one used for data. 

2.7.1.30. TimO;  I wish to move: 
2.7.1.31. Move to include the text in document 06/0429r2 into the TGv draft. 
2.7.1.32. Moved Tim  Second Emily 
2.7.1.33. Yes  17, No  0,  Abstain 2  The motion passes. 

2.8. Closing 

2.8.1. Recess 
2.8.1.1. PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing for the day?  None.  We shall 

reconvene at 1600 tomorrow afternoon. 
2.8.1.2. PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1745. 

3. Wednesday Afternoon Session, March 8, 2006 

3.2. Opening 

3.2.1. Call to order 
3.2.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
3.2.1.2. Meeting called to order at 1600 hours. 
3.2.1.3. PatC:  We shall resume the presentations as per our revised agenda, shown 

in document 06/0422r2.  This agenda takes into account the fact that we 
have less meeting time than originally assumed. 
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3.3. Process 

3.3.1. Presentation of Document 06/0388r0 
3.3.1.1. Joe Kwak (Interdigital) presented document 06/0388r0, BSS Channel Switch.  

Companion normative text is found in document 06/0387r0.  This is the 
second time I am offering normative text and the third time I am covering the 
concept.  The concept is to provide a simple way for an AP to synchronously 
switch to a new channel, causing all STAs to follow it without the need for 
reassociation overheads.  The process is similar to the TGn bandwidth 
change protocol, and an STA may (as a result of interference detection, for 
example) request that the AP execute the switch.  There is a confirmation to 
affirm that the STA has moved to the new AP channel.  At the last meeting, 
we approved a skeletal draft, and since then improvements have been added 
based on Waikoloa discussions.  Since the last meeting I have stripped out 
framework elements, formatted messages as new frames, added MLME 
primitives, simplified procedure text, and added PICS elements.  I believe the 
capabilities described will be valuable, and I urge inclusion in the TGv 
repertoire. 

3.3.1.3. PatC:  Are there any questions? 
3.3.1.4. TimO:  Responding to a single AP’s request to change channel seems like it 

could be ill-advised.  Wouldn’t it be better to use “k” features to make a 
number of measurements supporting better judgment? 

3.3.1.5. JoeK:  This feature allows a fast way to notify an AP that a channel change 
may be needed, without the burden of wide-range monitoring  (and 
overheads) via “k” provisions. 

3.3.1.6. TimO: It seems like this is not so valuable in light of the significantly-better 
sensing “k” would deliver. 

3.3.1.7. JoeK:  “k” does not allow triggered measurements except for QoS, so this is 
the only way an interference-triggered approach could happen, for example.. 

3.3.1.8. BobM:  Given that the AP decides whether to act or not, and can use “k” 
features for further confirmation before switching, this seems valuable.  
Interference is probably the largest threat to BSS communication quality, and 
this would seem to be a fast way of detecting and acting upon it.  The AP 
would have to have enough intelligence, though, to make sure that its switch 
would not disrupt other base stations in a network, or that it switch too 
rapidly/frequently causing channel change “storms”. 

3.3.1.9. Floyd:  This could require an algorithm to make sure that order is preserved. 
3.3.1.10. Sudheer:  If a bunch of stations don’t respond to the move, what do you do? 
3.3.1.11. JoeK:  Without the ACK, the AP must conclude that the station cannot be 

reached.  It may have to await the STA’s reassociation on the new channel. 
3.3.1.12. TimO:  For your information, new features have been added in “k” by Simon 

Black to make triggered measurements extensible. 
3.3.1.13. PatC:  Joe, do you have a motion? 
3.3.1.14. JoeK:  Yes, I wish to move: 
3.3.1.15. Move to instruct the editor to include normative text for BSS Channel Switch 

in 06/0387r0 into the next version of the TGv draft. 
3.3.1.16. Moved Kwak   Second Sudheer Matta 
3.3.1.17. PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion? None.  Very well, voting members 

only, please hold up your tokens. 
3.3.1.18. For 13,  Against 10,  Abstain 6  The motion fails. 
3.3.1.19. JoeK:  Is there any supplementary feedback from the voters? 
3.3.1.20. TimO:  I like the channel switch, but I feel the STA-induced change is overkill. 
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3.3.1.21. Sudheer:  11h does not allow dynamic channel switching.  This is also a 
good thing because it does not require reassociation. 

3.3.1.22. JoeK:  You still need an acknowledgement  to make the process fully reliable 
as well, compared to 11h. 

3.3.1.23. Amaud:  STAs may ask for a channel change just because they happen to 
have a bad channel, which could be bad. 

3.3.1.24. Emily:  This proposal seems too complicated for what it wants to accomplish. 

3.3.2. Presentation of Document 06/349r0 
3.3.2.1. Youngsoo Kim (Samsung) presented document 06/0349r0 on Idle Mode 

Operation.  Companion normative text is found in document 06/0350r0.  This 
presentation derives from an earlier one, 05/1263r2.  This presentation 
describes a kind of “deep sleep” mode that allows STAs to save power for 
long periods, using a new “paging” capability.  Youngsoo described the 
process by which an STA can be “put to sleep” after it sends an Idle Mode 
Request to the AP.  The AP sends the STA a Paging ID (PID).  A Paging 
Indication Message is conveyed periodically in the beacon of all APs in the 
network.  The STA, upon hearing the message, reassociates immediately to 
a new AP.  The for stations, the benefit is power saving and reduction of 
filtering for broadcast and multicast frames.  For networks, the overhead for 
handoffs is reduced, and resources can be less for staying connected to 
STAs over long periods. 

3.3.2.2. Subbu:  I’m not clear what initiates the paging process.  What is the paging 
frame?  

3.3.2.3. Youngsoo:  The STA transmits a frame requesting Idle mode. 
3.3.2.4. Subbu:  Yes, but I still don’t understand exactly how the information is sent in 

the page. 
3.3.2.5. Youngsoo:  That process is covered in the document [reviews]. 
3.3.2.6. Menzo:  Can you give us some information on how much power this actually 

saves? 
3.3.2.7. Youngsoo:  I call your attention to document 051263r2 on the screen now, 

which indicates how much power saving may be estimated. 
3.3.2.8. TimO:  How does the page trigger frame get from the home AP to the new 

AP?   Does 11r handle that?  I don’t think so. 
3.3.2.9. Youngsoo:  OK.  We examined this with VoIP, and the STA gets packets 

after reassociation.  TGr reestablishes the connection. 
3.3.2.10. TimO:  But there will be an interruption during reassociation in this case.  You 

will lose at least one frame during the process, perhaps more. 
3.3.2.11. PatC:  The packets may be retransmitted, however. 
3.3.2.12. JohnBart:  Why do you move using 11r? 
3.3.2.13. Youngsoo:  It preserves the key information.  The first associated AP 

provides this key information. 
3.3.2.14. Sudheer:  Back to the picture.  You go to a third AP at the edge of the 

domain.  How do you know to transfer a [call] from AP1 to AP4? 
3.3.2.15. Youngsoo:  Every AP sends the same paging information, causing the STA 

to reassociate.  11r can allow PMK information to be  passed to all APs.   
3.3.2.16. TimO: But in 11r, you don’t push the information to everyone in the domain. 
3.3.2.17. Dorothy: No, not currently. That could be done, though, even though it’s not 

written down right now. 
3.3.2.18. PatC:  When you move to AP7 and you get paged, does that become your 

“home” AP? 
3.3.2.19. Youngsoo:  After you associate it is still not your “home” AP, but another Idle 

Mode Request to AP7 would make it so. 
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3.3.2.20. PatC:  I continue to worry about expansion of beacons. 
3.3.2.21. Youngsoo:  But remember the paging is in hashed groups, so the overhead 

isn’t significant.  
3.3.2.22. PatC:  Yes, I see. 
3.3.2.23. JoeE:  I’m missing something.  You’re at AP2 going to AP4.  If you associate 

with AP4 you’re too late for TGr.   
3.3.2.24. PatC:  No, you can do it over the air. 
3.3.2.25. BobMayer:  When the station moves from AP2 to AP4 in idle mode, how 

does it know that it is changing mobility domains? 
3.3.2.26. Youngsoo:  Information in the beacon tells it that. 
3.3.2.27. PatC:  But you said stations don’t have to listen to all of the beacons? 
3.3.2.28. Youngsoo:  Yes. 
3.3.2.29. Sudheer;  How do you handle many different STAs with the paging? 
3.3.2.30. The AP has PID and MAC address.  The STA can reach everyone with the 

same PID, which can contain more than one MAC address. 
3.3.2.31. PatC:  Youngsoo, would you like to offer a motion? 
3.3.2.32. Youngsoo: Yes, I wish to move: 
3.3.2.33. Move to include the text in document 06/0350r0 into the TGv draft. 
3.3.2.34. Moved Youngsoo Kim  Seconded Junghoon Suh 
3.3.2.35. PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion?  Yes. 
3.3.2.36. Roger:  This presentation covers a lot of areas.  Not clear to me that it is 

better than what we can do now.  I don’t see how all of the different pieces fit 
together. 

3.3.2.37. PatC:  Is there any more discussion?  No. Very well, voting members please 
hold up your tokens. 

3.3.2.38. For  3,  Against  12, Abstain 15  The motion fails. 
3.3.2.39. BobM:  I expected a little more detail following the Waikoloa discussions with 

Sunghyun Choi last time, but didn’t see much change here.  I think this has 
promise but it is not yet fully formed enough to vote it in. 

3.3.3. Motion on Diagnostic Alerts 
3.3.3.1. PatC:  Simon, do you want to offer a motion? 
3.3.3.2. Simon Black:  Yes. 
3.3.3.3. PatC: Has the material been on the server long enough? 
3.3.3.4. Simon Black:  Yes, I wish to move: 
3.3.3.5. Move to include the text in document 06/0428r1 into the TGv draft. 
3.3.3.6. Moved Simon Black  Second  Floyd Backes 
3.3.3.7. PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion. None. Very well, voters please hold 

up your tokens. 
3.3.3.8. For 21, Against 0, Abstain  6  The motion passes 

3.3.4. Motion on Location 
3.3.4.1. PatC:  Dorothy, do you have a motion to offer on Location? 
3.3.4.2. Dorothy:  Yes.  But the material has not been on the server for a long enough 

time.  Accordingly, I wish to move on Virtual AP: 
3.3.4.3. Motion: “Instruct the editor to include the substantive text in document  11-

05-1120r6-Virtual AP Proposal into the TGv draft” 
3.3.4.4. PatC:  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Yes. 
3.3.4.5. TimO:  What is the difference between Version 5 vs. 6? 
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3.3.4.6. There is no difference.  I got confused before about the latest version. 
3.3.4.7. Motion on the floor: “Instruct the editor to include the substantive text in 

document  11-05-1120r6-Virtual AP Proposal into the TGv draft” 
3.3.4.8. Moved Dorothy Stanley  Second Emily Qi 
3.3.4.9. PatC:  Is there any more discussion on the motion?  No.  Voters, please hold 

up your tokens. 
3.3.4.10. For  14 , Against  3, Abstain 9  The motion passes. 
3.3.4.11. PatC:  Are there any other motions?  None.  We have 20 minutes left.  Floyd, 

I believe you would like to present.  Do you want to start now or wait until 
tomorrow? 

3.3.4.12. Floyd:  Let’s go now. 

3.3.5. Presentation of Document 06/498r0 
3.3.5.1. Floyd Backes presented Power Control, document 06/498r0 (new), now 

improved to create a new IE and action frame and to communicate the 
attenuation value, consistent with local regulations.  Power Control frame 
may be broadcast or unicast, allowing global and individual-STA power 
management. We are up to draft 4 of the normative text.  I do not 
contemplate a motion, unless there is inclination from the group and 
sufficient time on Thursday. 

3.3.5.2. TimO:  What is the document number of the updated normative text? 
3.3.5.3. Floyd:  That is in document 05/1016r4, but it does not contain PICs or MLME 

recommendations. 
3.3.5.4. Menzo:  I wasn’t in TGv yesterday, but may I know why there are different 

values for management and data frames? 
3.3.5.5. Floyd:  You may want management frames to go out with higher power. 
3.3.5.6. Menzo: If I scanned to a new channel, wouldn’t I always use the maximum 

power allowed anyway? 
3.3.5.7. Floyd:  Yes, my understanding is that you could use maximum power right 

now, but the new proposal would limit the power of any data frames. 
3.3.5.8. Menzo:  I understand that part. 
3.3.5.9. Floyd:  There are ways to understand what maximum power is prudent, but it 

is not a good idea to turn down the management frames. 
3.3.5.10. Menzo:  But then why not just have a line in the standard that data frames 

will go out at some level? 
3.3.5.11. Sudheer:  The goal here is to “compress” the cell a little bit to cut 

interference.  Your point is good regarding what to do when you go off-
channel, though.  We should probably make sure we remember that. 

3.3.5.12. TimO:  It seems like the management power maximum should be for probes, 
not management frames in general.  Other frames might be better left at 
lower power.  Perhaps we could specify that only probes can use the higher 
power. 

3.3.5.13. Manoj:  You may have collisions if you transmit probes at higher power.  Also 
when you reduce power don’t you get coverage “holes”? 

3.3.5.14. Floyd:  You must generally design a network so you don’t have coverage 
holes, consistent with less than the maximum possible power for a particular 
country.  That way, you can operate with some flexibility to balance 
interference with link quality to STAs. 

3.3.5.15. Sudheer:  With this you can actually adjust the power in near-real time, in 
effect laying a foundation for dynamic power control.  But that has to be 
spelled out… 

3.3.5.16. BobMayer:  This covers only STAs? 
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3.3.5.17. Floyd:  This covers all non-AP stations. 
3.3.5.18. PatC:  Is there any other business? 
3.3.5.19. Dorothy:  One more comment for Youngsoo:  It does my heart good to see 

an application that uses PKR. 
3.3.5.20. PatC:  We have no time left. 

3.4. Closing 

3.4.1. Recess 
3.4.1.1. PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing for the day?  None.  We shall 

reconvene 0800  tomorrow. We are recessed.   
3.4.1.2. Recessed at 1800 hours. 

4. Thursday Morning Session, March 9, 2006 

4.2. Opening 

4.2.1. Call to order 
4.2.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
4.2.1.2. Meeting called to order at 0801 hours. 

4.3. Process 

4.3.1. Review of Agenda 
4.3.1.1. PatC: The agenda for today calls for some motions. Is there any objection to 

moving the motions to 1130 hours?  None.  Are there any new agenda 
items?  None.  Very well, we shall proceed with the presentations. 

4.3.2. Presentation of Document 06/498r0 
4.3.2.1. Amaud Meylan presented Standby Time Improvements, document 06/363r0. 

The presentation reviews current power save methods in 802.11, and 
describes a method for the AP to advertise the maximum listen interval so 
that STAs will know the value.  This eliminates the need for STAs to 
determine the maximum interval by trying to associate repeatedly and 
examining the limit-exceeded error.  A disassociation problem is also 
addressed so that sleeping STAs are not disassociated by APs.   The 
presentation suggests advertisement of an Inactivity Timeout, during which 
the AP cannot disassociate an STA.  

4.3.2.2. JoeE:  It is bad to prevent the AP from sending a disassociate message in all 
cases.  Perhaps this can be “tightened up” 

4.3.2.3. Marty:  Right now you can disassociate anyone for any reason. We could 
make the power save case special. 

4.3.2.4. Roger:  I like the idea, but I don’t like the way the text is written.  I think what 
you may be trying to do is make the APs more aware of what is happening 
during sleep periods.  Now, if an STA is gone for some number of beacons, 
they’ll be dropped.  This proposal might be a benefit.  But one can’t prevent 
disassociations for all reasons. 

4.3.2.5. Amaud:  What other reasons are there? 
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4.3.2.6. JoeE:  Many reasons: changing of settings, reboot, exhaustion of resources, 
loading, etc.  This is a good reason, but we shouldn’t prevent all of them.  
You are having the listen interval be quite long.  

4.3.2.7. BobOhara:  I see some reasons for this.  But this also involves 
communication between AP and client.  Why do we need to put in a 
completely new mechanism to give information to the client?  The 
reassociation would seem to cover a particular “listen interval”.  Isn’t that 
enough? 

4.3.2.8. Amaud: Listen intervals could be very long, perhaps 50.  Do you suggest that 
the STA try 49 if it gets an error?  This “guessing” is inefficient. 

4.3.2.9. BobO:  The algorithm by which an STA reaches an acceptable interval is left 
up to the implementer. 

4.3.2.10. PatC:  Using 11i, would it be acceptable to “guess” the algorithm in use?   “i” 
uses information sent in the beacon to inform STAs about what algorithm is 
being used. 

4.3.2.11. BobO:  Should we also advertise the maximum number of STAs?  Should we 
advertise all of the parameters the AP is using?  Beacons are getting so 
large now, they may soon fill the whole superframe! 

4.3.2.12. TimO:  Bob, you seem to be quashing a lot of things that are making the 
beacons bigger.  But one could send a “probe-like” request to return such 
information without putting it in the beacon. 

4.3.2.13. Amaud:  That would seem to be a good approach. 
4.3.2.14. Marty:  On page 60, table 18, one of the reason codes is for Inactivity.  I think 

a station could assume it’s still associated, but it isn’t.  If you say you can’t be 
disassociated only for this reason code, it would solve the problem. 

4.3.2.15. PatC:  But the state may not have been saved in the AP. 
4.3.2.16. Roger:   If you are using say, 3-5 second inactivity periods, you have to be 

careful because it could cause memory exhaustion in APs.  Consequently, 
when the interval expires, the STA has to be there.  The only way this would 
work is during periods when the AP and STA are not actively exchanging 
data. 

4.3.2.17. JoeE:  I hear what you said, but I’m not convinced the place to solve it is 
802.11.  Very long intervals would cause higher level timeouts anyway. 

4.3.2.18. Amaud:  The idea is not to break it.  If you want long standby times, you have 
to do this. 

4.3.2.19. JoeE:  There are different ways of doing this… 
4.3.2.20. Amaud:  If networks want long standby times, this must be addressed. 
4.3.2.21. JoeE:  How long do you want to sleep? 
4.3.2.22. Amaud: If you want phones, you have to do this.  You have a poorly 

designed network right now.  I want perhaps two per second rather than 10 
per second.  However for a sensor your might want to sleep for many 
seconds. 

4.3.2.23. JoeE:  I disagree strongly that we have a bad network.  It’s very important to 
know how the applications will use this.  It is not reasonable to say that we 
are precluding phones.  But it is necessary to “tune” network parameters to fit 
the applications and the protocol. 

4.3.2.24. Marty:  I think that it is not a poorly designed network, but it could be a good 
thing to provide support for low power operation in some networks. 

4.3.2.25. PatC:  Any other comments?  None. Emily? 

4.3.3. Presentation of Document 05/1064r4 
4.3.3.1. Emily Qi presented normative text on Load Balancing, document 06/1064r4.  

It was previously suggested that the neighbor report be used, and that has 
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been added to the text.  In the TGk draft, extensions have been added for 
various neighbor information requests, including “Roaming Candidate 
Preference”.   

4.3.3.2. TimO:  May I suggest rather than separate IEs, combine them into a table 
within that element to cut overhead.  Same result, but better. 

4.3.3.3. Marty:  We could also ask for a return of sub-element 4 information, for 
example, rather than whole element.  If I was only interested in a particular  
traffic class, you could qualify the request for just that one. 

4.3.3.4. Emily:  I’ll think about that. 
4.3.3.5. TimO:  That’s a good idea for traffic classes. 
4.3.3.6. Marty:  It could be made more generic than traffic classes only. 
4.3.3.7. TimO:  Yes. 
4.3.3.8. Emily: [Continues review of text] The preference field has also been 

redefined. 
4.3.3.9. JariJokela:  If the QBSS admission capacity element is present in the 

neighbor report, does that imply that admission control is mandatory? 
4.3.3.10. Emily:  No.  802.11e allows negotiation for traffic category, for example. 
4.3.3.11. Jari:  In order to get that information, an STA has to listen to the beacon, 

then? 
4.3.3.12. Emily: Yes. [Continues review of text]  The Roaming Management Query 

frame is optional.  But Roaming Query codes have been reduced via removal 
of  “Frequent Transition” and “Reserved” entries. 

4.3.3.13. TimO:  How can you parse out an optional variable length field in the middle 
of the frame? 

4.3.3.14. Emily:  It depends on whether the extra bit is set to say that the information is 
there. 

4.3.3.15. TimO:  The bit does not seem to cover the Disassociation Timer. 
4.3.3.16. Emily: [Continues review of text]   Status codes in Roaming Management 

response have been added:  Not enough beacons heard, not enough 
capacity.  The operation of the disassociation timer has been more explicitly 
defined.   

4.3.3.17. PatC:  Questions? 
4.3.3.18. TimO:  Is there any requirement for letting the STA know how old the load 

data is? 
4.3.3.19. Emily:  No. 
4.3.3.20. PatC:  Do you have a motion? 
4.3.3.21. Emily:   I have a motion, but some changes have been suggested that I think 

have merit.  I believe it may be useful to include these. I will delay the motion. 
4.3.3.22. TimO:  Remember that in the Extensions table, sending all of the information 

will produce a huge overhead.  It will be important to limit this overhead, 
because it builds very fast if all optional returns are sent for every alternative. 
I commend you for using protocols we already have, rather than inventing 
new ones. 

4.3.3.23. PatC:  Next presentation?  Floyd? 
4.3.3.24. Floyd:  I’d like to wait until 1100 hours. 
4.3.3.25. PatC:  Very well.  Amaud, do you wish to present? Yes. 

4.3.4. Presentation of Document 06/0487r0 
4.3.4.1. Amaud Meylan presented another Power Save-related contribution in 

document 06/0487r0.  This presentation addresses a DTIM problem for 
broadcast/multicast transmissions.  These traffic types usually specify DTIM 
skips of around 3.  For power saving, the presentation advocates extending 
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the DTIM receipt interval to multiples of DTIM while maintaining management 
plane integrity.  Power save benefits are offered: 10x    

4.3.4.2. PatC: Questions? 
4.3.4.3. TimO:  Does that mean 802.11 in the future will have to characterize all traffic 

as management plane or user plane? 
4.3.4.4. Amaud:  For some QoS classes, yes, although this would be up to the user. 
4.3.4.5. TimO:  So a bit in the frame, such as “ethertype”, would be needed? 
4.3.4.6. Amaud:  Yes. 
4.3.4.7. TimO:  But it is already classified in the QoS requirement, right? 
4.3.4.8. Amaud:  Perhaps, but not for all cases. 
4.3.4.9. Roger:  I understand what you’re trying to do: save power.  But you are 

greatly increasing the complexity of the system.  
4.3.4.10. Amaud:  Not really.  It just says that you may not return each DTIM interval. 
4.3.4.11. Roger:  But you’re likely to get disassociated… 
4.3.4.12. Amaud:  Why? 
4.3.4.13. Roger:  Because you’re not playing by the rules. 
4.3.4.14. Amaud:  I don’t think the AP knows who’s listening and who’s not with 

broadcast and multicast frames. 
4.3.4.15. Roger: APs are in charge of associations.  STAs can’t just go to sleep on 

their own.  There are a whole series of rules. 
4.3.4.16. Amaud:  Let’s go off-line on this... 
4.3.4.17. TimO:  If  I could get this set up, as an administrator, how do I prevent 

sessions from timing out? 
4.3.4.18. Amaud:  This depends on the applications and the DTIM intervals you 

choose. 
4.3.4.19. TimO:  This could become complex enough, it might not buy you much.  I 

don’t know how this will work in the future.  Battery life is not directly 802.11’s 
issue.  How would the administrator know how to set it for all devices? 

4.3.4.20. Amaud: Right now ARP timeouts are about 1 second, which would seem to 
bound the problem. 

4.3.4.21. PatC: Are there any other comments?  No.   Amaud, you wanted a straw 
poll? 

4.3.4.22. Amaud:  Yes. 
4.3.4.23. Straw Poll: Is DTIM sufficient to support extended standby times? 
4.3.4.24. For  0, Against  13 
4.3.4.25. Amaud: I have not seen others pursuing the DTIM problem, but I would like 

to work with those who are interested. 
4.3.4.26.  PatC:  Joe, do you want to present? 

4.3.5. Presentation of Document 06/0389r0 
4.3.5.1. Joe Kwak presented Direct Link Management in document 06/0389r0, 

uploaded about 5 minutes ago.  This is a new topic addressing several of our 
objectives: 1010 Enterprise, Home and Hot Spots (managing streaming 
media), 1010-2000 Dynamic Channel Selection (for new DLS links), and 
2030 AP Load Balancing  (to offload DLS from BSS Channel.  This relates to 
consumer electronics (CE) devices used primarily in the home.  Wi-Fi is 
appearing in many new devices: phones, media adaptors, WLAN audio 
playback and distribution systems, DVD playback and Streaming, Wi-Fi 
central storage, and game consoles---in addition to PCs laptops, peripherals 
and PDA-like instruments.  New devices bring new requirements.  Some of  
these devices will require capabilities that are not included in 802.11e.  A 
particular concern is capacity,  currently 29-30 for “a/g” and 70 Mbps for “n”.   
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Aside from throughput challenges, much of the traffic may be peer-to-peer 
intra-LAN, rather than DS ingress/egress.  Estimates of offered load are 
provided for various devices/applications.  A properly-engineered DLS 
capability can remove the need to go through an AP, allowing much more 
utility for these systems.   

4.3.5.2. Floyd:  The scenario in slide 7, please elaborate. 
4.3.5.3. JoeK:  This is the difference between relaying through an AP  vs. going 

direct.  It constitutes a big improvement for peer-to-peer traffic. 
4.3.5.4. Floyd;  You actually do better than these figures then… 
4.3.5.5. JoeK:  No, this includes other traffic in the mix as well. [Continues with 

presentation]  This presentation has been made to elicit interest in opening a 
dialog on the possibilities for DLS in TGv, including alternate channel 
operation for peer-to-peer coordinated by the AP. 

4.3.5.6. PatC: Are there questions? 
4.3.5.7. Amaud:  Other 802.11 groups have also been thinking along these lines, for 

example 802.11s. 
4.3.5.8. JoeK:  Does anyone know about this? 
4.3.5.9. Ed: The alternate channel idea looks similar to 06/408.  You might like to look 

at that. 
4.3.5.10. Roger: There has been a lot of work in “n” on this. 
4.3.5.11. Marty:   Efficient spectrum has been an issue. 
4.3.5.12. Floyd:  This seems like it could be a lot to work on.  I’m not sure I am 

comfortable tackling it. 
4.3.5.13. Alan: How would you choose the alternate channel, particularly in MDUs.  

This could be a big problem because spectrum could run out. 
4.3.5.14. JoeK:  Yes, this could be a consequence of success.  If the spectrum 

becomes too limited, maybe Wi-Fi isn’t the right answer. 
4.3.5.15. PeterEcclesine: 06/0242 Shows another approach.  I suggest the scenario 

you have chosen is inappropriate.  Norm Finn asked in 802.11 about the 
possibility of a wired/wireless bridge for a home environment.  This seems 
better than just concentrating on DLS. 

4.3.5.16. Marian:  A question of overlap with 11s:  In the home environment most 
homes can be covered with a single AP, with a mesh it could be difficult due 
multiple APs. 

4.3.5.17. Amaud:  Addressing the problem on home-nets, HDTV streams are a 
particular problem. 

4.3.5.18. BobM:  I think this is an exciting idea, and I like the idea of using one channel 
to coordinate traffic on another. 

4.3.5.19. Straw Poll 1 (alt-channel DLS) 
4.3.5.20. Do you feel that multi-channel operation in the BSS such as described for the 

specific case of DLS would be in-scope of TGv? 
4.3.5.21. For 10, 22 Against 
4.3.5.22. Straw Poll 2 (multi-BSS home environment) 
4.3.5.23. Do you feel that extension to the existing inter-AP TGv work item (for 

example inter-AP discovery and extensions to WDS) such as described in 
Scenario 3 would be worthwhile to pursue in TGv? 

4.3.5.24. For 6,  2 Against 
4.3.5.25. PatC:  We have only a Location motion in the next session.  The next 

presentation would be load balancing and algorithm selection by Floyd. 
4.3.5.26. Simon Black:  I’d like to make a presentation [submits details] 
4.3.5.27. PatC:  Very well, I show the revised agenda:  
4.3.5.28. TGv Text Submissions  
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  –08:00-08:30 - 11-06-0478-00-000v-standby-time-improvements-normative-text.doc  
  –08:30-09:00 - 11-05-1064-04-000v-normative-text-proposal-load-balancing  
TGv New Work Submissions  
  –09:00-09:30 - 11-06-0487-00-000v-standby-time-improvements-part2  
  –09:30-10:00 - 11-06-0389-00-000v-Directed-Link-Management  
  –10:30-11:00 – 11-06-0513-00-000v-interference-diagnostics  
  –11:00-11:30 - 11-06-0386-00-000v-need-to-specify-algorithms-channel-selection-and-load-balancing  
11:30-12:00 - Proposal Motions  
Plans for May  
New/Old Business  
Adjourn  

4.3.5.29. Is there any objection to accepting the revised agenda? None.  

4.3.6. Recess 
4.3.6.1. PatC:  Pursuant to the schedule, is there any objection to recessing now for 

the break? None. Let’s reconvene at 10:30 then?  Yes. 
4.3.6.2. Recessed at 1000 hours. 

4.4. Opening 

4.4.1. Call to order 
4.4.1.1. Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order. 
4.4.1.2. Meeting called to order at 1034 hours. 

4.5. Process 

4.5.1. Presentation of Document 05/0932r1 
4.5.1.1. Simon Black provided a presentation based on documents 05/932r1 

05/1077, and 06513r0 treating Interference Diagnostics.  This discusses the 
problem of adaptation to periodic local interference with devices that may 
have multiple radios, such as with simultaneous GSM and Wi-Fi operation.  
We proposed a new triggered measurement that could collect timing 
characteristics regarding the interference.   Roger Durand in November also 
gave a presentation on interference.  One of the differences was interference 
inside devices themselves vs. external interference.  06/0513r0 is a version 
of the Vancouver proposal expressed as normative text.  It details a process 
much like the “k” histogram collection operation.  Today I’d like a straw poll to 
determine if the body thinks a feature such as this is important. 

4.5.1.2. Straw Poll:  Should the interference diagnostics provided by 11v be capable 
of reporting interference that is on channels other than the operating 
channel? 

4.5.1.3. PeterE: Multiple energy bandwidths could be on the same channel.  Might 
you want to expand your poll to include channel and width? 

4.5.1.4. Simon:  Perhaps… 
4.5.1.5. TimO:  This is like “k”? 
4.5.1.6. SimonB:  Yes, but this is more “should the protocol have the flexibility do 

make such measurements for purposes other than just measurement”.  
4.5.1.7. TimO:  This would add how long to measure etc.? 
4.5.1.8. Simon:  Yes. 
4.5.1.9. Sudheer:  How is this different from “k” 
4.5.1.10. Simon:  This would have the purpose of being “non-invasive” allowing the 

station to make the measurement without disrupting other communications. 
4.5.1.11. Sudheer:  But isn’t this in “k”? 
4.5.1.12. Simon:  Partly, but this wouldn’t disrupt other transmissions in progress. 
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4.5.1.13. Emily:  More flexibility is better.  Such a measurement could be useful. 
4.5.1.14. Floyd:  Its been shown to be quite useful to recognize interference that may 

not be right on the operating channel. 
4.5.1.15. PeterEcclesine:  In 802.22 they have to monitor three channels at once, 

because TV energy one or two channels away can affect performance.  As 
we get into more mixed-operation environments, this will become more 
important. 

4.5.1.16. Floyd:  In “a” and “g” the issue of interference from different PHYs is already 
addressed, testifying as to its importance. 

4.5.1.17. Roger:  If a BSS channel switch happens, it’s useful to know if you’d have a 
“soft landing”. 

4.5.1.18. Simon:  It is potentially possible to take into consideration all these views with 
a generalized measurement function such as this. 

4.5.1.19. VictoriaP: This could improve channel planning in controlled (managed 
enterprise) environments as well. 

4.5.1.20. Ed:  When I think about all the modulation types being used, as in this hotel, 
there is a lot of possibilities.  There are so many possibilities, I am concerned 
about covering all of them.  Where do you stop? 

4.5.1.21. PeterEcclesine:  802.11 should “future-proof” itself because we can’t predict 
what new things might appear.  A possibility would be to base new 
measurements on “energy detection”, and this subject has been broached in 
regulatory circles. 

4.5.1.22. Simon:  This would provide the ability to measure and communicate time-
domain characteristics. 

4.5.1.23. Straw Poll on floor:  Should the interference diagnostics provided by 11v be 
capable of reporting interference that is on channels other than the operating 
channel? 

4.5.1.24. Yes  24, No 0 
4.5.1.25. Simon:  We shall be back in May with more thoughts… 
4.5.1.26. Next is Floyd at 1100.  We have 5 minutes.  Floyd, any objection to starting 

now? 
4.5.1.27. Floyd:  No. 

4.5.2. Presentation of Document 05/0386r1 
4.5.2.1. Floyd Backes presented 05/0386r1 covering Load Balancing channel 

selection and algorithms.  The presentation covered the differences between 
a protocol and an algorithm, and asserted that a control protocol can be 
dangerous without an algorithm to go with it. The presentation shows an 
example of how different algorithms operating simultaneously on the same 
system could pose problems in a routing situation.  Another example is 
provided illustrating the use of two different algorithms in a load balancing 
situation with “quietest channel” and “minimum number” channel seeking 
algorithms conflict.  Floyd advocated choosing a common algorithm to make 
the system work well, not a particular algorithm. 

4.5.2.2. TimO:  The channel selection case you provided would seem to preclude 
advances as task groups move forward. 

4.5.2.3. Floyd:  It is within the vendors purview to add features on top of a specified 
algorithm.  Just because you adhere to an algorithm “primitive”, doesn’t 
mean it can’t grow and improve. 

4.5.2.4. TimO:  It seems to me that the feature improvements could allow a vendor to 
“weasel out of” the original algorithm. 

4.5.2.5. Floyd:  I can say from experience that the core algorithm approach with 
improvements has worked in other cases. 
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4.5.2.6. PeterEcclesine:  I believe “garbage into algorithm” means “garbage out of 
algorithm”.  In “h” we said that here are apparatuses that can deal with a 
particular case.  What part is here and what part is not here is the core 
question. 

4.5.2.7. Floyd:  I understand your point, that it’s not up to 11v to solve the whole 
problem.  But what other task group to you think would be better. 

4.5.2.8. PeterEcclesine:  I believe that all of the vendors will do better than we can do 
in the standard.  The vendor’s measurement will always get better. 

4.5.2.9. Floyd:  Then why have any standard at all?  How about handling differences 
between parts of the standard? 

4.5.2.10. PeterEcclesine:  We did “a” and “b” at the same time, so no conflicts. 
4.5.2.11. Floyd:  But not “n”… 
4.5.2.12. Sudheer:  If a possibility doesn’t show in an availability list for some reason, 

for example, algorithms would have to compensate.  Vendors can design so 
many possibilities there is really no standard. 

4.5.2.13. Floyd:   I disagree.  I don’t think RSSI is the best thing to use; there are 
others.  The purpose is to get folks together in a standard to agree on what’s 
the best. 

4.5.2.14. JoeK:  I have several comments.  You must recognize that 802.11 is a 
“libertarian” organization, with a competitive environment that does not 
welcome a “shall not innovate” theme.  Every company has “experts” that 
have worked on the best solutions for this environment.  If you force a group 
to choose the best algorithm, is it worthwhile? What about cost? 

4.5.2.15. Floyd:  Talking about cost is not appropriate.  As to the “libertarian group” 
philosophy, there are many examples including cryptographic standards. 

4.5.2.16. PeterEcclesine:  Encryption treats how not exactly what. 
4.5.2.17. Floyd:  I disagree.  The two ends have to use the same algorithm to 

communicate.  I do not believe that my proposal stifles innovation. 
4.5.2.18. Kurt:  An important point is who’s asserting control of the decision:  

infrastructure control or client control.  I think there may be an opportunity for 
telling a station when it joins a network to be told how it should act.  

4.5.2.19. Floyd:  I would counter that this leads to corner cases where things will 
become chaotic. 

4.5.2.20. Dick:  I look at this as a “toolbox”  The toolbox is the protocol.  If I can’t 
innovate here, I may not be competitive. 

4.5.2.21. Conrad: For the last 20 years examining cellular vendor protocols, I’ve 
looked at many systems.  There are algorithms that govern how these 
systems work over the air that are well-specified.  In cellular, for example, all 
the handoffs are coordinated by the MTSO.  With MAHO, the client helps, 
allowing input from both to make the process better.  Here in 802.11 it seems 
to be station-centric.  The load balancing  and frequency selection activities 
seem to require some order.  In many wireless standards the protocols are 
standardized very closely.  

4.5.2.22. BobM  I agree with the previous commenter.  This is a “growing up” issue for 
802.11, and it is why we advocated starting “k” and “v”.  The organization 
provided by these standards can allow a new branch on the “family tree”, 
opening the prospect for 4G growth with more-organized systems.  
Organization is always a tradeoff, as it usually provides increased quality, 
capacity, and spectral efficiency at the expense of flexibility.  I think Floyd’s 
proposal is an alternative that would let 4G systems grow, while also 
supporting the existing uses. 

4.5.2.23. JesseWalker:  Systems without some uniformity in this respect simply will not 
work.  If one algorithm is standardized that everyone can  fall back to, this is 
better. 
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4.5.2.24. Roger: I’m in favor of algorithms.  There are clear problems today.  To ignore 
this may trouble the future.  If we get it right, we can improve how these 
systems work. 

4.5.2.25. TimO:  I worked on GSM.  The signaling for handoffs is specified, but not the 
algorithm.  This is not standardized.  Everyone does the algorithm differently. 

4.5.2.26. JoeE:  One of the things about cellular is that the algorithm is operated 
centrally.  In a distributed system, order is less likely to arise “naturally”. 

4.5.2.27. PatC: Dorothy, you have a motion. Who else has a motion? None. 

4.5.3. Motion on Location 
4.5.3.1. Dorothy Stanley reviewed document 06/0009r3 which is identical to the one 

shown on Tuesday with exception of two things:  addition of an author, and 
addition of detail to timing measurement field sections expanding 
measurement and timestamp units. 

4.5.3.2. PatC: Are there any comments?  None. 
4.5.3.3. Dorothy:  I wish to move. 
4.5.3.4. Motion: 
4.5.3.5. Move to include the substantive text in document 06/0009r3 into the TGv 

draft. 
4.5.3.6. Moved Dorothy Stanley Seconded Roger Durand 
4.5.3.7. PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion?  None.  Very well, voters hold up 

your tokens. 
4.5.3.8. For  27,  Against  0,  Abstain 5   The motion passes. 
4.5.3.9. PatC:  Are there any straw polls? 

4.5.4. Additional Straw Polls 
4.5.4.1. JariJokela:  I’d like another straw poll: 
4.5.4.2. Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objective to the TGv 

Objectives Document? 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multicast data 
delivery.  The enhancements may cover reliability, QoS, power efficiency or 
other improvements. 

4.5.4.3. Dorothy: I’d like to understand the specifics. 
4.5.4.4. Roger:  This seems too broad. 
4.5.4.5. Jari: How could the language be improved? 
4.5.4.6. Roger:  I suggest “that TGv come up with methods for….” , or “come up with 

a more power-efficient way…” as separate items, I think it would allow us to 
address this better. 

4.5.4.7. Jari: I think many folks will be interested in things like enhanced reliability… 
4.5.4.8. TimO:  “v” was supposed to be the control complement to “k”.  The thrust 

was improvement of network operation.  This would seem to be not too far 
out of scope. 

4.5.4.9. Amaud: I’m still confused about what we are trying to do.  I’d like to see more 
detail. 

4.5.4.10. Emily:  Can you suggest some text here? 
4.5.4.11. Henry:  In terms of control channel stuff, this concerns me.  I have trouble 

with working on core 802.11 issues.  What kind of things? 
4.5.4.12. Jari: I’d like to modify the straw poll to expand the detail 
4.5.4.13. First Poll: 
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4.5.4.14. Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objective to the TGv 
Objectives Document? 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance the power efficiency of broadcast 
and multicast data delivery.  
Yes  20   No   8  

4.5.4.15. Second Poll: 
4.5.4.16. Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objective to the TGv 

Objectives Document? 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance reliability of broadcast and 
multicast data delivery.   
Yes  15  No 14 
Third Poll: 

4.5.4.17. Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objective to the TGv 
Objectives Document? 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multicast data 
QoS data delivery.   
Yes  7  No 15 

4.5.4.18. PatC:  I’m unclear on how the results impact our objectives. 
4.5.4.19. Dorothy:  Does that mean that we will be adding this to the draft? 
4.5.4.20. PatC:  The objective document is now just a collection of ideas, not an official 

document. 
4.5.4.21. Sudheer:  We should take a stand and make the objectives an official 

document. 
4.5.4.22. PatC:  I suggested we not revisit this, as we have already discussed this 

many times. 
4.5.4.23. PeterEcclesine: We have Robert’s Rules to define what goes into the draft. 
4.5.4.24. Roger:  If you are trying to make a change that affects the document, then it 

should be binding. 
4.5.4.25. Simon:  What we’ve done is that we do a straw poll.  If more than 50%, then 

it is in.  That’s always been the policy.  We should continue the process. 
4.5.4.26. PatC:  Very well, to adopt it for TGv work, we would have to have another 

series of straw polls… 
4.5.4.27. Jari:  OK, let’s do that. 
4.5.4.28. Straw Poll: 
4.5.4.29. Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document 

Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance the power efficiency of broadcast 
and multicast data delivery.  
Yes  19   No   11   The group approves. 

4.5.4.30. Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance reliability of broadcast and 
multicast data delivery.   
Yes  10  No 21  The group disapproves. 

4.5.4.31. Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document 
Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements 
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TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multicast data 
QoS data delivery.   
Yes  10  No 20  The group disapproves. 

4.5.4.32. PatC:  Emily, please add 422r3 additions to the document. 
4.5.4.33. Amaud: What is the process for getting the next version of the objectives to 

the server. 
4.5.4.34. Emily: I will post the documents next week. 
4.5.4.35. PatC:  OK, Let’s work on our plans for May.  I shall not be present in May, so 

Harry Worstell will substitute for me.  Perhaps presenters can help with the 
listing of presentations? [Presenters volunteer for slots] 
Pat: So here is the plan… 
Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting as chair during the 
session. 
Review Updated Objectives Draft 
TGv Normative text submissions 

• Load balancing (Qi) 
• Multi-Level Power Control (Backes) 
• Interference Diagnostics (Black) 
• Standby Time Improvement (Meylan) 
• Idle Mode Operation (Kim) 
• BSS Channel Switch (Kwak) 
• Power Saving (Kwak) 
• DLS Management (Kwak) 

4.5.4.36. PatC:  The next item is examination of our timetable.  We’ve listed the 
following timetable used by TGv: 

• Base line accepted January 06 (Completed) 
• Submissions addressing objectives (Start in March 06) 
• TG Ad-Hoc Draft Internal Review: November 06… 

4.5.4.37. Dorothy: I’m not sure we have enough information to predict the timing 
accurately.  I suggest we examine this next time… 

4.5.4.38. JoeK:  OK, good idea. 
4.5.4.39. PatC:  Let’s update the task list to show that. 

Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting as chair during the 
session. 
Review Updated Objectives Draft 
Reevaluate TGv Timeline 
TGv Normative text submissions 

• Load balancing (Qi) 
• Multi-Level Power Control (Backes) 
• Interference Diagnostics (Black) 
• Standby Time Improvement (Meylan) 
• Idle Mode Operation (Kim) 
• BSS Channel Switch (Kwak) 
• Power Saving (Kwak) 
• DLS Management (Kwak) 

4.5.4.40. JoeK.:  We should track progress as we move forward. 
4.5.4.41. Dorothy:  We need to add a response to Emergency Services Information 

Forum. 
4.5.4.42. PatC:  OK, so added: 
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Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting as chair during the 
session. 
Review Updated Objectives Draft 
Reevaluate TGv Timeline 
Prepare response to ESIF sub-committee B 
TGv Normative text submissions 

• Load balancing (Qi) 
• Multi-Level Power Control (Backes) 
• Interference Diagnostics (Black) 
• Standby Time Improvement (Meylan) 
• Idle Mode Operation (Kim) 
• BSS Channel Switch (Kwak) 
• Power Saving (Kwak) 
• DLS Management (Kwak) 

4.5.4.43. PatC:  OK, should I assume an hour for presentations when scheduling? 
4.5.4.44. JoeK:  We should take as much time as we need, but we should have an 

upper limit. 
4.5.4.45. PatC:  My goal is to set the upper limit. 
4.5.4.46. JoeK:  I don’t believe it’s necessary to block out the time as we did for this 

meeting. 
4.5.4.47. Floyd:  I think this was a big help to presenters who have to attend other 

meetings.  I’d recommend 40 minutes. 
4.5.4.48. Dick:  I think 40 minutes is good on repeat topics, perhaps an hour on new 

information. 
4.5.4.49. PatC:  Presenters, let me know what you’ll need.  Does the group feel a need 

to set up teleconferences? 
4.5.4.50. Floyd:  I feel like I already know who I have to work with.  No other 

comments. 
4.5.4.51. PatC:  Very well, we shall not plan on teleconferences. Are there any other 

topics for discussion?  None.  Is there any new business?  None. Is there any 
old business? None. 

4.6. Closing 

4.6.1. Adjourn 
4.6.1.1. PatC:  Since we have covered all of the agenda items, is there any objection 

to adjourning TGv?  None.  Very well, we’re adjourned.  Thank you, 
everyone. 

4.6.1.2. Adjourn at 1216 hours. 
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Abstract 
Minutes of the 802.11 TGw Task Group Plenary meeting held during the IEEE 802 March 2006 
Plenary Session in Denver, CO from March 5th – 10th, 2006. 

Notice: This document has been prepared to assist IEEE 802.11. It is offered as a basis for discussion and is not binding on the 
contributing individual(s) or organization(s).  The material in this document is subject to change in form and content after 
further study. The contributor(s) reserve(s) the right to add, amend or withdraw material contained herein. 
 
Release: The contributor grants a free, irrevocable license to the IEEE to incorporate material contained in this contribution, 
and any modifications thereof, in the creation of an IEEE Standards publication; to copyright in the IEEE’s name any IEEE 
Standards publication even though it may include portions of this contribution; and at the IEEE’s sole discretion to permit 
others to reproduce in whole or in part the resulting IEEE Standards publication.  The contributor also acknowledges and 
accepts that this contribution may be made public by IEEE 802.11. 
 
Patent Policy and Procedures: The contributor is familiar with the IEEE 802 Patent Policy and Procedures <http:// 
ieee802.org/guides/bylaws/sb-bylaws.pdf>, including the statement "IEEE standards may include the known use of patent(s), 
including patent applications, provided the IEEE receives assurance from the patent holder or applicant with respect to patents 
essential for compliance with both mandatory and optional portions of the standard."  Early disclosure to the Working Group of 
patent information that might be relevant to the standard is essential to reduce the possibility for delays in the development 
process and increase the likelihood that the draft publication will be approved for publication.  Please notify the Chair 
<stuart.kerry@philips.com> as early as possible, in written or electronic form, if patented technology (or technology under 
patent application) might be incorporated into a draft standard being developed within the IEEE 802.11 Working Group. If you 
have questions, contact the IEEE Patent Committee Administrator at <patcom@ieee.org>. 
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Monday, March 6, 20066 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Call to Order & Agreement on Agenda 
Meeting called to order on Monday, March 6, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 4.00 pm MST. 
Chair:  Jesse Walker 
Secretary:  Sandy Turner  
 
Chair:  Agenda discussion 
Proposed Agenda13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

Chair:  The chair reviewed the following slides: 
 

• Attendance recording 
• Membership & Anti-Trust 
• IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws on Patents in Standards 
• Inappropriate Topics for IEEE WG Meetings 
• Copyright 
• Equipment 
• Agenda  
• Goals 

o Elect/reaffirm officers 
o Hear proposals addressing comments received on internal review 
o Resolve comments received on internal review 
o Empowerment motions for teleconferences, ad hocs, etc., as needed 

 
Chair:  Are there any letters of assurance coming forward?   
 
None 
 
Chair’s status:  There was a TGw Ad Hoc Monday morning to review the comment spreadsheet 
(06/271r1) and discuss how to resolve comments. 
 
Chair:  Are there any issues with the January minutes (06/136r0)? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Are there any objections to approving the minutes by unanimous consent? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  The minutes are approved. 
 
Officer Elections 
Candidates for TGw Offices 

• Chair: 
– Jesse Walker 

• Secretary: 
– Sandy Turner 

• Editor 
– Marcus Wong 
– Nancy Cam-Winget 

 
Chair:  Jon Edney has personal conflicts with staying in the position of Editor.  Jon will run the meeting 
during election of the Chair. 
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59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
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73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 

JE:  Are there any other nominations for chair? 
 
None 
 
Motion  
Move that IEEE 802.11 Task Group w recommend to the IEEE 802.11 Working Chair that he appoint 
Jesse Walker as chair of IEEE 802.11 Task Group w. 
Moved:  Nancy Cam-Winget 
Second:  Donald Eastlake III 
Vote: Passed by unanimous Consent 
 
Jon Edney returned control of the meeting to Jesse Walker. 
 
Chair:  This is the only one we have to report upward.  There is one candidate for secretary.  Are there 
any other candidates? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  The call for candidates is closed.  With only one candidate, is there any objection to declaring 
Sandy Turner secretary by acclimation? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Seeing no objection, Sandy is secretary by acclimation.  Are there any other candidates or 
nominations for Editor? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  The call for candidates is closed.  The final position is for editor to continue Jon’s fine work.  We 
need to hear from both candidates why they’re the right candidate for this position. 
 
Marcus Wong and Nancy Cam-Winget each gave brief reasons why they felt they were best for the job. 
 
Chair:  Any questions or feedback? 
 
Comment:  Marcus, were you editor of the IMS security document? 
 
Marcus:  Yes 
 
Chair:  Any other questions for the candidates? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Any further discussion? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  This is for voting members. 
 
Marcus Wong: 4 
Nancy Cam-Winget:  19 
Abstain: 1 
 
Chair:  I thank both candidates. 
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113 
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160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 

 
Motion 
Moved that IEEE 802.11 Task Group w cite Jon Edney for serving as editor from its beginning until 
January 2006 and commend him for the leadership and standard of excellence he has provided. 
Moved: Kapil Sood 
Second: Henry Ptasinkski 
Vote: By acclaimation 
 
Formal Business 
Key Points 

• Jon Edney brought forth a motion to make changes to draft 0.02 based on editorial comment 
resolutions.  He removed the numbers that required further discussion based on the TGw Ad Hoc 
review. 

 
Motion 
Move to adopt the resolutions listed in 11-06-0271-01-000w-d0-00-review-comments.xls for comments:  
1, 2, 3, 4, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 44, 45, 46, 47, 60, 62, 65, 66, 73, 
75, 82, 85, 86, 88, 91, 92, 93 ,94 ,96, 99, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 114, 116, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
124, 131, 132, 133, 135, 140, 141, 142, 145, 146, 152, 153, 156, 158, 159, 163, 164, 168, 172, 177, 183, 
184, 185, 186, 187, 189, 190, 191, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 202 
 
Moved:  Jon Edney 
Second:  Kapil Sood 
Vote: passes 21-0-1 
 

• After discussion, the group decided to break into ad hoc groups and assign an accountable party 
and clause to the group.  We would reconvene at the beginning of the Wednesday 4 pm sessions 
to see if anyone had resolutions to propose.  If so we would debate, adopt resolutions and if some 
had not completed, we would go back into ad hoc session and continue until all comments were 
resolved.  An hour would be required for empowerments (e.g. conference calls).  Groups and 
responsible parties included: 

 
o Clause 7 – Nancy Cam-Winget 
o Clause 8 – Jesse Walker 
o All other clauses – Kapil Sood 

 
Chair:  Any objection to recessing until Wednesday at 4pm? 
 
None 
 
Recess 4:37 pm 
 
Call to Order 
Meeting called to order on Wednesday, March 8, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 4.00 pm MST. 
 
Key Points 

• None of the groups had any proposals to present to the group. 
• Since many regular attendees were attending TGr, the following actions were delayed until 

Thursday 
o 11-06-121r1 Marcus Wong, Broadcast Frame Management Protection 
o 11-06-496r0 Nancy Cam-Winget, Normative Text for BUMP Proposal 
o Ad Hoc comment resolutions 
o Empower teleconferences and a possible Ad Hoc meeting 
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Motion 
Move to reopen comment 60 and to resolve comment 188 as per 11-06-0271-01-000w-d0-00-review-
comments.xls 
Moved: Nancy Cam-Winget 
Second: Suman Sharma 
Vote: by unanimous consent 
 
Motion 
Move to resolve comment 57 as per 11-06-0271-01-000w-d0-00-review-comments.xls 
Moved: Nancy Cam-Winget 
Second: Jon Edney 
Vote: by unanimous consent 
 
Chair:  Any objection to recessing until Thursday at 8 am? 
 
None 
 
Recess 4:17pm 
 
Call to Order 
Meeting called to order on Thursday, March 9, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 8:04 am MST. 
 
Document 06/492r0 Capability Advertisements for 11w, Kapil Sood 

• Slide 3 typo when 11w AP Set Bit =1 and Legacy STA Sets bit=0.  Instead of “If legacy AP”, it 
should be “If 11w AP”. 

• Normative text and a motion will happen in May, 2006. 
 
Chair:  All are eligible to vote on a poll. 
 
Straw Poll 
Does the approach described in 11-06-0492-00 meet the needs of TGw? 
Yes:  16 
No:    0 
 
Document 06/121r1 Broadcast Management Frame Protection, Marcus Wong 

• This will leave the original beacon alone, but add an additional maintenance beacon. 
• The management MIC IE in the maintenance beacon format is the same as the MIC in the 

broadcast management frames management MIC information element.  Multiple broadcast 
frames would mean the MMIE in the maintenance beacon would have all the MICS of the BMFs. 

• If there are additional broadcast management frames, the transmitter (AP) will need to buffer and 
order them.  This will require additional memory. 

• Someone had a conversation with an AP vendor who said memory is an expensive commodity. 
• If memory is not a concern, one could embed one MIC per management frame in the beacon. 
• If one broadcast management frame is lost, everything is thrown out. 
• There was a question on how power save mode would affect this scheme.  Marcus did not think it 

would be a problem since when the STA wakes up and receives the next beacon, it can recover by 
regenerating and verifying that the key disclosed is indeed part of the hash chain. 

• There was a request for more details to properly study how time synchronization worked and how 
much was needed.  Marcus said there was normative text in 11-06-0496-00.  A comment was 
made that an alternative would be to use a request/response.  The round trip time would then be 
bounded, which would make it easier to do an analysis. 
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• It’s unclear what would happen if an attacker generated some noise for the STA and sent two 
consecutive maintenance beacons from the AP.  The attacker would have the IGTK (insider 
attack). 

218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 

 
Document 06/503r0 Clause 7 Comment Resolutions, Nancy Cam-Winget 
 
Slide Comment ID Resolution Comment 
2 58,59,60,61 Accept in 

principle.   
Don’t over load the privacy bit.  Leave it alone to protect data 
frames. The RSNIE Robust management frame protection bit(s) 
will protect management frames. 

3 63,64 Reject The enhancement to the Table 18 reason code 18 will only 
distinguish it from the new reason code added for management 
frames.  Legacy station operation will not be affected. 
 
A comment was made to change the latter’s syntax to “Invalid 
group management cipher” to make it more consistent with the 
previous reason code.  That will be covered with some other 
process. 

4 67 Open Although 802.11i says this field is variable length, it does not 
explicitly say whether other fields can be included in the IE.  This 
needs to be made clear. 
 
Someone said this would cause one product to crash with a buffer 
overflow. 
 
The RSN IE and WPA IE may parse this differently. 
 
People need to do their homework to see which option makes 
sense:   

• Leave it as is 
• Version the RSN IE – this may require new fields to be 

added 
• Create a new TGw IE 

5 71 Open - 
Jesse 
Walker will 
work on 
this 

Since even cryptographers can argue this issue for years 
(authenticity vs authenticity + confidentiality), IT departments 
should have some guidance – since as use for management only.  
 
FIPS says this is a cryptographic algorithm.  It doesn’t specify 
whether it should be used for data vs management.  

6 72 Open Current management frames are not encrypted due to the 
information conveyed in them. 
 
TGu and TG v may put location information in these frames, 
which may require confidentiality for privacy reasons. 
 
What are the affects on mixed mode environments? 

7 74 Accept WEP provides no integrity protection, which does not meet our 
data integrity requirements. 
 
802.11w has text that restricts a TSN more than 802.11i.  Unicast 
has to be TKIP of CCMP.  Unicast is AES, whereas broadcast 
may be WEP. 
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The sentence can be removed since it is left over from the original 
BUMP proposal. 

8 76,77,78,79,81 Open This will be addressed at the May meeting when there is 
normative text for the 11-06-492-00, Capability Advertisements 
for 11w, Kapil Sood proposal. 

9 95 Accept What happens if an attacker modifies the SA or DA of a 
fragment? 

224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 

 
 
Motion 
Moved to accept resolutions for comments 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 95 as per submission 11-06-0503r0 
Moved: Nancy Cam-Winget 
Second: Jon Edney 
Vote: by unanimous consent 
 
Motion 
Moved to accept commenter’s resolution for comment 74 
Moved: Nancy Cam-Winget 
Second: Jouni Malinen 
Vote: by unanimous consent 
 
Document 06/512r0 Review Comments Other Groups, Kapil Sood 
 
CID Resolution Comment 
5 Accept Multicast management frames are not defined in the base 

specification 
 
Still working through the document 

7 Open Other groups (e.g. TGu, TGv, TGs) are planning on using IBSS 
management frame protection. 
 
A task force of interested parties need to go through the draft and 
identify all places that relate to IBSS and come back with a 
proposal with a consistent view and description. 
 
Nancy Cam-Winget will add this to the list of technical issues. 

8 No change A pre-draft had both BIP and MUP listed as protocols.  Since 
MUP converts broadcast to unicast, it was modified to a service. 

9 Accept 
Dorothy will have a 
submission 

Check all references to “management frames” vs “robust 
management frames” 

10 Open – Jessie Walker Use acronyms more discriminately. 
 
Identify areas of the draft where acronym overuse negatively 
affects readability. 

11-
14, 
16-
17 

Accepted Update all Section 5.3 and subsections to add “integrity” to 
“unicast management frame confidentiality”. 

240 
241 
242 
243 

 
Chair:  Any other business to transact? 
 
None 
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244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 

 
Recess 9:59 am 
 
Call to Order 
Meeting called to order on Thursday, March 9, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 10:30 am MST. 
 
Document 06/512r0 Review Comments Other Groups, Kapil Sood 
 
CID Resolution Comment 
21 Open –  

Kapil Sood, Journi 
Malinen 

The Association and Re-association carry the client RSN in 
message 2 of the 4-way handshake.  What does the AP do with 
unprotected robust management frames it receives in that window? 
 
TGr does not protect message 2. 
 
Make sure the resolution applies to IBSS. 
 

23 Accept Add in the 4th paragraph from 802.11ma 5.4.3.2. 
252 
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Motion 
Move to request that the IEEE 802.11 WG authorize TGw monthly teleconferences at 11:00 ET on March 
23, April 27, May 25, and June 22. 
• Moved: Clint Chaplin 
• Second: Suman Sharma 
• Vote: adopted by unanimous consent 
 
Straw Poll   
Monthly or bi-weekly teleconferences? 
Monthly: 5 
Bi-weekly: 4 
 
Motion 
Moved to request the IEEE 802.11 WG to empower a TGw ad hoc to meet June 19-21, 2006. 
Moved: Kapil Sood 
Second: Suman Sharma 
Vote: adopted by unanimous consent 
 
Motion 
Moved to direct the editor to create P802.11w D0.02 by incorporating the comment resolutions and 
motions adopted that amend the draft 
Moved: Donald Eastlake III 
Second: Clint Chaplin 
Vote: adopted by unanimous consent 
 
Chair:  Any further business to transact? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Any objection to adjourning? 
 
None 
 
Adjourn 11:15 am 
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Group:  IEEE 802.11 JTC1 SC6 Ad Hoc 
Date: March 7, 2006 – 10:30–12:30, March 8, 2006 – 8:00-10:00 MST 
Chair:  Jesse Walker  
Secretary:  Sandy Turner 
 
Call to Order 
Meeting called to order on Tuesday, March 7, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 10:30 MST.  The Chair asked all 
to introduce themselves. 
 
Chair:  The chair reviewed the following slides: 
 

• Attendance recording 
• Membership & Anti-Trust 
• IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws on Patents in Standards 
• Inappropriate Topics for IEEE WG Meetings 
• Copyright 
• Equipment 
• Agenda 06/399r0 
• Goals 

o Report current status of JTC1 fast tracks Dam6 and Dam7 
o Empower conference calls to resolve comments received on Dam6 and Dam7 
o Prepare analysis of Chinese “attachment 2” for IEEE staff 

 
Chair:  Are there any letters of assurance coming forward?   
 
None 
 
Chair:  Are there any changes to the agenda? 
 
Comment:  We need a discussion on adding wireless expertise on National Bodies (NB). 
 
Chair:  Are there any more comments/corrections? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Are there any objections to approving the agenda by unanimous consent? 
 
None 
 
Meeting Key Points: 

• Chair gave a status on Fast Tracks (06/399r0) 
o Fast Tracks, both Dam6 (IEEE 802.11i) and Dam7 (WAPI) close today (March 7, 2006) 

at midnight EST.   
o Although Karen Higgenbottom said she should receive the Fast Track comments this 

week, we’re not sure if we’ll get them by our 8 am Wednesday meeting.  We will need to 
setup teleconferences to handle comment resolution and other issues that arise concerning 
this matter. 

 
Motion 
Move to empower weekly conference calls of JTC1 Ad Hoc beginning March 23, 2006 at 4PM EST, 
for duration of 1 hour each, ending on June 1, 2006 
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Moved:  Donald Eastlake III 58 
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Second: Dorothy Stanley 
Vote Y/N/A : 10/0/0  

 
 

• The 802.11 WG should approve the proposed comment resolutions on Dam6 at the May meeting. 
• Any JTC1 P-member can attend the ballot resolution meeting.  NBs that voted no are required to 

attend.  Steve Mills later verified that the IEEE will not be invited. 
• Can we get WLAN experts on NBs for the Ballot Resolution meeting? 

o Several NBs have asked for support 
• Identify possible candidates – see if we can match them with the NBs have expressed interest 

 
Adjourn 11:12 AM MST 
 
Call to Order 
Meeting called to order on Wednesday, March 8, 2006 by Jesse Walker at 8:02 am MST.   
 
Key Points: 

• No Fast Track comments from JTC1 or ISO. 
 
Motion 
Request that the IEEE 802.11 WG continue the charter of the SC6 SG through the September 2006 
meeting. 
Moved: Clint Chaplin 
Second: Bruce Kraemer 
Vote:  Passed 
 
Chair:  Any discussion on this motion? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Any objection to calling the question? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  Any objection to approving by unanimous consent? 
 
None 
 
Chair:  It’s adopted.  Are there any further questions? 
 
Key points: 

• Official results will be available between today and early next week.  Karen Higgenbottem said it 
takes 2-3 days after the ballot closes to process all the ballots and post the results and comments 
to a public area. 

• There are 26 total votes in Prague.  “No” votes could change to “yes”, but “yes” votes can’t 
change to “no”. 

• If Jesse receives the Fast Track results prior to the Friday WG meeting, he will include them in 
his report. 

• Work that is remaining for this group:   
o Comment resolution for the Prague ballot resolution meeting 
o Preparation of documents to support the National Bodies 

• SC6 still needs to adopt the recommendation coming out of the Prague meeting. 
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Chair:  Any objection to adjourning? 
 
None 
 
Adjourn 8:10 am 
 
Attendees: 
 
Clint Chaplin 
Sebastien Dune 
Donald Eastlake III 
Garth Hillman 
Yasuhiko Inoue 
Jan Kinys 
Bruce Kraemer 
Rajendra Kumar 
Steve Mills 
Andrew Myles 
Henry Ptasinski 
Dorothy Stanley 
Fabrice Stevens 
David Su 
Jerry Thrasher 
Sandy Turner  
Jesse Walker 
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Executive Summary 
 

1. Liaison from IEEE 802.21 discussion, 11-06-0374r0 
2. A Presentation of the OBAN concept and IST project under the European 6th Framework, 11-06-

353r0 
3. Introduction to CIRCLE, 11-06-433r1 
4. Extensions for increasing aggregate WLAN throughput, 11-06-0408r0  
5. IEEE 802.11 Power Line Communications: 11-06-0474r0 
6. Update for High Definition Video over WLAN: 11-06-0360r0 
7. More “What is TGu”: 11-06-0375r0 

 

Morning Session Tuesday 8:00 – 10:00 

Logistics 
 
WNG SC (Wireless Next Generation Standing Committee) Meeting called to order by TK Tan (Philips) 
at 8:00. 
 
The IEEE 802 & IEEE 802.11 Policies and Rules were reviewed. 
Patents and By-laws read out by TK Tan, together with licensing terms and associated conditions. 
 
The agenda was reviewed (11-06-0404r0), and the Update – Ambient Project removed. 
 
Question: are you going to run for election as chair of WNG 
Answer: This position is chosen by the IEEE 802.11 WG chair. 
 
The agenda approved by unanimous consent. 
 
The minutes from the January 2006 meeting (11-06-0163r0) were reviewed. No comments were received. 
Move to approve minutes: TK Tan 
Second: Richard Kennedy 
 
Question: who is allowed to vote in WNG SC. 
Answer: the procedure is that anybody who attends can vote. 
 
No objection, the minutes were approved. 

Liaison from IEEE 802.21 Discussion: 11-06-0347r0, Stephen McCann 
This presentation was shared with Vivek Gupta, author of the liaison statement in IEEE 802.21. 
 
The motivation for this presentation is to discuss the liaison document received from IEEE 802.21 with 
the IEEE 802.11 WG to debate how best to respond. 
 
Vivek provided some additional background information about IEEE 802.21; IEEE 802.21 are working 
on media independent handover services, which addresses the problem of handing over from one network 
to another in a timely manner, providing triggers and other information that can help clients and other 
devices make decisions about network discovery and selection (but not actually executing the handover 
itself). 
 
This requires some media specific changes to IEEE 802.11 to support IEEE 802.21.  This process has 
already happened with IEEE 802.16, which has implemented changes to support IEEE 802.21. 
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A tutorial has been scheduled to familiarize IEEE 802 members with the work in IEEE 802.21 and to get 
feedback. 
 
Question: is this scheduled for the May plenary? 
Answer: yes; it’s likely to be an evening tutorial. 
 
Stephen stressed that the purpose of this presentation was not to debate all the requirements in detail, but 
to give feedback about what IEEE 802.11 should do in response to the liaison. 
 
Comment: looking at document 11-06-0246 and the SAP requirements we should change all SHALLs to 
MAYs, we should only implement things that we want to. 
 
Answer: would like to re-emphasize that this is a liaison, and not my personal point of view.  My feeling 
is that IEEE 802.11 needs to decide how to deal with this liaison, at a minimum we need to create a 
response.  The question is do we want to go beyond that and do work in this area? 
 
Comment: there are 8 occurrences of the word “SHALL” in this letter.  Someone needs to figure out what 
this actually means.  The requirements point at constructions and concepts defined in IEEE 802.21.  After 
understanding the requirements, we can then go on to address the temporal nature of the signaling applied 
across the broad scope of work in IEEE 802.11, then figure out how to respond.  First step is to ingest and 
digest things that seem to be mandatory requirements on IEEE 802.11. 
 
Question: which vehicle should be used to do this? 
Answer: we need feedback from many groups, for example, TGk (IEEE 802.11k) if there are temporal 
requirements placed on the PHY layer.  It’s not just signaling that’s being requested, but the contents of 
the signaling with definite time bounds. 
 
Comment: IEEE 802.21 may request support from other groups, but 802 as a whole has to decide the 
internals and inner workings. IEEE 802.1 are going to have to include what the SAP interfaces are, IEEE 
802 has to enforce this on all the dot groups for consistent support.  This is a split issue – IEEE 802 can 
identify the method to enforce compliance, and IEEE 802.11 can address what new SAP interfaces are at 
the top of the MAC.  We should adhere to whatever IEEE 802 environment we’re working within.  We 
could handle this issue of data and its transfer in TGu, but we don’t know whether a recommended 
practice is the right way forward. 
 
Comment: I think IEEE 802.11 should respond by saying thank you for the liaison in the short term, and 
leave it to a member of IEEE 802.11 to bring it to IEEE 802.11 in the normal way, as a new study group 
(SG), or as an item in TGu.  We also need to establish whether this is important to IEEE 802, before 
working on this within this group.  It’s no use us doing this work, and then finding that the only 
handovers that are interesting are IEEE 802.11 to IEEE 802.11. 
 
Comment: I would agree with that, perhaps we should start this off in the IEEE 802 architecture group. 
 
Comment: The IEEE 802.11 architecture group doesn’t make decisions, it’s more a talk fest with no 
authority, it is not in a position to make these decisions. 
 
Comment: media independent handover functions presume a media independent architecture, but in IEEE 
802.11, we have neighborhood reports, each MAC and PHY see neighborhood differently, so we have 
radios coming up with 100:1 speed differences.  Even IEEE 802.11 handovers have to deal with vastly 
different access.  Underlying piece is what does the radio see for neighborhood, what is the abstraction at 
each station, etc.  The IEEE 802.21, IEEE 802.15.4, etc neighborhood reports each have temporal bounds 
and scope, and until somebody digests the handover architecture, it will be hard to assess structure being 
overlaid.  There is a CBP spreadsheet submission discussing this. 
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Comment: IEEE 802 had another group that independently addressed security issues (IEEE 802.10) and 
required other groups to provide support for it.  IEEE 802.11 spent some time on this, but IEEE 802.10 
did not proliferate.  The point is, we need to be careful not to take immediate action, but make sure all 
groups buy in to the work IEEE 802.21 is proposing. 
 
Stephen: ok, so we should create a thank you liaison, and take some time to think about this more.  If 
there is a plenary tutorial, this is a good opportunity for the whole IEEE 802 membership to look at this, 
and around that time consider a more detailed response. 
 

A Presentation of the OBAN Concept and IST Project under European 
Commissions 6th Framework: 11-06-0353r0, Thomas Haslestad 
The main purpose of the Open Broadband Access Network project is to explore how residential fixed 
broadband networks can be used to support public access networks.  For example, if you assume an 
ADSL modem or cable modem that goes into your residential house, the idea is to use the additional 
capacity not used by the resident to give out public access for passing users.  The project is exploring if 
and how this could be done, and what level of mobility for users could be supported.  The main areas of 
research include; security, mobility, QoS, 3G/B3G, coverage, commercial and the residential gateway 
devices that would be installed in the home.  Mobility solutions included fast handover using Kerboros 
tickets, and delayed authentication, where you provide access to the network immediately, and 
authenticate afterwards. 
 
Question: what is the motivation for someone to open their home network in this way? 
Answer: can give incentives, for example, if you have 5 people connected to your network in a month, 
you get you fixed access line for free. 
 
Question: have you brought this [mobility solutions] up in TGr? 
Answer: not yet 
Comment: it may be worth getting their feedback on this. 
Answer: I think it goes a bit beyond their scope, they are investigating intra-domain handover, and this is 
not the case here. 
 
Question: this seems like a handover scenario, is there any technology you could use that has been 
developed by TGr? 
Answer: We have looked, the main problem with this concept versus TGr is that TGr are limited to a 
security domain, and this is not the case here. 
Comment: your mobility broker represents a security domain 
Answer: yeah, I can see your point; gut feeling is that this’ll have something to do with responsibilities of 
the mobility broker. Mobility broker has AAA responsibilities, CARD functionality and QoS 
functionality, but main thing is AAA, it is very similar to TGr. 
 
Comment: first point, this is similar to TGr, but we may want to look at this in IEEE 802.21; if media 
independent we may need to handle IP address changes from one medium to another, we want to avoid 
re-inventing the wheel. 
Answer: in terms of IEEE 802.21, we are looking at this as part of the B3G concepts, and also GSM, 3G 
etc. 
 
Question: How are you planning on deploying residential gateways?  Already got broadband into the 
home, and residents already own cheap AP products. 
Answer: this aspect is being addressed by task groups within OBAN looking at commercial aspects.  It is 
likely the service provider would have to pay for this. 
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Question: residential gateway and fast handoff are two parts, if the residential gateway is not worked out, 
this other piece is not going to happen.  What standards efforts are needed to develop a residential 
gateway that protects the SLA of the subscriber so their service is not compromised.  This is an 
interesting piece of work, it would be good to identify the standardization activities. 
Answer: I’ve only presented a small number of issues in terms of the whole project, a lot has been done to 
address the SLA aspects, but it’s not clear where these need to be standardized.  
 
Comment: there was a tutorial session a while back about standards for supporting more robust 
mechanisms for SLAs, I don’t believe any significant action items arose for that. 
Comment: maybe the time is better right now; perhaps we could rekindle this issue at the next meeting. 

Introduction to CIRCLE: 11-06-0433r1, Richard Kennedy 
The basic idea behind this is to support fast communications infrastructure restoration in the event of a 
catastrophic loss of equipment.  We would like a standardized approach to rapid recovery.  Example 
scenarios would be where the communications infrastructure is severely damaged, if not wiped out, by a 
catastrophe and there is no way to repair them.  This is hard to deal with as there is no standard model for 
recovery.  IEEE 802 (and IEEE 802.11) should think about this as there is a lot of equipment readily 
available that can support services such as VoIP, it’s inexpensive, and these groups have the technical 
background to know what should be done.  We could produce a recommended standard and the 
equipment procedures to provide FEMA and the DoHS with ready to deploy options. 
 
Question: has this been discussed within other groups? 
Answer: we’ve talked to a number of people within IEEE 802 and specifically IEEE 802.11.  We’ve also 
gone to WiMAX and WFA meetings.  There is a lot of interest, which indicates that something could be 
done, we need to finish discussions as to what this might be. 
 
Comment: ARLL has a pretty good handle on this, staffing etc.  Perhaps we should have another liaison. 
Answer: the goal is saving lives, we happy to have liaisons with anyone who can help. 
 
Question: what is the specific requirement of the problem on IEEE 802 technologies, what is insufficient? 
Answer: recommended practice would turn this into a push button solution, the decision made in 
organizations such as FEMA are based on limited IEEE 802.11 knowledge, and it would be useful to 
them to have guidelines as to what they need to do to be able to push a button and get communication 
infrastructure in place that covers e.g. 50% of population in 24hrs.  The recommended practice provides 
information about what equipment to deploy, how to set up the backhaul, how to integrate surviving 
infrastructure etc. 
 
Question: how would a recommended practice compare with documents already in place to describe how 
to deploy networks?  I understand FEMA are looking for a magic document, and not looking for the 
things they have to pull together.  In order to setup the best wireless network, you need to talk to the 
engineers; the logistics of deploying the network is potentially outside the scope of this group.  The idea 
that within IEEE 802.11 you can create a document that’ll provide a push button network for FEMA, 
Korea, Europe, any country is a bright goal, but the international scope of the document may make it 
impossible to meet all criteria.  What would be different to the documents already in place? 
Answer: what is not available today is a document explaining how; if you’re trying to cover a 
geographical area of a particular size; you should roll out a number of wireless backhaul devices to cover 
an area.  Don’t necessarily believe the recommended practice will come out of here, but we should help 
the person who is developing it.   I realize there are more questions here than answers, maybe we could do 
something that could address this requirement indirectly, that also fits within the scope of this group. 
 
Comment: slide 7, could we go to the wireless ad hoc committee in IEEE 802 and say that the first two 
bullets encompass all groups.  There is an overlap in applicable technologies, and to ort through all of 
them is an endless task, and it’s not just abut what the standards say, but also what happens in the real 
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world.  What these guys have to do is say here’s the real world, what do we need to support, is it a 
standard or recommended practice, if it’s the latter for to somewhere like the WFA to develop these.  The 
statement for this project is very broad. 
 
Question: any standards changes within this group need to be changes to make this more viable. Is there 
any work in TGs to facilitate this? 
Answer: don’t see it at the moment, but this my come when we look into the details. 
 
Conclusion was that this issue should continue to be discussed in other groups/SDOs, and be brought 
back next time for an update. 

MAC Extensions for Increasing Aggregate WLAN Throughput: 11-06-0408r0, 
Mathilde Benveniste 
This presentation outlined some simple extensions to the CSMA MAC protocol to provide aggregate 
throughput increases beyond what is supported in TGn right now.  The proposal allows parallel use of 
several channels.  There is a channel that is used by all devices for control, and devices must have two 
receivers to take advantage of CCC (one to listen to the control channel and one to listen to the actual 
channel the device wants to use for data).  
 
Question: clarification; to operate in a CCC network, do you need two radios? 
Answer: CCC node must have at least a second receiver, but second transmitter not required.  The 
network could operate with a mix of single radio stations and 1.5 radio stations. 
 
Question: what do you need for full benefit? 
Answer: one pair of STAs using 1.5 radios, the rest of the BSS based on a single radio will still benefit as 
traffic will be shared over different channels. 
 
Question: does the STA also have to monitor the data channel 
Answer: no, it doesn’t, device transmits in DCF or DCA.  The extra receiver monitors the data channel 
you want to reserve. Assignment of the PHY channel and data rate can very based on availability.  The 
device can select the data channel where it gets best service.   
 
Comment: so the conclusion is that to best benefit I need to be able to monitor the data channel whilst 
making request on the control channel.  Therefore all devices need 1.5 radios. 
Answer: true, but all devices in the BSS benefit even if all devices do not support CCC. 
 
Question: CCC supports infrastructure and ad hoc mode, how do you deal with hidden nodes? 
Answer: actually, the first and second reference address the hidden node problem very nicely, and the 
exposed node problem becomes very important in mesh environments.  Exposed node problem is not 
spoken about much in this group, and can negatively impact throughput as it prevents nodes transmitting 
when they actually could.  CCC catches this. 
 
Questions: the control channel can be used to transmitting acknowledgements, how is the scheduling 
done? 
Answer: Acknowledgements contend for resources on the control channel, and there must be a reasonable 
timeout within which they are transmitted.  This can be a group acknowledgement made at the end of a 
TXOP. 
 
Comment: I am quite concerned about the robustness of CTS/RTS in a network where some devices have 
multiple receivers and some do not.  If any get lost, the network will not work correctly. 
Answer: the control channel is robust – it uses a much lower rate.  This approach gets good performance 
results. 
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Question: if we have a single radio STA, it still benefits from this scheme but not to the fullest extent 
possible? 
Answer: can’t get something for nothing, no extra radio, no CCC protocol.  However, if IEEE 802.11n is 
equipped for CCC, all device benefit. 
 
Question: sounds like an intensive scheduler is needed? 
Answer: all DCF style scheduling, no central scheduling is needed. 
 
Question: this presentation has discussed a subset of the solution, have the details been presented in TGs? 
Answer: not really as there has not been any time.  Also, the application to a BSS is not appropriate for 
TGs.  All the information is available in published documents (see references). 
 
Question: if I have devices that are operating within a limited number of channels available, and legacy 
devices are operating concurrently, you claim that there is an increase in the amount of aggregate 
throughput in this network.  If I have a network that has channels, and the legacy devices are operating on 
all three, how do I get the same aggregate benefit because they’re going to see a higher rate of collisions 
taking place? 
Answer: current BSSs only operate on one channel, this scheme makes it possible for it to use different 
channels in addition to this. 
 
Question: are you taking into account overlapping BSSs? 
Answer: if the BSSs are adjacent, it is OK.  As long as you can hear a channel, you can transmit on it to a 
neighbor using the same channel.  No PCF is needed whatsoever. 
 
Comment: it seemed to me as you described it that it would be PCF. 
Answer: only multi-channel, there is no requirement for PC or co-ordination. 
 
Question: RTS/CTS mechanism, what happens when an RTS is sent and no CTS is returned. 
Answer: if the node receives an RTS indicating a request on a particular channel, and the channel is busy, 
it will get back a CTS with a flag declining the request. 
 
Question: does the device have to maintain NAVs for each channel? 
Answer: each station maintains a NAV channel for each channel it is interested in.  There is no central 
controller, it is all fully distributed. 

Morning Session Wednesday 11:30 – 11:50 (part of mid week plenary) 
 

IEEE 802.11 Power Line Communications: 11-06-0474r0, David Hunter 
This presentation was a request for ideas associated with the reuse of IEEE 802.11 standards for 
communication over power lines.  If you consider that IEEE 802.11 standard that handles communication 
over a “really lousy medium” then it become apparent that many of the solutions developed for WLAN 
could also be applied to the power line environment.  There ought to be some way to link IEEE projects. 
 
Comment: this is a fascinating presentation, and very worthwhile exploring.  One thing to be cautious 
about is that it isn’t very evident that IEEE 802.11i applies to this environment, and a proper analysis 
needed to be performed to see what threats there are particular to this environment. 
Answer: the key part of that question is who should perform the analysis.  IEEE 802.11 says wireless in 
its PAR, we need to work out where this should be done. 
 
Question: devices tend to be nomadic because they have to plug in to charge.  For devices periodically 
connected to what looks like an IEEE 1901 network, will it work over the power adaptor?  
Answer: yes – it can be defined to operate over DC. 
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Update for High Definition Video over WLAN: 11-06-0360r0, Todor Cooklev 
This presented a short status report about the on-going work in this area.  Entertainment use cases are 
challenging evolution of LAN technologies.  HD video content is becoming main stream, and content 
providers are offering more services of this type.  Users are increasingly aware of it, and have expectation 
about QoS.  It is felt that this topic is worthy of further study within IEEE 802.11, and comments and 
feedback would be welcome. 
 
Question: you mentioned content protection as a possible scope item.  Were you referring to digital rights 
protection, or just security and authentication for wireless networks? 
Answer: we include all technologies in scope of content protection. 
 

More “What is TGu”: 11-06-0375r0, Stephen McCann 
This is a personal presentation that has not been approved by TGu (IEEE 802.11u). 
 
The activity in TGu has had many interactions with external groups where we have explained what we are 
doing, but we have been a bit remiss in addressing the IEEE 802.11 WG as to what we’re doing.  This is 
an extension to a presentation made to WNG last year.  The presentation provided an overview of the 
issues being addressed within TGu, and the current status of the TG. 
 
Comment: I would like to go back to an earlier slide covering the overview of TGu (slide 6).  To me the 
purpose is to top the hacking, but it would be useful to have written down the set of operative principles 
you have been using to decide to solve problems at layer 2.   
Answer: we do have background scenarios, and it was from these that the general requirements were 
derived and approved by the members of the TG. 
Question: yes, but what were the principles applied to the requirements that dictate that some parts of the 
problem should be done here, and some parts somewhere else? 
Answer: the approach that we used to come up with our objectives was to analyze the types of 
functionality that were required and determined whether it needed a change to the 802.11 standard or not.  
If not, we put the issue aside as it should be solved elsewhere.  For example, the emergency service issue 
is shared with TGv, who are addressing location aspects, and TGu are dealing with the advertisement of 
this capability, and methods to allow access to these services pre-authentication.  Only facets of the 
problem are in scope for TGu, we are not trying to solve the whole thing.  
 
 
Chair: this brings us to the end of our presentations, no further agenda items for WNG this week. 
 
Session was handed back to the WG chair for the rest of the mid-week plenary. 
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	Working Group Minutes
	Opening Plenary: Monday, March 6, 2006
	Introduction
	Meeting called to order by Stuart J. Kerry at 13:40.
	The agenda of the 96th session of 802.11 is in doc: IEEE 11-
	Secretary – Tim Godfrey
	Officers and Chairs of 802.11:

	Approval of the Agenda
	Stuart J. Kerry reviews the agenda for the group
	We have added meeting sessions for Tuesday evening, since th
	The chairs of these groups will publish updated agendas. The
	The WG chairs states that these sessions will be extra credi
	There is also a wireless architecture meeting on Thursday.

	Any other modifications or new items for the agenda?
	None

	The updated agenda (r4) is approved with Unanimous consent.

	Approval of Minutes
	Meeting minutes from Jan 2006.
	Are there any matters arising from the minutes?
	None

	The minute are approved with Unanimous consent.

	Announcements
	The courtesy notices are reviewed for the body.
	Audio and video recording is prohibited by our procedures. S

	Anti Trust Statement
	Stuart J. Kerry reads the following notice to the body:

	Attendees
	There are 29 new members attending for the first time.
	There are 242 people in the room.

	Treasurers Report
	Al Petrick presents Document 06/395r0
	There were $22K spent for legal fees, and $50 for domain reg
	We had 740 actual attendees in January, bringing in $385K ex
	Will update on May meeting plans on Wednesday.
	Expect to defer some cost out of surplus.

	Review of Policies and Procedures
	Al Petrick presents document 11-05-00781r5 to the body.
	Review of working group officers and duties for all wireless
	802 LMSC P&P is Nov_2005_r051204.doc approved in January 200
	Review of 802.11 operating policies and procedures, registra
	Review of registration requirements
	Review of rules against photographs, tape recording, and med
	Review of procedures for server access and reflector subscri
	Review of voting rights and process for obtaining voting rig
	Members are reminded that confidentiality notices on emails 
	Any material with confidentiality or copyright disclaimers a
	Al Petrick displays the following statement to the body:

	Review of the process and requirements for gaining and keepi
	Attendance recording procedures are reviewed
	Signing in for 802.11 attendance is required for gaining and
	There is a sign in sheet that must be signed once per day, f
	Attendance credit pool is based on all daytime sessions, and
	Al Petrick reads the following statements to the body:
	Al Petrick asks if there are any questions on this policy. T

	Review of copyright status of submissions
	Review of standards compliance disclaimers
	Claims of compliance to unapproved drafts are not allowed

	Review of meeting etiquette.
	Discussion
	Now that we are in the 2006 year, can we update the document


	IEEE SA Letters of Assurance
	Is everyone aware of the IEEE patent policy? Are there any q
	None

	Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members have any new LOAs.
	There are none.

	Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members are aware of any patents
	There are none.


	Announcements
	A member of 802.11 has passed away. The body takes a moment 
	Members are urged to be careful with their personal property

	Interim meetings
	May 14-19, Jacksonville Florida
	Early registration is $550, late is $700

	July 16-21 San Diego
	September 17th, Melbourne Australia
	There are 3 hotels, Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza (closest).
	Early Registration 900$AU, 1100 late, 1300 on site.

	November 12-17, Hyatt Dallas Downtown
	January 14-19 2007, Hilton London Metropole
	An 802 sponsored interim in one location.

	March 11-16, 2007, Orlando
	May 2007.Montreal.
	Queen Elizabeth Fairmont.

	Sept 11-16 2007, Hilton Waikoloa

	ExCom Meeting Report
	Stuart Kerry presents the report from the Monday AM Executiv
	We have about 1300 people registered at this meeting. Projec
	Network has been upgraded with new APs and Servers
	There is a tutorial on Ethical behavior Monday evening at 8:
	802.11 is top download from Get802 program.
	IEEE SA is working on a common tool for attendance. Harry Wo
	There will be a new online PAR form starting April 3rd.
	There are revisions to the 802.11 Policies and Procedures. I
	The ANSI definition of “affiliation” will be used for LMSC.
	Discussion from the floor
	Does the pre-announcement of interim meetings include the lo


	802 PAR updates
	The following PARs changes are up for vote:
	P802.1AS: Timing and Synchronization for Time-Sensitive Appl
	P802.15.3a PAR withdrawal
	P802.16j: Mobile Multihop Relay
	P802.16k: Amendment to 802.1D on 802.16 Bridging
	P802.19: Recommended Practice on Methods for Assessing Coexi
	P802.20 PAR Extension

	Al Petrick will take responsibility to take a position on th

	Attendance Update
	At the beginning of this meeting: We have 425 voting members
	Potential voters will have rights at this meeting. Voting ri
	We have 237 aspirant voters.
	The LMSC was directed to provide suggestions for us to devel
	Buzz Rigsbee is responsible for 802 LMSC. There will be meet
	IEEE is planning to provide some mechanism for collecting da

	WG Publicity and Timeline planning
	Nanci Vogtli presents the timeline
	The timeline will be updated at the end of each week.
	There are no new press releases.
	Stuart states that 802.11F (IAPP) has been withdrawn as of F
	Darwin Engwer clarifies – this withdrawal means that the sta
	Clint Chaplin states that 802.11F needs to be removed from t

	Policies and Procedures
	Al Petrick gives an update on the 802.11 P&P. (document xxxx
	The LMSC P&P was adopted in January 2006 took out important 
	Al met with LMSC last night to discuss these issues. The req
	There was an issue regarding voting and approval percentages
	The 802.11 WG will continue to review the LMSC rules during 
	There will be a meeting Tuesday evening from 7:30 to 9:30pm 
	Al Petrick has been developing a document on improvements to
	The LMSC rules removed the requirement to use Roberts Rules.

	Reports
	Technical Editor Report
	Terry Cole and Simon Barber present 06/238r1
	When a document goes to RevCom, the baseline has to be docum
	We have worked with SA on a process for amendments based on 
	We will maintain a timeline of the expected order of documen
	There will be the usual Editors meeting on Tuesday morning.

	WNG Report – TK Tan
	There will be two sessions this week. There will be 5 items 
	OBAN, 802.21 update, CIRCLE (comm. For catastrophes). High t

	There will be a second session as part of the Midweek plenar
	Will discuss BPL, update on HDTV over WLAN, update on TGu


	TGk Report - Richard Paine
	There was an Interim in February.
	Expect to complete comment resolution and issue recirculatio
	There will be a 15 day LB to approve recirc of draft.

	TGm / ANA – Bob O’Hara
	ANA will publish a new document on the web site based on the
	Any other groups that need numbers should pass appropriate m
	TGma will put D5.2 on the local server and website. It inclu
	Will resolve remaining comments from Sponsor Ballot, and dir
	Expecting to conclude work early and release meeting slots.

	TGn – Bruce Kraemer
	A Draft 0.02 has been developed. Additional material needed 
	All this material will be reviewed. It will be voted for inc
	Hopefully a draft will be ready for approval on Friday.

	TGp – Lee Armstrong
	TGp has a draft 1.0 out for Letter Ballot.
	There were comments on the vote to go to LB, which will be c
	Stuart J. Kerry states the ballot passed with 75.1% with a r

	TGr – Clint Chaplin
	Expecting to complete comment resolution and go for recircul


	Special Orders – Elections
	Stuart J. Kerry asks if there are any further nominations fo
	None

	The chair moves to Al Petrick.
	There are no further nominations for WG Chair
	Stuart J. Kerry is the only nominee
	The nominations are closed

	Stuart J. Kerry gives a short presentation of his accomplish
	Stuart J. Kerry is elected and approved as 802.11 Working Gr
	The chair moves to Stuart J. Kerry
	The first vice chair duty is to stand in for the Chair, and 
	Any further nominations? None
	Al Petrick is elected and approved as 1st vice chair by Unan
	The second vice chair does
	There is one candidate – Harry Worstell
	Are there any further nominations for 2nd vice chair? None
	Harry Worstell is elected and approved with Unanimous consen

	Appointed positions
	Tim Godfrey is the current Secretary
	Any other nominations? None
	Tim Godfrey is approved by acclamation
	Publicity – Nanci will not be able to continue as Publicity 
	There are no nominations for publicity
	Tim Godfrey is appointed for Publicity by acclamation
	Treasurer – Al Petrick
	Any other nominations? None
	Al Petrick is appointed Treasurer by acclamation
	Editor – Terry Cole
	Are there any new nominations? None
	Terry Cole is appointed Editor by acclamation
	Simon Barber is current co-technical editor
	No other nominations.
	Simon Barber is appointed by acclamation
	WNG SC – TK Tan is current chair
	Any other nominations? None
	TK Tan is appointed as WNG Chair by acclamation
	JTC1 SC6 Ad Hoc – currently Jesse Walker
	No other nominations
	Jesse Walker is appointed by acclamation

	Task Groups will be elected on Wednesday after internal moti

	Reports (continued)
	TGs – Donald Eastlake
	Agenda in 06/256r5
	There is one remaining proposal. It will be presented on Tue
	There will be other technical presentations.

	TGT – Charles Wright
	TGt will meet for 14 hours this week.

	TGu – Stephen McCann
	Agenda in 06/294r2
	Will complete liaisons carried over from January meeting.
	There are 19 partial proposal presentations this week.
	There will be a presentation on TGu in the Wednesday plenary
	The down-select is 05/618r1

	TGv – Pat Calhoun
	Goal is to add to base draft 0.1. There are 11 partial propo

	TGw – Jesse Walker
	TGw will have 4 slots this week. There has been an internal 

	JTC1 – Jesse Walker
	The fast track ballots in JTC1 end tomorrow. There will be c

	CBP –SG – Peter Ecclesine
	Will meet twice this week. Will address purpose and objectiv


	Recess
	The meeting is recessed at 15:10pm


	Wednesday, March 08, 2006
	Opening
	The meeting is called to order by Stuart J. Kerry at 10:40
	There are 171 people in the room.
	The agenda is in r5.
	Changes have been made to today’s session. Adding to old bus

	WNG will have a 1 hour slot in this plenary session.
	Stuart J. Kerry asks to move the elections to just before 4.
	Moved Peter E / Dennis
	The agenda change is approved with Unanimous consent


	Letters of Assurance
	Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members are aware of any patents
	There are none

	Stuart asks if all members are aware of the IEEE patent poli
	They are.

	Stuart J. Kerry asks if any members have any new LOAs.
	There are none.


	Announcements
	TGm has completed their work for the week. The slots are ope
	Harry Worstell announces that current drafts are available o
	Harry Worstell reminds members to monitor their property, an
	The social is tonight in the hotel lobby tonight.
	Al Petrick announces that the P&P meeting will continue toda
	Steven Shroedl asks for member feedback or complaints. There

	TGs Midweek Plenary Report
	Donald Eastlake presents document 06/475r0.
	There was a confirmation ballot on the merged proposal.  The
	There will be a press release issued from 802.11 through IEE
	Darwin Engwer points out that this is an important milestone
	Stuart J. Kerry reminds that 802.11 positions are only from 
	Mathilde Benveniste cautions that there could be significant
	The policies and procedures state that the chair and vice ch


	Liaison Reports
	802.18 – Denis Kuahara
	Report in document 06/472r0
	There is an update to ITU-R N1450 which will be approved by 
	Mike Lynch and Denis Kuahara were re-elected as officers.
	Comments on FCC ET-356 have been submitted to the FCC.
	Working on response to ITU issue 212 on nomadic access.

	802.19 – Sheung Li
	802.19 has establish liaison with IEEE 1900.1
	P1900 has been seen as more regulator centric
	The 802.19 SG developing a Recommended Practice will be move
	802.19 completed a preliminary review of the TGn Coex Assura

	802.21 – open position
	Any nominations?
	David Hunter Accepts the liaison position

	802.22 – Peter Ecclesine
	Working on document 802.22- 0005r5. Proposal includes variou
	Document 35 is an overview, and document is another piece of

	802 Architecture – Andrew Myles
	Report in document 06/413r1
	Goal is to improve alignment between WG projects and overall
	Discussed issues at high level – need for common management,
	There is a web site available. Anyone can join the email lis
	Discussion
	Stuart J. Kerry notes that this is the 802 architecture, not
	Bruce K – are there any action items that 802.11 needs to wo
	Richard P – how do we bring input to this group? Andrew – in
	Peter E – the max frame size issue has been discussed in Eth


	WiFi Alliance – Clint Chaplin
	Document 06/484
	Review of existing task groups. Some are going into hibernat
	TGn Marketing and Technical have generated statement of work
	Simple config has accepted a proposal. The Technical task gr
	Motorola has been accepted as a board position.
	Next meetings are in Vancouver, June 4-9, Osaka in October.
	Discussion
	Stuart J. Kerry asks if Clint will continue as permanent lia
	Al P asks if the Motorola member is public yet. Not yet..


	IETF – Dorothy Stanley
	Document 06/473r0
	IETF is working on RADIUS extensions, which relate to wirele
	We have done work on EAP methods and keying. The EAP working
	TGr did work to review potential needs for work done in the 
	CAPWAP has released a protocol specification version 1.0.
	802.11k is working on geographic location and privacy.
	Upcoming meeting in Dallas in March, and in July

	JTC1-SC6 – Alex Chang
	No report

	3GPP – Sabine Demel
	There has been a liaison statement exchange regarding the TG

	TIA – Arial Sharon
	There is nothing new to report from TIA

	3GPP2 – Stefano Faccin
	3GPP2 has sent liaisons letters to TGu. Responses from TGu w

	Announcement
	A meeting of the wireless ad hoc has been set for Thursday e


	Leadership elections
	TGk – recommended reaffirming Richard Paine by a unanimous v
	TGm – recommended reaffirming Bob O’Hara as chair and Darwin
	TGn – recommended reaffirming Bruce Kraemer as chair, Sheung
	TGp - recommended reaffirming Lee Armstrong with Unanimous c
	TGr – recommended reaffirming Clint Chaplin with Unanimous c
	TGs – recommended reaffirming Donald Eastlake, with Unanimou
	TGT – recommended reaffirming Charles Wright with Unanimous 
	TGu – recommended reaffirming Stephen McCann with Unanimous 
	TGv – recommended reaffirming Pat Calhoun, Emily Qi Editor, 
	TGw – recommended reaffirming Jesse Walker as chair with Una
	CBP-SG – recommended reaffirming Peter Ecclesine with Unanim
	The chairs are approved by acclamation.

	WNG-SC presentations – TK Tan
	TK presents an agenda overview of the three presentations fo
	The chair moves to Harry Worstell.

	Broadband over power line
	David Hunter presents Document 06/474
	This is not a technical proposal, but looking for ideas on h
	Powerline communications in the home – PLC.
	There is a natural partnership with 802.11
	PLC can operate over utility power lines, and in-home. There
	There are large potential volumes for equipment.
	Comparison of similarity and differences of BPL and 802.11
	P1901 is existing standard working on PLC.
	There are three different technologies deployed – all are pr
	P1901 is an entity-based project, rather than individual vot
	P1901 is addressing both public access and in-home environme
	Proposes considering PLC as an alternate PHY for 802.11.  PL
	Proposes taking 802.11 into an entirely new environment.  Wh
	Discussion
	Jesse W cautions that it is not evident that 802.11i applies
	Darwin E states that most of our devices are nomadic since w


	HDTV video over WLAN
	Todor Cooklev presents document 06/360
	Status report on current developments and activities.
	HD content is becoming mainstream; WLAN is needed for entert
	Wants to build on 802.11e and 802.11n and possible other MAC
	Description of scenarios and applications for HDTV WLAN netw
	Proposed MAC level enhancements: multicast/broadcast, improv
	Proposes using new network information provided by 11k and 1
	Envisions an 802.11 video-specific amendment.
	Discussion
	Per T – asks for clarification on content protection. Todor 


	More on “what is TGu”
	Stephen McCann presents document 06/375r0
	TGu has been remiss in not addressing all of 802.11 and why 
	This is an extension on Mike Moreton’s presentation from las
	TGu assists the advertising and connections to services beyo
	TGu could provide network information, on the cost of servic
	802.11 currently assumes you are pre-authorized to use the n
	Review of TGu scope and requirements (11-05-822r9)
	TGu has modified requirements based on liaison feedback.
	Review of TGu two-stage down selection process.
	Provides support for network selection, and emergency call s
	Discussion
	Peter E – There is more than supporting layer 3 from layer 2


	The chair returns to Stuart J. Kerry

	Old Business
	802.11 positions on other 802 PARS at this session
	Al Petrick reviews feedback from Darwin Engwer regarding the
	The issue is lack of coordination with other projects of sim
	The comment has been forwarded to the 802.16 Chair.
	We will look for any reply, which is due by 5pm tonight.

	Minor PAR changes for 11k, p, n, r, and s.
	We were advised by the 802 SA that the projects are amendmen
	Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to N
	Moved Richard Paine on behalf of TGk (unanimous with 11 vote
	Vote: passes 107 : 0 : 2

	Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to N
	Moved Lee Armstrong on behalf of TGp (unanimous with 27 vote
	Vote: passes  100 : 0 : 3

	Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to N
	Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr (unanimous with 12 vote
	Vote: passes 98 : 0 : 0

	Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to N
	Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs (unanimous with 14 vo
	Vote: passes 103 : 0 : 1



	Recess
	The meeting is recessed at 12:30


	Friday, March 10, 2006
	Opening
	The meeting is called to order at 08:00 by Stuart J. Kerry
	Following the agenda in 06/122r5
	Changes from r4 to r5
	Additional item for TGn PAR change
	Liaison letters for TGu carried over from Wednesday


	Any other changes? None
	The agenda is approved with Unanimous consent
	There are 115 people in the room.

	Announcement
	Are there any new letters of assurance pertaining to 802.11?
	There are none

	Are all members aware of IEEE patent policy? Yes
	Chairs are reminded of the upcoming CAC meetings

	WG Documentation
	Harry Worstell announces that we are working with the IEEE t

	Policies and Procedures
	Al Petrick reviews the three meetings during the week to rev
	The group also reviewed the LMSC P&P, and made suggestions f
	Stuart thanks Al, Ken Clements, Harry Worstell and Jon Rosda

	Timeline Updates
	There have been project schedule updates for TGt, TGu and TG

	Editors Report
	Simon Barber and Terry Cole have developed 06/530r0 which co

	Straw Poll with venue
	100 are happy, 1 is not.

	Reports
	WNG – TK Tan
	Report is in 06/404
	There were 7 presentations, including liaisons and updates. 
	Stuart J. Kerry announces that we will continue with the ses

	TGk – Richard Paine
	Report in 06/526r2
	Completed all LB78 comments
	There will be a motion to go to recirculation letter ballot.
	1600 comments were resolved.
	Objectives for May are comment resolution, and another recir
	Will continue weekly teleconferences.

	TGm – Bob O’Hara
	Report in document 06/405r0
	Summary of work on 802.11rev-MA.
	All 304 comments have been resolved.
	The comment report 05/463r1 shows all comments resolved at t
	Will conduct sponsor recirculation ballot
	TGm will process comments on next ballot.
	Questions
	When will the ballot start? Bob- there will be a motion toda


	TGn – Bruce Kraemer
	Report in doc 06/508
	During this session missing parts of the draft were voted in
	Submissions were presented and accepted to address the draft
	There were 150 omissions, and submissions were prepared to a
	The PICS, MIB and Coexistence Assurance document were missin
	There was one controversial topic, which will take additiona
	The task group did agree to send the draft to letter ballot.
	Plans for May – there will be teleconferences and ad-hocs to

	TGp – Lee Armstrong
	Document 06/525r0
	Reviewed preliminary comments for LB80 and LB81 (currently a
	Will continue comment processing at the May meeting after LB
	There were 101 comments received on LB80, which was the moti

	TGr – Clint Chaplin
	Report in 06/529r0
	1287 comments were received on LB79. All comments have been 
	All comment resolutions were accepted by a vote in the TG.
	The TG authorized an interim meeting
	Draft 2.0 of 802.11r was generated.
	Will present motion for recirculation letter ballot

	TGs – Donald Eastlake
	Report in 06/517r1
	Had confirmation vote on remaining proposal. It was unanimou
	There will be motions for press release and ad-hoc meeting
	There will be teleconferences.
	There will be an internal technical review
	In May will have presentations to refine draft.

	TGt – Charles Wright
	Report in doc 06/403r2
	Had 12 presentations and 4 proposals.
	Accepted 2 proposals
	The next draft will be D0.7.
	Plans for May: Will have a “state of the draft” discussion t
	The schedule was adjusted for a first LB in November 06
	There will be 4 teleconferences before the May meeting

	TGu – Stephen McCann
	Report in document 06/504r0
	Including liaison reports
	There were 19 submissions for proposal presentations.
	The TGu requirements document is updated to 05/822r10
	Scenarios and assumptions have been updated to 05/355r7
	There will be 3 teleconferences
	In May there will be presentations of proposals and mergers,
	Liaison Status
	TGu requested 11 liaisons to other bodies in September 2005 
	These letters have been finalized. There are 3 letters seeki


	TGv – Pat Calhoun
	Report in doc 06/422r3
	Goals for this meeting were to add content to the draft.
	Still looking for internal review in Nov 06, and WG LB in Ma
	There were 5 proposals voted in and added to the draft.
	Goals for May. Harry will be acting chair. Will update objec

	TGw – Jesse Walker
	Report in doc 06/454r0
	Elected officers – Editor will be Nancy Cam Winget.
	Resolved 97 out of 205 comments from internal review.
	A draft 0.02 will be developed based on resolutions.
	There will be teleconferences.
	Goals for May – will continue to update the draft, and poten

	JTC1 – Jesse Walker
	Report in 06/520r1
	Reviewed comments on ISO fast track on 802.11i.
	There are now official results from fast track. 24 yes, 3 no
	There will be an ISO ballot resolution meeting in Prague in 
	Plans for May – will address any issues that come out of the

	CBP – SG – Peter Ecclesine
	Document 06/412r2
	Had presentations regarding situation at FCC.
	Nescom has completed the ballot to approve TGy and will be a
	Stuart J. Kerry announces that Peter Ecclesine will be chair


	Motions
	Move to empower the following TG(s)/SG(s)/Ad-Hoc to hold tel
	Moved Al Petrick
	Second Harry Worstell
	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent

	Move to empower the 802.11 WG, Task Groups, SGs, and SCs to 
	Moved Al Petrick
	Second Jesse Walker
	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent

	Re-affirmation of minor PAR changes
	The Executive Committee has asked us to re-affirm the change
	The only changes are in section 6b to change the base docume
	Stuart J. Kerry asks the body to affirm these changes to TGk
	The documents are affirmed with Unanimous consent with 85 vo

	TGk motions ANA
	Move to request the IEEE 802.11 assigned numbers authority t
	Allocate Element IDs:  RSNI
	BSS Load
	Antenna Information

	Moved Richard Paine
	Second Simon Barber
	Discussion
	Bob O-Hara - These numbers are not required now. The process
	Adrian S – Doesn’t see that as sufficient reason to delay. H

	Motion ID 509
	Vote: (procedural) passes 43 : 20 : 23

	Motion: TGk requests the 802.11 WG to forward the proposed 1
	Moved Richard Paine on behalf of TGk
	Discussion
	Jon R. – this will be approved by ExCom in July.  Why not su
	Stuart – it is separate to the modification motion. This has

	Motion ID 513
	Vote: passes 74 : 0 : 2

	Moved: To approve all completed comment resolutions in docum
	Moved Bob O’Hara on behalf of TGm
	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent

	Moved: to begin a sponsor recirculation ballot, using 802.11
	Moved Bob O’Hara on behalf of TGm
	Vote: passes 77 : 0 : 2

	Motion: Believing that the P802.11n draft 0.04 satisfies all
	Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGm
	Discussion
	Bruce recognized Adrian Stephens for his accomplishment of d
	A member speaks against the motion – we now have 350 pages o
	Bruce – we have discussed the possibility of a peer review p
	Dave B – the argument that there isn’t time to review the dr
	Scott – was this moved by the WG? It was approved in the TG,

	Vote: motion passes 82 : 12 : 9

	Motion: Authorize TGn to hold an ad hoc session on May 12,13
	Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGn
	Vote: Approved with Unanimous consent

	Motion: Authorize TGn to hold weekly teleconferences on Wedn
	Moved Bruce Kraemer
	Second Adrian Stephens
	Discussion
	Were these in the blanket motion? No, this is an individual 
	Jon – there were TGn teleconferences in the blanket motion. 
	Bruce – There is a single teleconference before the May meet
	Jon – after May 24th, there will still be two calls per week
	Bruce – there are different activities going on. Doesn’t see
	Stuart – is there any objection to conducting both teleconfe
	Bruce – there is confusion of timing. Suggests terminating t
	Will amend other motion later and pass this motion now.

	Vote: passes 80 : 0 : 5

	Moved, That the working group chair is requested submit to N
	Moved Bruce Kraemer on behalf of TGn (passed in TGn 43 : 0 :
	Discussion
	This was out of sequence since TGn didn’t vote until after t

	Vote:  passes 82 : 0 : 2

	MOTION: Move to authorize a 20-day Working Group Recirculati
	Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr
	Vote:  passes 74 : 0 : 10
	Discussion
	Clint thanks the editor Bill Marshall for his hard work on t


	MOTION: Move to authorize an IEEE 802.11 TGr ad-hoc meeting 
	Moved Clint Chaplin on behalf of TGr
	Discussion
	Is there a location? Not yet

	Vote: Approved with Unanimous consent

	Move, to approve the Press Release in submission 11-06/491r2
	Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs
	Vote: passes 70 : 1 : 3

	Move, to authorize a TGs ad hoc meeting 13-15 June 2006 to r
	Moved Donald Eastlake on behalf of TGs
	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent

	Move that the following liaison documents be approved and re
	11-06-0343r2 to 3GPP2
	11-06-0344r2 to 3GPP
	11-06-0345r2 to GSMA
	Moved Stephen McCann on behalf of TGu
	Vote: passes 73 : 0 : 2

	Move to request the IEEE 802.11 WG to empower a TGw ad hoc t
	Moved Jesse Walker on behalf of TGw
	Discussion
	Will be co-located with TGr ad-hoc

	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent

	Motion: Request that the IEEE 802.11 WG continue the charter
	Moved Jesse Walker
	Second Clint Chaplin
	Discussion
	Jon R – Extensions are done on a plenary to plenary basis.
	Stuart asks - Can we change this motion to July Plenary?
	There is no dissent or objection.


	Motion as amended: Request that the IEEE 802.11 WG continue 
	Vote: passes 75 : 0 : 2

	Motion: Believing that comment responses in 11-05/1049R69 an
	Moved Richard Paine
	Second Clint Chaplin
	Discussion
	Richard Paine thanks Simon Barber for his efforts editing th
	Will there be a change bar version posted?
	Richard – yes there is one available. It will be posted if n

	Vote: passes 76 : 0 : 4

	Motion: Authorize TGn to hold an ad hoc session (if deemed n
	Moved Bruce Kraemer
	Second Garth Hillman
	Vote: approved with Unanimous consent


	New Business
	There is no new business from any TG, SG, or SC.

	Other business
	Affiliation
	Rolf DeVegt asks about affiliation information which is now 
	Stuart J. Kerry states that he is waiting for the correct re
	There is still an open issue on how to collect affiliation i
	Bob O’Hara There is a link on the website for affiliation in

	Attendance
	Where are the attendance sheets this morning? Harry states t

	Special Orders
	Dave Bagby asks that the chair consider revising the use of 

	Other discussion
	Steve Shellhammer asks for further clarification on which of
	Peter E reports that he has drafted a change to LMSC procedu
	Jon R – asks for clarification on whether each member’s name
	Clint C – had to do a roll call vote. There were 40 members 
	Stuart J. Kerry asks if there is any objection to carry on b
	Straw Poll – do members agree with this technique for roll c


	Adjourn
	Next Meeting May 14-19, 2006 in Jacksonville, Florida.
	The agenda will be 06/451 and will be available 30 days befo
	The meeting is adjourned at 10:15
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	Tuesday Morning Session, March 7, 2006
	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting convened at 0800 hours.
	I show the agenda for today (06/422r1).  Let’s examine it.  
	TimO:  Why would 4 hours be required for presentations?  I t
	PatC:  You’re right ---only if motions are contemplated as p


	Process
	Review of Patent Policy
	PatC: I would like to read the patent policy shown on the sc

	Affirmation of Officers
	PatC:  We must affirm TG officers.  There are myself as chai

	Review of Agenda
	PatC: You see before you the proposed agenda from document 0
	JoeK: Some of these presentations are short—we may not need 

	Approval of the agenda
	PatC: Is there any objection to accepting the agenda as show

	Approval of Minutes from Last Session
	PatC:  The November minutes are in document 06/0089r3.  May 
	Emily Qi Moves.  Dick Seconds
	PatC:  Are there any objections to approving the minutes?
	No.  The motion passes unanimously.

	Sign-In Reminder
	PatC:  I remind you that you must sign the attendance sheet 

	Presentation of Document 05/1067r2
	Floyd Backes presented Interference Detection and Signature 
	Straw Poll:  Should we include the signature results for the
	EmilyQ:  Can we have discussion on this?
	PatC: Yes
	Emily:  This is going to insert the table into normative tex
	Floyd:  The chipsets cannot deliver information other than t
	Straw Poll:  Should we include the signature results for the
	For 11, Against 4
	Floyd:  What are the objections?
	Emily:  This specifies only one way to determine the signatu
	Floyd:  Let’s say instead,  “if you are using pulse width, t
	SimonB:  This seems to focus on a particular mechanism.  It 

	Presentation of Document 06/0429r0
	Tim Olson presented Normative Text Proposal for Diagnostics,
	KevinHayes: Is there enough richness to obtain the exact cre
	Tim:  We can’t specify the credentials exactly, but one coul
	[Tim continues with description of string formats for Manufa
	Kevin:  This is for what equipment?
	Tim: The actual client adaptor.
	PatC:  The radio type for a multiple adaptor?
	TimO:  Dot11PHYType would be returned.
	[Unknown]:  Could any of this be gotten from k?
	TimO: No.
	Tim continues to review details of the protocol.  I will wai
	PatC: Are there any more questions?
	Marty: Is there any security associated with this?  It seems
	PatC:  Yes, there is no security included here.
	Emily:  I Suggest you work with “w” working forward, however
	TimO:  That could be a problem.
	DorothyS:  Regarding 5.4.3.7, Action Frame types…  That is w
	PatC:  You might have to run diagnostics to get past trouble
	Marty:  What happens to the diagnostic state after the diagn
	Tim:  Operation is temporarily suspended, the state is froze
	Marty: Would this cause someone to force authentication if t
	Kevin:   Would you change your negotiated key state with the
	Tim:  Yes.  We might need that.
	Kevin:  In an Enterprise network you might be associated, wh
	Bahr:  Are you actually associating with the AP you are runn
	Tim:  You may be asked to authenticate onto an Enterprise ne
	Nerhu:  Is there a different AP doing the diagnostics?.  Dua
	Tim:  If there is a network connection, it could handle the 
	Nerhu:  Are these tests mandatory or optional?
	Tim: Shown in the text.
	Marty:  Does working with the diagnostic AP affect things li
	Tim: Yes
	Marty: Could that interaction be unsecured, and would that b
	Tim: Yes, I believe so.
	Emily:  We showed these would be mandatory, but if you are r
	Matthew:  When you get an 802.11 communications report it te
	Tim:  One could specify collection and forwarding of an even
	Floyd: Multiple associations and frame forwarding with diagn
	Tim:  A matter of policy.
	Floyd:  These may be virtual APs as well, perhaps not access
	Peyush:  Does this disrupt power save frames?
	Tim: The AP can decide not to send frames during these inter
	Kevin:  These disruptions may become part of a routine, wher
	Peyush:  One could scan for these frames before proceeding.
	TimO:  Remember, any test can be refused for any reason.
	PatC:  Tim, you will request a motion on this tomorrow?
	Tim: Yes, in the afternoon.
	PatC:  We are a little early for the next presentation.  Doe
	No.

	Presentation of Document 06/0444r0
	Simon Black  presented Proposal for Diagnostic Alerts, docum
	Dorothy:  Was this discussed in “k”?  Does it belong in k, o
	Simon: This is similar to k structures, but a follow on---it
	[Continues overview] There is a trigger timeout to avoid flo
	BobM:  Lots of stations might report all at once with a smal
	Simon:  Yes, but you could turn them off.
	Kevin:  Yes, if you could reach them.
	Emily:  Maybe a random interval in the trigger request could
	VictoriaP: Stations might also be carefully chosen as a “sam
	Marty:  How about catastrophic multicast failure?
	Sudheer:  In a catastrophic failure you could produce a syst
	Marty:  “Application failure takes down system!”  Not good.
	Sudheer:  Multicast is always causing troubles like this…
	Simon:  You must set trigger conditions carefully.
	Sudheer: Referring to multicast groups in 11.15.1.1… In the 
	SimonB:  This may require tweaking.
	Nerhu: :Again, you don’t have to select all stations, you co
	Simon:  One could use unicast as a sampler.
	Emily:  In “k” there is a test for number of multicast frame
	Nerhu: Yes, multicast counters could be used (on a specific 
	Emily:  “k” QoS metrics could also be used.
	Sudheer:  In section 7.3.2.22.11 there is already a qualific
	Simon: I appreciate the help, but randomization is not used 
	PatC:  I think there is not enough time before break to have
	TimO:  I have a follow up on diagnostics.  There were some g
	DorothyS:  Which association (or all) does this apply to?  I
	TimO:  Both, I guess.
	Dorothy:  I suggest “shall complete 802.11 association and e
	Marty:  The station may not be able to “re”associate with th
	TimO:  It should go back to the same station, barring moveme
	Marty:  But it could associate anywhere.  What if movement p
	TimO:  You might not be in the same area, same network, same
	Sudheer:  Is it time to investigate putting things back the 
	TimO:  The comments regarding restoration of state make the 


	Closing
	Recess
	PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing until 10:30 for t
	None
	PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 0952.


	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting convened at 1032 hours.


	Process
	Presentation of Document 06/0361r1
	Cheng Qiang  presented Adaptive Rate Control NAV Setting, do
	JoeE:  I may be missing what the problem is to be solved.
	Cheng: This is valuable If automatic rate control is used.
	JoeE:  On slide 6, how are you defining a NAV reset conditio
	Cheng:  The proposal suggests that the NAV be reset by NAVI
	JoeE:  It seems that the RTS/CTS still protects the data, al
	Cheng:  In the event a rate change occurs, it may be necessa
	JoeE:  You want to reset the NAV when you get the data frame
	Cheng: Yes.
	JoeE: But the problem is when you reclaim the time with a sp
	Emily:  This proposal dovetails with the ARC proposal.  We d
	PatC:  Are you coming back with a complete ARC/NAV proposal?
	Cheng: Yes.
	PatC:  Is there a motion?  You may have to find a voting spo

	Presentation of Document 06/0370r1
	Jari Jokela (Nokia) presented Broadcast/Multicast Enhancemen
	TimO:  You advertise all of the multicast groups available. 
	Jari:  Yes.
	TimO:  If the STA leaves, the info is removed?
	Jari: Yes
	Emily:  Why do we need a protocol to handle the advertisemen
	Jari: It may need to fill in fields that might be unavailabl
	Emily:  The AP only knows the multicast address, not specifi
	Jari:  You would need to use the bc/mc-to-uc signaling pream
	Sudheer:  The bc/mc group is a new definition supporting thi
	Jari continues presentation, reviewing specific frames and f
	Sudheer:  Why can’t the DTIM intervals be specified?
	Jari:  The AP may use the STAs declared listen interval to d
	Sudheer:  This doesn’t scale, does it?
	Jari:  If you have a few active multicast streams to a few t
	Solomon: Regarding mapping broadcast to unicast…  The statio
	Jari:  Yes that might be possible.
	Solomon:  You could also add more information to the IE to b
	Emily:  I am concerned with beacon protection.  Could a new 
	Jari:  I believe the information should be transmitted frequ
	Emily:  Should this problem be fixed in TGv or elsewhere?  W
	PatC:  This may be covered in the straw polls Jari intends t
	Marty:  How about separating advertisement from the rest of 
	TimO:  What is the expectation on the client side about whet
	Jari:  Yes.  [shows slide]
	TimO:  When the client roams, does it have to setup multicas
	Jari: Yes
	TimO:  But today, if multicast is being streamed, the roamin
	Emily:  I am concerned about scalability.  For video this co
	BobM:  I believe our work list addressed only “long term” po
	Jari: Optional
	Straw Poll:  Do you feel that reliable broadcast/multicast s
	Emily suggest “enhancements” instead of “reliable”
	Jari: OK.
	Straw Poll: Do you feel that broadcast/multicast enhancement
	For 20 Against 10
	Straw Poll;  Do you feel that submission 11-06/0369r0 should
	Yes 23 No 8
	Straw Poll:  Do you feel that Broadcast/Multicast to unicast
	16 Yes, 9 No.
	Straw Poll:  Do you feel that it is worthwhile to separate b
	Yes 17,  4 No.
	Straw Poll:  Do you feel that flexible multicast service int
	Yes 10, No 10.
	Straw Poll:  Do you feel that carrying proxy ARP indication 
	Yes 9, 12 No.


	Closing
	Recess
	PatC:  Is there any objection to recess until 1330? None.
	PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1204.



	Tuesday Afternoon Session, March 7, 2006
	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting convened at 1332 hours.


	Process
	Presentation of Document 06/0390r0
	Emily Qi presented document 06/0390 on Event Logging with co
	PatC:  Are there any questions?
	Henry:  We have talked about event logging for a while.  I t
	TimO:  Each sender might have the need to relay layer 2 beha
	PatC: Would you be more comfortable with calling it a “free-
	Henry: Perhaps
	JoeK:  I’m not clear how the filtering works.  If there is n
	Emily:  The filtering behavior is fully described in the tex
	Ed:  Some of this involves security, but there are interoper
	PatC:  This is not really a “syslog”, so implementation is f
	TimO:  Are you troubled by the format or the name?
	Henry:  Mainly the format , because the provider may have a 
	JoeE:  Would it help to make sure that the table resides in 
	Ed:  One thing from link layer and below information would b
	Konrad:  I think there are privacy issues with hot spots for
	PatC:  This can be handled by security policies, I believe.
	TimO:  Every presentation in TGr has this problem to one ext
	Emily:  I have a motion:
	Move to include normative text in document 11-06-0346-01-000
	Moved Emily  Seconded Joe Epstein
	Any discussion?  None.
	For 13, Against 0, Abstain 5   The motion passes (75% requir
	PatC:  When making out the agenda, I mistakenly assumed that

	Presentation of Document 05/1065r2
	Emily Qi presented document 05/1065r2 with companion text in
	FloydB:  Regarding Section 11.15.4… “The selection of approp
	Emily:  I will remove that reference.
	Sudheer:  When I am an AP compiling a list of other APs a cl
	Emily:  We thought about that, but it would have to change t
	TimO:  We had a proposal to change the neighbor list to be e
	Emily:  I could go either way, but suggest that for now we s
	Sudheer:  The normative text document shows a number of reas
	Amaud:  Why would you bar APs?
	Emily:  There may be AP controllers that may require this.
	Amaud:  What does it take to start the process?
	JoeK:  We didn’t specifically identify and select a preferre
	Kevin:  If the exclusivity bit is set, and it scans and can’
	JoeE:  The exclusivity bit is more of a “bookkeeping” featur
	Henry:  I think the Request Mode Field needs bit 2-4 notatio
	EmilyQ:  Thanks.
	PatC: When “k” stabilizes, a lot of these details may change
	Kevin:  I recommend a grouping in the element ID parameters.
	Henry:  Can you elaborate on how the “target” field is used?
	Emily: Yes
	TimO:  You appear to be adding load information.  How diffic
	Floyd:  The client is in a good position to get the loads.
	Emily:  Having the loads in the field seems valuable, even i
	TimO:  I don’t actually see the value.
	Emily:  The static vs. dynamic issue applies to signal stren
	Pyush:  I suggest we opt to minimize the overhead.
	TimO:  You can never have an absolute load determination.  A
	Ed:  If “preference value” is implementation dependent, won’
	Emily:  They will be using the same APs in a given ESS.
	Ed:  Yes, but if there’s a mix, there will be no transferabi
	JoeE:  In the roaming lists, the problem should not surface.
	Henry:  If the preference values aren’t common in a network,
	JoeE:  Let’s say if not, “preferences”, how about “rank orde
	Henry:  That would make a little more sense, but you could s
	JoeE:  Rank order could have two occupying the same level, e
	Floyd:  What is the relative meaning of the fields?  Definin
	JoeK:  Some confusion ties into neighbor reports.  There is 
	BobM:  Emily, I’d like to make sure that the QoS categories 
	PatC:  These are the same terms used in 802.11e.
	Emily:  I wish to move:
	Motion:  Move to include normative text in document 11-05-10
	“The selection of appropriate points of association for STAs
	Suggested modification before seconding.
	Motion:  Move to include normative text in document 11-05-10
	“The selection of appropriate points of association for STAs
	Moved Emily  Seconded Joe Epstein
	PatC: Is there discussion on the motion?
	TimO:  I speak strongly against this motion, as there are su
	Sudheer:  I like the mechanism for load balancing, however I
	Emily:  I’m OK with that, but…
	Ed:  Point of order.  Are we in discussion on the motion on 
	Henry:  If two implementers produce two different load balan
	JoeK:  I speak for the motion.  It would appear that adding 
	Yes   8    No  10   Abstain  7  The motion fails.
	Emily:  Could those who voted against share reasons?.
	BobM:  I voted “against” because I feel the proposal is not 
	Henry:  I voted “against” due to the preference ambiguities.


	Closing
	Recess
	PatC:  Is there any objection to recess for the break? None.
	PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1530.


	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting convened at 1600 hours.


	Process
	Presentation of Document 06/0010r1
	Dorothy Stanley (Aruba Networks) presented document 06/0010r
	[Unknown]: Can the presence be sent to any AP or just the on
	Dorothy: Any
	Dorothy:  I shall ask for a vote on this proposal Thursday, 
	Henry:  Suggest that the granularity be examined on the meas
	Pyush:  The Table v4 shows microseconds, nanoseconds, and te
	Henry:  These units are necessary to provide the right combi
	JoeK:  I think the features expressed by the proposal are he
	Dorothy:  The field with the measurement data is optional, a
	JoeK:  Why would you not use GPS data?
	Dorothy:  If GPS data is available, it’s straightforward to 
	TimO:  That ability is already in there, via “conversion of 
	AlanThompson:  There are many security issues associated wit
	Ed:  I don’t recall that there is any current requirement fo
	Dorothy:  This is being addressed through TGw capabilities. 
	JoeE:  Regarding the part of the discussion regarding micro-
	Henry:  The information in the clear (in the beacon) does no
	Neils:  I do not believe that we have sufficient resolution 

	Presentation of Document 05/1219r3
	S. Ponnuswamy (Aruba Networks) presented document 05/1219r3 
	PatC:  I’m looking at slide 9, but it doesn’t match what’s o
	Dorothy:  What’s on the screen is actually r4.
	[Ponnuswamy continues presentation]  Normative text details 
	Dorothy:  I’ve put the normative text version displayed on t
	AlanT:  I would suggest that you clarify how STAs looking fo
	TimO:  Today people just send multiple beacons.  I don’t kno
	BobM:  Is the “multiple BSSID” information transmitted in ev
	Summu:  No, for example it could be sent each tenth beacon. 
	BobM:  You anticipated my concern about beacon bloat.
	JoeK:  In “k” we did a lot of thinking about virtual APs.  W
	Summu: There is no requirement for a response, as left up to
	JoeK:  Chart 11, seems to show that you will simply send mor
	Sudheer:  Today each multiple beacon AP has different profil
	JoeE:  I am confused by how you end up with many virtual APs
	Nerhu:  Probe requests from multiple legacy clients could be
	PatC:  You are not ready to do a motion yet?
	Summu: No.
	PatC: Can any other presentations be squeezed into 25 minute
	Floyd: Yes.


	Process
	Presentation of Document 05/1068r2
	Floyd Backes presented document 05/1068r2 Normative Text for
	Emily: Does the information element require the beacon?
	Floyd:  Could also be probe.
	Emily:  Could the power constraint element be forged?  A pro
	Floyd:  Having the information in the beacon seems better, a
	PatC:  Someone could impersonate an AP and cause everyone’s 
	Floyd:  There is expectation that the power control element 
	Emily:  If one used a unicast action frame the ACK would mak
	Mark:  Would this be sent in every beacon?
	Floyd:  Currently, yes.
	Mark:  Perhaps it could be transmitted only when a need aris
	PatC:  A device may have just joined a network.  It might no
	BobM:  APSD may “blast” when it awakens until it hears a bea
	Mark:  Maybe Emily’s action frame would be better as this co
	Ed:  Are we sure that the specification on the units of powe
	Floyd:   Power backoff amount could be used…
	TimO:  IEs are not really extensible.  If you add a new byte
	Floyd:  You’d rather have action frames?
	TimO:  No, not really.  I don’t think we need more action fr
	Floyd:  What do you want, then?
	TimO:  Another IE would work for me; I’d rather not have mor
	Sudheer:  In version 1.0 there is only one byte.
	Mark:  Today legacy devices expect only one byte.  It won’t 
	Subbu:  Regarding Tim’s comment:..  The power constraint in 
	Emily:  Back to security:  11h also had power control, but I
	TimO:  Why is this limited to only management frames?  I cal
	Floyd:  It should say for data frames.
	RogerD:  The management frame reference is correct.
	Floyd:  You want the STA to control just data frames or data
	TimO;  I wish to move:
	Move to include the text in document 06/0429r2 into the TGv 
	Moved Tim  Second Emily
	Yes  17, No  0,  Abstain 2  The motion passes.


	Closing
	Recess
	PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing for the day?  Non
	PatC:  We are recessed.  Recess at 1745.



	Wednesday Afternoon Session, March 8, 2006
	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting called to order at 1600 hours.
	PatC:  We shall resume the presentations as per our revised 


	Process
	Presentation of Document 06/0388r0
	Joe Kwak (Interdigital) presented document 06/0388r0, BSS Ch
	PatC:  Are there any questions?
	TimO:  Responding to a single AP’s request to change channel
	JoeK:  This feature allows a fast way to notify an AP that a
	TimO: It seems like this is not so valuable in light of the 
	JoeK:  “k” does not allow triggered measurements except for 
	BobM:  Given that the AP decides whether to act or not, and 
	Floyd:  This could require an algorithm to make sure that or
	Sudheer:  If a bunch of stations don’t respond to the move, 
	JoeK:  Without the ACK, the AP must conclude that the statio
	TimO:  For your information, new features have been added in
	PatC:  Joe, do you have a motion?
	JoeK:  Yes, I wish to move:
	Move to instruct the editor to include normative text for BS
	Moved Kwak   Second Sudheer Matta
	PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion? None.  Very well, 
	For 13,  Against 10,  Abstain 6  The motion fails.
	JoeK:  Is there any supplementary feedback from the voters?
	TimO:  I like the channel switch, but I feel the STA-induced
	Sudheer:  11h does not allow dynamic channel switching.  Thi
	JoeK:  You still need an acknowledgement  to make the proces
	Amaud:  STAs may ask for a channel change just because they 
	Emily:  This proposal seems too complicated for what it want

	Presentation of Document 06/349r0
	Youngsoo Kim (Samsung) presented document 06/0349r0 on Idle 
	Subbu:  I’m not clear what initiates the paging process.  Wh
	Youngsoo:  The STA transmits a frame requesting Idle mode.
	Subbu:  Yes, but I still don’t understand exactly how the in
	Youngsoo:  That process is covered in the document [reviews]
	Menzo:  Can you give us some information on how much power t
	Youngsoo:  I call your attention to document 051263r2 on the
	TimO:  How does the page trigger frame get from the home AP 
	Youngsoo:  OK.  We examined this with VoIP, and the STA gets
	TimO:  But there will be an interruption during reassociatio
	PatC:  The packets may be retransmitted, however.
	JohnBart:  Why do you move using 11r?
	Youngsoo:  It preserves the key information.  The first asso
	Sudheer:  Back to the picture.  You go to a third AP at the 
	Youngsoo:  Every AP sends the same paging information, causi
	TimO: But in 11r, you don’t push the information to everyone
	Dorothy: No, not currently. That could be done, though, even
	PatC:  When you move to AP7 and you get paged, does that bec
	Youngsoo:  After you associate it is still not your “home” A
	PatC:  I continue to worry about expansion of beacons.
	Youngsoo:  But remember the paging is in hashed groups, so t
	PatC:  Yes, I see.
	JoeE:  I’m missing something.  You’re at AP2 going to AP4.  
	PatC:  No, you can do it over the air.
	BobMayer:  When the station moves from AP2 to AP4 in idle mo
	Youngsoo:  Information in the beacon tells it that.
	PatC:  But you said stations don’t have to listen to all of 
	Youngsoo:  Yes.
	Sudheer;  How do you handle many different STAs with the pag
	The AP has PID and MAC address.  The STA can reach everyone 
	PatC:  Youngsoo, would you like to offer a motion?
	Youngsoo: Yes, I wish to move:
	Move to include the text in document 06/0350r0 into the TGv 
	Moved Youngsoo Kim  Seconded Junghoon Suh
	PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion?  Yes.
	Roger:  This presentation covers a lot of areas.  Not clear 
	PatC:  Is there any more discussion?  No. Very well, voting 
	For  3,  Against  12, Abstain 15  The motion fails.
	BobM:  I expected a little more detail following the Waikolo

	Motion on Diagnostic Alerts
	PatC:  Simon, do you want to offer a motion?
	Simon Black:  Yes.
	PatC: Has the material been on the server long enough?
	Simon Black:  Yes, I wish to move:
	Move to include the text in document 06/0428r1 into the TGv 
	Moved Simon Black  Second  Floyd Backes
	PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion. None. Very well, v
	For 21, Against 0, Abstain  6  The motion passes

	Motion on Location
	PatC:  Dorothy, do you have a motion to offer on Location?
	Dorothy:  Yes.  But the material has not been on the server 
	Motion: “Instruct the editor to include the substantive text
	PatC:  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Yes.
	TimO:  What is the difference between Version 5 vs. 6?
	There is no difference.  I got confused before about the lat
	Motion on the floor: “Instruct the editor to include the sub
	Moved Dorothy Stanley  Second Emily Qi
	PatC:  Is there any more discussion on the motion?  No.  Vot
	For  14 , Against  3, Abstain 9  The motion passes.
	PatC:  Are there any other motions?  None.  We have 20 minut
	Floyd:  Let’s go now.

	Presentation of Document 06/498r0
	Floyd Backes presented Power Control, document 06/498r0 (new
	TimO:  What is the document number of the updated normative 
	Floyd:  That is in document 05/1016r4, but it does not conta
	Menzo:  I wasn’t in TGv yesterday, but may I know why there 
	Floyd:  You may want management frames to go out with higher
	Menzo: If I scanned to a new channel, wouldn’t I always use 
	Floyd:  Yes, my understanding is that you could use maximum 
	Menzo:  I understand that part.
	Floyd:  There are ways to understand what maximum power is p
	Menzo:  But then why not just have a line in the standard th
	Sudheer:  The goal here is to “compress” the cell a little b
	TimO:  It seems like the management power maximum should be 
	Manoj:  You may have collisions if you transmit probes at hi
	Floyd:  You must generally design a network so you don’t hav
	Sudheer:  With this you can actually adjust the power in nea
	BobMayer:  This covers only STAs?
	Floyd:  This covers all non-AP stations.
	PatC:  Is there any other business?
	Dorothy:  One more comment for Youngsoo:  It does my heart g
	PatC:  We have no time left.


	Closing
	Recess
	PatC:  Is there any objection to recessing for the day?  Non
	Recessed at 1800 hours.



	Thursday Morning Session, March 9, 2006
	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting called to order at 0801 hours.


	Process
	Review of Agenda
	PatC: The agenda for today calls for some motions. Is there 

	Presentation of Document 06/498r0
	Amaud Meylan presented Standby Time Improvements, document 0
	JoeE:  It is bad to prevent the AP from sending a disassocia
	Marty:  Right now you can disassociate anyone for any reason
	Roger:  I like the idea, but I don’t like the way the text i
	Amaud:  What other reasons are there?
	JoeE:  Many reasons: changing of settings, reboot, exhaustio
	BobOhara:  I see some reasons for this.  But this also invol
	Amaud: Listen intervals could be very long, perhaps 50.  Do 
	BobO:  The algorithm by which an STA reaches an acceptable i
	PatC:  Using 11i, would it be acceptable to “guess” the algo
	BobO:  Should we also advertise the maximum number of STAs? 
	TimO:  Bob, you seem to be quashing a lot of things that are
	Amaud:  That would seem to be a good approach.
	Marty:  On page 60, table 18, one of the reason codes is for
	PatC:  But the state may not have been saved in the AP.
	Roger:   If you are using say, 3-5 second inactivity periods
	JoeE:  I hear what you said, but I’m not convinced the place
	Amaud:  The idea is not to break it.  If you want long stand
	JoeE:  There are different ways of doing this…
	Amaud:  If networks want long standby times, this must be ad
	JoeE:  How long do you want to sleep?
	Amaud: If you want phones, you have to do this.  You have a 
	JoeE:  I disagree strongly that we have a bad network.  It’s
	Marty:  I think that it is not a poorly designed network, bu
	PatC:  Any other comments?  None. Emily?

	Presentation of Document 05/1064r4
	Emily Qi presented normative text on Load Balancing, documen
	TimO:  May I suggest rather than separate IEs, combine them 
	Marty:  We could also ask for a return of sub-element 4 info
	Emily:  I’ll think about that.
	TimO:  That’s a good idea for traffic classes.
	Marty:  It could be made more generic than traffic classes o
	TimO:  Yes.
	Emily: [Continues review of text] The preference field has a
	JariJokela:  If the QBSS admission capacity element is prese
	Emily:  No.  802.11e allows negotiation for traffic category
	Jari:  In order to get that information, an STA has to liste
	Emily: Yes. [Continues review of text]  The Roaming Manageme
	TimO:  How can you parse out an optional variable length fie
	Emily:  It depends on whether the extra bit is set to say th
	TimO:  The bit does not seem to cover the Disassociation Tim
	Emily: [Continues review of text]   Status codes in Roaming 
	PatC:  Questions?
	TimO:  Is there any requirement for letting the STA know how
	Emily:  No.
	PatC:  Do you have a motion?
	Emily:   I have a motion, but some changes have been suggest
	TimO:  Remember that in the Extensions table, sending all of
	PatC:  Next presentation?  Floyd?
	Floyd:  I’d like to wait until 1100 hours.
	PatC:  Very well.  Amaud, do you wish to present? Yes.

	Presentation of Document 06/0487r0
	Amaud Meylan presented another Power Save-related contributi
	PatC: Questions?
	TimO:  Does that mean 802.11 in the future will have to char
	Amaud:  For some QoS classes, yes, although this would be up
	TimO:  So a bit in the frame, such as “ethertype”, would be 
	Amaud:  Yes.
	TimO:  But it is already classified in the QoS requirement, 
	Amaud:  Perhaps, but not for all cases.
	Roger:  I understand what you’re trying to do: save power.  
	Amaud:  Not really.  It just says that you may not return ea
	Roger:  But you’re likely to get disassociated…
	Amaud:  Why?
	Roger:  Because you’re not playing by the rules.
	Amaud:  I don’t think the AP knows who’s listening and who’s
	Roger: APs are in charge of associations.  STAs can’t just g
	Amaud:  Let’s go off-line on this...
	TimO:  If  I could get this set up, as an administrator, how
	Amaud:  This depends on the applications and the DTIM interv
	TimO:  This could become complex enough, it might not buy yo
	Amaud: Right now ARP timeouts are about 1 second, which woul
	PatC: Are there any other comments?  No.   Amaud, you wanted
	Amaud:  Yes.
	Straw Poll: Is DTIM sufficient to support extended standby t
	For  0, Against  13
	Amaud: I have not seen others pursuing the DTIM problem, but
	PatC:  Joe, do you want to present?

	Presentation of Document 06/0389r0
	Joe Kwak presented Direct Link Management in document 06/0389r0, uploaded about 5 minutes ago.  This is a new topic addressing several of our objectives: 1010 Enterprise, Home and
	Floyd:  The scenario in slide 7, please elaborate.
	JoeK:  This is the difference between relaying through an AP
	Floyd;  You actually do better than these figures then…
	JoeK:  No, this includes other traffic in the mix as well. [
	PatC: Are there questions?
	Amaud:  Other 802.11 groups have also been thinking along th
	JoeK:  Does anyone know about this?
	Ed: The alternate channel idea looks similar to 06/408.  You
	Roger: There has been a lot of work in “n” on this.
	Marty:   Efficient spectrum has been an issue.
	Floyd:  This seems like it could be a lot to work on.  I’m n
	Alan: How would you choose the alternate channel, particular
	JoeK:  Yes, this could be a consequence of success.  If the 
	PeterEcclesine: 06/0242 Shows another approach.  I suggest t
	Marian:  A question of overlap with 11s:  In the home enviro
	Amaud:  Addressing the problem on home-nets, HDTV streams ar
	BobM:  I think this is an exciting idea, and I like the idea
	Straw Poll 1 (alt-channel DLS)
	Do you feel that multi-channel operation in the BSS such as 
	For 10, 22 Against
	Straw Poll 2 (multi-BSS home environment)
	Do you feel that extension to the existing inter-AP TGv work
	For 6,  2 Against
	PatC:  We have only a Location motion in the next session.  
	Simon Black:  I’d like to make a presentation [submits detai
	PatC:  Very well, I show the revised agenda:
	TGv Text Submissions
	Is there any objection to accepting the revised agenda? None

	Recess
	PatC:  Pursuant to the schedule, is there any objection to r
	Recessed at 1000 hours.


	Opening
	Call to order
	Pat R. Calhoun (PatC): I call the meeting to order.
	Meeting called to order at 1034 hours.


	Process
	Presentation of Document 05/0932r1
	Simon Black provided a presentation based on documents 05/93
	Straw Poll:  Should the interference diagnostics provided by
	PeterE: Multiple energy bandwidths could be on the same chan
	Simon:  Perhaps…
	TimO:  This is like “k”?
	SimonB:  Yes, but this is more “should the protocol have the
	TimO:  This would add how long to measure etc.?
	Simon:  Yes.
	Sudheer:  How is this different from “k”
	Simon:  This would have the purpose of being “non-invasive” 
	Sudheer:  But isn’t this in “k”?
	Simon:  Partly, but this wouldn’t disrupt other transmission
	Emily:  More flexibility is better.  Such a measurement coul
	Floyd:  Its been shown to be quite useful to recognize inter
	PeterEcclesine:  In 802.22 they have to monitor three channe
	Floyd:  In “a” and “g” the issue of interference from differ
	Roger:  If a BSS channel switch happens, it’s useful to know
	Simon:  It is potentially possible to take into consideratio
	VictoriaP: This could improve channel planning in controlled
	Ed:  When I think about all the modulation types being used,
	PeterEcclesine:  802.11 should “future-proof” itself because
	Simon:  This would provide the ability to measure and commun
	Straw Poll on floor:  Should the interference diagnostics pr
	Yes  24, No 0
	Simon:  We shall be back in May with more thoughts…
	Next is Floyd at 1100.  We have 5 minutes.  Floyd, any objec
	Floyd:  No.

	Presentation of Document 05/0386r1
	Floyd Backes presented 05/0386r1 covering Load Balancing cha
	TimO:  The channel selection case you provided would seem to
	Floyd:  It is within the vendors purview to add features on 
	TimO:  It seems to me that the feature improvements could al
	Floyd:  I can say from experience that the core algorithm ap
	PeterEcclesine:  I believe “garbage into algorithm” means “g
	Floyd:  I understand your point, that it’s not up to 11v to 
	PeterEcclesine:  I believe that all of the vendors will do b
	Floyd:  Then why have any standard at all?  How about handli
	PeterEcclesine:  We did “a” and “b” at the same time, so no 
	Floyd:  But not “n”…
	Sudheer:  If a possibility doesn’t show in an availability l
	Floyd:   I disagree.  I don’t think RSSI is the best thing t
	JoeK:  I have several comments.  You must recognize that 802
	Floyd:  Talking about cost is not appropriate.  As to the “l
	PeterEcclesine:  Encryption treats how not exactly what.
	Floyd:  I disagree.  The two ends have to use the same algor
	Kurt:  An important point is who’s asserting control of the 
	Floyd:  I would counter that this leads to corner cases wher
	Dick:  I look at this as a “toolbox”  The toolbox is the pro
	Conrad: For the last 20 years examining cellular vendor prot
	BobM  I agree with the previous commenter.  This is a “growi
	JesseWalker:  Systems without some uniformity in this respec
	Roger: I’m in favor of algorithms.  There are clear problems
	TimO:  I worked on GSM.  The signaling for handoffs is speci
	JoeE:  One of the things about cellular is that the algorith
	PatC: Dorothy, you have a motion. Who else has a motion? Non

	Motion on Location
	Dorothy Stanley reviewed document 06/0009r3 which is identic
	PatC: Are there any comments?  None.
	Dorothy:  I wish to move.
	Motion:
	Move to include the substantive text in document 06/0009r3 i
	Moved Dorothy Stanley Seconded Roger Durand
	PatC:  Is there discussion on the motion?  None.  Very well,
	For  27,  Against  0,  Abstain 5   The motion passes.
	PatC:  Are there any straw polls?

	Additional Straw Polls
	JariJokela:  I’d like another straw poll:
	Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objecti
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multic
	Dorothy: I’d like to understand the specifics.
	Roger:  This seems too broad.
	Jari: How could the language be improved?
	Roger:  I suggest “that TGv come up with methods for….” , or
	Jari: I think many folks will be interested in things like e
	TimO:  “v” was supposed to be the control complement to “k”.
	Amaud: I’m still confused about what we are trying to do.  I
	Emily:  Can you suggest some text here?
	Henry:  In terms of control channel stuff, this concerns me.
	Jari: I’d like to modify the straw poll to expand the detail
	First Poll:
	Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objecti
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance the power efficiency
	Yes  20   No   8
	Second Poll:
	Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objecti
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance reliability of broad
	Yes  15  No 14
	Third Poll:
	Do you believe it is acceptable to add the following objecti
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multic
	Yes  7  No 15
	PatC:  I’m unclear on how the results impact our objectives.
	Dorothy:  Does that mean that we will be adding this to the 
	PatC:  The objective document is now just a collection of id
	Sudheer:  We should take a stand and make the objectives an 
	PatC:  I suggested we not revisit this, as we have already d
	PeterEcclesine: We have Robert’s Rules to define what goes i
	Roger:  If you are trying to make a change that affects the 
	Simon:  What we’ve done is that we do a straw poll.  If more
	PatC:  Very well, to adopt it for TGv work, we would have to
	Jari:  OK, let’s do that.
	Straw Poll:
	Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance the power efficiency
	Yes  19   No   11   The group approves.
	Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance reliability of broad
	Yes  10  No 21  The group disapproves.
	Add the following objective to the TGv Objective Document
	Req 2120: Broadcast and Multicast Enhancements
	TGv shall provide mechanisms to enhance broadcast and multic
	Yes  10  No 20  The group disapproves.
	PatC:  Emily, please add 422r3 additions to the document.
	Amaud: What is the process for getting the next version of t
	Emily: I will post the documents next week.
	PatC:  OK, Let’s work on our plans for May.  I shall not be 
	Pat: So here is the plan…
	Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting 
	Review Updated Objectives Draft
	TGv Normative text submissions
	Load balancing (Qi)
	Multi-Level Power Control (Backes)
	Interference Diagnostics (Black)
	Standby Time Improvement (Meylan)
	Idle Mode Operation (Kim)
	BSS Channel Switch (Kwak)
	Power Saving (Kwak)
	DLS Management (Kwak)
	PatC:  The next item is examination of our timetable.  We’ve
	Base line accepted January 06 (Completed)
	Submissions addressing objectives (Start in March 06)
	TG Ad-Hoc Draft Internal Review: November 06…
	Dorothy: I’m not sure we have enough information to predict 
	JoeK:  OK, good idea.
	PatC:  Let’s update the task list to show that.
	Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting 
	Review Updated Objectives Draft
	Reevaluate TGv Timeline
	TGv Normative text submissions
	Load balancing (Qi)
	Multi-Level Power Control (Backes)
	Interference Diagnostics (Black)
	Standby Time Improvement (Meylan)
	Idle Mode Operation (Kim)
	BSS Channel Switch (Kwak)
	Power Saving (Kwak)
	DLS Management (Kwak)
	JoeK.:  We should track progress as we move forward.
	Dorothy:  We need to add a response to Emergency Services In
	PatC:  OK, so added:
	Note: Pat will not be present in May.  Harry will be acting 
	Review Updated Objectives Draft
	Reevaluate TGv Timeline
	Prepare response to ESIF sub-committee B
	TGv Normative text submissions
	Load balancing (Qi)
	Multi-Level Power Control (Backes)
	Interference Diagnostics (Black)
	Standby Time Improvement (Meylan)
	Idle Mode Operation (Kim)
	BSS Channel Switch (Kwak)
	Power Saving (Kwak)
	DLS Management (Kwak)
	PatC:  OK, should I assume an hour for presentations when sc
	JoeK:  We should take as much time as we need, but we should
	PatC:  My goal is to set the upper limit.
	JoeK:  I don’t believe it’s necessary to block out the time 
	Floyd:  I think this was a big help to presenters who have t
	Dick:  I think 40 minutes is good on repeat topics, perhaps 
	PatC:  Presenters, let me know what you’ll need.  Does the g
	Floyd:  I feel like I already know who I have to work with. 
	PatC:  Very well, we shall not plan on teleconferences. Are 


	Closing
	Adjourn
	PatC:  Since we have covered all of the agenda items, is the
	Adjourn at 1216 hours.
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